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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
SMITHSONIAN_ INSTITUTION,
BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY,
Washington, D. 0., September 27, 1895.
Sm: I have the honor to submit my Sixteenth Annual Report
as Director of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
The first part consists of an exposition of the operations
of the Bureau for and during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1895; the second part consists of a series of papers on
anthropologic subjects, prepared by collaborators to illustrate
the methods and to set forth the results of the work of the
Bureau.
I desire to express my thanks for your constant support and
your wise counsel relating to the work under my charge.
I am, with respect, your obedient servant,

Director.
Honorable S. P. LANGLEY,
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.
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SIXTEEWI7H ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

BUREAU OF AMERICAN ETHNOLOGY

By J. W. PowELL, Director

INTRODUCTION
Researches relating to the American Indians were continued
throughout the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, in conformity
with law.
·
The end of research is the discovery of relation. The recognition of relation is knowledge. The final relations, toward
which all knowledge tends, are those connecting intelligent
man with the universe of which he forms a part.
Knowledge progresses not only by extension but also by
intension; i.e., as the field extends, so also knowledge becomes
more de~nite, more significant, more useful, and in every way
closer to the intelligent being. So knowledge begins with
the remote and proceeds toward the near. The stars were
studied, and first astrology and afterward astronomy came;
the remoter lands were explored, and geography arose; gems
and rare earths were examined, and first alchemy and then
chemistry developed; imported and unusual plants at first and
afterward common plants were investigated, and botany grew
up; animals were subjected to research, and zoology became
a science; mountains and mines and afterward local rocks and
soils were studied, and geology was organized; last of all,
mankind came to be investigated in their various aspects, and
anthropology came into being. Throughout this history the
xv
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fi ld of reco niz cl r lation con tantly expanded, yet still more
importantl th r c gnition of r elation gradually became
definite and approach d nearer and nearer to the knower.
Even within anthropology th ·ame course ha been extended;
at fir t man wa con ·idered an animal, while the essentially
human attribute w r ignored; but gradually these attributes
were recognized and combined under demonomy, or the great
science of humanity, a set forth in the last report. In
demonomy the relation recognized are numerous and complex, compri ing as they do all those recognized in the earlier
sciences, together with many others; yet it has been found
inexpedient properly to define the races and peoples of the
world, including the tribes of America, without analysis and
synthe i of these relation .
The multifarious relations of mankind, among each other
and with the co,'mo , are best expre sed in terms of activities,
or activital pr ducts. On examining the activities, it is found
that they are modified by time and conditions, i. e., that they
are at on e product and prototypes of development; and
clear in<lication ar found that they were originally adaptive
aud undiff rentiat d, though they are now purposive and fairly
differ ntiat d among th known peoples of the earth, especially
th hi h r ra
lthough the e activities are so closely
int rr lat d a' t be interdependent ( e. g., just as chemistry
and g 1 a- ar interd ,p nd nt), they fall naturaily into five
at ri ·; and a ·h at g ry may ju tly be regarded as contitutin th
bj ·t matt r of a ienc . Accordingly, the
gr , . i ne
f cl m n m om1 ri e five ubsciences, each
• 1 pr h 11 ·iv a,ll(l imp rtant a,• t
take rank with the older
. i n · rl h fi
cat
ri · f a tivities may be haracteriz d 1 ri fl~r ancl in .· m m a ur I rovi ionally:
1. Th" primary a ti iti .·, whi h ro t in vital pro esse , are
omP t l, ith pl a.·ur< bl · n ati n . They arise in a certain
rl r· amo1w known primitiv I pl · th y appeal chiefly
t th ,· -'11. · ... • arnl }m n 1 r ad van cl peoples they app al
m r larcr l ' t th m i n.·, fix d .· ntim nt , and intellectual
qna1i6 .· · h . m, tur i th fin art · r . thetic , primitive
c n l a,lvanc· <1
which 1 l n t n w h ·hare t riz cl ind .tail.
I h . ·i n · f th ; , ·ti viti .· ha: h n m r r 1 · 1 arly
r
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recognized during recent years; it ii5 commonly called esthetology, and this designation is acceptable.
2. Intimately connected with the prim~ry activities, and
also rooting in vital processes though becoming dominant only
by organization through exercise and volition, there are others
connected with physical well-being. These activities also
arise in a certain order which need not now be developed;
they mature in arts of welfare, . or industries. The science of
industries has long been recognized · more or less clearly, and
is acceptably known as technology. Both esthetics and industries, originating as they do in vital processes, · are primarily
individual, though they become collective through combination
with higher activities.
3. The activities of the third category pertain to collective
relations. Initially they are connected with consanguinity,
and later with affinity on whatsoever basis; among savage
peoples they are expressed in the organization of family and
clan; among barbaric peoples they are expressed in the familyt
gens, and tribe; and among more advanced peoples in the
family, state, nation, and alliance, with their various ramifications. These essentially collective activities root in biotic processes, chiefly reproductive, and mature in government. By
some they are regarded as constituting the essential attributes
of mankind, and have been combined and discussed under the
designation . of sociology; this name is acceptable, though it
seems preferable to restrict its use to the branch of demonomy
best recognized when it was coined; thus employed, sociology
may be defined as the science of collective control, or, more
briefly, the science of governments.
4. The activities of the fourth category are essentially collective and artificial; they are connected with expression,
pantomimic, oral, and graphic. These activities also arise in
a certain order with human development, as has been made
known largely through researches in the Bureau. This order
need not now be set forth in detail, though it may be noted
that, since the activities of language are essentially demotic,
their course of development is unlike that of living organismsr
and may be characterized as involutionary rather than evolutionary-i. e., the lines of development are convergent rather
16
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than divergent a among animal and plant . Th . e activities
may be combined a lano-uage or art f xpre ion; a part
have long been re ognized a lingui tic r philology; and.
although the latter term i not wholly unobjectionable, it
would seem best to adopt it, with enlarg d definition, and
apply it to the fourth cience of humanity.
5. The activities of the fifth category repre ent the integration and summation of all the other activitie ; they are essentially intellectual and grow out of the interaction of intelligent
beings among each other and with the co mos. They comprise inferences, conclu.__ions, abstractions, beliefs, and all other
forms of knowledge or pseudo-knowledge; they arise in acertain order which is of great significance, but which need not
here be detailed; they mature in that definite and comprehensive knowledge which i called science. These activities are
so many-sideq. and ill-recognized that they have not been
com biued hitherto, and are not named in the vernacular; their
product may perhap · be 't be denoted a opinions. It is to
be observed that the prin ipal activities connected with opinion are (1) in truction and (2) acception, both of which are
e entially ·olle tive and pertain to the individual only as a
member f the group . The ience of opinions, including the
activitie of promulo-ation and acception, may be called. sophiology ( oocpi'a, knowl do-e, and A6yo~, di c urse).
Th organization and cl fir iti n of the demotic sciences jn
ld a d finite ba ·i ' for a cientific classifiu h mann r a t
nd 1 I l .· of the earth, including the
cation f th n
trih of m ri ·a, i.- u f the r ults flowing from the work
f th , Bur an iu it.· ir . titution in 1 79. It i. thought that
tbi.
n ral worl ha. n w r ach d . u h a stage as to afford
tru ·tw rth.r :t< ndpoint,• for futur work in ethnic cla sification.
viou · ~ ar. , the op rations of the Bureau have
-ward in ac ordan e with law and with plans
h.
ri
in th la t rep rt, the details of
th
rn ·
in a erie of periodical proo-re s
·al
ry I re par l £ r trau. mittal to the
r p rt.· an
~ er
.
m .- lll< n In. titution. The report are
iu ·urpornt 1 h r in a , a c1 tail d exhibit f work and progres .

Hcluri1
1 , n (·,uri
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PROGRESS REPORTS
OPERATIONS DURING JULY

The work of the Bureau during the month has been almost
exclusively confined to such researches as may be prosecuted
in the office, the only field operations conducte~ being the
surveys by Mr Cosmos Mindeleff in the pueblo region of the
southwest.
· The Director severed his connection with the United States
Geological Survey at the close of the last fiscal year, and with
the beginning of the month of July began to give exclusive
attention to the conduct of this Bµreau, and to summarizing
and correlating its past researches and formulating plans for
future investigation and publication.
· Work in sign language-Colonel Garrick Mallery continued
during the month the preparation of his report on gesture
signs and signals, and his comparative studies have been satisfactorily prosecuted. The numerous inquiries concerning ·
this report and the cognate study of pictography which have
of late reached the office evince the interest in these subjects
awakened by the appearance of the monograph on "Picturewriting" contained in the recently published Tenth Annual
Report, and by the prospect of the publication of the forthcoming memoir on sign language.
Work in Indian hieroglyphics-The res~arches by Dr Cyrus
Thomas relating to the character and significance of the
codices and other inscriptions of the Maya and related peoples
were carried forward during the month. Dr Thomas reports
that the progress of the work develops many suggestive
hypotheses and establishes significant coincidences, agreements, and verifications. It is expected that a bulletin on this
subject, withheld pending confirmation of provisional conclusions deduced from the.se researches, will presently be forwarded for publication.
Work in eastern archeology-The preparation of illustrations
for the reports by Professor W. H. Holmes on this field was
continued during the. mo?,th, and the photographing, in connection therewith, of the aboriginal groups at Piny branch,
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. under the supervision of Mr F. H . Ou hing and with the
assistance of Mr William Dinwiddie, wa oncluded during
the early days of. the month. Be ides thi,• work, Mr Dinwiddie
was engaged also in the elaboration of hi. report on the results
of the investigations made a few months foe at the Clifton
steatite quarry.
Work in western archeology-Mr Cosmo Mindeleff has continued his researches in the pueblo archeology of San Juan
valley in New Mexico and Arizona. This region has been
found to have been strikingly adapted to the needs of the old
pueblo-builders, and it affords ·examples of nearly all the types
of aboriginal villages now known, together with other types
and many variants which have not elsewhere been observed,
and the examination and comparative study of which tend to
a clearer elucidation of the development of art in architecture
attained by the people of the pueblos.
Work in synonymy-A during previous months, Mr F. W.
Hodge carried forward his work on the tribal synonymy of
the southwestern aborigine . fo, t of the month, howevei·,
was devoted to the car of the lib:i;ary ( which, Mr Hodge
reports, has re eivecl a larg number of accessions by gift or
exchange) and to correcting the proofs of the '' accompanying
papers" in the Thirt enth Annual Report and of Professor
Holme ' bulletin on'' n ncient Quarry in Indian Territory."
Mr Jame· Moon y wa. o ·upi d during the larger portion
of the month ir arranging and da ·.·ifyinO' material obtained
from the Oh rok, , Kiowa, and other Iudian tribe . Galley
pr of of fr M on .y', bull tin on the '' iouan Tribes of the
Ea.·t" b a-ant · m in luring the clo ,ing days of the month.
}Vork in 1nytlwlo,r;,1;-Mr Frank Hamilton Ou hing was
no·a()' d clurino, th month in th revi ion of proofs of hi
mem ir n "Zufli r ation I th ·, '' which i now going through
th pr .. · a.· 011 f th p p ,r · ~ ·ompanying the Thirteenth
nnnal 1 p 1i .
.. Ir.· .i. L til la 1• ~ t v n; n, a.
upi cl in carrying forward
h r Zuni m 1 o-ra1 h , hi ·h i.· proITT'e .fog toward completion.
H ork in lin9ui. fir -B r a· n f illne , Mr J. Owen
r,
w .· ' 1 t <l vot nly the L: ter part of July to his
1
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researches in Indian linguistics. His work during the period
mentioned consisted of (1) the preparation of a catalog of the
Teton-Dakota manuscript of Messrs Bushotter and Bruyier
in the possession of 'the Bureau, and (2) the continuation of
his work on the Winnebago texts and dictionary slips described
in previous reports.
Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued his study of the Shawnee
material. Many lexic and grammatic elements were extracted
for the Shawnee dictionary and grammar, and such of the
material as will aid in developing the ethnologic study of the
people and its tongue was arranged and classified.
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt continued work on the Tubari ·material
collected by Dr Carl Lumholtz, consideration being given
chiefly to the revision of translations of songs and phrases in
that tongue. Subsequently the preliminary study of the Maya
and Malay languages, necessary for the purpose of examining
the question of their conjectured relationship raised by Dr
Thomas, was undertaken by Mr Hewitt, and at the close of
the month he had finished the comparison of the pronominal
and numeral systems of the two languages.
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling was engaged
during July in prosecuting the work detailed by him in his
report for June-the cataloguing of material relating to the
languages of North America south of the United States. The
progress of the work has been satisfactory, and the alphabetic
list of authors in the bibliography has been advanced to the
middle of the letter C.
Publications-Of the annual reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology, the eleventh and twelfth, which have been in'
the bindery for some time, are daily expected to be delivered
for distribution. Much progress has been made in the revision
of the proofs of the thirteenth, all the galleys having been
received and much of the matter being in second revise. The
material for the fourteenth report is ready for trai:ismission,
but is held pending the passage by the Senate of the resolution
authorizing its publication.
The reading of the proofs of Dr Boas' bulletin on '' Chinook
Texts" is now nearing completion, 12 signatures having already
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been approved for stereotyping. A bulletin by Mr Mooney
on the" Siouan Tribe of the Ea t" wa~ forwarded for publication during the month, and I roo£ wer'3 reqeived about the end
of July. Profe or Holme ' bulletin on an "Ancient Quarry
in Indian Territory" is now on the pres , and it is expected to
be ready for distribution within a short time.
OPERATION

DURING AUGUST

The work of the month has been conducted chiefly in the
office, the field work being limited to the Mmpleting of operations by Mr Cosmos Mindeleff in the pueblo region, with certain work among the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indianst
on their respective reservations, by Mr James Mooney.
Work in sign language-Colonel Garrick Mallery continued
the preparation of his report on Indian sign language with
gesture signs and signah. A considerable part of the month
was spent in the arrangement of illustrative material executed
during preceding months, and thi is now practically completed.
Work in Indian hieroglyphics-Dr Cyrus Thomas continued
his work of collecting aud arranging data relating to the
hieroglyph , calendar , etc, of the Maya. Dr Thomas has
rece1 tly ob rved highly ugg ti ve indication of relation
not imply b tw en th cal ndar · of Yucatan and Mexico and
tho of the Orient, but certain tr ng ugge tions of linguistic affinit , and of late hi r ·earch
·oncerning the latter
pha
f th ubj ct have been pur ued with great avidity.
Alth u h th lingui ti ·imilaritie thu ' far brought to light
an hardly b re ard d ' xpre ing affinity, they seem to be
w rth of 1 e tt nti n, ud Dr Thomas ha given much
th u ht < nd tim t
Ile ting and tabulating them.
Work in Pa ·tern archeology-Tb hi f w rk in this division
duri th m nth w c: •• the tran £ r f material to the National
lar 0 • quautit f implem nt , blanks, rejects, etc,
r Pr f
· r H Im and u ed largely for illus• t r cl in th ffice of the Geological
m ntl £ rmall tran ferr d to the
illimn Dinwiddi and Mr Henry Walther had
f tl
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Mr Dinwiddie spent a part of the month in the elaborat10n
of notes on the soapstone quarry at Clifton, Virginia, and
transferred to the Museum for temporary storage and further
study, pending the final transfer, the most instructive part of
the rich collection from that locality.
Since the retirement of Professor Holmes, the work . in
eastern archeology ·has been coriducted under the more immediate direction of the Ethnologist in Charge.
Work in western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff continued
throughout most of the month, and before its end brought to a
close, his surveys in the pueblo country of New Mexico and
Arizona. Mr Mindeleff's researches have covered a large territory and will permit archeologic mapping of considerable
value, even the negative results being of use as indicating the
territory barren of aboriginal works, while the positive results
comprise information relating to previously unknown localities
of aboriginal activity. Substantial additions to knowledge of
habits and customs will also flow from his surveys and
researches.
Work in synonymy-Mr F. W. Hodge continued his work on
the tribal synonymy of the southwestern Indians as opportunity offered. The greater part of his time, however, was
devoted to editorial work, and another part to the administration of the library. For several months the editorial work has
been particularly large by reason of the fact that publication
previously delayed is being brought up to date as rapidly as
possible. The greater part of the editorial supervision, proof
reading, etc, has been performed by the Ethnologist in Charge;
but since the beginning of the present fiscal year a considerable portion has been assigned to Mr Hodge and has been
conducted by him in an eminently satisfactory manner. The
rearrangement of the library is now practically completed and
the work of bringing up the exchange list is also chiefly done,
so that the administration of the library is largely reduced.
Valuable. accessions are constantly made to the Bureau library
in the form of exchanges and through gifts.
Mr James Mooney spent the month in the field in Oklahoma,
collecting additional data relating chiefly to the Kiowa, but
in part to the Comanche and Apache, with whom he ha~ already
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been in contact. The purpose of the information i in part to
enable him to complete his work on the , Tn nymy of the e
Indians, and in part to yield material :f r two pr jected monographs on the Kiowa. Meantime hi bulletin on the "Siouan
Tribes of the East'' has been pas ing through the printer's
hands; the page proofs have been revi ed, and with the exception of an index the work is uow complete.
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing devoted
the month to the revision of his paper entitled "Outlines of
Zuni Creation Myths," forming part of the Thirteenth Annual
Report, and to the preparation of an introduction, editorial
inspection of the matter having indicated the need of such
supplementary material.
Mrs Matilq.a C. Stevenson continued writing her monograph
on the Zuni, giving especial att ntion to the arrang~ment of
illustrations, the execution of which i · now largely completed.
Work in linguistics-Mr J. Owen Dor ey was occupied for a
part of the month in the reanangement of linguistic manuscripts in the fireproof vault in the office of the Bureau.
Many of these manuscript are unique; a large proportion·
represent the work of th r a-ular ollaborator of the Bureau,
but some have been derived from ther ources by exchange
and by donation through th intere tin thi subject developed
early in the history of th Bureau. The material is of great
scientific value, and it i deem d important that it should be
arranged in ieadily a ce 1ble £ rm in the fireproof vaults and
that it . hould b uitabl atal 0 ·ued. Mr Dor ey al ·o aided
in cataloa-uin()' the laro- 011 ction f photographs, his long
continued a quaintan with th Indian of the Siouan family
pr ving p iall u f l in tl i
nn tion. A part of the
m ntl wa d v t
t h pr par·( tion of material for the
yn n m f th
·k.
Dr \11 rt
upi d in the extraction of
1 xi an
·
fr m hi. hawnee manuscripts,
ii whi l
wa made. He also examined
numb
·i1 t. ubmitted to the Bureau by
1T
h a view t publication.
pi d durin mo t of the month
in . u
1mil riti .- 1 .,tw en the 1aya and
T

r
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Malay languages collected by Dr Thomas. This work is
laborious, but has been executed with patience and skill in an
Bmineritly satisfactory manner. A part of the month was
occupied in the making and arrangement of translations from
Pierre Margry in such manner as to permit easy reference.
Work in biblio_qraphy-Mr Pilling continued the collection
and arrangement of bibliographic material relating to the
language of North America south of the United States. His
progress has been quite satisfactory. A large amount of
material has been brought together and the final arrangement
under authors' names has been carried to the end of the letter
G. The work has been but slightly retarded by the condition
of Mr Pilling's health, ~hanks to his untiring energy and
perseverance.
Publications-The Eleventh Annual Report was received
during the month and the distribution is well under way; a
few copies of the twelfth have been received and distribution
will be commenced at once; all of the matter of the Thirteenth Annual Report ( excepting the introductory portion and
the index) is in type and nearly all in pages, about half being
already stereotyped. The material for the fourteenth and
£fteenth reports is practically ready for the press; but through
the failure of the Richardson bill to pass, there is no legal
authority for publicatio1 .
Volume IX of the Contributions to North American Ethnology has be.en printed in the Congressional edition and a
few copies of the Bureau edition have · already been received,
and the preparation of circulars for distribution has been
commenced.
Dr Boas' large bulletin on '' Chinook Texts" is all in pages and
nearly all stereotyped. l\fr Mooney's bulletin on the '' Siouan
Tribes of the East" is all in pages except the index. Professor
Holmes' bulletin on "An Aboriginal Workshop in Indian Territory" is daily expected from the bindery. The bulletin on
the archeology of the James and Potomac valleys, by Gerard
Fowke, to which reference has already been made, actually
reached the Government Printing Office only during this
month; but composition was at once taken up and the entire
matter is now in pages, and proofs of the illustrations have
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been r ceiv d. A "Li.-t f Pu li ati 11.· >f th 1 11' '< 1 wa
prepared by :Mr Hodg an l wa.- trnn.·n itt •cl clnri1w th m< nth
for publication a. a 1 ull tin aucl thj. · matt r al. ·o hn. · l n
compo~ ed and the pro f · hav lJ n r vi.- . . ,1.
It i a painful dut3 to r onl th tra ·i · ,1 .. c th in
w
rk
on September 6 f Dr Hilborn 'l. 1i· .-.- n a ·orr .-p md ut
aud informal collaborator f th B 1r au. F r ·om ~ ~ar.Cresson had been engag d in r · ar ·h .· on th w ·t rn
coast, chiefly in Guat mala alHl I xic-o, mcl r th provi.-ion of
the De Laincel fund, th Dir ·tor l in<r n of th, l ard
of advisers with re p ct t th
xp nditure f th fund.
Although no formal appointm ut wa. · v r iv n to Dr r ·son, he was supplied with ·tati n ry b th Bur au and in
other ways wa afford d fariliti .-, parti ularly durinO' hi.- j urneys. For some m nth.- pr viou · to hi.- d ath h had been
engaged in the elaborati n f hi· oh.· r c tion · with a view to
publication.
1

OP R

TIO

The work of the month ha.- b n
ndu ted ·hiefly in the
office, the field work b in limit d to th clo:in°· of Mr Cosmos Mindeleff' . urvey.- and r . ar ·h · in th pu blo region
of the outhw t and th · i1 itiati n f , plorati u, am ng the
Papago Indian· in uth rn rizona and ab ut the 1exican
frontier. The
p re ti n · ha 1 11 I lac d und r the conduct of th Eth1 ol oi·t h1 h< r , wh , with hi· a i tant,
Mr William Diuwidli , 1 ft Wa·hingt n for Gallup, New
M xi o, pt m b r 1 .
Work in ign lan,r;iiage- . lurin previ u month , Colonel
Garri k l\Iall ry wa. 1w CJ' cl in th pr paration of hi ' report
n Indian, iO'n lano·n< g .
tt nti n wa.1 given t the completi n of ill u ·trati v matt r f r th final rep rt, the pr parati on
f th t -t f w hi h i b "ing . u e · ·fully arried forward.
TVork in Indian hieroglyphic -Dr Cyms Thomas returned
lurin · pt ml r t hj w rk n th day and month symbol&
and nam . f th
ntral m 11.can al ndar, having coml] t <1 hi .· xc·ur:ion int , ollat ral line of re earch for the
J urp .- :. f r vi wing the lata of th relation hip of the Maya.
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to the Malay. Dr Thomas finds that this collateral study has
facilitated ascertainment of the methods used among savage
and semicivilized peoples in forming mythologic names, and,
through the knowledge of the deity symbols thus acquired,.
has aided in the interpretation of the Maya glyphs. Thestudy of the Malay calendar system and astronomical concepts
has likewise served to elucidate those of Central America.
Work in eastern archeology-Mr William Dinwiddie continued during the earlier part of the month the elaboration of
a report on the steatite quarry at Clifton, Virginia, explored
during the closing months of the fiscal year 1893-~4.
Work in western archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff suspended
early in the month his field operations in the pueblo country
of southwestern United States. The details connected with
the closing of the work, the completing of accounts, and the
arrangements necessary for disposing of his field outfit and
equipment consumed the greater part of the month. Toward
the end of September he started for~.,. ashington. The scientific results of the explorations and surveys just concluded by
Mr Mindeleff are indicated in a general way in the summary
report of the operations of the Bureau of American Ethnology
for the last fiscal year
Work in synonymy-Mr J. Owen Dorsey devoted the greater
part of the month to the advancement of the preparation of
the material for the Siouan synonymy-a work which he
reports :will require before its completion several months of
close application. During the days of the month on which
Mr Dorsey was not thus engaged, he was occupied in theexamination and classification of the Siouan photographs in
the possession of the Bureau.
Mr F. W. Hodge was unable during the month to devotemuch attention to the work of tribal synonymy, his time and
energy being expended in the conduct of the editorial work of
the Bureau, in the management of the library, and, during·
the absence in the field of the Ethnologist in Charge, in the
administrative duties of the office.
During the opening days of the month Mr James Mooney
finished the work on which he had been engaged in Oklahoma,
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during Augu t-the ollecti n f additional material relating
to the Kiowa, Comanche, and l ach tribe £ r u e in completing the ynonymy of the e Indian , and for the purpose
also of ar,quiring data for two pr j cted monographs on the
Kiowa.
Work in mythology- Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing was
•engaged during the earlier portion of eptember in the completion of an introduction to his paper entitled "Outlines of
Zuni Creation Myths," which forms a part of the Thirteenth
Annual Report of the Bureau.
Mrs Matilda C. Steven 'On continued during the month the
preparation of text and the arrangement of illustrative material for her forthcoming monograph on the Zuni Indians of
western New Mexico.
Work in linguistics-A during previous months, Dr Albert
S. Gatschet wa occupied in the work of extracting his field
notes on Shawnee for the completion of a projected grammar
-o f the language. · Som attention wa · g-iven also to the
arrangement of material for a hawnee lexicon and an ethno
ontinued his comparative
_g raphic ketch. Dr Gat chet al
studies of the phonetic ", grammar, etymology, and syntaxis of
all the Algonquian language . The Algonquian comparative
vocabulary wa materially increa ' d during the month.
Mr J. . B. Hewitt wa ' ngag d thr uo-hout the month in
analyzing th cone ptual and th r tem composing the comparative Ii t f Ma a and Malaya1 vocables subrn.itted for
inve tigati n b Dr Th ma·. Progre in this work is necessarily slow b r a m f th imp rfect character of our knowledge of Maya word£ rmation, he untru tworthiness of some
of the auth ritie , and th n c ity of translating the matter
u ed from th riginal r n ·h , nd pani h. Mr Hewitt also
gave att nti n t th Ir paration f a complete catalog by
auth r unit, and t
f the manu cripts in the archives
f th Bu u.
TT k in bibliography- 1r Jam C. Pilling report , that
1
m1
· u d w rk n the pr paration of
m
rm h 1 · f a .· ri
f biblioO'raphie of the
le l O'llc O' :-; f th . uth rn p rti n
rth America. Good
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progress has been made and the results have proved more
satisfactory than Mr Pilling had previously been led to anticipate. The final arrangement under authors' names has been
advanced to the end of the letter M.
Pitblications-The Twelfth Annual Report of the Bureau was.
received during the month, and its distribution, along with
that of the Eleventh Annual Report, received during August,
was commenced at once. Nearly all of the matter of the,
Thirteenth Annual Report is now in pages.
Volume IX of the Contributions to North American Ethnology, comprising "Dakota G,~ammar, Texts and Ethnography,"
by S. R. Riggs, edited by Mr J. Owen Dorsey, was received
froni the Government Printing Office, and its distribution
begun.
Dr Boas' bulletin on "Chinook Texts" is now in pages, has.
been ordered stereotyped, and the plate proofs are expected ·
daily. Mr Mooney's bull~tin on the '' Siouan Tribes of the
East" is complete with the exception of the index, and has been
ordered cast. The bulletin by Professor W. H. Holmes,
entitled "An Ancient Quarry in Indian Territory," will bereceived from the folding room within a day or two. The
bulletin qn "Archeologic Investigations in James and Potomac
Valleys," by Gerard Fowke, has passed through the stage of
first revise. The bulletin by Mr Hodge, a "List of the Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology," transmitted for publication during last :month, has now been stereotyped and ordered
printed.
·
OPERATIONS DURING OCTOBER

Field work-The only work done in the field during the
month consisted of the operations among the Papago Indians.
of southern Arizona and contiguous portions of Mexico, begun
in September by Mr W J McGee, the Ethnologist in Charge,
and his assistant, Mr William Dinwiddie. • Having outfitted
at Tucson, Arizona, for an extended trip through Papagueria
(the land of the Papago), the party worked southward
through the valleys of Santa Cruz and San Luis, visiting all
of the Papago villages as well as nearly all of the Mexican
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villao· m whi h th
ap g t mi orarily resid , acqumng
information a to th r villa e and ettlement , studying their
art ( of which a on id ra.ble I rti n are primitive), ancl collecting t I i al I e imen f their art product . The international boundary having b en cro ed temporarily, two days
were pent at Po o Verde, an exclu ively Papago village on
the headwater of Rio Altar, and detailed studies of the
various ethnologic featur were made, attention being given
also to collecting art product· and procuring photographs
showing art operation . The ·ignificant fact was developed
that all the Papago of Po o Verde,repudiate accultural religion
and profe only aboriginal beliefs, though the influence of
early Spanish contact survive in a form of baptism, sometime· hy vi iting priest , though generally (and preferably) by
their own . hamans in more primHive fashion. Recrossing the
fronti r at ogale , the party made researches in about a
dozen other Papago village . Thf.: bands are so far discrete
that the acquisition of information i difficult and demands
exten iv j urneying. It is thought that the information
alr ady ·oll cted i sati factory in quantity, and it is opined
that, th fir t r onnoi ance being completed, the later work
ancl coll ti n' will pro e still more valuable.
TVork -in Indian hieroglyphics-Dr Cyrus Thomas continued
durincr () to b r hi w rk n th day and month symbols and
nam .· of th
ntral Am ri an alendar, and his study of the
int rpretation an<l , io·nifican of the Maya glyphs was carried
£ rwar l ·with .·u
Dr Th ma was occupied also during
th month h1 pr parino· for th pre Mr C. C. Royce's his· i u · and the accompanying
tori al atla. · of Indian land
ex1 lanatmy .· h clul -'·
Tf'"od· in archeology-Mr '1 • 1 O,' Mindeleff began during
th m nth th pr I ar tion f r port on his field operations
in th pue1 lo o mtr~r f :outhw -t rn United State , coverino- tli 1 ri cl from Jul , 1 93, to September, 1894, at which
lat tl fi ld w rJ w·:t. · lo d and Mr Mindeleff r eturned to
1 that th e report will be completed
th ffi · . t i. · xp
n l of h pr .· nt cal ndar y ar.
neifl 1 tc 1 att 11 ion ·wa given to th prehi tori w rk · in
Pap 0 • 1 ~ri, l ~,. r . . I · 1
lurin(J' th month, an ext 11 ive
1
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ruin near Poso Verde having been studied and an ancient
village near Arivaca, Arizona, probably older than the ruins
of Rio Salado, having been surveyed.
Work in synonymy-Mr J. Owen Dorsey reports that his
work during the month was divided between the examination
of his manuscripts and books in the library in order to collect
materials for Siouan sociology, arts, cults, etc, and the preparation of a chapter on Siouan sociology. This has been incorporated in the fifteenth report.
The entire time and attention of Mr Hodge were devoted
during the month to administrative duties in the office, including the ~onduct of the library and the editorial work of the
Bureau.
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing returned
to the office on the 25th of September after visiting the Ameri. can Muse um of Natural History in New York City for the
purpose of studying the collections made by Dr Carl Lumholtz at the Casas Grandes ruins in Chihuahua, now deposited
in this museum. These collections are of value in t~at they
illustrate the character and extent of the ancient intercourse
between the pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona and the
N ahuatlan pueb1os of central and southern Mexico; and it is
apparent that careful study of this material will develop a
knowledge of the origin and evolution of the ancient culture
of the Mexican tribes and the cognate families of southern
United States. Mr Cushing also made examination of the collections in New York gathered in the coastal and montafia
regions of Peru by Mr Adolph F. Bandelier, and the collections in Philadelphia procured in the Chira valley of northern
Peru by Mr Samuel Matthewson Scott, the material~ in both of
. which give evidence of an ind-ystrial art in metal work closely
resembling, but far surpassing, that which Mr Cushing has
experimen~ally worked out as having existed among the moundbuilding Indians of this country. Later in the month Mr
Cushing made arrangements in pursuance of which Mr Charles
D. Hazzard, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, has agreed to deposit
in the National Museum for two years his collections comprising all the cliff-dweller exhibits displayed at the World's Columbian Exposition. During the month Mr Cushing devoted
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much attention to experimentally developing and reproducing
the various stage of ancient American textile and metalworking art .
~,fr Matilda 0. Stevenson continued during October the
work of preparing the texts and arranging the illustrative
material for her forthcoming monograph on the Zuni Indians.
Work in linguist,i cs-The researches of Dr Albert S. Gatschet
during the month were confined to detailed. study of the
Shawnee language and to comparative study of all the Algonquian dialect . As previously reported, this work has been
in progress for some time and satisfactory advance toward
completion has been made.
lVIr J. N. B. Hewitt was engaged during the greater part of
the month in completing and perfecting the etymologic analysis
of the Malay and Maya words in .the comparison submitted
by Dr Thoma . From the fact that all the authorities on the
Malay and Maya language , with the exception of Marsden's
Malayan work , are in French and Spanish, translations.
thereby being rendered nee ssary, and from the laborious
nature of th tudy it elf, this work has been found quite
tecliou ; Mr HewHt, how ver, ha carried it forward in a satisfactory mann r. A part of the month was devoted to the
study of Dr Lumholtz' Tubari material.
Work in biblio,r;raphy-Mr James 0. Pilling continued during th earli r part of th month the compilation of material
r latiug to th lai gua r ' of foxico, Central America, and
Yu atan. The lat r half of O to ber was devoted to examina,tion of th urr nt p ri di al lit rature of scientific societies
ancl of , l ataloo·i-, for fr h material relating to North·American languag · f r in ertion in hi. new catalog.
JVork in i.r;n /auguarr-A' announced. to the Secretary in a
pr vi u.· ommuni ati n,
Ion I Garrick Mallery, by whom
th r .· ar ·.h ' in .·ign 1ancrua0' w re being conducted, died
lon 1 l\Iallery the Bureau of
·to1 r 24. In th cl ath of
meri ·an E lm 1 o- r, ufl'. r cl th lo · of a brilliant inve tigator.
Publication-Th plate pr £ of th bull tin on "Chinook
'I ~·t.' Dr I oa.-, w r r · iv d durinO' the month and
Pnbli Print' r appr
cl, , ubject to correci m. · th n ·
c·.hanO' .· ha ~ n t a.· yet been made.
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Professor W. H. Holmes' bulletin, entitled "An Ancient Quarry
in Indian Territory," was received from the fol<ling room during the month. The bulletin on "Archeologic Investigations
in James and Potomac Valleys," by Gerard Fowke, has
reached the second-revise stage.
The distribution of the eleventh and twelfth annual reports
and of volume rx. of Contributions to North American Ethnology was continued during the month.
OPERATIONS DURING NOVEMBER

The field work of the month was confined to that of a single
party conducted by Mr W J McGee, Ethnologist in Charge,
in Arizona and contiguous portions of Sonora. The beginning
of the month found the party in the vicinity of several Papago
villages and rancherias (the largest being that of Querobabi)
in Sonora. The expedition proceeded thence southward to
the neighborhood of Hermosillo, where other rancherias of the
Papago Indians were found and where additional information
was obtained concerning the southernmost representatives of
the tribe midway between that point and the Gulf coast at
Guaymas. On completing the study of the Papago Indians in
this vicinity, it was found expedient to extend the journey into
the territory of the Seri Indians, doubtless the most primitive
tribe remaining on the North American continent, and one of
the most primitive ever found on the Western Hemisphere.
The territory of these Indians comprises Tiburon island, in the
Gulf of California, together with a few small neighboring
islands, as well as an ill-defined area of some thousand square
miles on the mainland of Sonora. The party, with two or
three temporary additions, proceeded to Rancho de San Francisco de Costa Rica on the border of the Seri territory, and
near there they were fortunate in finding some sixty members of the tribe, comprising a quarter or a third of the survivo~s of this interesting people.- Their habits and modes of
life, with their arts and art products, were studied with such
fullness as the circumstances permitted, and a vocabulary of
some four hundre<l words was collected for the purpose of
determining the ethnic relations of the tribe. A series of some
16
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fifty photographs were obtained, showing portraits, groups,
habitations, costume , face painting, and art processes; and a
collection of utensils, weapons, clothing, and other articles,
embracing a large part of the property of the rancheria, was
procured for the Museum. Various additional items of information were obtained from the e Indians, including a confession of the wanton murder of two out qf a party of four
.Americans who visited their territory a few months previously.
From the coast the expedition returned to Hermosillo and
proceeded northwe tward through a difficult and for the most
part uninhabited country, in such manner as to find, definitely
locate, and study Papago rancherias, concerning which only
vague information was otherwise obtainable. In general, the
Papago Indians maintain essential independence of whites and
Mexicans in their industries and beliefs, this being especially
true on the Arizona side of the boundary, where many of the
villages are essentially aboriginal except in so far as the aboriginal character ha been modified by the indirect acquirement
of hor es, cattle, burros, a few field and garden plants, and
article and style of co tumery. The villagers seldom see
white men, and live in primitive habitations in a largely primitive way. This i not true of the Yaqui and most other
Indian of Mexico, who hav become dependent on white men
and largely (in , pite of the law relating to peons) reduced to
a condition of peonao- . In only one locality were the Papago
Indi an found t l labor r like their aboriginal neighbors,
nam ly, at i 11 ga, wher several families work in the "dry
pla er ," extra ting O"Old under a system which practically
r nder' th m p n ·. In ( f w other cases, but only rarely
and almo. t alto th r on th Mexican side of the boundar ,
pa
nt r d the employ of white men or
1
d. Pa ing the settlements of Poso
M xi
1 lian: o · a. ionally work for wages, and
on , the expedition proceeded to
nt f aborca on the lower p~rt
p th vall y to Altar, topping at
ttl m I t at Pitiquito. .At .Altar
inf n · ti n w}
rnino- th ingle Papago family
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res1 ding there, as well as concerning the neighboring settlements, this being the heart of the original Papagueria. The
party proceeded thence northward, crossing the boundary midway between Sasabi and Sonoita, examining the Papago villages of Miguel, Fresnal, Tucson, and Coyote, together with a
number of the temporary agricultural villages known as temporales, in southern Arizona. It was the intention to cross the
boundary farther westward and examine the westernmost settlements of these Indians at Sonoita, Santo Domingo, and
Quitobaquito, in Sonora, and Quijotoa and other points in Arizona; but the animals were exhausted in consequence of the
difficulties of travel in this arid region, and moreover opportunities arose for obtaining exceptionally definite information
concerning these outlying villages. Accordingly, the expedition turned toward the point of starting and reached the
Papago subagency at San Xavier, near Tucson, on November 22. Some days were spent at this point in making additional collections, packing, etc, when the party was disbanded,
Mr McGee reaching the city November 29 and Mr Dinwiddie
a few days later. Considerable collections were made from
the Papago Indians at Poso Noriega, Caborca, Pitiquito, Miguel,
Ventana, Fresnal, rrucson (Indian), and Coyote, as well as at
San Xavier. The Fresnal collection was particularly instructive, including among other ·articles a family fetich, which was
obtained only with great difficulty.
Work in Indian hieroglyphics-During the earlier part of the
month Dr Thomas resumed his researches relating to the day
and month symbols and names of the Maya calendar, while the
remainder of the month was occupied in examining and revising the manuscript and maps of Mr C. C. Royce's historical
work on Indian treaties and in making such comparisons and
additions as were found necessary in preparing the matter for
the press. This work was well advanced during the month.
Work in archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff spent the earlier
part of the month in completing the accounts growing out of
his field work and in overseeing the development of his pho- ·
tographic negatives and the making of prints thereof. The
work in both lines was completed, and toward the close of the
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month he commenced the preparation of a r port on th cliff
ruins of Canyon de helly and mad
ati factory progre
in the preparation of thi' report, wHh the accompanying
illustrations.
The party in Sonora and Arizona continued to make incidental studies of prehistoric works in several localities. It was
found that mo t of the valley ufficiently watered for cultivation were cultivated by mean of irrigation during prehistoric
times, the prehi toric field being generally more extei1sive
than those of modern time , while the early acequias rise well
up the valley sides, overlooking those of the present population. Many groups of mounds, each evidently representing
the ruins of a domicile, were found in connection with the
ancient iITigation works, and in several cases these domiciliary
mounds were grouped about much larger elevations, strewn
with fragments of painted pottery (unlike that manufactured
by the modern Indian ), apparently representing the ruins of ·
temples or other dominating structures, these larger mounds
being ·ometimes inclosed by embankments. In some instances
the were found near what were once evidently populous
valley·, entrench d mountains, or isolated buttes protected by
barricad , of ,'ton in such manner as to indicate that they
w r t mporarily u 'ed a places of retreat. No habitations,
torehou ·e. , or res rvoir. were found on these barricaded
m untain,·, thi condition, with others, indicating the temporary haracter f th £ rtifi ation.. It i of interest to note,
am n , th ar ·h ol ri r ult · of the expedition, that the
Pai a o In ian · ar found to u e ·tone mortars and hammer,·ton · ·w hich th
do not them elves manufacture, but find
in th 11 icrhb rho d f ancient and perhap prehistoric settlem nt:, and turn to th ir own uses.
TVork in .·ynonyniy-Mr J. Ow n Dorsey pent the month in
th 1 r "I ' ration f an introduction to the ynonymy of the
i u 11 tri
mpl ting th chapt r on ociology and taking
up a c·hap r n lan ua
. . Ir J➔
H do· me time to the extension and
arrau<r m n
£ r thi compilation, though the
r , r p rti 1 of hi., ti1
wa. occupied in administrative and
lit Jri, 1 work.
•
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Work in mythology-Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson continued the
preparation of her report on Zuni myths, making satisfactory
progress in the work.
Mr Frank Hamilton Cushi11g was occupied in completing a
general introduction to the memoir on "Zuni Creation Myths,"
now going into type as a part of the Thirteenth Annual Report.
In this introduction Mr Cushing presents a summary history
of the Zuni Indians, including an account of their country
and their mode of life, a sketch of their pristine history as
determined from researches, myths, etc, and an account and
review of their relations to white men since the discovery.
The body of the paper comprises a detailed account of the
elaborate mythology of this people pertaining to creation and
the cosmos.
Work in linguistics-Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued the
preparation of his comparative Algonquian dictionary, at the
same time carrying forward the Shawnee dictionary and grammar. In connection with the latter work, some data were
accumulated for a historical and ethnographic sketch of the
Shawnee Indians.
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt devoted the greater portion of the month
to transcribing Tarahumari material from the alphabet used
by Dr Carl Lumholtz to that of the Bureau, in order to facilitate reference and future publication. He also continued the ·
study of the supposed relationship between the Maya and the
Malay languages. In addition, some days were devoted to
cataloguing the manuscript material in the vaults of the
Bureau, of which a large part is linguistic.
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling continued his
researches relating to the literature of the American Indians,
chiefly those of Mexico and Central America. He has now
carried his bibliography of the languages of these countries
into the letter P. During the month he has accumulated an
exceptionally large number of new titles.
Publication- During November the manuscript of the indexes
to three of the bulletins of the Bureau (" Chinook Texts,"
"Siouan Tribes of the East," and "Archeologic Investigations
in James and Potomac Valleys") was sent to the Public Printer,
and the matter was subsequently returned to this office, the
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indexes reaching the second-revise stage during the month.
The bulletin entitled "List of the Publications of the Bureau
of Ethnology," by Mr Hodge, was received from the bindery
and its distribution partially made.
OPERATIONS DURING DE<JEMBER

No fiEJd work of consequence was performed during this
month. During the earlier days of December Mr William
Dinwiddie finished packing the Seri and Papago collection
already described, and returned to the city. On the 25th of
the month Mr James Mooney left the office for field work in ,
Oklahoma.
Wo'rk in Indian hieroglyphics-Dr Cyrus Thomas divided his
time between the continuation of researches relating to the
Mexican codices and of the revisi~n for the press of the monograph on "Indian Land Cessions," by C. C. Royce. A bulletin
on the day and month names of the Maya calendar has been for
some time substantially complete, but it has been deemed better
to withhold publication pending the completion of collateral
researches on which Dr rrhomas has recently been engaged.
The revision of the text of the Royce monograph was practically completed during the month, but the voluminous series
of maps require further work.
Work in archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff spent the montq
in the preparation of a report on the '' Cliff Ruins of Can yon de
Chelly." Thi. report comprises the results of researches in that
di trict d~rin the la t y ear and a half, during which period a
large numb r of urvey were made, yielding some 80 plans
and maps, ncl in addition a con iderable series of photographs
w r ma 1 . The elaboration of this voluminous material in
th £ rm fa r p rt ha pr a-re ·ed ati factorily.
TVork i n ynonymy-1\Ir F. vV. Hodge was able to devote a
n ·id ra 1 I rt f the month to the revision of cards pertainino- t
r 1 uthwe 'tern t ck and to the collection of
a 1 liti nal
part of hi time, however, was devoted
t
ntinued th preparation of the intron ,·yn n m , brinO'ing thi work nearly
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to completion. A part of the mop.th was devoted to the continuation of the Winnebago-English dictionary, in connection
with special work on language by the Director.
Mr McGee revised the cards of the Piman synonymy relating to the Papago Indians. Through the observations during
the recent expedition into the Papago country, he was able to '
estimate approximately the Papago population, to locate and
describe a considerable number of new villages and rancherias,
and to correct and extend information concerning villages an:d
rancherias reported by earlier observers.
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing continued
writing and revising the introduction to the memoir on '' Zuni
Creation Myths," nearly all of the manuscript being turned in
for editorial revision before the end of the month.
Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson continued the preparation of a
report on Zuni with special reference to the beliefs of that
people and the customs and institutions connected therewith.
Work in lin,quistics-Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued
researches relating to the Shawnee language, and at the same
time carried forward comparative study of the grammatic
elements of the Algonquian languages, making good progress
in both of these interrelated studies.
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt continued transcribing the Tarahumari
vocabulary collected by °Dr Carl Lumholtz, and in addition
continued the preparation of a card index catalog to the contents of the fireproof vaults in which the rich body of manuscripts collected by the Bureau are stored.
A part of Mr Dorsey's energies were d'evoted to linguistic
work, as already noted.
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling continued the
collection and arrangement of titles of works referring to the
primitive languages of Mexico, including Yucatan, as well as
Central America and the extreme southern portion of the
United States. His alphabetically arranged cards pertaining
to these languages have now reached the letter R. A part of
the month was devoted to a systematic study of the writings
of Padre de Olmos, whose work was of special importance in
its bearings on North American linguistics.
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Publication-During the month the plate proofs of the bulletin by Dr Boas on "Chinook Text " were revi ed and
returned, and printing ordered; plate proofs of Mr Mooney's
bulletin, "Siouan Tribes of th Ea t," were received, revised,
and r eturned, and printing ordered, the la t proofs of the index
also being revised; and the last proofs of Mr Fowke's bulletin,
"Archeologic Inve tigations in James and Potomac Valleys,"
including the index, were revised and returned, and printing·
was ordered. A large number of illustrations for the Thirteenth
Annual Report have been engraved, and proofs thereof were
revised and returned. The distribution of several recently
issued reports and bulletins was continued throughout the
month.
OPERATIONS DURING JANUARY

The only field work conducted during the month was that
of Mr James Mooney, who continued investigations among the
Kiowa and a sociated tribe of Oklahoma.
.liVork in Indian hieroglyphics-Dr Cyrus Thomas was engaged during part of the month in researches relating to the
interpretation of Mexican codice and calendar systems. The
larger I ortion of hi time, however, was spent in the revision
of the monograph n "Indian Land Cessions," by 0. 0. Royce.
The r vi 'ion of th . ch dule of treaties has practically been
com11 t d, and the pr paration of an introductory to the work
wa.· arri l f rward with ,•ucce .
Work in archeolO[f!}- ir Co mo· Mindeleff continued work
during Jar uar n hi. r p rt on the" Oliff Ruins of Canyon .de
Oh 11 , ' making ·ati. f< t ry proo-re s therein. It is expected
tl1at th t t f thi ' r port, whi h embraces the results of Mr
1in 1 1 ff ' field p r ti n' from July, 1893, to September,
1 94 in th I u bl
untr of outhwestem United States,
, ill Y r , .·h rtl , b
mpl ted.
TVork in ynonym,y-Mr F. W. Hodge wa engaged during
th m nth in e trc ting th ynonyrn (mostly misprints) from
nalcl: n " 1< qui Pu bl Indian of Arizona" for use in
th Jndjan
·l I lie and yn nymy. The clo ing portion
f th m nth w~: l v t d t
mpiling, from the recent writings
T
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of Dr J. Walter Fewkes, descriptions of the Tusayan gentes
and phratries. Much of Mr Hodge's time was given also to
directing the transmission of Bureau publications and to the
editorial work of the office.
Mr James Mooney, who spent the m~nth in the field, was
occupied chiefly in collecting and arranging material relating to
a calendar history of the Kiowa.
An attack of typhoid fever confined Reverend J. Owen
Dorsey to his home during the month, and deprived the Bureau
of his valuable services.
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing completed
during January the text of the introduction to his memoir on
"Zuni Creation Myths," which forms part of the Thirteenth
Annual Report of the Bureau.
Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson's report on the Zuni people, their
customs and beliefs, was during the month carried forward
toward completion.
Work in lin,qu,i stics-Dr Albert S. Gatschet reports that there
was no alteration in the plan of his study of the Algonquian
languages, his researches pursuing the same lines as during
previous months, and his work of extracting material for his
Shawnee as well as for his comparative Algonquian vocabulary
proceeding as heretofore.
During the earlier part of the month Mr Hewitt was
engaged in translating from the ·spanish original the grammar
of the Tarahumari, by Fray Miguel Tellechea, in furtherance
of work on the Tubari material of Dr Lumholtz. The remainder of the month was given to the study of the data
relating to the relationship of the Seri to the Yuman family,
the results of the examination (which, however, is not yet
completed) yielding no sufficient evidence for the inclusion of
the Seri in the Y uman stock.
Work in bibliography-Mr James C. Pilling continued the
preparation of the bibliography of the languages of Mexico
and the southern portion of the Vnited States, and his work,
which during the last ten days of the month was prosecuted
in the Astor, Lenox, and Historical Society libraries of New
York city, was marked with gratifying progress.
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Collections-In addition to admini trative work, Mr McGee
was occupied in the elaboration of notes concerning the Seri
and Papago Indians, made during a, recent expedition. Early
in the month the body of the collections made among these
Indians was received and unpacked in the National Museum.
The various articles were labeled, chiefly by Mr William Dinwiddie, and the bird skins and other perishable objects were
treated to insure preservation. In this and other work in
connection with the collections, courtesies and facilities were
freely extended by Professor Goode, Dr Mason, and other
Museum officials, and it is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance thereby received. The final preparation and arrangement of the collection was not undertaken because of the
urgent need for developing the large number of photographic
negatives procured during the expedition; it was feared that
these negatives would deteriorate with long keeping, and it
was deemed better to have Mr Dinwiddie devote his energies
first to the development of the pictures; moreover, the photographs will be required for use in the final arrangement of the
collections for exhibition in the museum. Some six hundred
photographs were taken, illustrating all phases of arts, industries, habitations, modes of life, and costumes of both Pap ago
and Seri Indians, and everal omatologic pictures representing both tribe were obtained. It i believed that these photograph will greatly enhance the interest and value of the
collection.
OPER TIO

DURING FEBRUARY AND MARCH

Field work wa practically. u pended, the only operations in
thi dire tion bein · tho e condu ted by Mr James Mooney in
connection with a lo al tudy made on the ground among the
Ki \ a Indian £ r th purpo e of completing certain reports.
lYork in Indian hiero,r;lyphic -Althouo-h the greater portion
f hi
w r d
ted t another ubject, Dr Oyru
Tl
part f the tw m nth in continuing hi
r
h .· r le tin
th :\-Iexi an · di
and oth r in cripmpl t d th pr paration of another
ti n:. II ha.· n w
1 ull tin n thi.- :uhj t whi ·l \ ul<l h
b en ent to pre
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before now, save that through the exigencies of Congressional
action the provision for publication of bulletins is temporarily
suspended.
During the two months, Dr Thomas continued the revision
of the monograph on "Indian Land Cessions," by C. C. Royce,
and made substantial progress in the preparation of an introduction to the work. It is the purpose so to arrange this
monograph that it will become a standard work of reference
concerning the laud cessions hetween the Indians and the
Federal Government. In this respect the monograph was
substantially complete when it left the hands of the compiler,
Mr C. C. Royce, but it has been thought desirable to incorporate an introductory chapter, setting forth as fully as practicable
the colonial land treaties with the Indians, as well as the general
policy of treating with the aborigines throughout the history
of our country in both colonial and post-Revolutionary times;
and to render · the exposition still more comprehensive, the
policies of the Spanish and French governments with respect
to Indian rights and treaties in the territory now belonging to
the United States are discussed, illustrated by typical laws
and treaties, and summarized. The preparation of the introduction has required extended research among early records
and publications. The work is now well advanced.
Work in archeology-During February and March Mr Cosmos
Mindeleff continued the preparation of a report on the '' Cliff
Ruins of Canyon de Chelly, Arizona." A preliminary draft
of the text was brought to substantial completion, and the later
portion of March was spent chiefly in the preparation of illustrations. This report, representing the results of some fifteen
months continued field work, will unquestionably form a rich
contribution to the knowledge of southwestern archeology.
As indicated by the text and illustrations already completed,
the surveys were conducted with great detail, and a large
body of facts pertaining to the rapidly disappearing works of
the prehistoric peoples of this region has been put together in
a systematic way. It is thought that these surveys and the
reports based thereon will render Canyon de Che1ly classic
ground for the archeologist.
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Work in synonymy-During February and a part of March
Mr F. W. Hodge was occupied largely in the di tribution of
publications and iu editorial work on paper designed for
future reports. Besides proof revi ion, he edited an important paper on the Coronado expedition to the tribes of New
Mexico and the great plains in 1540-1542, by George Parker
Winship. This document, comprising a large body of unpublished material, is rich in records pertaining to the early history
of the southwestern Indian tribes and to their condition when
first seen by white men. It is incorporated in tne Fourteenth
Annual ·Report.
A considerable part of Mr Hodge' · energies were devoted
to the continuation of the Synonymy or Cyclopedia of Indian
tribes, and satisfactory progre s was made in the work. Portions of the material collateral to the main subject have been
brought together in the form of papers designed for publication either in the reports of the Bureau or in more general
scientific journals.
Mr James Mooney remained in the field, engaged chiefly in
arranging his material relating to the Kiowa calendar history
for publication, and in olle ting additional material required
for the exhau tive pr entatiou of the subject.
Work in mythology- Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing contiuued
his study f th "Zuni Creation Myth," with a view to the
iucorporation f imp rtant a lditi nal matter in his introduction to a .
f th se myths now in press as part of the
Thirteenth nnual R I rt. Ili re earches concerning arrow
game wer r um cl during March.
Mr. Matilda . t v n · n ontinu 1 the preparation of her
elab rat r p rt n th Zuni Indian aucl their ceremonials.
Pr r · wa mad in th preparation both of texts and illustrati n ·.
JiVork in lingui ·tic -Early in the month of February the
Bnr au uffi re , n irr p rable lo · in the death of Reverend
J. " n D r
n x mininO' hi official papers, it wa · found
that hi ' w rk r latin()' to th Iudiau
101 dia ( or Synonymy)
v lumin lL' mat ric 1 i available for
I \ a· found al that n arly all his
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linguistic material is recorded in permanent and readily accessible form. Few students leave the records of their work in
so satisfactory a condition; yet Mr Dorsey's acquaintance with
the multitudinous details of- the Siouan and other languages,
and his comprehensive grasp of their · relations among each
other and to language in general, can never be acquired by
others, and consequently the material loses a part of its value.
Among other papers there was found a memoir on "Siouan
Sociology," so nearly completed that it ha& been prepared for
the pre·ss and incorporated in the Fifteenth Annual Report.
Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued his researches concerning
the Shawnee dialect and his comparative arrangement of the
Algonquian languages, and satisfactory progress was made in
both directions during the two months. In connection with
the more general study, he also made substantial progress in
classifying the data concerning ·the Peoria language.
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt continued the transliteration into the Bureau alphabet of the linguistic material collected among the
Tubari of Mexico by Dr Lumholtz, with a view t0 publication
by the Bureau as a bulletin. The transliteration of the vocabulary was brought nearly to completion; the English-Tubari
part was finished, and nearly 500 entries in the Tubari-English
portion have been made.
rVork in bibliography-Mr James 0. Pilling continued the
collection and arrangement of titles of works relating to
the aboriginal languages of Mexico and contiguous portions of
the United States. His visit to the Astor, Lenox, and Historical Society libraries of New York yielded a considerable body
of new material, and the carding of this material and the
arrangement for printing were carried forward as rapidly as
circumstances permitted. During March Mr Filling's work was
in some measure interrupted by ill health.
Collections-Mr McGee was occupied largely in administrative work, but continued the elaboration of material relating
to the Papago and Seri Indians. Mr William Dinwiddie was ·
employed chiefly in developing negatives and making prints
therefrom, the photographs representing the work of the recent
expedition to the Papago-Seri country.
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Anthropologic classification-In r amzm , an l
ndu ing
the work of the Bureau of Ameri an Ethn 1 O' ~ it i.· n. tautly
recognized that classification i at th , ame tim an nd and a
means of scientific research. ThTouo·h r arch the haracter
and relations of men and their in titution , of idea and the
modes of expressing them, of b lief: and th ir attendant ceremonials are ascertained and thereby cla ification i rendered
pm,sible, and this classification repre ent a summary of that
knowledge which it is the purpo e of re earch to gain; but
with each step in classification the horizon of the investigator
is extended and new relation of uc e ively higher order are
conceived, whereby the re ear hi made ea ier and fuller of
meamng.
When the operations of the Bureau began fifteen years ago,
the work was organized in ac ordance with the classification
of the science of anthropology repre enting the sum of the
knowledge of the ubj ct th n xtant; but it has been constantly recognized that the cla ification necessarily adopted
at that time was tentative onl , and it ha been the policy to
extend the classificati n with each notable addition to knowledge. For several ear.· the Dire tor ha been prevented by
administrative duti fr m coordinating o fully as seemed
en ral r ults f the researches carried
desirable the mor
forward under hi · ·up rvi ion. He i now engaged in this
work of coordinati n for th d uble purpose of increasing the
effi iency of t11 Bur au and f rai ing the cience to a higher
plan . Thi · w rk f co rdination i, yielding a classification
of anthr poloO' , and in id ntally of cognate branches of
f this classification on the work
know1 dO' · and th b arh
of th Bur au and n anthr pol O'y g nerally eem to be such
a. t warr, nt om what full publication in the reports of the
Bur au. Durin th la ·t tw month: a con iderable amount
f ma ri, 1 lu : h n pr par d f r thi purpo e.
Publication-B r a:on of the pre ur of Congressional
w rk in th
ov rum n Printing Offic , the completion of
rtain l um nt. w 11 advan ed in pre has been delayed
, rnl n pul li , i n.· h,, l n i.. u cl. Th Thirteenth Annual
R p rt i · 11 rl all in t rp . Thre important bulletin by
r
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Messrs Boas, Fowke, and Mooney, respectively, are stereotyped, and the Forei:.Oan of Printing gives assurance that the
printing will soon be taken up. Authority for the publication
of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and subsequent reports was conferred by the passage, on January 12, 1895, of the general
printing bill; a number of important memoirs have been
brought together for publication therein, and the reports will
be forwarded for printing at an early day.
OPERATIONS DURING APRIL

•

Field work has been limited to that of Mr James .Mooney,
who remains on the Kiowa reservation, Oklahoma, collecting
material for and preparing the manuscript of a special report
on Kiowa heraldry.
vJTork in Indian hieroglyphics-The interruption of Dr
Thomas' work on this subject, in order that he might prepare
an introduction for and edit the monograph on "Indian Land
Cessions," by C. C. Royce, has been continued. Dr Thomas
has made satisfactory progress in the collection of historical
material for this introduction and in the preparation of the
manuscript for printing.
Work in archeology-Mr Cosmos Mindeleff was occupied
throughout the month in the preparation of a report on the
"Cliff Ruins of Canyon de Chelly." The text was completed
and the report has been submitted by the author for publication. The accompanying illustrative material was also worked
up and made ready for the preparation of final drawings for
reproduction, and the execution of the drawings is under way.
The completion of Mr Mindeleff's report rounds out one
of the lines of archeologic research in the southwest which
has been in progress for some years; and with the transmission of the report Mr Mindeleff's connection with the Bureau
terminates.
Work in synonymy-The work of collecting and arranging
material for the Indian tribal dictionary has remained in
charge of Mr F. W. Hodge, and, as heretofore, his researches
have yielded valuable collateral data. During the month
he has formulated several important conclusions based on
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comparison of various little-known ea1:Jy records, partly in
manuscript, with the traditions of different southwestern
tribes. Among these are the following:
1. The creation and migration tradition of the Navaho is
notably accurate, especially as regards the chronologic
sequence of events; and the advent of the ancestors of the
Navaho in San Juan valtey about the end of the :fifteenth
century is thereby established.
2. rrhe original Navaho were probably cliff dwellers, and
the tribe appears not to be a ramification of the Apache, ~s
hitherto supposed; it is probable that the Apache were already
in the San Juan region as a numerous group of small tribes at
the advent of the Athapascoid avaho.
3. The Apache were probably confined to limited areas in
western New Mexico in the middle of the sixteenth century.
4. The Navaho were composite even before the eighteenth
century, when the tribe embodied remnants of the Athapascan,
.Tanoan, Keresan, Zufiian, Shoshonean, Yuman, with perhaps
other native stocks, in addition to a slight admixture of Aryan.
The accession of at least one foreign clan produced a marked
effect on the Navaho language.
5. By reason of limited numbers, the Navaho and Apache
did not mole t the Pueblo tribes prior to the seventeenth
century.
6. The
avaho acquired flocks and herds through the
Pueblo o n after 1542, whereby their mode of life was
chang d.
7. Th de£ n iv character of at least the western pueblos
anterior t 1 0 wa du apparently to intertribal broils.
In g n ml fr II do- '' re earche indicate that with proper
ar Indian tradition ma frequ ntly be u ed in corroboration
f hi t ri ·al r ·c rd . In addition to hi. re arches relati~g to
.· u hw t rn trib ·, Mr Hodg wa o cupied during a part of
th m nth in r i ·in pr f ·, ind xino- the Thirteenth Annual
R p rt, nd tran:mitting the Bur au publication .
Work in mytlwlo,r;y- fr Matilda
tevenson continued
th
nt f mat rial £ r h ~r r p rt on the Zuni
11
ial tt nti n t th myth and cerem
h tr
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Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing continued the revision of
proofs for his '' Zuni Creation Myths," at the same time pursuing collateral researches relating to the development of arts,.
institutions, and beliefs among the southwestern Indians.
Work in linguistics-Dr Albert S. Gatschet continued his:
comparative work on the Algonquian dialects, at the same,
time pushing forward his special arrangement and classifica-·
tion of the elements of the Shawnee language, making satisfactory progress on both lines.
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt continued the laborious transliteration
of the Tubari material of Mexico collected by Mr Carl Lumholtz. Extended comparisons were also made between the
Tubari and other southwestern languages for the purpose of
fixing more definitely the linguistic affinities of the nearly
extinct Tubari tribe.
Work in bibliography-During the earlier portion of the
month, Mr James 0. _Pilling continued the preparation of the
bibliography of the aboriginal languages of Mexico, bringing
this work to substantial completion. With the completion of this
portion of the bibliography, the immense task of cataloguing
the literature of the aboriginal languages of North America,
on which Mr Pilling has been engaged several years, is substantially finished. For some years after the institution of the
Bureau in 1879, Mr Pilling performed in a most acceptable
manner the duties of chief clerk. While performing these
duties he gradually assumed the bibliographic work, which
grew until it absorbed a considerable part of his energies.
In 1891 he retired from the position of chief clerk and thenceforward devoted his time wholly to the bibliography. Meantime his healtb. began to fail, and he has now for some years.
been a sufferer from locomotor ataxia; but, despite this physical burden, his bibliographic work was continued with remarkable fortitude until the end for which he had labored so many
years was practically attained. During some months past the
malady has progressed apace; it has recently assumed new
complications, and during the closing part of the month it compelled discontinuance from active work and his retirement
from the Bureau.
16 ETH--IV
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Collections-Mr McGee has been occupied chiefly in administrative and editorial work. Mr vVilliam Dinwiddie continued
and completed the development of negatives taken during the
recent expedition to the Papago-Seri country, and is resuming
the labeling, arrangement, etc, of the collection.
Anthropologic classification-The Director has been occupied
in elaborating the classification of the science of man, which
forms the foundation for the work of the Bureau. In this
work the voluminous collection of manuscripts, notes, and other
material collected by the Bureau since its institution is constantly used, and is found of great value.
Piiblication-The composition of the Thirteenth Annual
Report is nearly completed, a few pages remaining for revision.
During the month the bulletin by Dr Franz Boas, entitled
"Chinook Texts," was delivered from the bindery and distribution was begun. The bulletin by Mr Mooney on the '' Siouan
rrribes of the East," i reported in the bindery, and that by Mr
Fowke on "Archeologjc Investigations in James and Potomac
Valleys" is reported on the press.
OPERATIONS DURING MAY

As hitherto, for some months field work has been limited;
Mr James Mooney remain in the field collecting material for
and preparing a report on Kiowa heraldry; and Dr J. Walter
Fewke repaired to ew Mexico during the closing days of
the month for the I urpo e of making collections among the
ruin· of an ient puebl .
Work in Indian hieroglyphics-The interruption of Dr Cyrus
Th ma · r : ar h · r latiug t the codices and other in cripti n of uthw :t rn nit l tate and Mexico i · continued.
Uurin th o-r at r part of th month he has been mployed in
th l r pare tion f th introdu tion t the monograph by 0. C.
J
n ' In lian Land C . ion '."
TVork in artlleolo.r ;y-Th
· n of th drawing· de. igned
to illu:trat th · r I rt h r
o m .· Mind leff on the cliff
min.· f \ 111 • 11 d 1h 11 - he.· b en ·arri d forward, though
.- m wlu :1 wl:i· l >-r a · n f pr , . ur t war l th c mpl tion
f i11u tr ti n · f >r th r r l rt.· 11 , b ing mad r a ly for the
pr ~.. .
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Work on the Indian cyclopedia-Even before the institution
of the Bureau of American Ethnology, ethnologists generally
recognized the need of definite information concerning the
names, habitats, and relations of the aboriginal tribes, and
several students had made essays toward the collection of such
information in form for publication. A vast number of items
containing such information may be found scattered through
the literature commonly designated by the term "Americana." The literature is voluminous and many of the published
works are rare, while a considerable part of the material
exists only in unique manuscripts. When the Bureau was
organized, one of the lineR of work projected was the collection of such information not only by research among the
Indians themselves, but by examination of the literature and
manuscripts. The 1ibliographic work undertaken in the
Bureau and so long successfully carried forward by Mr Pilling
was designed largely as a means to this end. In addition, all
of the collaborators of the Bureau were instructed to obtain
and record general facts pertaining to the tribes with whom
they came in contact; and most of the · collaborators of the
Bureau have been employed from time to time in collecting
and arranging the material. At first it was planned to arrange
the material in the form of a synonymy, recording the accepted
names in c~nnection with the families or stocks, together with
the great number of synonyms which have found their way
into use, orally and in print. Early experience in the work
indicated the desirability of incorporating collateral information in connection with the ·names, and for borne time this plan
was pursued; still later, as the material accumulated and came
into constant use in manuscript form, it was found convenient
to include Indian names other than tribal, and still further
to increase the scope of the work. Meantime the ·name
Synonymy was retained. When a definite plan was formulated for publication in a series of stock monographs, it was
found that the designation employed for some years was inadequate and misleading, and the term ''Dictionary" came into
use orally; but this term, too, seems too narrow, and it is
thought best to arrange the material for printing in hulletin
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form as family monographs, under the designation '' Cyclopedia
of the American Indians."
During the month Mr Hodge has continued the arrangement
of material for the Cyclopedia, giving his energies chiefly to
southwestern families; and satisfactory progress has been made.
Meantime he was occupied in part in editorial work on the
Thirteenth Annual Report. At the same time he continued
oversight of the work in the library, including the distribution
of documents.
Work in mythology-Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing continued
the revision of proofs for his "Zuni Creation Myths" during
the month. Toward the end of the month his office work was
interrupted by mness, and under the advice of a physician he is
spending a vacation in Florida. His journey thither brought
him in contact with the Seminole Indians, and among them he
is collecting material and information of high ethnic value.
Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson continued the preparation of
her report on the Zuni Indians. This elaborate memoir is
approaching completion.
Work in lingui tics-Dr Albert S. Gatschet has continued
the collection and arrangement of lexic and grammatic material
pertaining to the Algonquian family. A part of the month was
spent in comparative tudy of this material and of the work
by Trumbull ancl l\Iiiller on the Algonquian verb.
Mr J. . B. H witt ntinued the transliteration and compari on of th Tubari language collected by Dr Carl Lumholtz.
The ta. k of pr parinO' thi:• material for publication i great, but
i now n arl r c mpl t d · wh n ready for printing, the monograph will b a uniqu and invaluable record of a once numerou. trib now n arly xtin t
TVork on the Menomini Indian -Dr Walter J. Hoffman has
at cliff r nt tim .· ,v hil onn t cl with the Bureau vi ited the
11 rn mini and th r Indian trib of northern Wi con in and
ama ed a con id rable body
f inf rmati n r latin<Y t th . Indian .
n important part of
hi. mat nal cl irin th la, t fi al year, wh n Dr Hoffman
wa: in foll
1111 ti n , ith th Bur au, wa in rp rat 1 in a
t pr ,' nt Dr H ffman ha. an
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honorary connection with the Bureau, and for some months
has been occupied in part in the rearrangement and revision of
this monograph for printing. During the month the work
was completed, and the monograph has been incorporated in
the Fourteenth Annual Report.
Collections-The Papago and Seri collections have received
attention throughout the month. The photographs collected
during the expedition last autumn have been arranged and
labeled for use by Mr McGee in the preparation of a report on
the results of the expedition. Meantime Mr Dinwiddie has
been employed in labeling and arranging the collection in the
National Museum. During the latter half of the month this
work was carried forward in connection with the arrangements
for the exposition at Atlanta, where it is planned to exhibit a
part of the collection.
Toward the end of the month Dr J. Walter Fewkes, of Boston, was by the Secretary commissioned to make collections
for the enrichment of the Museum from among the prehistoric
pueblo ruins of the southwest; and on May 25 he began the
work of preparing for the trip, and a day or two later left for
Arizona. Early reports will doubtless be received direct from
the field.
Work on the Kiowa Indians-Mr Mooney reports the successful prosecution of his work during May in the preparation
of models of heraldic tipis, shields, and sacred and military
insignia of the Kiowa and Apache ~ribes in Oklahoma, and
reports also satisfactory progress in the preparation of his
paper on Kiowa heraldry. In the camp circle of the Kiowa,
and the tribes united with them, there were about 200 tipis,
50 of which were decorated with heraldic devices, while all
were accompanied by shields with insignia or other paraphernalia belonging to the family, order, or individual represented
by the tipi. Study of this elaborate camp circle, with its
heraldic and other devices, has thrown much light on the social
organization of these tribes.
Anthropologic classification-The Director has continued the
preparation of a classification of anthropology for the double
pu~pose of systemizing the material already collected in the
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Bureau and now in preparation for publication, and for establishing a foundation for further researches.
Publication-The composition of the Thirteenth Annual
Report is completed and nearly all of the matter is stereotyped. The closing pages of the body of the volume are
now in the form of third revise.
The Fourteenth Annual Report was on May 27 made ready
for transmission for publication. The report comprises two
accompanying papers. The first of these is the monograph
on the Menomini Indians by Dr W. J. Hoffman, already
mentioned. It contains a historical sketch of the tribe, with
special reference to early contact and treaties with the whites,
together with a full account of the habits, customs, and beliefs
characterizing the tribe. It contains also a brief vocabulary.
The second of the acr.ompanying papers is by Mr George
Parker Winship, of Harvard University, entitled ''The Coronado Expedition in 1540-1542." Coronado was the first white
man to visit a large area in southwestern and central United
State and northwestern Mexico, and the accounts of his
chronicler, Pedro de Castaneda, of the tribes have always, in
so far a they have been accessible, been found singularly
accurate and trustworthy. Unfortunately, Castaneda's record
ha not hitherto been accessible to English-reading students,
and the exi ting French translation contains essential errors.
Mr Win hip ha with great labor prepared careful translations
of th Ca taneda and other documents, prefaced by an hist rical account which greatly enhances the value of the work,
and thi it i · n w a pleasure to offer students in connection
, ith th F urt enth Annual Report of the Bureau. rrhe paper
i illu.·trat l by reproductions of early maps required to elucilat the t xt.·, and al by photographs of pueblos, etc, made
b
ffi r · f the Bureau, al introduced for the purpose of
r nd ring th rigin, 1 a ount intelligible and vivjd. The e
illu:tr, ti n: w r furni h d by fr Hodge, who ha otherwi e
c i.1
1 Ir "\Vin hip in th preparation of hi memoir.
..Ir I i
ha b en ccupied in part in arranging and
1itin°· th 1 , t rial for th Fift nth nnual Report, which i
n
n , rl ., r c d for tran mi 'ion.
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During the month, the bulletins by Mr Mooney on th~
"Siouan Tribes of the East," and by Mr Fowke on "Archeologic
Investigations in James and Potomac Valleys" were received
from the Government Printing Office, and the transmission of
the part of the edition pertaining to the domestic exchange of
these bulletins and of that by Dr Franz Boas on '' Chinook
Texts" has been completed, while the distribution of the
foreign portion of the exchange is well advanced.
OPERATIONS DURING JUNE

Field work has been limited to (1) that connected with collecting objective material for the National Museum by Dr J.
Walter Fewkes in Arizona, and (2) that of Mr James Mooney,
who remains in the field in Oklahoma, collecting material for
a report on Kiowa heraldry and gathering objective material
for the Museum.
Work in Indian hieroglyphics-As during the preceding
months, Dr Cyrus Thomas has been employed chiefly in the
preparation of an introduction to the monograph by Mr C. C.
Royce on "Indian Land Cessions," and thereby his special
researches on the codices and other inscriptions of the southwestern portion of the continent have been held largely in
abeyance. In the preparation of this introduction and in the
revision of the manuscript with a view to facilitating composition, he has made satisfactory progress. An essential part of
the monograph is a series of maps showing graphically, with
the highest attainable accuracy, the tracts covered by the
various land treaties. These maps were drawn originally on
tracings from the state maps of the General Land Office, so
far as these extend, and on maps of corresponding scale elsewhere; but, in publishing, it is necessary to reduce the scale
materially in order that the map plates may be no larger than
of single-page or double-page size. In many cases the tracts
transferred by treaty are of such extent as easily to be r,epresented on the reduced maps; in other cases the areas are so
small that proper representati_o n requires a scale as large or
even larger than that of the original. Accordingly, it has been
deemed desirable to supplement the state maps by local detail
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maps whenever required; and Dr rrhomas is haviug these
detail maps drawn. This work, as well a the rearrangement
of certain portions of the text for printing, is well under way.
Work in archeology-The execution of the drawings to illustrate the memoir by Mr Co mo. Mindeleff on the aboriginal
work of Canyon de OheUy i making satisfactory progress
under the supervision of Mr DeLancey W. Gill.
Work on the Indian cyclopedia-During a part of the month
Mr F. W. Hodge continued the preparation of material for the
cyclopedia, and a number of new cards were added. A portion of his time was given to a rearrangement of the library
and the installation of a new tier of book cases; also to bringing up the records of the library for the year and the completion of the distribution of later publications. Some time was
also given to editorial work, chiefly the index of the Thirteenth
Annual Report.
Work in niythology-Mrs Matilda 0. Stevenson continued
the revision of notes and the final writing of manuscript for
her report on Zuni ceremonials. This elaborate report has
been in preparation several months. In view of the great
number and interest of the ceremonials and the significant
nature of the beliefs of the Zuni Indian , it i thought desirable to pare no pains in making it as nearly exhaustive as posible, and thu · all detail of ceremonial and belief are receiving
pecial att ntion, nece arily at con iderable expense in time.
Mr Frank Hamilton Ou hing completed the revision of
the pr fr of hi· "Zuni Ur ation Myths," forming a part of the
Thirt nth nnual Report. Hi work on this subject was
· m what r tarcl cl by illne , and on completing hi task he _
r .paired t Florida, nominally on vacation, but actually in the
h 1 f oll tino- information relating to the Hhell mounds of
th Fl ri la coa. t and k y . Thi hope wa. · fully realized,
an l in adcliti n h , wa able to obtain much information of
imp rtan r p ·tin°' th
min le Indian . In studying the
h 11 m und: h mad a number of mea 'urements and urvey
in li c tino· th va ·t numb r and xt 1 t of these artificial structu · · al ncr c· rte in p rti n f th
a t, e pecially between
Tami
a1
a1 1 . H a· ertained that some of the
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keys skirting the coast have been greatly modified and even
extended artificially, the shell accumulations with accompanying debris in some ·instances . covering many acres, and in
certain cases reaching a depth of several yards. Locally the
.shell accumulations have evidently been made with definite
purpose, and have been carried up symmetrically into large
mounds comparable in dimensions with the Indian mounds
-0f the interior. In his studies of the Seminole Indians, Mr
Cushing found that they display certain characteristics which
.a ppear to ally them with the Caribs. One of these is the
-custom of living in pile dwellings under certain circumstances;
.a nd pile dwellings now occupied, as well as some structures
now abandoned, and others of considerable antiquity were
examined. Some of these pile dwellings appeared to Mr
Cushing to stand in definite relation to certain of the shell
mounds, particularly those of definite form, and through this
relation he is able to gain some insight into the origin and
developm~nt of mound building among the American aborigines, this insight being in part due to his intimate acquaintance with Indian modes of thought.
He finds that, in the interests of convenience, a pile dwelling is located over the waters of a sound, perhaps some yards
from the shore; but while yet occupied by the builders, the
,domestic debris ( chiefly refuse shells) accumulates until it rises
above the water level, when the building appears to stand on
posts in a low mound. Now the Indian is curiously persistent
in habit, so that the men of the second generation who chance
not to be constrained otherwise .by environment, regard the
pile-mound structure as normal and proper and worthy of imitation. As time passes, the accumulation beneath and about
the original house goes on until the piles are buried and the
habitation stands on a mound, when in turn this type of structure comes to be regarded as the normal and proper type
.among the younger and more active members of the tribe just
beginning house construction. Through this natural series of
changes in type of habitation and in concert, and through the
myth-constrained social organization of the people, there is a
.tendency to the development, under favorable circumstances,
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of a custom of the erection of mounds as sites for habitations
and for the council house of the clan or tribe, the sites being
either separate mounds or single large mounds, according to
circumstances. Thus the study of the living Seminole Indians.
and of the shell mounds in the same vicinity, in connection
with his previous studies of Indian mythology, suggests to l\fr
Cushing a possible origin for a custom of mound building at.
one time so prevalent among the North American Indians.
fVork in linguistics-Dr A. S. Gatschet continued researches.
concerning and comparison among the Algonquian languages.
Especial attention was given to Peoria linguistic material,
which he continued to elaborate. The studies and compari-sons of this material indicate that it is sufficient for publication,.
so far as the vocabulary is concerned, though the comparisons.
with other Algonquian dialects and with the dialects of other
Indian families indicate that further material must be obtained
before the grammar can be perfected. In connection with this.
special work, the preparation of the comparati ve A,lgonquian
grammar and lexicon was carried forward.
Mr J. . B. Hewitt continued the transliteration of the·
Tubari linguistic material collected by Dr Carl Lumholtz,
making ati factory progress; at the same time he made comparative re earche bearing on the affinities of this tongue,
which i now practically extinct.
Collection -Mr William Dinwiddie continued the labeling of
th Papago and eri collection made by the Ethnologist in
h, r e during th :fi al year, the preparation of the label and
manu ript b ing pra, ti ally completed At the same time hearried t e nti, 1 completion the arrangement of this collecti n for li pl y at the Atlanta Expo ition, being temporarily
trnn ferr d to th Mu eum for thi · purpo e.
part f the di pl i · cl ign d immediately for u e at
tlc nta but v ntually £ r th elucidation of the collection .
arranO' l in th Iu. um. It ha been planned to prepare
thr lit - iz :fi ur in haracteri ti co tume, with e pecial
c tt nti n t
, m t 1 O'i d tail . Th m deling of the e figure
Ir . . J. Dunbar. Tw of the :fiD'ur repr n I
m n in ordinar
upation; the thfrd a.
► ri hunt
tl
an l quiv r of arr w.·.
1
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Dr J. Walter Fewkes, who was during May commissioned
to make collections from the cliff and other prehistoric ruins in
Arizona, continued operations with a fair measure of success.
He outfitted at Prescott about the beginning of June, and proceeded eastward across the headwaters of Rio Verde, through
a region little known archeologically. He was able to locate·
a number of cliff houses and .to make fairly satisfactory collections therefrom. In the "Red Rock country," some miles
from Liveoak creek, he was so fortunate as to find two large·
and extensive cliff ruins hitherto unknown to archeologists.
and apparently not despoiled by white men. Toward the end
of the month he arrived at Flagstaff and arranged for further
work, chiefly in the direction of excavation, during July.
Mr James Mooney, who remains in the field engaged in
researches pertaining to the customs and especially to the surprisingly well-developed system of heraldry among the Kiowa
Indians, made a considerable collection for the Museum, comprising articles of costumery, appliances used in medicine, and
a large series of tipi models.
Work among the Kiowa Indians--In connection with making
collections,· Mr Mooney's researches concerning the heraldry,
ceremonials, customs, and legends among the Kiowa Indians
were carried forward throughout the month, and he reports.
satisfactory progress in the preparation of a memoir on the
system of heraldry found among these Indians.
Anthropologic class·i fication-The Director continued researches relating to the classification of the American Indians.
Various systems of classification of mankind have be,en devised
in different civilized countries. In general, the classifications.
hitherto formulated are empiric and rest on a limited number
of attributes. Accordingly, the systems are more or less discrepant and more or less unsatisfactory. During the sixteen
years since the institution of the Bureau of American Ethnology the science of ethnology has made great progress in
this and other countries; particularly in this country the attributes of primitive races have been recorded with care, with a.
constant view to their bearing on the relations of ma11kind in
· general. Accordingly, the records now in possession of the
. Bureau pertaining to the attributes and relations of races are·
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xceptionally full ancl comprehen ive. Examination of the
r cord indicate that the empiric cla i:fication, or the classifiation l a d on a limited number of attribute , is unsati factory, and it .-eem d irabl to formulate a classification so
comprehen ·ive a· to apply at the same time to all of the aborigine· of the We tern Hemi phere and to be equally applicable
to mankind in general. The researches of the Director concerning cla sific attribute are accordingly extended; already
results of great utility to the Bureau have flowed from the
work, ancl there i · a promise of still more useful results in the
early future.
Sociology-In addition to administrative and editorial work,
Mr McGee has been employed in researches relating to the
sociology of the American Indians. During the month he
Bxamined and revised for publication the memoir on '' Siouan
Sociology," prepared by the late J. Owen Dorsey.
Publication-The Thirteenth Annual Report is stereotyped,
with the exception of the inclex and the brief administrative
report forming the first divi ion of the document.
Th Fourteenth Annual Report, transmitted for printing
during May, i iu the hands of the Public Printer, and the
illu 'tration' have been examined with a view to making contra ·t £ r repr duction.
The Fifteenth nnual Report wa tran mitted for printing
on Jun 14. It mpri e' a memoir on '' Stone Implements,"
a.- d Y 1 p cl am 1w the aborigin s of the Potomac-Che.. apeake
r ()'ion 1 r W. II. Holm ·; a memoir on the "Siouan Indians,"
h r
J I ·G ; an th r n '' iouan Sociology,;, by the late
J. w 11 D I\ ' y, ancl a memoir on "Tu ayan Katcinas," by
J. ,, alt r F wk ·. In hi · di u ion of tone art, Profe or
II lm · whil cl rihiiw th form and di tribution of the art
proclu ·t cl Y t · .·pe ial ~tt ntion to the primitive quarrie
an m 1 .- f quarr iuo·, and t th proc ·e of manufacture
of th,, rnri u · artid .- f .-ton u d by the Indian . Tb.us he
i.· ah1 to ,· • £ rth th hi tor r f a h la · of art product in
~l r markal 1~ ·ati ·fa t r r mann r.
It i · b li v d that through
thi.- m thod of .·t Hl. . . f , t n art in , quen , a· well a· b
'i1wl • ."tao·
m ciri ·au ar ·h 1 o· lu .' b 11 r i, cl t a hio·h r
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plane. Thus this memoir is regarded as of exceptional interest
and value. The other memoirs also are regarded as important.
contributions to the branches of the science to which they
relate.
Change in apprJ}wiation-U nder a decision of the Comptroller
of the Treasury, the appropriation for the fiscal year, heretofore regarded as continuous under the terms of the law, is,
interpreted as not continuous and lapsing with the fiscal year._
SUMMARY REPORT
. CLASSIFICATION OF THE OPERATIONS

As set forth in the introductory paragraphs of this report,,
the operations in the Bureau of American Ethnology relate to,
the essentially human or demotic characteristics of the peoples.
under investigation, i. e., the American aborigines. These
qualities, as displayed by mankind in general, constitute theobject-matter of five sciences, namely, (1) estlietology, (2) tech-nology; (3) sociology, ( 4) philology, and (5) sophiology. So far as.
practicable, all of these sciences have been cultivated with
equal assiduity, although administrative conditions have led to•
the arrangement of the work along special lines, in such
manner as to produce the best results from the work of thecollaborators.
EXPLORATION

During the earlier portion of the fiscal year Mr Cosmo&
Mindeleff was occupied in extending and completing his explorations and surveys in southwestern United States. During
the field season of 1894 his operations were largely confined
to Canyon de Chelly in northeastern Arizona, but his reconnoissances and surveys were extended into contiguous territory.
During July and the earlier part of August he examined San_
Juan valley -and there obtained information of much interest.
In its topography and general geographic conditions this region
appears to have been well adapted to the neede of the ancient
pueblo builders, and it affords examples of nearly all the types
of aboriginal villages now known, together with other types.
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and many variant which have not been surveyed elsewhere.
The examination and comparative study of these relics throw
much light on the development of art in architecture by the
people of the pueblos. In other directions, too, the observations add materially to knowledge of the habits and customs
of the aborigines. Mr Mincleleff's researches duri1ig the season,
in comiection ~ith his surveys during the last fiscal year, have
covered a large territory and will permit archeologic mapping
of value; even the negative results are useful a·s indicating the
territory barren of aboriginal works.
Early in September Mr Mincleleff brought his field operations to a close. The greater part of the month was spent in
completing his accounts and disposing of his field outfit and
Bquipment. Toward the encl of the month he repaired to
Washington to begin the preparation of a final report on his
surveys of the preceding fifteen months.
The most extended exploratory work of the year was that
of an expedition through the country of the Papago and Seri
Indians of Arizona · and Sonora (Mexico), conducted by Mr
McGee. The expedition was fitted out in Tucson about the
middle of October. Mr William Dinwiddie accompanied the
€xpedition as photographer, and the party included also a
Papago Indian interpreter and from time to time Indians or
Mexican guide and interpreter . Leaving Tucson, the party
proceeded to and through San Luis valley, and temporarily ·
cro eel the frontier at Sa abe to the Papago Indian village of
Po o Verde. Here the leader and interpreter remained several
day , colle tin<Y in£ rmation concerning the distribution of the
Papago villag and ran heria , while Mr Dinwiddie was sent
be k t Tu n to make ne e ary changes in outfit. A few
day. · 1 t r th party rea embl d at Arivaca, Arizona, where
f extend cl prehistoric works. Thence
urv y · w re mad
th xp diti n m Y d to the frontier at Nogales, where after
' m l 1 r au h rit for xtending the operations on Mexican
urt u 1 a c rd d, in re pon e to representations
· il w c
1 , 1 thr u h the 1 al offi ial to the federal officers of the
I 1 li f 1 xi . Lea ing ogale , the party proceeded
• > 1thw r
Yi:itiiw .
r 1 vill g , f rmerly occupied by
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Papago Indians but now abandoned, and finding rancherias
occupied by representatives of the tribe at various points.
The rancherias near Querobabi were found especially interBsting, and a number of valuable photographs were taken.
While a primary purpose of the expedition was the collection
of objective material for preservation in the United States
National Muse um, little such material was collected during this
part of the trip, (1) because of the desire to comply with the
spirit of the Mexican law relating to the removal of antiquities,
and (2) because of the difficulty of transporting objects over
hundreds of miles of frequently trackless territory. Other
Papago rancherias were found as far southward as Hermosillo,
and information was obtained concerning settlements midway
between that city and Guaymas. During the journey from
Tucson to Hermosillo the eastern and southern limits of the
Papago territory were determined, many of the characteristics
of the tribe were ascertained, and their arts were studied in
such manner as to facilitate subsequent collection of typical
objects.
After two or three days' delay in Hermosillo, due to the difficulty of obtaining authority to enter the territory of the warlike Seri Indians, the expedition proceeded toward the coast
adjacent to Tiburon island. During this part of the trin the
expedition had the plea,sure and advantage of the company of
Senor Pascual Encinas, 'an aged Mexican, formerly of great
<mergy and courage, who had done much to extend white.
settlement into the Seri country, and whose services in this
direction have received abundant recognition on the part of
the state and the Republic. Piloted by Senor Encinas a}J.d
8efior Alvemar-Leon, the _expedition entered the borders of
the Seri territory and was so fortunate as to find a temporary
rancheria occupied by some sixty individuals of the tribe.
During the ensuing week their habits and customs were
studied, a part of their vocabulary was recorded, and a number of individual and group photographs were made. In
addition, typical articles of costumery, weapons, utensils, etc,
were collected and some information was gained concerning
the ethnic characteristics of the tribe. The Indians were found
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quite primitive, probably more primitive and savage than any
other tribe remaining on the orth American continent. Most
of their food is eaten raw, they have no domestic animals save
dogs, they are totally without agriculture, and their industrial
arts are few and rude. By reason of their warlike character,
little has hitherto been known concerning the tribe; the photographs made by the expedition are the first known to have·
been made of the Seri Indian .
Returning to Hermosillo early in November, the party set out
on the return journey, so shaping the course as to determine
the southwestern limits of Papago occupancy. Interesting
Papago rancherias were found at Poso Noriega and at Cienega,
,md in both localities photographs and a few small objects of
special interest were obtained. Between these points several
prehistoric ruins were discovered, and a few examples of the
singular prehistoric works called by the Mexicans las trincheras
( entrenched mountains) were observed. Passing northward,
the ancient Papago town of Caborca was visited and additional photographs were made. A remarkable example of
entrenched mountain near this point received careful attention. From Caborca the expedition proceeded to Pitiquito,
where opportunity was again presented for collecting Papago
material, and th nc to Altar. 'I1he limit of the time fixed for
the journey on 1 aving Tucson being nearly at hand, and the
stock having uff'. red o-reatly from the rigors of travel through
one of th mo t arid of region , it was found necessary here to
abandon the plan for extending the studies to Santo Domingo
and Quit baquito, thew ternmo t settlements of the Papago;
and th xp lition pro eeded directly toward the boundary
n ar ◄ i rra d le Uni n, between Rancho de San Joaquin, in
n ra, an<l Ran h V entano, in Arizona.
rh r r . v ral Pai ao-o rancherias near the last-named
llection and photographs were made.
r 1 ho c nd in the
Th part th n pro d d to Fr ·nal, the principal Indian
villa · in I paO'u ri , where the team was loaded with objects
btain cl fr m th Indian . Lat r, Tucson (Indian) was
vi it <l } n l aft rwar l c .'t p wa made at the Papago village
I
f
t . Bet
n h la. -1 am d I oint and at Coyote
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prehistoric villages and other antiquities of much interest were
noted, and a small collection of fragmentary prehistoric pottery, etc, was made. On November 25 the expedition returned
to Tucson, and immediately on disbanding the Ethnologist in
Charge repaired to Washington, Mr Dinwiddie remaining for a
few days for the purpose of completing collections on the
Papago reservation at San Xavier. The expedition resulted
in a considerable collection, representing the arts and industries
of the partially acculturized Papago Indians, whose arts have
been hitherto but meagerly represented in the National lVI use um
or other repositories of scientific material; in the first noteworthy collection of objective material ever made among the
Seri Indians; in some 500 photographs of the Seri and Papago
Indians and their surroundings, this collection being of special
interest since the Seri Indians have not hitherto been photographed, while few pictures of the Papago have hitherto
been taken; and in a considerable body of ethnic material
appertaining to both tribes.
· Toward the close of the calendar year Dt Franz Boas, who
had visited British Columbia for the purpose of continuing
researches relating to the native languages under the auspices
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
communicated with the Bureau, suggesting that he be given
authority and means for visiting the Kathlamet Indians of the
lower Columbia region for the purpose of collecting texts representing their language and mythology. After correspondence, he was authorized to carry out his plan of operations, the
material collected to be conveyed to the Bureau for a stipulated
sum. Dr Boas devoted several weeks to the work, and after his
return to eastern United States prepared the material for publication. It was i10t quite complete at the end of the fiscal
year, but was soon afterward transmitted and found to be a
valuable addition to knowledge concerning the northwestern
tribeH.
About the end of December Mr James Mooney proceeded
to the field in Indian Territory for the purpose of making researches concerning the Kiowa calendar and the Kiowa heraldic
system. He remained cl welling among the Kiowa Indians until
16ETH--V
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after the close of the fiscal year. Among the Kiowa, as among
other plains Indians, and indeed among all of the aboriginal
tribes, there is a widespread symbolism by which the arts are
influenced and guided. Under this symbolism tents, shields,
arrows, pipe·, musical instruments, robes, and other a1iicles
are inscribed, painted, or otherwise marked with designs. In
many cases these designs possess decorative value, and by
superficial students they are commonly supposed to be used
simply for decoration; but study of the Indian character and
motive shows that the design is . not primarily decorative
(though the germ of decoration may be found therein), but
symbolic and fraught with meaning to those who understand
the symboli m. This primitive symbolism is found to be developed and differentiated in various ways among different
tribes of the American aborigines; among the Kiowa Indians
it is differentiated into a crude yet highly significant system of
heraldry, which throws much light on the medieval heraldry
of Europe; and in another direction it is differentiated into a
sy 'tern of winter counts or calendars, forming at the same time
a hronolc>O'ic . y tern and an historical record which, although
crud and imperfect, are of great interest. Among the same
Indians the sy ·tem of symbolism has been differentiated in a
third dir ction, though one nearly parallel with the first, in
su h manner a to form a . ymbolic record of social organization and r lation, thi · part of the record being largely painted
on the dr · · d- kin tent:. Thus the symbolism of the Kiowa
Irnliarn; ~lu idat · the orio-in of everal arts brought to perfection uly am ng mu ·h mor highly cultivated people; it repr ,· ut a erude h raldry, a budding chronology, a nascent
d corativ , rt, an l th crerm of writing.
lthouo·h r "mainiiw in the fi ld, Mr Mooney made con idrabl pro<rr e>,• • durin<r th fi · al year in the preparation of a
m moir on th Ki wa al ndar, though the manu cript will
r ciuire r Yi. ion a.· hi,• ,·tudie approa h maturity, after hi
r tmn t<>
.
1
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1

r 1v . II. II lm ·, wh r tir d from the Bureau
th h O'inuincr of th fi.- al . r ar, left two r port~ n arl
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ready for publication. One of these relates to the stone art of
the aborigines as exemplified and elucidated by the relics
found in and near the tidewater region adjacent to Chesapeake bay; the second to the fictile art as represented by collections from eastern United States, especially from the
mounds. While both reports were substantially complete as
to letterpress, they were incomplete as to illustrations, and the
preparation of requisite illustrations was carried forward under
the supervision of the Ethnologist in Charge and Mr DeLancey
W. Gill. During July a number of photographs were made,
for incorporation in the memoir on stone art, by Mr Cushing
and Mr William Dinwiddie. When the illustrations were completed, the memoir was incorporated . in the Fifteent_h Annual
Report of the Bureau, which was sent· to press during the year.
During portions of July and August Mr Dinwiddie was
engaged in the elaboration of notes on a remarkable steatite
quarry near Clifton, Virginia, and in the transfer of the collections to the National Museum. The Clifton quarry is one of
the largest of the aboriginal excavations of soapstone thus far
found in eastern United States, and is noteworthy for the
depth of the cutting and the large amount of fragmentary and
other material representing the processes of primitive quarrymen. Mr Dinwiddie's work on this material was interrupted
when he joined the expedition into the Papago country, and
his report has not been completed.
Mr Cosmos Mindeleff, who returned from the field about the
end of September, was occupied during the greater part of
October in closing his accounts and in other duties connected
with the termination of long-continued field operations. Afterward he began the preparation of a report on his surveys and
researches. During November, December, and January the
material was reduced to the form of a memoir on the cliff ruins
of Canyon de Chelly. In February a preliminary draft of the
text was brought to substantial completion, and the later portion of March was spent chiefly in the preparation of illustrations. During March and April the text was revised and
rewritten, and toward the end of the latter month it was submitted for publication. The preparation of the final drawings
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for the illustrations was also substantially completed, and in
June the memoir was assigned for publication in the Sixteenth
Annual Report of the Bureau.
fr Mindeleff's surveys, recorded in his report on Canyon de
Chelly, were both extended and detailed, and have yielded
a large body of especially trustworthy data relating to this
interesting portion of the continent. In a large number of
cases he made diagrams showing the ground plans of structures,
based on careful measurements, and these plans were connected
in plats, which were in turn combined into maps. Whenever
practicable, the plans were supplemented by drawings in
elevation and perspective, and by photographs; and the photographic and other illustrfl,tions present vividly the characteristics of the region examined and the conditions under which
the ancient cliff dwellers lived, moved, worshiped their mysteries, defended themselves against enemies, died, and were
fany explorations have been made in the southburied.
western region, and many students have collected material
relating to the peculiarly intelligent aborigines of this district;
but none of the explorations have been more thorough, none
of the record:; more faithful, than that just completed by Mr
Co mo.1 Iindeleff, and it is thought that hjs report will make
Canyon d
helly cla sic ground for the archeologist.
lthough conducted primarily for other purposes, the expedition dir t d by Mr McGee resulted in a number of
inter ·ting arch ologi discov rie.. Among these may be
m nti 11 cl, (1) "La Trinch ra ," a class of temporary fortifi ati 11,• ab ut i olat d butte or peaks near habitable valleys,
£ rming a, 11 w ar h logic type for this country; (2 ) a conid rabl nm b r f pr hi. toric village ites, irrrigation works,
t , h1 , r 0 ·i 11 h r to£ r 'Uppo d to be barren fe,rcheologi , 11 · (3) xt 1 d villaO' ite , each dominated by one or
m r, <· r monial r th r oT ncl tru ture , ometimes accvm1ani cl h incl ,'ur ,' ,'lwg .-tino· the dom tication of animals;
ar cl ( ) err ~ t , · ,quia. · earri cl farth r up the valley ide, than
th pr .· nt irrio-a i 11 w rk ·, indi atin more complete conqu . f th \ t r lurin pr hi t ri ' time • than at pre ent.
Th ~ r ·h l ri · 1 at rial 11 ·t cl clurinO' th expediti 11 has
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not been preP.ared for extended publication, but is withheld
for further research in the same region.
Although the collections in the National Museum made by
members of the Bureau in former years for the purpose of
illustrating the life of the pueblo tribes since the Spanish
advent is exceedingly rich, comparatively few objects representative of the prehistoric arts of these interesting people have
been collected. Opportunhy having at last been afforded for
excavation among the remains of the ancient cliff dwellings
and pueblo peoples of the southwest, the Bureau was fortunate
enough to enlist the services of the late director of the Hemenway Expedition, Dr J. Walter Fewkes, the results of whose
researches among the Hopi Indians of Tusayan, Arizona, are
well known. Dr Fewkes proceeded, late in May, to the unfrequented locality known as the Red Rock country, southwest
of Flagstaff, Arizona, where he had the good fortune to find a
group of extensive cliff ruins hitherto unknown to archeologists and not despoiled by white men. Excavation was prosecuted among these aboriginal remains during June with
considerable success, and a number of excellent photographs
were made. At the end of the month Dr Fewkes returned to
Flagstaff with a view of reoutfitting for a thorough exploration of some of the extensive and presumahly rich ruins in the
Tusayan country of the northeastern part of the territory.
DESCRIPTIV~J ETHNOLOGY

Ever since the discovery of the American continent e~plorers·
have been impressed by the characteristics of the aborigines,
and many of them have recorded their observations and impressions in reports, letters, diaries, and treatises, and great
numbers of these records have been printed and published to
the world. In this way a great body of literature_, sometimes
styled "Americana," has been produced. A large part of this
body of literature relates partly or wholly to the American
Indians. Usually the records were based on superficial observation and frequently they are vitiated by misapprehension
and hasty generalization. Nevertheless much of the literature
represents actual observation of the Indians while yet they
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retained primitive characteristics. Thus, alth~ugh the early
records are diverse in value, the body of the literature of this
class contains a large store of information concerning the
physical characteristics, mental attributes, habits, customs, arts,
beliefs, and institutions of the native Americans. Moreover,
research concerning primitive peoples has shown that the ideas
of the savage and barbarous peoples are expressed in the
nomenclature ~uch more fully and 'significantly than are those
of cultured people, so that the records of personal and geographic names are often of great utility as indices to the intellectual characteristics, customs, and institutions of the Indian
tribes. Information of this class abounds in America. Thus
there is a large store of information in the publications of the
early and later travelers in America, but the literature is so
vast and widely scattered that the information is nearly inaccessible to students.
Even before the institution of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, ethnologists generally recognized the need of systematic information concerning the aboriginal tribes, and several students had made essays toward the collection of such
information from the voluminous literature, either for personal
use or for publication. When the Bureau was organized, one
of the lines of work projected was the compilation of such
information from the published literature and from manuscripts,
the compilation being guided and corrected and the material
enriched by concurrent research among the Indians themselve . The bibliographic work undertaken in the Bureau,
and o long ucce fully carried forward by Mr Pilling, was
de igned largely a a mean to this end. In addition, all of
th collaborator· f the Bureau were instructed, and many
c rre p nd nt · were urged, to obtain and record general facts
pertainin t th tribe with which they came in contact ; and
m t f th ollab rator of the Bureau have been employed
fr m tim t time in ollating the material gathered in this
nt ri r to th in.·titution of the Bur au, mo t of the
in
temizing the ethnologic data, arranged
u l nt n a
m, t rial al I ha ti ally n ard or in book , generally
u l r tri , 1
h r pr p r nam -thi wa the method
I 1r u l
. T. Ma. n, f th
mith onian In titution,
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who was engaged in the work before the institution of the
Rureau-and essentially the same plan was pursued by Mr
James Mooney during his earlier researches before he became
connected with the Bureau.
Under this method of assembling the data, it frequently
happened that the records were brief and incomplete and that
the terms under which the entries were made were variable,
so that much care and thought were necessarily devoted to the
ascertainment of synonymy. As the work progressed with the
Bureau the studies continued, and the Director and collaborators engaged in the compilation came to speak of the work as
a "Synonymy" of the Indian tribes. As the material continued to accumulate, and particularly as the more extended
and more· accurate information gained by actual researches
among the Indians was incorporated, it was found that the
synonymy proper diminished relatively, while the body of
general information became greatly expanded. Now that the
recoi·ds have so increased as to fill many thousands of cards,
it is found that the work form·s a great cyclopedia relating to the Indian tribes, which even in manuscript form is of
large and constantly increasing utility. With the development of a plan for publication, as set forth in the last report,
the inadequacy of the original name for the work came to be
appreciated, and during the present year it has been decided
to begin the issue of the work in a series of bulletins corresponding with the aboriginal linguistic stocks, under the designation "Cyclopedia·of the American Indians."
rrhroughout the fiscal year Mr F. W. Hodge has had charge
of the work on the cyclopedia, and during most of the time he
has been engaged in preparing for publication the records pertaining to several southwestern stocks. Early in the year Mr
J. Owen Dorsey also contributed to the work, and during July,
August, and September Mr James Mooney was occupied partly
in extending the portion of the cyclopedia relating to the eastern tribes of the Siouan family. Sever.al bulletins are practically ready for the press, and, save for the conditions growing
out of the modification of the law governing the public printing, some of these would have been sent to the press before the
close of the year.
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In 1883 Mr C. C. Royce was employed in the Bureau to collect and tabulate the various treaties with the I1idian tribes
relating to the ces ion and transfer of lands. The work was
sub tantially completed, and the lands affected by the various
treatie.: describecl in schedules and platted on maps. These
schedule and map were duly turned in by Mr Royce and
were added to the archives of the office for use in connection
with the more strictly ethnologic researches. Since that date
frequent r qu sts for information concerning the Indian land
treaties haYe been receivecl, and thereby the value and accuracy of the work has been fully tested. During the year the
demand for such information so increased that it was decided
to ubmit the material for publication. While the schedules
and map · were in most respects ready for printing, revision of
certain portion · seemed to be required, and a general introduction wa thought to be desirable. Accordingly, in November
th work of revision wa · assigned to Dr Cyrus Thomas, who
alf-,o undertook the preparation of the requisite introductory
chapter. The remaind r of the fiscal year was spent by Dr
Th ma chi fly in the completion of this task, which was not
quite done at the end of that time.
LI

A.· th r earch

GUISTICS

relating to primitive peoples in this and
oth r c untrie · procrre s d, the importance of linguistic studies
b m mor and more apparent. Mankind is preeminent
partly b ·au· of a variety of individual characteristics, yet in
larg m a ·ure be au
f
ial organization; and it is through
org·anizati 11 that m n have been ucce ively rai ed from avag ry to 1 arbari m, from barbari m to civilization, and from
·impl ivilizati n t th high . t enlightenment and humanity.
ow th " ha. i · f OrO'anization i exprenion, and the art of
.. ·pr .·ion i: ar rlinO'l paramount among the art of men,
an 1 tlm loo·i t · hav found that th grad of development
n l th rla: ·ifi r le ti n f p opl · ar mor ju tly indicated
l ' th .. ir rt: f ral xpr i n than in an other way. Thu
tlw a · · "'Pt ·cl tlm I o-i l ·ifi ati n in thi ancl other counri •, i pri maril , 1inO'ui.-ti ·.
c
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The importance of linguistic researches has been recognized
in the Bureau of American Ethnology from the outset, and
much labor has been expended in the collection of linguistic
literature as a basis for the classification of the tribes and also
as a means for still further extending the principles o·f ethnic
classification.
During the last fiscal year this branch of the work has been
carried forward continuously by Dr Albert S. Gatschet and
Mr J. N. B. Hewitt, and during a part of the year by the
Director and Mr J. Owen Dorsey.
The work of the Director in linguistics during the year
was largely ancillary to the researches in psychology and in
anthropologic classification. In this connection portions of the
rich store of linguisti.c manuscripts were examined, and the principles of linguistic development were formulated for the use of
the collaborators.
Mr J. Owen Dorsey was occupied during July in (1) the
preparation of a catalog of the Teton-Dakota manuscripts by
Messrs Bushotter and Bruyier, in possession of the Bureau,
and (2) the continuation of his work on the Winnebago
texts and dictionary slips, noted in previous reports. During
August the first of these lines of work was completed, and he
then rearranged the linguistic manuscripts in the fireproof
vaults of the Bureau. Many of these manuscripts are unique.
A large proportion represent the work of the regular collaborators of the Bureau, but several have been derived from
other sources by exchange or by donation, through the interest
in the subject developed early in the history of the Bureau.
The material is of great scientific value, and it is deemed important that it should be arranged in readily accessible form,
in connection with a suitable catalog. On completing this
task, Mr Dorsey resumed the preparation of material for the
synonymy of the Siouan stock, in connection with which
he prepaxed during November a brief memoir on "Siouan
Sociology," which was afterward revised by Mi McGee for
incorporation in ·the Fifteenth Annual Report of the Bureau.
Dming December Mr Dorsey's work was interrupted by
illness, which, to the great loss of science, terminated fatally.
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At the beginning of the fiscal year Dr Gatschet was engaged
in elaborating the large body of Shawnee linguistic material
described in preceding reports. This work was continued until
the end of September, and a large number of lexic and grammatic elements were extracted and arranged on cards. In connection with this work Dr Gatschet prepared an ethnographic
sketch of the Shawnee for incorporation in the cyclopedia of
Indian tribes and carried forward his comparative tabulation of
the phonetics, grammar, etymology, and syntaxis of all the
Algonquian Jialects. Special attention was given to this comparative work throughout the remaining portion of the year.
During June particular attention was given to the Peoria linguistics, which Dr Gatschet has continued to elaborate in connection with his comparative work on the Algonquian languages.
The studies and comparisons of this material indicate that it
is in condition for publication so far as the vocabulary is concerned, though further material will be required before the grammar can be perfected. There is no~ in the Bureau archives
a large body of carefully selected material relating to the
Algonquian languages, collected mainly through Dr Gatschet's
per evering industry. Considerable portions of the material
are substantially ready for publication; but it seems desirable,
before ending the matter to the press, to extend researches
conceming certain of the dialects and to introduce the whole
by a di cu ion of the modes of development and the means
of dial ctal differentiation. A part of the Director's work during the year wa contributed toward such an introduction and
<li u ion.
fr J. . B. Hewitt was occupied during a part of the year
in tran ribino- in £ rm £ r publication the Tubari vocabulary
011 t l during th la t fi cal year by Dr Carl Lumholtz,
ancl in makin
mparative tudie of thi and oth er material
tc in 11 Dr Lumholtz and other explorers and ethnologists
in
t m nit l tate and Mexico. The ta k of prep rin th Tuberi mat rial for publi ation proved to be great,
1 u , a ' n arl
1 1l
d during the fi cal year. W hen ready
£ r printin , th m n o-raph will b a unique and invaluable
f , n num r u trib , n w nearly extinct.
r
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At intervals during the year Mr Hewitt was engaged in a
comparative study of the pronoun as used .by various Indian
tribes. The pronoun is an important element in primitive
speech, and has received much attention from linguists and
philologists in many parts of the world. The archives of the
Bureau now afford a more extended basis for research con. cerning this element than is known to exist elsewhere, and
this material has been used efficiently and successfully by Mr
Hewitt in his researches.
Although the discussion of the subject was well advanced
at the close of the fiscal year, it was not yet in form for
publication.
MYTHOLOGY

Mrs Matilda C. Stevenson continued the revision of notes
and the final writing of manuscript for her report on the Zuni
Indians. This elaborate report has been in preparation several
months. In view of the great number and interest of the cere- '
monials and the significant nature of the beliefs of the Zuni
Indians, it is thought desirable to spare no pains in making it
as nearly exhaustive as possible, and thus all details of ceremonial and belief are receiving attention, necessarily at considerable expense in time.
Mr Frank Hamilton Cushing has been engaged in interesting researches concerning the significance of the arrow in
primitive thought, custom, and symbolism. Recent investigations of games of divination, American and Oriental, by Mr
Stuart Culin (with whom Mr Cushing has in some measure
cooperated) and by other students in this country and abroad,
have shown that among many primitive peoples games are
conducted ceremonially rather than for amusement, and that
the games are commonly divinatory. The researches have
shown also that the arrow, either in ·itself or by symbol, is
an essential element in such divinatory games. One of the
results of these researches is a demonstration of the worldwide use of the arrow and of the existence of close analogies,
if not homologies, in fundamental symbolism among the
primitive peoples of several continents. The researches also
indicate relative recency in origin of many of the games
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played for amusement among civilized peoples ; and they
show the origin and uccessive tages of development of
many of the e games with remarkable clearness. In scientific
re earch each well-established conclusion gives a new point
of view from which the student is able to see farther than
before into the unknown, and from which also he is able to
see relations among the known more clearly than before.
Thi· is strictly true of Mr Cushing's researches concerning
the arrow. His preliminary conclusions have afforded insight
into various primitive customs and ideas.
PSYCHOLOGY

Throughout the. fiscal year the attention of the Director has
been given chiefly to the development of a classification of
the races of mankind with special reference to the American
tribe . To thi · end the physical and mental attributes of the
tribes were considered in detail; and at the same time the art
products were tudied as the tangible expression of mental
attributes. Pur uing the investigation, it became evident that
the di tinctive characteri tics of individuals, tribes, and people ar ub tantially intellectual. In this way the Director
wa led to an analysi · of the psychic characteristicR of mankind. At fir t th ubj ct was obscure and apparently so
compl a· to di couraa-e investigation; but as the work progr
d, and a · art , organization, beliefs, and ceremonials
w r interpr ted a x1 r ion of psychic organization, the
cau · f , ppar ntly unr lat cl facts fell into order, and subtanti, 1 pr QT :. • wa ma<l in the re earches. During recent
month it ha · b n found that th re earche concerning menm ri an Indian afford a clue to th e
tal attribut : of th
dift r ntiati< n of indi idual: and familie , and the coalescence
of 0 -r u1: an 1 th d 1 pm nt of individual and collective
attri ut :. Thu: th r · arch in p ychology have already
i l<l cl a 1 a 'i. · £ r h la ifi ati n of the native tribe , and
illumin d th ab ri inal art , in titution , and beliefr.
1
11.-id ral 1 1 r O'l' , : ha: been mad in the preparation of
x ncl d r p rt nth la ifi ati n f the native race and
1r £ ttril ut ~.I · ,. hie ba i ; but the
m
n l f th year.
y
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

N otw~thstanding the serious condition of his health, Mr
James C. Pilling continued almost uninterruptedly the compilation of the bibliography of the languages of the North American Indians. The early part of the year was devoted specially
to the preparation of the Shahaptian bibliography; but realizipg the gradual failure of his strength, Mr Pilling decided to
lay aside this work and to devote his energy to the more
important and extensive bibliography of the Mexican languages, and in this labor he was engaged until toward the
close of the year, when, his strength having become completely exhausted, he was compelled to abandon it. This bibliography, however, is left in such condition that it is believed
the compilation may be made ready for publication without
great labor. With the possible exception of the Algonquian
bibliography, the bibliography of the Mexican languages will
be the most voluminous of the entire series, and many inquiries
concerning and applications for the volume have already been
made by students. After a l01ig and faithful career in behalf
of the Bureau of American Ethnology, the fruits of which are
known the world over, Mr Filling's services terminated with
the close of the month of May.
PUBLICATION

Satisfactory progress was made with the publications of the
Bureau during the year, the editorial work being conducted
under the immediate direction of the Ethnologist in Charge,
aided largely by Mr F. W. Hodge and Mr George M. Wood.
As stated in the report for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1894, the first proofs of the Thirteenth Annual Report were
received from the Public Printer in June; by the beginning of
October the entire volume, with the exception of the administrative report and the index, was in page form; the former has
since been prepared and transmitted, an<l the compilation of
the index wa8 well under way at the close of the year.
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On June 1 the manuscript of the text and illustrations £or
the Fourteenth Annual Report, and on June 14 the copy for
the Fifteenth Annual Report, were transmitted to the printer,
but no proofs had been received at the close of the year.
Proof reading of the bulletin bearing the title '' Chinook
Texts," by Franz Boas, was continued from the last fiscal year
( when 176 pages were in type) and carried to completion by
the middle of December. The edition of this bulletin was
delivered in May, 1895.
Final proof reading of the bulletin ''An Ancient Quarry in
Indian Territory," by W. H. Holmes, was also completed, and
in October the brochure was ready for distribution.
Early in August the manuscripts of three other bulletins were
transmitted to the Public Printer. One of these, the '' List of
Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology," by F. W. Hodge,
was received shortly afterward, and in November the edition
was delivered. In September the first proofs of "Archeologic
Investigations in James and Potomac Valleys," by Gerard
Fowke, were received. By the close of the year the proof
reading was completed, and the edition was delivered by the
Governm nt Printing Office in May, 1895. During the same
period proof of the bulletin entitled "Siouan Tribes of the
East," by Jame Mooney, was read, and the edition received
al o in fay.
To ummarize, the following publications were delivered by
the Public Printer and tran 'mitt d to the regular conespondent · of th Bureau during the fi ·cal year:
El v nth nnual R I ort, for 18 9-90, ~ontaining, in addition
to the Dir ctor' · r I rt f 25 pages, the following memoirs:
(1) "Th ia,' hy Matilda . St , n on; pages 3 to 157, plates
1-.... 'xv, fio·ur
1-20. (2) "Etlmolo()'y of the Uno·ava District,"
1,y Lu ·i 11 11. Turn l}'• pao· ,' 1r 9 to 3--19, plat ' XXXVI--XLIII,
fi 0 ·nn· :..1-1. :i (') ' \.. tndy of iouan Cult," by J. Owen
I) r.· y; pa<J' ,. 301 to f>44, plat
XLIV-L, figure 156-200.
Tw lfth nnual I port, f r 1 0-91, ntaining, in addition
to th~ Dir ct r,. a
uu (2 pa()' ) f the a lmini tration of
th~ Bur •au lnrir o· th r , r th f 11 wing: 'Rep rt on the
Immel }-' . ·pl rati 11. · >f tlP Bur au f Ethn lo()'y,' by Cyrus
'I homa. · }Hl"' ,,. 3 t 7?:..., 1 lat : I-4· Ln, fi()'m ,' 1-344.
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Contributions to North American Ethnology, volume 1x,
comprising "Dakota Grammar, rrexts, and Ethnography," ·by
S. R. Riggs, edited by J. Owen Dorsey; xxxn, 239 pages.
Bulletin T=20, "Chinook Texts," by Franz Boas; 278 pages,
1 plate.
Bulletin U =21, "An Ancient Quarry in Indian Territory,"
by W. H. Holmes; 19 pages, 12 plates, 7 figures.
Bulletin V =22, "Siouan Tribes of -t~rn East," by James
Mooney; 100 pages, map.
.
Bulletin W =23, "Archeologic Investigations in James and
Potomac Valleys," by Gerard Fowke; 80 pages, 17 figur~s.
Bulletin X=24, "List of the Publications of the Bureau of
Ethnology," by F. W. Hodge; 25 pages.
MISCELLANEOUS

Library-The growth of the library, mainly through
exchange with scientific institutions and individuals throughout the world, has been steady. The number of volu.mes in
prn;;session of the Bureau is 5,029, an increase of 679 volumeR
since the last fiscal year. The accession of pa]Ilphlets and
periodicals during the same period has been proportionately
large.
lllu.strations-The preparation of illustrations for the publications of the Bureau has been continued under the direct supervision of Mr DeLancey W. Gill, to whose . artistic skill and
intelligent interest in anthropologic subjects the high standard
of the pictorial part of the Bureau's published works is largely
due.
Photographs-In addition to the excellent series of photographs made by Mr William Dinwiddie, under the direction of
Mr McGee, during the season of explomtion among the Seri
and Papago, and those made by Mr Mindeleff in Cai1yon de
Chelly, individual and group photographs were made of an
Osage and an Oto delegation who visited ·washington in February and March, respectively.
Exposition-During the closing months of the fiscal year a
collection· was prepared for exhibition at the International
and Cotton States Exposition, held in Atlanta during . the
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summer of 1895. The exhibit prepared by the Bureau was
a part of that of the Smithsonian Institution; it was designed
to occupy an alcove in the Government building. Six wall
cases and four floor cases were provided; and there were, in
addition, a number of large objects prepared for placing on
the tops of the cases, together with a series of twelve transparencies. The material was selected to illustrate three tribes,
viz: (1) The Chero.kee Indians, whose ancestors formerly
occupied northern Ge0rgia; (2) the Papago Indians, a peaceful tribe of Arizona and Sonora (Mexico); and .(3) the Seri
Indians, a warlike tribe of Tiburon island in the Gulf of
California and the adjacent mainland of Sonora. The collections representing the Cherokee Indians were made some
years ago by Mr Mooney, and were withdrawn from the
National Museum for the purposes of the exposition; the collections representing the Papago and Seri Indians were the
product of recent exploration by Mr McGee, described elsewhere in this report.
NECROLOGY
GARRICK MALLERY

Colonel Garrick Mallery, who died at his home in Washington, October 24, 1894, was born in Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania,
April 23, 1831. After hi graduation at Yale College and a
due course of tud y under the direction of his father, Judge
Ganick Mallery, h began the practice of law in Philadelphia,
which he continu cl until the outbreak of the civil war, when
h ent r d the volunteer ·ervice a· captain in the Seventy-first
Penn ylvania Infantry. ThrouO'hout the rebellion Mallery
di pla~ d mm ual brc very. In June, 1862, at the battle of
P c h Or ·hard, irgjnia, h wa ' twice everely wounded, and
whil 1. ing on th battl fielrl wa captured and sent to Libby
Pri · n, · t Ri hm ncl, wh r h r mained until exchanged and
11 t
hi.· h m at Phila 1 lphia. A oon a· h had . uffii ntl r
r l fr m hi. w und , Mallery return d to duty
Ii ut n nt- · 1 n 1 of th Thirteenth Penn ylvania
·a alr , hi h 1 ,·i i n h r tc in d until the lo e of the war.
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In 1866 he was commissioned captain of the Forty-thircl
infantry of the regular army, and later the brevet rank of
colonel was bestowed on him for gallant and meritorious serv-·
ices. His scientific knowledge was early recognized by the,
War Department, and in 1870 he was detailed to execute a.
plan adopted by Congress for the prosecution of meteorological
researches by the Signal Service, and in this connection frequently acted as chief signal officer of the army.
Colonel Mallery's studies of the ethnology of the Indians of
North America began with his military service on the frontier.
In 1876 he was assigned to the command of Fort Rice, Dakota,
where he became absorbed in the sign language and pictography of the plains tribes. His writings on these subjects
soon became well and favorably known, and on the organization of the Bureau of Ethnology in 1879 his services were
at once engaged by the Director for the prosecution of the
researches he had so well begun. In 1880 his "Introduction
to the Study of Sign Language Among the North American
Indians as Illustrating the Gesture Speech of Mankind," was.
published, followed immediately by "A Collection of Gesture
Signs and Signals of the North American Indians, with Some
Comparisons." The latter volume formed the basis of his
memoir on '' Pictographs of the North American Indians," a
preliminary paper of 256 pages published in the Fourth Annual
Report of the Bureau, and the greatly extended memoir of
807 pages and over 1,300 illustrations bearing the title "PictureWriting of the American Indians"-a monument to his industry and ingenious research-comprising the body of the Tenth
Annual Report of the Bureau. Colonel Mallery's "Sign Language Among North American Indians Compared with that
Among other People and Deaf-Mutes," which appeared in the
First Annual Report of the Bureau, was based on his "Collection of Gesture Signs and Signals," but even this monograph of
290 pages and 300 illustrations was regarded only as preliminary, his great work on this subject remaining unfinished at
the time of his death.
Colonel Mallery was the first to direct serious attention to·
the investigation of the population of the American aborigines.
16 ETH--VI
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in past times as compared to the present, and his paper, "The
Former and Present Number of Our Indians,'' effectually
exploded the old theory that the aboriginal population of
America at the time of the discovery was much greater than
.at the present period. But Colonel Mallery's anthropologi_c
Tesearches were not confined to the American Indians. His
tuclies in general sociology show a wide and intimate acquaintance with the literature and peoples of both continents, and
his various writings exemplify his scholarly taste and strong
power of philosophic comparison. Among the papers pertaining to this subject prepared by Colonel Mallery are:
"Manners and Meals," "Greeting by Gesture," "Customs of
Courtesy," "Philosophy and Specialties," and "The Gesture
Speech of 1\fan." His study, "Israelite and Indian-a Parallel
in Planes of Culture," provoked much discussion among scientific men, and was translated into the German by Dr Frederick
S. Krauss.
·
In the word of a lifelong friend, Garrick Mallery was "the
gallant sol<l.ier with a stainless record; the scholar largely read
in the literature of his own and other times; the man of science
who has left an imperishable record of ingenious and farreaching re ·eareh; the trusted councilor in the societies which
honored him with their highest dignities; the genial companion; the affectionat hu~ band; the staunch friend; the high1 r ,J gentleman."
JA IE

OWE

DOR EY

T

ln the death of Ir Dor ·ey American thnology lo t a brilliant ~tucl ,nt. I om in Baltirnore October 31, 1848, he acquired
hi· primary ,clucation in th chool' of hi native ity. At an
nrl acr h eYin · cl a marked precocity in the acquirement
fla11°·rnl<>' · it i.· , aid that at G he leam d th Hebrew alpha1 ,t, aml 'r, h r (: h J hi· leventh y ar he could read the
t 14 youno· D r:-iey entered the C 11langua 0 · , with fa ·ility.
tral IIi 0 ·h ~ C'hool, 11 >,,. ity
11 O' ,, au l pur ued th la i
ar he wa. con traine l to
our~, 1 ut luriu<r hi.· ,· '(·011 l
nhnmlou hi.- .·tnc1i h~T r a:on fill h alth. In th autumn of
1, ,- h •nt •r cl th Ir pant r. ~ <l. 1 artm nt f the Th lo()'i al
T

T
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Seminary of Virginia, and the junior class in 1869. Two
years later he was ordained a deacon of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and iu May began mission work among the
Ponka Indians of Dakota Territory. But the rigorous climate
and the vicissitudes of early frontier life soon affected his
health, which was never robust, and after serious attacks of
illness in July, 1872, and early in 1873, he was compelled to
abandon his mission work in August of the latter year, soon
after he had acquired the ability to converse with the Indians
without the aid of an interpreter. · Returning to Maryland, he
was engaged in parish work until July, 1878.
While pursuing his work as missionary among the Indians,
Mr Dorsey became a correspondent of the Smithsonian Institution. His profound knowledge of the dialects of the Siouan
languages early attracted the attention of Major J. W. Powell,
at whose instance he was sent among the Omaha tribe in 1878
for the purpose of acquiring additional linguistic and other
anthropologic material, remaining among that people until the
spring of 1880. In the meantime, on the organization of
the Bureau of Ethnology, in 1879, he was immediately chosen
one of the scientific corps and was arduously engaged in linguistic and sociologic work up to the time of the illness which
terminated in his death at Washington on February 4, 1895.
His great modesty and his strong conviction that the views
of a student should be molded by truths prevented him from
•
formulating subjective theories by which to judge the value of
his facts. In the later years of his studies in linguistic morphology he began to feel the inadequacy of the venerable
agglutination theory to explain all the facts of word structure
prevailing in the languages he was studying, and he came to
look upon adaptation-the infusing with a new meaning or
function an element which before had or had not any definite
signification-as an important and potent factor in the genesis
and development of morphologic structures. His mastery of
the wealth of forms in the languages he studied enabled him
to illustrate copiously the working of this principle. His linguistic acumen and painstaking accuracy are brought out in
his interlinear translations of numerous and voluminous texts
'
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both in print and in manuscript. His marvelous aptitude in
discriminating, grasping, and retaining sounds enabled him to
obtain accurate vocabularies and texts with great ease, and to
detect differences of meaning and function through differences
of sound. His freedom from subjective theories, his deep
erudition, and enlightened conservatism made him one of the
foremost authorities in American linguistics.
In addition to numerous essays dealing with the linguistic
and other anthropologic matters which appeared from time
to time in various periodicals, Mr Dorsey published, under
the auspices of the Bureau of Ethnology, the following excellent and suggestive memoirs: "Omaha Sociology," "Osage
Traditions," "A Study of Siouan Cults," "Omaha Dwellings,
Furniture, and Implements;" "Om~ha and Ponka Letters,"
and "The (pegiha Language, with Myths, Stories, and Letters." He also edited the "Dakota-English Dictionary," and
"Dakota Grammar, Texts, and Ethnography" of the late Reverend S. R. Riggs, forming, respectively, volumes vn and IX of
Contributions to North American Ethnology. At the time of
his death he had practically completed the paper on "Siouan
Sociology," published in the Fifteenth Annual Report. Among
the papers and articles of marked importance published in
extra-governmental media may be mentioned "Migrations of
Siouan Tribes,"" Comparative Phonology of Four Siouan Languages," "An Account of the War Customs of the Osages,"
"Mourning and War Customs of the Kaiisas," "Teton Folklore," "Camping Circle of Siouan Tribes," "Places of Gentes
in Siouan Campino- Circle ," ' GameE vf Teton Dakota Children," and '' iouau Onomatopes."
By reas n of the purity and unselfishness of his motives,
and the warmth and un hine of his amiable nature, he won
th e teem f all who had the pleasure of meeting him, and,
b in ev r ki1 d, affable, and cheerful to his colleague 1 ever
, illin t ai 1 and a lvi. e them, Jame Owen Dorsey was sinr ly nd rdially 1 ved and revered by all.
1
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Appropriation by Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1895, for continuing ethnological r esearches arnopg the
American Indians, under the direction of the Smithsonian
Institution, including salaries or compt>nsation of ,all necessary employees (sundr y civil act, approved August 18, 1894) .. $40,000.00
Balance from fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, not reverting
under Comptroller's ruling. __ .......... _................. .
1,698.00
- - - - $41,698.00
Salaries or compensation for services...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 201. 19
Traveling and field expenses.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,908.82
Illustrations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 159. 15
Office rental ......................... _.. . . . . . . . . .
999. 96
Ethnic material (specimens, etc) ................. .
794.43
Photographic laboratory ........................ .
727.49
Office furniture ................................. .
723.46
PnbJications for library ......................... .
678.53
Sta,tionery ...................................... .
653.04
Freight ... ...................................... .
372.28
Temporary services ............................. .
174.00
Miscellaneous anu incidentals ................... .
262.28
10,453. 44
41,654.63
Balance July 1, 1895 ............................................ .

43.37

CHARACTERIZATION OF ACCOMPANYING PAPERS
SUBJECTS TREATED

The Bureau of American Ethnology is an outgrowth of
the United States Geographical and Geological Survey of the
Rocky Mountain Region. Previous to 1879 there were four
governmental surveys at work in the western territories.
Primarily they were geographic and geologic, but three of
. them gave attention to the native races in their respective
districts, and in the Rocky Mountain Survey research concerning the Indians was regarded as an important line of
work. In 1879 the orga~izations were consolidated. The
geographic and geologic work was entrusted to the present
United. States Geological Survey, while the ethnologic work
was transferred to a new bureau instituted under the Smithsonian Institution, and this office has since been maintained as
the Bureau of American Ethnology. The earlier researches
indicated that all the American aborigines are measurably
similar in arts, industries, laws, languages, and opinions, or in
their various demotic features, so that the tribes of any district
can not be ..,uccessfully studied without observation among the
tribe ' of other districts-i. e., the early observations showed
that, while the aborigines were organized in distinct tribes
an l oth r group , they were not widely distinct in cultural
·d v 1 pm nt. During the operations of the antecedent surv y thi. fundamental fact was recognized, and when a series
of r p rt. on th ab rigines was commenced, they were
ntitl l " ntribution t
orth American Ethnology," and
th ·ubj t. · treat 1 in the erie repre ented various portions
f th
orth m ri an ntin nt fr m the I thmu of Panama
.· uth t the ,}i r
f the Arctic on the north.
n f th in£ rmation I ubli hed in the e report ,
f th
m rican nati
in cultur rad ame
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to be recognized by statesmen; and when the new bureau was
instituted, it was specifically provided in the organic law that
the researches continued within it should extend to the North
American Indirrns.
Special conditions, which have been set forth in previous
reports, led to the concentration of early work in the United
States and among those tribes which were about to be gathered on reservations; but while the plan for general work was
thus temporarily modified, it was never abandoned. As the
researches progressed, it was found that the aborigines of South
America, like those of the North American continent, are partly
in the nigher stages of savagery and the lower stages of barbarism-it was found, indeed, that the aborigines of the two
Americas constitute a single people, and that the demotie, characteristics of either part can not be fully ascertained without
reference to those of the other part. Accorc~~:..~ 0 ~ / , attention
was given to the aboriginal activities of South America, and,
although field operations were not extended into that continent,
several memoirs pertaining to South America were published
in the reports. As the work progressed, the similarity of the
American natives was still more clearly recognized by statesmen, and in 1885 the law providing for the maintenance of
the Bureau was made to provide for '' continuing ethno1ogical
researches among the American Indians." About the same time
some increase was made in the appropriation to facilitate extension of the work, and thereupon the researches relating to the
antiquities of Mexico, already begun in a small way, were
pushed forward with renewed vigor. Rece~tly field work has
been extended into Mexico, and arrangements have been made
for obtaining collections and photographs from different parts
of South America. Some of the results of this extension of
the field of operations by the Bureau are incorporated in the
present report.
In geographic distribution, the subjects of the accompanying memoirs range from the pueblo region of the United
States through Mexico to Peru. The first paper deals with
primitive surgery in the land of the Incas, apparently antedating that higher aboriginal culture which astonished all Europe
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when the reports of the explorers crossed the Atlantic. The
field operations out of which this paper grew were made independently of the Bureau by an officer of the Peruvian government; but the greater part of the study was carried forward
in the Bureau, while the material studied becomes the property
of the United States and is preserved in the National Museum.
The second paper embodies the results of extended surveys
in the northern part of the pueblo country. In this case the
work in field and office was carried forward wholly in the
Bureau, and the collections are preserved in the National
Museum. The third paper finds its subject in Yucatan, a
region of remarkable aboriginal culture, approaching that of
P eru in advancement; the material studied comprises reproductions of autographic records preserved in several institutions, mostly European. The fourth paper deals with a
restricted area in the pueblo country; the field operations
were performed at the cost of the Bureau, with the primary
purpose of obtaining collections which are now public prop-·
erty and <l. ul y installed in the Museum.
Classed with respect to the Caucasian invasion, and thus to
the beginning of history and acculturation, three papers deal
with the prehistoric; the fourth deals with an essentially aboriginal ceremonial custom which has survived nearly three and
a half centuries of contact with white men. Thus the time
range covered by the papers is considerable.
The memoir by Messrs Muniz and McGee deals with a
primitive urgery and the instruments and facilities employed
therein, and thus belongs to technology; at the same time,
the di cu ion extend into the field of primitive ideas concernino- th cau e and cure of disease, and thus pertains also to
·ophioloO'y. Mr Mindeleff' memoir pertains primarily to the
t hn 1 O" f th I rehi toric peoples of the pueblos; yet inciuche on the ociology and sophiology of the peopl a xpr
d in their handiwork. The brief paper by Dr
Th m< · mb di · the re ult of re earche concerning devices
£ r <>T, phi
pr i n, nd thus relate to one of the branches
f phil l O' ... . Th I reliminary memoir by Dr Fewke deal
primaril . . ,vith th hi hl differentiat d belie£ of a people
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living in a peculiar environment, and secondarily with the arts
growing out of the beliefs. Thus the descriptions and discussions of the accompanying papers cover a great part of the
range in- human activities.
PRIMITIVE TREPHINING IN PERU

In every stage of development, know ledge is a resultant of
preconception and observation; and it is a striking and at first
.sight paradoxical fact that knowledge advances chiefly through
the weakening and gradual elimination of the preconceptional
•component. It is under this general law that know ledge progresses from the remote to the near, from the abnormal to the
normali from the ideal to the real; and it follows that, when
.any two stages in the progress of knowledge are compared,
the earlier is the more heavily burdened with preconception,
.speculation, vague hypothesis, and mysticism. In accordance
with this law, the barbarian has fewer deductive hypotheses
and more inductive inferences, relatively to the sum of his
.opinions, than the savage; the civilized man has relatively
fewer hypotheses than the barbarian; and, in proportion to
the aggregate of knowledge, scientific men are dominated by
.speculative ideas in a less degree than any other class of mankind. This law of the growth of knowledge is well exemplified in the development of medicine and surgery. Among
savages, m0dical practice is li ttlG more than divination, sortilege, or exorcism, performed by the shaman or priest, which
may chance to benefit the patient or may aggravate the dis•Order; but gradually the element of experience enters, and
those modes of treatment which result beneficially tend to
persist, while those that work injury tend to disappear. As
experiences. accumulate the treatment improves, though the
irrelevant vagaries of the shamans are long retained ; thus
modes of treatment become established, while the extrava.gancies of primitive ideation are gr~dually forgotten. In this
way empiric medicine arises; and empiricism in turn gradually gives place to scientific medicine, through the elimination
•Of meaningless motives coupled with the development of a
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rational etiology. In many respects the history of practical
medicine and surgery exemplifies the history of sophiology.
As pointed out in the accompanying paper, trephining,
although one of the boldest operations of modern surgery, is
in certain regions more characteristic of primitive culture than
of civilization. In different countries students have been surprised at its prevalence and the apparent recklessness with
which the operation is performed by skilless shamans for
apparently trivial reasons. Perhaps the best figures for determining the ratio of frequency of trephining are those afforded
by the Muniz collection of over a thousand crania, of which
2 percent are trephined, several more than once, so that the
ratio of operations to individuals is almost exactly 2.5 percent;
a ratio probably higher than that of modern hospital practice
in any country, and many times higher than that of general
practice. It may be observed that there is nothing to indicate
vitiation of this ratio by the selection of trephined crania and the
rejection of entire skulls on the part of the collector, since Dr
Muniz' collection was made for general scientific purposes, so
that all of the observed mummies were retained, and since, in
most ca e , the operation was not detected until the crania
were subjected to critical examination in the laboratory. The
frequency with which the operation was performed would
indicate that, if it were surgical in the modern acceptation of
the term, a high degree of surgical skill must have existed
among the ancient Peruvians; and the fact that there is no
indication of . kill in the crude cutting awakens a suspicion
that the operator were not urgeons in any proper sen e, and
thi. de pite the ready infer nee from about a third of the
p cimeu · iu which the operation were evidently located by
ant
l nt injurie ·. On critical examination of all of thep ·im 11 ', th , uspicion i · confirmed and grows into a conviction that th an i nt op rntor were nothing more than
primi iv pn tition r.·
ur in()' the 'ame culture grade a
th :haman: r "m di in m n" f th
orth merican tribe .
Th <li: ·u :i n < f tr phinincr in cr neral i · noteworthy in
tha jt in li at ' with . tr no' probabilit th our e 9f d velop1
nt fi llow <l l thi: ran h of :uPery. It ha long b en
, , rri r: tak : alp: and ther tr I hie .
:i
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from slain enemies; it is recognized by careful students that
the primary motive in taking such trophies is thaumaturgic or
necromantic, growing out of the belief that the ~trength, valor,,
or other qualities of the slain enemy will be magically transferred to the slayer by this means. It has long been known,
also, that in prehistoric times cadavers were trephined for the
purpose of obtaining amulets. Now these and other facts
have been brought together in a sequential order suggested
by the development of beliefs, and it becomes evident that the
operation of trephining was originally postmortem and thaumaturgic or magical. It seems highly probable that in the
next stage the operation became antemortem, and partook of
the nature of the ordeal, a form of divination characteristic
of many peoples, which has extended into the present century
even in civilized nations. From this stage it is easy to trace
the history of the operation, the remaining stages being represented among well-known peoples, primitive and advanced.
The history of this branch of surgery, beginning with the
mutilation of the dead and ending with the reconstruction of
the living, is highly significant; it would bd difficult to find a
more striking case of the survival of modes of conduct despite
transformation of motive.
It is noteworthy that the prehistoric trephining of Peru
blends with the shamanistic procedure of the North American
tribes in such manner that each ·illumines the other. The
significance of the Peruvian trephining could not have been
ascertained without the knowledge of primitive ideation·gained
through study of the Indians of our own woodlands, prairies,
and mountains, while certain symbolic features in the ceremonials of the pueblo peoples can be interpreted only in the
light of the information afforded by study of the Peruvian
trephining. Thus the paper incidentally establishes the substantial unity of the aboriginal people and aboriginal culture.
of the Western Hemisphere.
THE CLIFF RUINS OF CANYON DE CI-JELLY, ARIZONA

Perhaps the most important lesson learned through researches.
concerning the American tribes is .that primitive peoples reflect.
their environment. Even the most casual observation shows
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that coastwise tribes are fishermen and hunters, that the tribes
of the woodlands are primarily hunters and warriors, that the
tribes of the prairies are hunters or farmers according to conditions, and tliat the tribes of the irrigable deserts are peaceful
farmers, usually with predatory neighbors who are primarily
lmnters of mountain g~me; so that he who runs may.read the
patent fact that the industries of primitive men are shaped
directly by environing conditions. Little additional study is
required to show that the sports, games, decorations, portraiture, and other esthetic arts also reflect environment, since the
sport mimics the industry, the gaming apparatuG is of local
origin and the gaming ideas run parallel to the industrial
ideas engendered by daily association, the decoration is local
in material and design, and the portraiture, howsoever crude,
represents familiar things. So, too, comparatively little study
is required to show that the institutions or laws and government of a primitive people reflect surroundings. On foodyielding coasts the families and tribes are organized for fishing,
in the forests they are organized for the chase or for W!1r, on
the prairies ·they are organized for agriculture or for the hunting of herbivores, in the valleys of the arid region they are
,o rganized for agriculture and for defense, and in the neighboring mountains they are organized for predation and the chase.
Thus the ocial organization is bound up with the industries
and thereby with the local conditions so intimately that every
tep in in titutional progre s ( e. g., the transition from clan
organizati 11 to gentile organization) depends primarily on the
habitat, with it, di 'tinctive conditions of soil, temperature, rainfall, tc. M re careful ,·tudy i required to show that the
lmwuao- f a ·h trib refl cts local conditions, for while jt is
plain that 10 ·al ol>j t and tho e alone require names, it is
11 t
r adil _... -vid nt that the more complex idea expressed
in th r part.· of , p h r pr ent merely the compounding
of 1 ·al t rm, l y int 11 ·tual meth d · growing out of mode of
ac-tic 11 th m ]y ' d t rmin cl by nvironm nt; yet careful
~ nal . . ,·i · , hmv · thi.· t b th
The 01111 cti n betwe 11
,1 Yi
11 , ncl l li
m re r mote, y t r ent
r
:h ,,· :h w tha th
n pt of th un g d ari ,· under
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certain conditions, that the idea of the storm god is largely a
local product, that the faith in the rafo god is the product of
arid environment, that the venerated beast gods are but the
sublimed animals of the adjacent range, and that all other
primitive deities, and the primitive ceremonials through which
they are exalted, reflect local eonditions with remarkable
fidelity. It is to be borne in mind that the natural districts
overlap, and also that, even among the American aborigines,
there was a long history of the blending of. tribes, a~1cl so of
arts, industries, laws, languages, and philosophies before the
white man came, so that certain products of human activity
were already common property; but a sufficient number of
provincial products remain to indicate clearly the early cour8e
of human development, beginning with the stage in which
man reflects his environment with close fidelity.
Mr Mindeleff's paper on the cliff dwellings of Canyon <l.eChelly is a faithful account of the ruins of a little-known
district. This district is noteworthy for the permanence and
development of the type of habitation known as the cliff
dwelling; here more than elsewhere in the United States, or
indeed in North America, the domiciles of the cliffs are characteristic. The reason for the prevalence of this house type( which is, perhaps, too primitive to be regarded as an architectural type) is not far to seek. The district is one of arid
plateaus, separated and dissected by deep canyons; the plateaus, and thus the canyon walls, are frequently composed of
flat-lying rock strata of such composition as to form ledgemarked cliffs under the influence of the erosion wrought by
the rare storms; only along the few streams heading in the
mountains and encircling the_ plateaus does permanent water
exist, and along the cliff lines slabs of rock suitable for building abound. These and other local conditions favored the construction of cliff cl wellings and opposed the erection of other
types of domicile; and the primitive ancients, dependent as they
were on environment, naturally produced the cliff cl wellings.
The tendency toward this type of domicile was strengthened
by intertribal rel::tt:;_ons; the cliff dwellers were probably de~cended frorri agricultural or semiagricultural viilagers who-
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sought protection against enemies and the control of lands and
waters through aggregation in communities. It is practically
certain that they migrated, probably under the stress of predation by ueighboring tribes, into this district, in which they
were fain to gather for sustenance and mutual protection on
easily defended sites near the moist or irrigable bottom lands
on which their maize and beans and other crops were planted
and harvested. Thus the cliff dwellers and their works illustrate forcibly the dependence of primitive men on their immediate surroundings.
The chief ruins described by Mr l\findeleff are those of
both permanent and temporary habitations ; but these were
so constructed and disposed as to indicate a considerable range
of industries. At the same time the structures and the associated relics throw light on the primitive arts, and also on the
social organization, and even on the fiducial system of the
ancient cliff dwellers. Numerous interrelations are brought
out in the memoir; others remain for fuller presentation as the
researches in the pueblo country mature.
It may be noted that Mr Mjndeleff's work tends to correct a
misapprehension which grew up in the early days of American ethnology, and which still retains some hold, i. e., that the
cliff dweller were one of a number of essentially distinct
peoples. Hi · ob ervations show that the cliff dwellings were
merely a type of habitation rendered necessary by surroundings, and that the people who built them also established
t mporary habitation on indefensible sites located more conv ni ntly with respect to tillable lands; and they i:ihow, also,
that the liff type of domicile grades into the pueblo type,
wh th r f r k or of ad be, as local conditions required.
Th .· b erv< tion ·, with oth rs, demon trate, indeed, that the
liff I pl w r n thing more than Indians, sometimes not
r I< t cl among ne another by con ·anguinity or institutional
affiniti .·, tr lat 1 in m >'t of th ir characteristics, not only
Rm 1w a ·h th r 1 ut with th neighboring tribe , and, through
th · , ·with all f the ah rigin of the continent. Locally,
f an r n d
helly, whether in the
th , ( n i nt YillaoJjff:, n th m a , r v r th b ttom land , are known as
T
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Aztec ruins, and the suggestion of this designation is just in so
far as it implies relationship with the aborigines of moderately
advanced culture in Mexico and Central America; though it
would be misleading if regarded as indicating essential difference between the ancient villagers and their modern descendants and neighbors still occupying the pueblos. The kiva of
the cliff village corresponds with the kiva of the pueblo, and
i · the homologue of the Mexican, Central American, and
Peruvian temple on the one hand (as with the prytaneum of
classical history), and of the medicine lodge of the plains on
the other hand; and in other respects the products of activity
among the cliffs of Canyon de Chelly are identical with those
found elsewhere on both American continents. Thus this memoir also serves, in one of its several aspects, to indicate_the
demotic unity of the aborigines of the Western Hemisphere.
DA.Y SYMBOLS OF THE MA.YA. YEA.R

Most of the American tribes had advanced to the stage of
graphic symbolism, and were thus on the threshold of writing,
when the new world was discovered by Columbus. Among
many of the tribes the art was rudimentary, and limited to crude
pictography. rrhe pictographs were painted or sculptured on
cliff faces, bowlders, the walls of caverns, and other rock
surfaces, and even more frequently, though less permanently,
on trees, as well as on skins, bark, and various artificial objects.
These crude autographic records of the Indians of the United
States have been studied with care, and many of them have
been illustrated and interpreted in earlier reports. Among
certain Mexican tribes, also, autographic records were in use,
and some of them were much better differentiated than any
within the present area of the United States. The records were
not only painted and sculptured on stone and molded in stucco,
but were inscribed in books or codices of native parchment and
paper; while the characters were measurably arbitrary, i. e.,
ideographic rather than pictographic. The various records
fall into a series repre_senting several early stages in the development of writing, and ·throw a clear light on the origin of one
of the most beneficial among human arts.
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Partly through study of the autographic records, though
chiefly through personal conference, the calendars of different
American tribes are known. Among the plains Indians the
calendars are simple, consisting commonly of a record of
winters (from which they are sometimes known as "winter
counts") and of notable events occurring either during the
winter or during some other season of the year; while the
shorter time divisions are reckoned by "nights" (days), "dead
moons" (lunations), and seasons of leafing, flowering, or fruiting of plants, migrating of animals, etc ; and there is no
definite system of reducing days to lunations or lunations
to years. Among the pueblo Indians calendric records arEr
inconspicuous or absent, though there is a much more definite
calendric system which is fixed and perpetuated by religious
ceremonies; while among some of the Mexican tribes there
are elaborate calendric systems combined with complete
calendric records. The perfection of the calendar among
the Maya and N ahua Indians is indicated by the fact that not
only were 365 days reckoned as a. year, but the bissextile was
recognized-indeed some astronomers have regarded the calendar of ancient Mexico as even more accurate than the
Julian calendar of early Christendom.
During several years Dr Thomas has devoted close attention to the interpretation of the calendric inscriptions found
in the Maya codices, and a portion of the results of his ·researches has been incorporated in earlier reports. His latest
publication on the 'uhject appeared in the form of a bulletin
entitled "The Maya Year," i sued in 1894. In this he demon
trated that the year recorded in the Dresden codex consi ted
of eighteen month of twenty day each, with five supplem ntal day·, or of three hundred and sixty-five days. In the
ac mpan ing paper he discusses at length the origin and igf the name given to the twenty days of the Mexican
nifi an
m nth in the fa ·a language, a w 11 as in the Tzental, Quicheck hiqu 1, Zapote , and ahuatl. In the several language
th n m ' are a· ociativ or ymbolic iJ?. the vague fa hion
hara ·t ri tic f pr riptoria! id ation ; they connote wind,
animal and plant , et , and in mo t or all
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cases the connotation apparently represents derivation. Dr
Thomas finds strong indications that the day characters of the
codices were phonetic, and one of the purposes of his paper
is to set forth the evidence on this point. The discussion is
noteworthy in that it brings out the complex, not to say
chaotic, mode of thought characterizing that stage of culture
in which the art of graphic expression began to assume definite shape. It is noteworthy also as an aid to the interpretation
of the simpler calendars of the more northerly tribes.
TUSAYAN SNARE CEREMONIES

The last report contains a preliminary paper by Dr J. Walter
Fewkes on Tusayan katcinas. In characterizing this paper
it was pointed out that the pueblo Indians adore a plurality
of deities, to which various potencies are ascribed. Most of
these deities are held to be zoomorphic, though possessed
of mystical powers far transcending those of existing animals.
These zoic deities, or beast gods, are worshiped by means of
ceremonies which are sometimes highly elaborate; and, so far
as practicable, the mystical zoic potency (invisible save in
imagery of dream or phantasm of fasting) is represented in
the ceremony either by a living animal of similar species
or by an artificial symbol. Prominent among the animate
representatives of the zoic pantheon throughout the a.rid region
is the serpent, especially the venomous, and hence mysteriously potent, rattlesnake. To the primitive mind there is intimate association between the swift-striking and deadly viper
and the lightning, with its attendant rain and thunder; there
is intimate association, too, between the moisture-loving reptile
of the subdeserts and the lifegiving storms and freshets; and
so the native rattlesnake plays an important role in the ceremonies, especially in the invocations for rain, which characterize
the entire arid region.
Since the days of the early Spanish explorers Tusayan has
been known as the country or range of a group of Indians
whose domiciles are gathered in seven pueblos. Under stress
of occasional predation, as already set forth, these pueblos were
16 ETH--VII
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located on three mesas, or table mountains, known, respectively, as First mesa, Middle mesa, and Third mesa or Oraibi.
On the first of these mesas the three villages of W alpi,
Sichumovi, and Hano are located; the second carries the three
pueblos of Mashongnavi, Shipaulovi, and Shumopavi, while
Oraibi alone occupies the third mesa. The people of all of
these pueblos except Hano, on the first mesa, belong to the
Shoshonean stock and call themselves Hopi, or people; they are
also known as Moki, an opprobrious and filthy term applied by
alien tribes. The people of Hano belong to the Tewan group
of the Tanoan stock, and are affiliated with the Hopi institutionally, although of alien ancestry and still possessed of an alien
tongue. This group of pueblos is typical; situated among the
plateaus near the center of the northeastern quarter of Arizona,
the country is arid; and the beliefs and ceremonies reflect
this and other environmental conditions with customary fidelity. So the Ancient of Rattlesnakes is prominent among the
zoic deities of Tusayan; and his feeble priest, the living
rattlesnake, is impressed into the service of human believers
in their ceremonial incantations.
Dr Fewkes has already published an account of the snake
ceremonies at vr alpi, on the first mesa; 1 the accompanying
paper, which is also a preliminary description rather than a
final monograph, relates to the similar ceremonies as performed
on the middle me, a and at Oraibi. His paragraphs and illustratiorn; present a faithful picture of these interesting ceremonies. The h arings of Dr Fewkes' re earch s are many
arnl far-reachiu 0 ·: The cult of the serpent is extraordinary, not
to ,·ay monstrou ·, and can only be regarded as representing an
ab rrant branch on the g =>nealogic tree of belief; at the same
tim ., it is intimat ly connected with the immediate surroundinO',' of th, lwli "Y r., RO that it must be regarded as lara-ely, if
not wholly the procln ·t of a peculiar nvironment. -At the same
tim · the r volting c r monial · of Tu ayan fall into po ition in
a.- •ri .- of oh.· .,rn nc·c· ancl c r m uial.- conn ct cl with the serp nt xt rnling from th plain,· of th , fi,,. i, ·ippi to th an ient
1
Th,· , ·uak
'n<'monial at Walpi, Journal of Am rican Etlmolocry and Archreo]o~y, Yol. iv Bo. ton, 1 !J-1
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cities of Mexico, Central America, and even unto far Peru;
and some of the most puzzling sculptures, paintings, and inscriptions of the ancient cities, as well as the curious regard for
snakes among our northeastern Indians, can be interpreted
fully only in the light of the Tusayan researches. Finally,
the work bears directly on the much-discussed serpent worship
of other continents, and promises to illumine this obscure
phase of primitive belief in other lands.
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PREFArroRY NOTE
During several years prior to 1893, Dr Manuel Antonio Muniz,
some time Surgeon-General of the Army of Peru, trayeled extensively
through tlte ancient land of the Incas, and made large collections from
the buacals and scattered graves of tile Andean valleys and the desiccated Piedmont zone -iuclining from the Cordillera toward Pacific
ocean. Lowland Peru is arid, and even the rugged highlands fronting
the Pacific receive but limited rainfall; and by reason of a combination of conditions the air and so the soil are dry nearly all the year, ·
and in some places the grouud is saline or nitrous. Accordingly
organic matter buried in the earth is preserved in a manner hardly
conceivable to those accustomed t.o the conditions of humid lands; and
thus Dr Muniz' explorations were remarkably fruitful.
The material collected from the long-neglected tombs of Peru by Dr
Muniz comprised weapons of war and tbe chase, implements in wide
variety, domestic utensils, costumery of skins and stuffs, and articles
of adornment, all in considerable quantity; though his tastes and training led him to devote especial attention to the somatic remains of the
ancient people. His collection comprised something over a thousand
crania; of these, nineteen were found to be trepbined, several more
than once.
In 1893 Dr Muniz attended the '' International Congress of Anthropology of the World's Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian
Exposition" at Chicago, for the purpose of exhibiting and describing
the trephined crania. His formal communication, translated into English, forms the accompanying '' sumll?-ary statement." Afterward be .
attended the Pan-American Medical Congress at Washington, and
exhibited t.be collection informally; and still later he transferred its
custody to the writer, on behalf of the Bureau of American Ethnology,
for use in preparing the accompanying description of the remarkably
interesting series of specimens of primitive surgery.
On his return to Lima, toward the end of 1893, Dr Muniz had the misfortune to enco_u nter a political movement; before it ended his house was
sacked and burned, his library and his rich collections were destroyed,
and be was exiled. Of all of tbe archeologic material brought together
during his years of labor, only the collection of trephined crania remains;
and the energetic collector bas insured the safety of this remnant by
5
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transferrmg it to the Bureau of American Ethuology for preservation in
the United States National Museum, save for a single specimen (the
triple-trephined cranium, from Cuzco) which has been placed in the
United States Army Medical Museum.
The Muniz crania have been examined by many scientific and medical men in the United States; since they were brought before the
World's Congress at Chicago and the members of the Pan-American
Cougress at Washington, they have been exhibited and discussed before
the Anthropological Society of Washington, the Archeological Association of Philadelphia, the Medical Society of the District of Columbia,
Washington, and the Historical Club of Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore; and in addition they have been inspected by many visitors to
the Bureau. The accompanying description bas been prepared in the
light of much discussion concerning the collection, and is framed to
answer, so far as may be, the principal inquiries made by students.
As originally made, the collection of trephined crania was supplemented and illumined by the collateral objects representing the arts of
the primitive trephiners; but since the remainder of the collection is,
unhappily, lost irretrievably, it has been deemed desirable so to extend
the description and discussion of the crania and the details of the operation as to render the series self-explanatory in every respect. It may,
however, be noted that the inferences as to methods and motives are in
precise accord with the testimony of associated objects. For purposes
of comparison, illustrations of the "Inca skull" brought from Peru by
the late E. G. Squier, and of eight trephined crania preserved in the
Municipal Museum at Cuzco, are introduced. A more exhaustive discussion of primitive trephining in Peru by Dr Muniz may be looked for
in the future.
For the arduous duty of making the collection and establishing the
authenticity of the specimens through careful study of associations,
and for the accompanying summary statement, Dr Muniz deserves the
credit and bears the responsibility; for the remaining portion of the
paper and for the fidelity of the illustrations the writer is responsible.
The re pective authorial responsibility is indicated specifically by
initials iu the list of content •an'd in the principal subtitles.
WJM.
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SUMMARY STATEMENT
(M • .A.. :M.)

Much has been written on prehistoric trephining, and it is a wellunderstood fact that in the ancient villages of this and of the Old
World, and even in some of the settlements of the present savages,
trephining has been known and. practiced, not only for religious purposes but also for surgical purposes, to effect a cure of disorders consequent on traumatic lesions of the cranium and also as a means of
treating certain cerebral diseases.
Therefore the historico-bibliographic matters with which every archeologist is perfectly well acquainted may be omitted.
If we take into account the class of offensive weapons used by the
ancient Peruvians in their terrible conflicts, almost hand to hand, it
will easily be comprehended that complex fracture of the skull with
depression of its bony plates must have been very common. In fact,
they were accustomed to throw [-;tones of more or less round or irregu1ar shape to great distances with high initial velocity by means of the
sling; they were also armed with large wooden clubs, extremely bard,
in the ends of which splints of copper or stone were fastened, as welJ
as hatchets of both these materials and of diverse forms.
Without treating of the order in which the different civilizations of
ancient Peru were developed and gained predominance, it may only be
observed that it is certain the aborigines possessed advanced medical
knowledge, making use of a magnificent flora, full today of secrets to
us. They knew how to reduce luxation effectively, and employed fixation to consolidate fractures, sometimes having recourse in both cases
to kneading (massage); they knew the dangers of free exposure of
wounds to the air, curing these very thoroughly; they could easily distinguish syphilis, rheumatism, ague, fevers, cerebral disturbance, mental aberration, etc. Fragments of flint sharpened to a point were used
for bleeding and excising pteryginms, and the same sharpened on the
11
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edge for cutting the umbilical cord. Lastly, they possessed a perfect
process of mummification. It does not therefore seem strange, surgical
science being so advanced in prehistoric Peru, that on the presentation
of a broken skull they should attempt first to extract the fragments of
bone, to raise and draw out successively' the sunken plates, to adjust
the points, and, in a word, with their primitive instruments, as primitive as those of ancient Greece and Persia, to accomplish the linear
readjustment of the edges of the fracture, forming a quadrangu]ar or
polygonal orifice. .After this they could easily make the orifice circular
or ellipsoidal, etc, by means of strong chisels or estiletes of copper,
sil ver, gold, or charnpi (a mixture of gold, si1ver, and copper, the only
metals known to them); also an instrument called tumi, which consisted of a blade, straight or curved like a crescent, edged and furnished with a short central haft in the form of a T, together with
k11ives and lances of obsidian.
It would be an extensive undertaking to attempt an analysis of this
subject, and, indeed, the last works of Fletcher, Mantegazza, Mason,
Wyman, and Munro have saved me the task.
·
Now, at first sight, or by examination with tbe lens, H is possible to
distinguish cranial perforations due to a pathologic operation from
those which have been made artificially. The difference is obvious and
very clear. But it has been supposed that when tbey were 11ot pathologic perforations tlley were post-mortem operations. I repeat, it is not
difficult to know whether the bone has been separated while tbe individual was living and whether be survived tbe operation; the length of
time could even l>e determined approximately. There are histologic
features which a lens discloses and which will prove without a shadow
of doubt the survival of the indiviclual. Moreover, the exaggerated
veneration of the ancieut Peruvians for their dead completely disproves
tbe supposition, which has been advanced in regard to some other
countries or people , that trephiuing was performed. only for the purpo e of procuring amulet ' consi ting of segments of bone. extracted
after death from persons noted for valor, intelligence, or virtue. This
profanation, if we may so all it, of the bodies of the dead was impossible in an ient Peru, and thi fact L proved, since to this day there bas
n ver been found a11y fragment of human bone which could have been
u ed a an amulet.
\i llil forming my colle tion of ancient crania, seeking them in the
V< l'ion
provin
of P ru, I have ucceeded in making the collection
of tr phin cl rania illu trated in tb a companying plate ' . I have not
att mpt cl fi r th pre ent to mak a craniometric study of them, and
tak int co11 i<l rati n onl th different form of trephilling employed,
m of whi ·h bav 11 t b u re gnized up to the pre ent time in pub-

z<·<

ui
dj
th

a. found in tbe vall .y of ucay,
·no- hi i ty tb metropoli of the
nuwb red 7, 10 12, 1 aud 1 in
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the accompanying description, which demonstrate the fact that in these
localities trepbiuing was uot exclusiv-ely of the square form, but that
other forms also were employe<l.
In the environs of Lima, more than a thousand miles from Cuzco,
I discovered crania 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, lJ, 15, 16, and 19, within a radius
of 60 miles, in the province of Huarochiri, which is covered with
pre-Columbian ruins.
The cranium numbered 17 was discovered in Tanna, in the central
part of Peru; cranium 11 in the important ruins of Pacbacamac iu the
neighborhood of the ocean, 15 miles south of Lima. Cranium 3 was
found in the ruins of Canete.
I shoul<l observe that up to the present time no trephined crania have
been discovered at the famous necropolis of Ancon.
All these skulls, some taken from caves, pertain to a period at least
two hundred years anterior to tbe discovery by Columbus.
·
Resu1ne
1. Trephining as a surgical operation was ·employed in pre-Columbian
Peru iu various pueblos and at <livers latitudes.
2. Different methods of operation were employed as the segments
extracted were of different shapes-square, polygonal, circular,oval, etc.
3. There are found crania which show that the individual succumbed
immediately or a short time after the completion of the operatio11;
others are found which indisputably prove the survival of the person
subjected to the operation.
4. It is almost impossible to accept for ancient Peru the idea of postmortem trephining, tlte numerous other examples of cranial perforation being probably of patl10logic origin.

DESCRIPTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE PERUVIAN
ORANIA
(W

J

M.)

THE COLLECTION

The Muniz collection comprises 19 trephined crania out of a little
over 1,000 specimens; i. e., almost exactly 2 percent of the crania of
the collection were trephined. Neglecting a few doubtful cases of
repetition, three specimens display two and a third three distinct operations performed at different periods and generally on different parts ~f ·
the cranium. There are thus twenty-four clear cases of trephining out
of 1,000 specimens, or a percentage of about 2.5.
Two of the crania are fragp:ientary; the other 17 nearly or quite
entire. Four were mummified so completely that the desiccated soft
tissue remains, despite accidents of exhumation and transportation;
most of the others were mummified also, though the tissues haye now
disappeared; in two or three cases the bone was bleached, and in two
others deeply corrocled, when found. Most of the thousand skeletons,
iucluding those yielding the tre.phined crania, were exhumed from light
and dry sandy, and often nitrous, soil; others were found in caves and
rock shelters or ou the surface of the ground.
Ola sed geographically, eleven of the trephined specimens were found
in the province of E:uarochiri, chiefly in the environs of Lima; one
specimen was fomid in Tarma, another in Pacbacamac, not far from
Lima, and till another in the province of Oafiete; these fourteen specimen repre enting we tern central Peru and the more arid p'ie<lmont
aud coastal region. Five specimens were found in the vicinity of
Ouzco, in the outhea tern and highly mountainous part of the country.
Arranged in tbe order of description, which in the main is that sugge ted by character of operation, the crauia are as follows:
1. emimnmrnifie<l cranium from Huarochiri; operation by rectilinear
inci ion (plat I II).
mimummifi d raniumfrom Iluarochiri; operation by rectilinear
in i i n (pl t I
).
3. ,Veatb r d ·ranium fr m au t ; operation by rectilinear inci ion
(plat
II).
1 a h d ranium fr m TI uaro ·biri · op ration by compound rectili11

i i u (plat

III L ") .
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5. Semimummified cranium from Huarochiri; operation by multiple
rectilinear incision (plates x, XI).
6. Fragmentary crauium from Huarochiri; operation by curvilinea_r
ineision ·(plate XII).
7. Bleached cranium from Cuzco; two operations by curvilinear incision (plates XIII-xv).
8. Fragmentary cranium from Huarochiri; operation by circular incision (plate XVI).
9. Slightly bleached cranium from Huarochiri; operation by curvilinear incision and raspiug (plates XVII, XVIII). ,
10. Ocher-stained cranium from Cuzco; operation by rasping or scraping (plates XIX, xx).
11. Bleached (distorted) cranium from Pachacamac; ,operation by
curvilinear incision and rasping (plates xxr, xxn).
12. Semi mummified cr·a nium from Ouzco; two operations, by curviliuear incision and scraping, respectively (plates XXIII, XXIV).
·
13. Weathered cranium from Cuzco; two operations, by ( ?) curvilinear incision and rasping (plate xxv).
14. Mummified cranium from Huarochiri; unfinished operation by
compound incision (plates XXVIII, XXIX).
15. Mummified c~anium from Huarochiri; unfinished operation by
compound incision and elevation (plates xxx- xxxII).
16. Mummified cranium from Huarochiri; unfinished operations, by
rectilinear incision and by rasping (plates xxxrn, XXXIV).
17. Mummified cranium from Tarma; operation by rasping, with·
incomplete operations by incision (plates xxxv, XXXVI).
18. Semirnummified cranium from Cuzco; three operations, by ( 1)
curvilinear incision and rasping (plates xxxvn, XXXVIII).
19. Semimummified cranium from H uarochiri; operation by incision
and rasping, supplemented by plate (plates XXXIX, XL).
The crania are represented on the plates indicated by photomechanical (half-tone) reproductions from photographs, mostly by Hil- ,
lers, wtth a few by Dinwiddie, on a scale reduced to two-thirds linear of
the natural size.
TREPHINING IN GENERAL
DISTRIBU'l'ION

Trephining is a fairly common operation in modern surgery: Essentially it consists in the reinoval of a small section from one of the bones
of the skull, usually in the form of a circular button or rondelle. Ordi11arily the operation is performed by means of a trephine, or anuular
saw, supplemented by a few other instruments of simple character,
including elevators, stout forcep8, etc, together with the usual appliances for making and closing the attendant incisions in the scalp. In
some cases the button is restored, either entire or broken up; in other

t
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cases it is replaced by a plate· of silver or other substance; sometimes
the aperture is left and covered only by the scalp.
The operation is employed in certain cases of depressed fracture or
other traumatic lesions of the cranium, and in cases of intra-cranial
tumors or suppuratio11; it is also employed for epilepsy, and more rarely
as a prophylactic, or to gain access to the intra-cranial tissues for local
treatrnen t.
By most practitiouers trephining is regarded as a serious or even desperate operation, and is resorted to only in grave cases. According to
Blubm's statistics, covering nearly 1,000 cases, the mortality exceeds
50 percent, most of the cases being of course complicated by the original lesion. 'rhe risk is better determined from the operations for epilepsy without antecedent traumatic conditions; of these cases 16 out
of 7'J collected by Billings and 28 out of 145 collected by Echeverria,
or a mean of 20 percent, proved fatal, though somP practitioners, using
special precaution against sepsis and avoidable injury to bone and tissues, have obtained better results, one operator recording a mortality
so low as 1 out of 30 cases.
Trephining is occasionally employed in the treatment of d1.sorders
among domestic animals, though not so much by trained veterinarians
as by ru<le herdsmen possessing little knowledge of anatomy and less
of etiology, and imbued with fantastic notions concerning the effect of
the operation; e.g., it is performed on sheep and swiue with the notion
of rupturing a supposed bubble or bladder beneath the skull, or
extracting a grub or worm from the brain of the animal, and thus
relievin g a mysterious disorder. In such cases the operation is commonly performed in rude fashion, perhaps with carpenter's tools, a
chisel and mallet, and even au auger being sometimes employed. Not
infrequently the animal survives, and in some cases appears to be
benefited.
·
Amon g certain primitive peoples trephining is practiced, sometimes
with astonishing frequency. 'rhe Kabyle, a nomadic and essentially
autochthonous tribe of Algeria, resort to trephining not ~nly in traumatic le::-ion of the head, but for neuralgia, vertigo, and various other
disorders. The operation is performed rudely, either with such tools
or implement as may chance to be at hand, or with crude metallic
aw , perforator , and elevators designed for the purpose, l Ordinarily
the aperture, which i frequently large and usually irregular, is closed
by a plate, though it i often left open and covered only by the sci:tilp.
Th frequency of the operation indicates that the mortality can not be
very high and one ob erver aw men who bad survived :five or six ,
01 eration at different period and for different injuries. The operator
i ' , her ditary , haman or prie t, and the operation is, at least in part,
thaum, turgic; the method are clum y, painful, and tediou , yet the
vi tim gl ri in bi und mon trative endurance of the ordeal.
1"

'ortb

n Pr •hi tori Tr pbiniog nud Craoinl mu! t , " by Dr Robe rt Fletcher, in Contributions to
\.m ric 11 Ethnology, vol. v, 1&42, p. 25 t
q.
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Trephiuh1g is well known among certain savages. For example, the·
South Sea islan<l.ers were, when first seen by white men, acquainted with
tbe operation, which was performed by scraping with a flint implement,
a sha,rk tooth, or (after contact with the whites} a piece of broken glass.
The aperture was commonly covered with a carefully prepared piece of
cocoanut shell. The purpose was to relieve headache, neuralgia, vertigo, and the like, yet the operation appears to have been essentially
thaumaturgic. The mortality has been estimated at 50 percent, yet the,
treatment is said to have been so common in early days that most of the
male adults had undergone one or more operations.
Even ju prehistoric times trephining was not uncommon in various
parts of the world, as has been shown by Broca, Prunieres, and others
in Europe, and by Fletcher and some other investigators in this country..
While there are indications that the motives varied, satisfactory evidence bas been ·adduced to show that prehistoric trephiuing, particularly in Europe, was essentially thaumaturgic, and that in many cases
the operation was post-mortem and designed to yield rondelles for use
as amulets. The instruments used in removing the rondelle were those
pertaining to the current cultural stage.
Thus the distribution of trephining with respect to time, territory,
and culture-grade shows that the operation is common to several
countries and to all stages in the development of mankind from the
unwritten past to the present and from savagery to civilization, and that
the methods and motives have varied widely with cultural progress.
CLASSIFICATION

The operation of trepbining, as performed by different peoples in the
several culture stages, may be regarded from different points of view,
and so classed in different ways:
Classed with respect to period, the operation may be considered as
(1) prehistorin and (2) modern.
Classed with respect to the methods employed, trephining may be considered as (1) primitive and (2) specialized. Primitive trephining may be
defined as that performed by means of implements or tools either undifferentiated or specialized for other functions; s;peciaJized trephining
may be defined as that performed by means of instruments designed and
made for the purpose. Under these definitions, primitive trephining
com prises all the known prehistoric operations, the operations performed
by the South Sea islanders, and the rude, rural trephining of domestic
animals; while specialized trephining embraces not only the highly
developed operations of modern surgery, but also such crude operations.
as those of the Kabyle, when performed by trained shamans with
special apparatus. These primary classes are so broad as to be sr.3ceptible of subdivision. Accordingly, primitive trephining may be
considered as (a) archaic, or that performed anciently or '\Vt0hout
knowledge or :ise of metal, including the prehistoric operat:.ons and
16
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those of the South Sea islanders, and (b) neoteric, or that performed
moderuly, or by means of metal, including the skilless operations on
domestic animals. Commonly, or always, neoteric trepbiniug is accultural, and represents the ei1grafting of a bigher technology on the
stock of ai lower sophiology. Specialized trephining may in like man ner ue subdivided into two classes- (a) r·ude, or that performed in a
simple and barbarous manner by untrained or shamanistic operators
witbout knowledge of physiology, as among the Kabyle; and (b) refined, .
or that performed skillfully and inte1ligently, as by civilized surgeons.
Classed witll respect to motive or purpose, trephining may be considere<l. as (1) thaumaturgic aud (2) therapeutic. Tbaumaturgic trephining
is presumed to act in an occult or mystical way, eitber for the g·ood of
the sufferer or for the benefit of the operator or others; it may be styled
(a) vicarious, when ?esigned to benefit the operator or others, and (b)
sortilegic, when practiced in the interest of the sufferer. Vicarious
trephining as thus defined is commonly (so far as known through
ob:;;ervation, always) post-mortem, while sdrtilegic trephining must be
essentially ante-mortem. Under these definitions tlrn prehistoric trepbini11g recorded by Broca, Fletcher, and others must have been
vicarious, at least so far as post-mortem; while the operations exemplified among the South Sea islanders, and perhaps also among the
Kabyle, are sortilegic, and thus occupy a well-marked early stage in
the development of medical practice. Therapeutic trephining may be
defined as that employed intentionally and intelligently, and without
regard to the supernatural, to relieve a disorder; and it may be either
(a) empiric, when it is not, or (b) scientific, when it is, guided by
knowledge of physiology or etiology, one or both.
Trepbining may be classed also by the culture-grade of the people
practicing it, a (1) savage, (2) barbaric, and (3) civilized; or, more cony nie11tly,as (1) uncivilizecl and (2) civilized. This classification crosses,
and i11 a measure corrects, the grouping by period, since it. emphasizes
th v rsi tence in ome countries of characteristics which in other
countrie exi , ted ouly dnring the prehistoric past.
The cla:-;, e are defined from the standpoint of anthropology rather
than from that of. urgery or medicine in general; yet their recognition
m ), s utial to comprel1en. ion of the origin and development of one
of th mo tr markable amo1w the triumphs of modern surgery. ·T heir
ig-nificanc i uch a to warrant juxtaposition and careful comparisou:
1
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in general primitive method coincides with uncivilized culture. In like
manuer it is found that rude trephining, as displayed typically among
the Kabyle, is distinctively above that of the prehistoric period and
demonstrates a differentiation of labor and a social organization transcending that of simple kinship, so that it falls logically into the civilized
stage, while refined trephining belongs to advanced culture.
When the motive classes are compared with the others, it is found
that vicarious trephining is wholly prehistoric so far as present knowledge extends, and that both the vicarious and sortUegic operations are
essentially uncivilized, though the sortilegic practice is found in modern
times among peoples of the lower culture status. So, too, the vicarious
op~ration was performed by the archaic method, while the sortilegic
operation is essentially neoteric, though the thaumaturgic motive outlived the primitive method so far as partially to control the rude operations of the Kabyle class. Similarly the empiric operation is characteristically rude, and in general pertains to the modern period and marks
the transition from uncivilized to higher culture, while scientific trephining is modern in period, refined in method, and civilized or enlightened in culture-grade.
These coincidences are too many and too close to be fortuitous, and
the classes can be regarded only as indices to the progressive development, if not to the origin, of trepbining and of so much of surgery as is
involved therewith.
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT

Trepbining is one of the boldest operations of modern surgery, rivalin g plastic surgery and creliotorny as a revelation· of the ambition and
ability of the trained practitioner to explore, modify, re-create, and in
every way sb3,ij_)e to bis liking even the most delicate parts of living
organisms. Yet, remarkable as is the modern achievemeut of specialized t rephinin g, it pales before the marvel of primitive trephining, which
is proved by indisputable, though all but incredible, evidence to have
been performed h abitually and successfully by barbaric and even savage
peoples during remote ages. The archeologic and ethnologic records
prove not merely the occurrence of the operations in prehistoric times
and a mong various tribes, but indicate that. among certain primitive
peoples the operation was better known than in modern civilization,
more common even than in 1nodern hospitals. Among the Kabyle, students are impressed b y tbe number of individuals who have undergone
the operation; among the South Sea islanders, the observers report
that nearly every male adult bas been trephinfjd once or oftener; and
among the prehi storic ossuaries of southern Europe the proportion of
trepbined crania is strikingly large. Perhaps the best evidence as to
the frequency of the operation among the primitive people of the world
js that afforued by the Muniz collection, with its ratio of 2 percent
of trephined individuals and 2.5 percent of operations to entire
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crania-a ratio probably higher than that of any modern military hospital, and scores or hundreds of times higher than that of the average
cemetery of civilization. Most of the bolder operations of recent surgery are of modern invention, many of them reflecting (in successful
practice at least) the career of a leader still living, Sir Joseph Lister; but
trephining boasts an origin so remote, a lineage so long, an a-ncestry so
eminent, as to claim a special place among the medical arts. It would
be difficult to find a more striking illustration of the persistence of a
remarkable custom throughout the stages of cultural development than
that exemplified in trephining, and the example is of the first importance in illustrating the development of the healing art with which it is
connected.
Reviewing the relations epitomized in the table, it may be noted particularly that the practice of trephining has not only outlived the complete transformation in technology which accompanied the passage from
stone to metal, but has survived all of the most profound intellectual
revolutions in the history of mankind. .As a corollary of this striking
proposition (which is fully established by the facts summarized in the
table), it may be noted particularly, also, that trephining was not originally a curative treatment; indeed, the early practitioners had no conception of real curative or restorative treatment, no glimmering of
physiologic or etiologic knowledge, no idea of relation between health
and disease, no definite notions concerning the conditions of life and
the causes of death. .As a scholium to this corollary, it may be particularly noted, finally, that the practice of trephining has survived
transformation in motive and has persisted only through the gathering
of new motives as kuowledge has progressively grown up.
Thus the history of trephining is complex, and it is not easy, from the
standpoint of modern knowledge, to perceive how or why the practice
was pursued in any generation or in any succession of generations
before the development of scientific motives and refined methods. True,
it may be stated as a general law-the verity of which is not generally
recognized, though it may confidently be affirmed-that, save sometimes
in tbe modern stage of invention, men learn how and why they act only
by acting, so that the action precedes its own explanation; yet even
this law doe not fulJy elucidate the origin of a peculiar, not to say
monstrous, course of action, nor does it clearly indicate how such an
operation, vi ibly accompanied by great suffering and often attended by
lo , of life, could have originated intelligently or could have persisted
ev n if it originated accidentally. Manifestly the chief difficulty in the
way of xplaining the origin of trephining grows out of the fact that
th operation wa <li overed and was long practiced before the motives
actuating nlighten d men were developed; and it follows that search
for the ori 0 'in of th operation can be hopefully conducted only in the
li<>'bt of 1 nowl d
f tb motives of primitive men. Fortunately the
a in whi ·h barbari nd avage peopl think is coming to be under. t cl· an l 1J 1i ht th giv n illumin fairly, though at . ome points
faintl th
ond rful cour e of development of the art of trephination.
T
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Primitive men are mystics. In the earliest stage in the development
of belief, all objects, but especially the rare and unfamiliar, are supposed
to be imbued with mysterious attributes and powers which are exercised capriciously for the good or the evil of the egoistic and egotistic
thinker-for magnification of the ego is the leading characteristic of
primitive thought. Thus, in this stage, primitive man considers himself
surrounded by mysterious potencies, beneficent and maleficent, whose
favor is sought by propitiation, which commonly takes the form of
fetich-worship, amulet-wearing, and oblation. A.s this stage in the
development of belief advances, the mysterious potencies are segregated;
some are regarded as more beneficent or maleficent than others; and
the supposed actions of the imaginary powers gradually come to be held
as less capricious, more uniform or regular, tban at the outset. In the
second stage of the development of belief, the mysterious potencies are
still further segregated and ascribed mainly to animate or self-moving
thing~, and in time anima18, particularly the strong, the swift, and the
venomous, are deified. In this stage the veneration of animal totems,
the taboo, and other curious customs develop, while amulet-wearing and ·
oblation persist. Iu this stage, too, inimical men and women, both alien
and intern, are assumed to possess mystical powers, and witchcraft and
a peculiar fear of and veneration for members and fragments of the
human body arise; thus incantation and sorcery through nail-parings,
hair-combings, and other parts of the person (the synecdochic magic of
Mason), and the wearing of scalps or :fingers or teeth of slain enemies,
:first a-s charms and later as trophies, grow up as features in formal or
ceremonial propitiation of mysterious powers. .As this stage advances,
the deific animals are presumed to possess supernatural forms as well
as powers, and thus the age of dragons an·d chimeras and goblins and
molochs is introduced. In the third stage in the development of belief,
the mysterious potencies are so far classified and arranged as to correspond with the powers of nature-the action of sun and moon and stars,
of thunder and lightning, of winds, of storm-waves and torrents, of the
cold of the north and the winter, etc-and these are personified :first as
beast-gods and. later as anthropomorphic deities. In this stage, incantation and sorcery gradually become incongruous with the developing
beUef, and either disappear or (under a curious law, exemplified in
biology as well as demology, which may be called the Law 6/ monstrosities)1 pass into divination or sortilege, which leads into necromancy or
jugglery, such as culminates amoug the fakirs of India, or grow into
1.A.s is well known, when deep-sea fishes are traced downward into the abysmal depths where the
li g ht is faint, the eyes of some sp ecies disappear, while those of others are abnormally developed; it is
also well known that when a flora i s traced into the desert, some plants become dwarfed and shrunken
with the diminishing moisture, while others develop tumid and pulpy trunks to fit themselves to the
changed conditions. In like manner, when a belief outlasts the conditions under which it was developed, it may be either abandoned or modified , in the latter case the modification soon becomes incongruous with the ever-changing conditions, when it is again necessary either to abandon or modify; and
thns beliefs tend to develop into persistent extravagancies with respect to both ioncept and ceremonial. It is needless for the present to trace this tendency in detail or to enumerate the many striking
illustrations of the law.
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trial by ordeal, as among our own ancestors; yet invocation and sacrifice persist, and amulets retain their hold. By Powell these stages in
the develop ment of belief are respectively denominated hecastotheism,
zootb eism, and physitheism. 1 Some knmyledge of these stages in the
d evelopment of belief is requisite for comprehension of the motives
and mental operations of primitive men.
There is a human trait characteristic of all stages of development,
and especially prominent in the earlier stages, which bears directly
on the discussion of the motives of early men; it results in what may
be called t he La,w of the development of fable. The mind is so constit uted a s to demand explanations; at the same time it is prone to offer
an<l accept the chaff of hypotheses in lieu of tbe grain of full understandin g ; aud these tendencies are specially prominent in the commu uion of children and adults. A. pertinent illustration of the trait is
the development of belief in shades of the departed, which is, in many
respects, parallel to the recognition of mysterious potencies or doubles
of things in hecastotheism. The bunter dies; the sages of the clan or
tribe, warned by ex11erience, forestall dispute concerning future ownership of the favorite weapon by burying it with his body. The children
ask why the weapon was buried, and their elders, ignorant of the real
reason , say the hunter still has need of it; so the children are strengthened in their notion of mysterious potencies, and think of the hunter
as still using his favorite weapon in a mystical hunting ground. But
in all stages of development, belief runs a close race against cupidity,
an d is sometimes distanced; so the sages learn that even a buried
weupon may be a source of contention, which they thenceforward fores tall by breaking or burning it.. .A.gain the cl.Jildren ask why, and tl.Je
ill -advised elders are put to the further explanation that the broken or
burned weapon is none the less serviceable to the dead hunter, since it
is thereby changed only as he is changed; so the hypothesi8 of mysterjous shades is strengthened. and extended to weapon s, and eventually
to favorite animals, as well as to the hunts men and their consorts. In
time the easily satisfied children beeorne the sages of their clan or
tribe, and lay down simple yet definite laws in accordance with their
early notions concerning shades. They are unable to .find the shadowy
hunting ground, and consequently argue that it must be a long way
off, arnl that tl.Je dead hunter mu t need be provi ·ioned against
th e jouruey; o food an<l drink a,r e buried or burned with the dead,
and the hildren are regaled wit,h enriched hypothe es; and through
the union of natural affecti n, belief, a11d ceremonial the lifele body
l> tom
a donbly my, terious and . acrecl thin g, and , if the stage of
d velopm nt i that of ynecdocllii;; m, a my teriou ly potent thin g.
Thi.· i · only n of t11 wa <' in wbi ·h the primitive (and even modrn ) t rnlen . to x.plain by half kn.owl dge i elev lop d int o motiveliapin ,. h Ii ·. b way ar legion.
1
Tlw nhj ·ct of p r imiti\• b lfpf i. ,leYeloped snm what mor fully in "The iouan Ind ian a,"
Fift1 ·nth .\ uunal R por t f th Bur au of Ethnology, for 1 92--93, (1 97) pp. 153-204.
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Understanding primitive motives and mental traits, and the modes of
thought which they reflect, it is not difficult to <l.iscover the origin, or at
least a quite early stage i.n the development, of post-mortem trephining;
and it is possible to buttress on this basis a partly hypothetic bridge
spanning the chasm between post-mortem vicarious operations and
ante-mortem trephining, both tbaumaturgic and therapeutic. When,
in the stnge of amulet wearing and synecdochism, the warring tribesman slew an enemy, be sometimes mutilated the remains and even ate of
the heart, not only in savage triumph, but mainly in order that he might
gain the courage aud strength of bis quondam opponent; and partly
as a trophy) but chiefly as a mystical talisman and constant invocation
to the powers, be appended the scalp to his spear or belt, or strung the
teeth in a necklace, or converted the erstwhile powerful band into a
gorget. This stage and custom are well known among the primitive
peoples of the earth. Reaching a little way into the unknown from this
buttress of the known, it is easy to see that, save perhaps ~n the driest
climates, the indecomposable teeth would be found more satisfactory
talismans than the decomposable scalp or bau<l, and that, through natural association, the durable skull lyiHg just beneath the evanescent
scalp of the mutilated body might easily come to be drawn upon for
the amulet trophy. This inference lies close to established fact, since
it is well' known that certain primitive tribes preserve the entire or
mutilated ·beads of enemies slain in battle. It is but another easy step
to the stage in which one or more pieces of the skull (for in synecdochism the piece carries the virtue of the w bole) of the slain enemy were
used as amulets, either as supplementary to or as substitutes for the
teeth. Here again the structure of explanation rests on the firm
ground of e!,tablished fact, as revealed through study of the prehistoric;
for it is well known that post-mortem trepbining was extensively practiced in certain cases during prehistoric times, and that the rondelles
obtained thereby were worn and treasu.r ed after the manner of amulets.
Thns, in this stage, trepbining must have been performed with a definite motive, under the zootheistic belief that the slain warrior vicariously
strengthened bis slayer. It is probable-nay, certain, as arc,beologic
record indicates-that the grisly custom strengthened through exercise
and extended to the taking and prizing of amulets from other skulls
than those of enemies slain in battle, so that the custom matured in a
cult of morbid and revolting character, in which the growing sacredness of the human body under synecdochic mysticism played an
important· part.
Here a span in the explanation-structure fails, yet the chasm is not
too broad and. deep for easy crossing on the scaffolding afforded · by
study of primitive ideation: The keynote to zootbejsm is the animate
power or self-motility of animals, whereby they are exalte1l above all selfmoveless things; and thus to the zootbeist, dominated by synecdochism,
the talisman taken from the wounded enemy, while still living, was
immeasurably more potent than that taken from the dead enemy; and
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so it must have been that the well-known ante-mortem mutilation,
which on the one hand grew into the scalping of wounded warriors and
the appalling torture found among the American Indians as well as
among other savages, must have grown on the other hand (when antece<lent conditions were favorable) into ante-mortem trephining of
wounded and later of woundless captives. When this stage was
reached, experience-which taught primitive men as modern men are
taught, though much more slowly-must have shown that sometimes
the sufferers survived, aud were perhaps even improved. Now, if the
practice were continued among a given people into that part of the
stage of physitheism in which the cult of kismet prevails (as among so
many people in the upper strata of uncivilized culture, including the
Kabyle, if not the South Sea islanders), the custom of trephining
wounded captives would almost necessarily grow up, with the idea that
a mystical significance attached to the operatiou as a sort of ordeal; the
idea might be that, if fate so willed, the capti"ve would thereby become
the more perfectly affiliated with the captors, while if Allah decreed
death under the knife-so mote it be. There is but one short step more
to the solid ground of known fact, i. e., the gradual extension of the fatalistic or sortilegic operation from captives to others; and this transition
is in accord with known methods of thought among primitive folk
belonging to that stage of physitheism or incipient psychotheism in
wliich the ordeal was developed; for it was quickly perceived among
many peoples that if the ordeal was beneficent to one class it could not
be devoid of good when extended to other classes. Here again the
structure of explanation rests on the firm ground of observation; for
the typical trephiniug of the South Sea islanders, and in large measure
the typical Kabyle operation, represent the general sortilegic stage in
the development of trephining.
The pan of the explanation-structure extending from sortilege to
empirici m is long but well supported; for while the transition from
purely fatali tic treatment of the sick to empiric treatment of disease
wa low amon · each people, its cour e ha been well observed. Grad\lally the my tici m, the belief in occult power, waned; gradually the
rec o-nition tllat given tr atment (µowsoever random) was followed by
fairly uniform re ult wa ,. ed. Thus the doctrine of signatures grew
int impl therapeutic ; thu tlrn belief in blind fate grew into belief
in h kingly tou h · and thu dimly realized experience of the uniformity of au 'e and effl ct ma le medic out of hermits and beldams and
ch mi · · u f alchemi t , and iu time made nurse and neighborhood
pra ti i 11 r u of d, te and ob rvant men and women. With the
t di u, r olu i n in m di ·in went a low transformation in surgery,
n th . h, ill n an l th ir d cendant doctor gradually forgot the
rd 1 rn ti v and r 1 hined men and animal in de perate ca es becau e
tb •ir t <:h r, b, tl
- nd were be not wi e men¥
nt f di e, e to cientific medicine
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country, and indeed by the range of current thought in America and
Europe. Practitioners, like other men, first learn how and then learn
why to act through action; the zealous physician scans memory and
record of cases in the effort to :find a treatment which gives promise of
saving his patient; he can not forget trephining, for the records are
full of it, his clientele remind him of it, and his rural 11eighbor per•cbance practices it on bis beast. He can and does weigh the risk as
shown by the results of empiric practice; he can and does consider the
physiologic conditions and etiologic bearings of the operation; and in
the end the operation is performed or not, as the best judgment of practitioner or consultation may decide. Yet in every case the decision
is based largely on the record, and the treatment, if adopted at all, is
.adopted largely if not mainly by reason of empiric experience rather
than by reason of etiologic considerations; indeed, the layman may
well question whether the desperate operation of trephining (in con-tradistinction from simple elevation or extraction of bony fragments in
case of depressed fracture) would have been introduced before plastic
and intestinal surgery bad it not come down from the prehistoric past,
.a legacy from the darkest ages.
In this way the genesis and development of one of the most remarkable features of medical practice may be traced with a fair if not high
•<legree of certainty. The explanation seems safe, because it rests on
well-established fact at many points; it seems just, because it is in close
accord with all that is known of the evolution of methods and motives
.among men. The course of development thus traced is not only of
interest in itself and in its bearings on the trepbining of Peru, but is of
much significance in its relation to the development of other branches
of surgery and medicine.
lt remains to interpret tbe Muiiiz collection in the light of the his-tory of trepbining as thus outlined, and then to · consider the facts
revealed in this collection as bearing on the history.
THE CRANIA IN DETAIL
COMMON FEATURES

Collectively the crania are notably small and variable in form, as
indicated by the illustrations, which depict different aspects on a
scale of two-thirds linear. With one,. possible exception, all are adult
and some fully mature, as indicated by the condition of the sutures.
Considered collectively the cranial bones are remarkably thick and
strong, only one or two of the specimens approaching the Caucasian
normal in respect to thinness. The tendon and muscle attachments
are notably prominent, rugose, and striated, indicating vigorous physical development. In several cases the supernumerary interparietals
known to archeologi::,ts as '' Inca bones" are found. In one fully adult
specimen the me topic suture is distinctly preserved; and in general
the sutures, especially the lambdoid and the posterior portion of the
,sagittal, are remarkably crenulate.
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1

(Plates I , II)
Excepting a spot on the right side, which is somewhat weathered and
eroded through exposure, this skull is firm, strong, and exceedingly
well preserved. It was taken frorri a semimummi:fied body, and shreds
of tissue remain attached. It displays a single operation, so far completed as to reveal the methods pursued by the primitive practitioner
with remarkable clearness, together with an incomplete supplementary
incision. The thickness of bone, measured on the incisions, is 6 to
7 mm. The condition of sutures and teeth indicates mature but not
advancecl age.
The operation was located near the crown, i. e., in the upper and forward part of the left parietal, involving the sagittal suture and approaching the frontal. The aperture is an approximate parallelogram,
averaging 17 by 22 mm., measured 011 t he outer surface, and about 2½
mm. less, in either dimension, measured on the inner surface. As
clearly shown by the projecting extremities, the rectangular button was
dis·'everecl by means of two pairs of approximately parallel incisions,
cro sing approximately at right angles. A ll of the incisions were more
extended than the aperture, ranging from 42 to 50 mm. in Jength. The
inci ions are V-shape in cross-section; none end abruptly, but simply
narrow and shallow to the points of termination. The two more nearly
longitudinal incisions are sharply defined quite to the termini, though
there i ~ a minor cut nearly para1lel to the medial cut (shown in plater),
indicating a change -in position and direction of the incision early in
the operation. The lateral extr~mities of the transverse incisions are
ornewhat in¢I.efi11ite, showing a numLer of scratches and cuts produced
by lip or clum y manipulation of the instru ment. (These marks are
imperfectly reproduced in the plates.) All four of the principal inciion penetrated both tables of the skull for a part of their length, both
the tran er ·ut (e pecially the posterior oue) passing beyond the
m ,(lial longitudinal inci ion in such manner as to show that the intracraidal ti ue mu. t have been injured by the operation; while at the
latero-po terior an le the rndely executed incisions did not extend quite
tbrou h th inner table, and a projecting edge of bone remains, sugting that th button wa remov d by the use of an elevator im,erted
at th m di -aut rior om r.
h r i.· n indication of effort to mooth the harp edges left by the
cu ting, 11 r i. th r any indication of ub eqnent growth. Moreover,
th r j,
m <li c lorati u of the bon about the incision, indicating
in ·ipient l mpo ition in advan · of mummification. Accordingly it
m pr b l that the indivi lual did not urvive the operation-indeed
1J p . t rior tran er, e in ·i i n mu t have penetrat d th meninges
r bral i.'. u "D r a 1 ngth f 12 mm. and n, depth and
n l inv, l cl th
i l h f .., r: mm . , nd mu hct pr du· d r ha ten d <leatll.
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OPERATION BY RECTILINEAR INCISION

The supplemeri.tary incision is about 20 mm . below the aperture, uear
tb e center of the anterior part of the left parietal, and nearly parallel
wi th the more nearly longitudinal incisions of the principal operation.
It is precisely like the main incisions, V-shape in section, 42 mm. long,
5 mm. wide, and 6 mm. deep toward the center_, where it does not quite
penetrat e the inner table of the skull, narro~ing and shallowing graduall y t oward the extremities. Just below its center there is a transverse
scratch (h ardly visible in the plate), apparently marking a transverse
i11cision barely started when this part of the operation was abandoned.
There is a similar faint scratch back of the main aperture, between and
b ehind t he main longitudinal incisions, arnl approximately parallel with
them, whi ch appears in the reproduction.
The preservation of the specimen is so perfect as to reveal even the
faintes t scratches produced in connection with the operation, and thus
to indicate the character of the instrument and the mode of its use.
The scrat ches, both random and at the ends of P,ome of the incisions,
show t hat the instrument had a single moderately sharp poi11t, thickenin g rapidly to 3 or 4 mm. within G or 7 mm. from the tip; that not only
th e point but the sides bit into and groullll away the bone as it was
manipu lat ed; and that the manipulation could only have been a reciprocal motion back a nd forth from end to end of the incision, accompanied
by con siderable pressure. It is noteworthy that no known metal instrument or i mplement would produce the general and special features of .
the incisions in t his cranium, while all the features of incisions and
scratches are precisely such as would be produced by a sharpened stone
in the form of a spearhead, arrowpoint, or knife.
In addit ion t o th e operation and supplementary incision, the cranium
displays a few significant marks. The most conspicuous of these. is
almost exactly in the center of the frontal bone, some 40 mm. above
the orbit al ridges ; it is a narrow, longitudinal contt1sion, 20 mm. in
length , a long which the bone is crushed irregularly, in such manner as
to ind icat e impact of a moderately sharp but rough-edged instrument,
the force of impact being such as to produce a curvilinear crack in the
outer table, n early paralJel with the contusion, and joining it at the
e1Hl s. The a ppearance • of this lesion indicates that it was produced
durin g life, t hough there are no marks of reparative process. Near the
left margin of the frontal bone, some 50 mm. above the left orbit, there
are t wo deep grooves 2 or 3 mm. wide and 15 mm . and 20 mm. long,
respectively , partly obliterated by reparative process, evidently marking
old wounds. (The three marks are concealed beneath the label.)
For compariRon with the Muniz specimens, a photomechanical reproduction of th e "Inca skull," hrougl1t from a cemetery in the valley of
Yucay, Peru, by E. G. Squier, is introdµced in plate nr, from photo-.
graph t aken in tbe United States Army Medical Museum. 1 The oper-

a

1
A wood engravin g from t his p hotogr aph for ms plate VII of Dr'Fletcher 's m emoir " On Prehistoric
Trepbini ng an d Cran ial A mnlet s," cited above. A wood eng raving of th e sam e skull appears on
p. 457 of Squi er·s " P er u-Incideuts of T ravel ancl Explora tion in th e L and of th e Incas ."
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.ation displayed by this specimen i~ precisely similar to that exemplified
in cranium 1 of the Muuiz collection; the aperture is 0.58 inch by 0.70
inch. The Squier specimen shows (obscurely in the accompanying
plate) the extent of the removal of the periosteum. It was examined
by Broca, who thought this was done eight or ten days before death, and
by Nelaton, who suggested that the subject might have survived fifteen
-d ays. 1
CR.A.NIUM 2

(Plates IV, V)
This specimen, like the last, is finely preserved and strong, and bits of
:stout tendon remain attached. The frontal and temporo-parietal sutures
are nearly anchylosed, though the lambdoid is distinct (showing sev·eral supernumeraries), indicating, on the whole, full maturity. The
specimen shows a single operation, about which the bone is 5 or G mm.
in thickness.
The operation was located near the posterior angle of the right parietal, approaching both the sagittal and lambdoid sutures. As in the first
cranium, an approximately rectangular button was dissevered by means
of two pairs of parallel incisions. The aperture is remarkably small,
averaging 9 by 10 mm. measured on the outer surface and considerably less measured on the inner surface. The incisions are V-sbape iu
section and project beyond the aperture, though much less than in the·
first specimen; the longitudinal incisions are the longer, measuring
about 26 and 35 mm., respectively, aud show random scratches toward
the posterior extremities; the transverse incisions are only 16 or 17 mm.
in length, barely crossing the transverse incision on one side and projecting but 4 or 5 mm. on tlrn other. The incisions, like those in the
first specimen, show every indication of having been made by a singlepoint, tapering instrument, so constructed as to abrade on the sides
as well as at the tip; they are much too wide and too strongly curved
in plan and ection to permit the SUJJposition that the instrument was
metal, and are ju ' t such as would be produced by a stone tool. The
operation would appear to have been more skilfully performed than
the last, ince tlte incisions are much shorter in proportion to their
d pth, and o plac d as to involve a minimum expenditure of labor
and n:ffering, in view of the rude character of the instruments employed.
Two of ihe inci 'iou ouly appear to have penetrated the bone, and the
rough dg of the inn r table remaining indicate that an elevator was
appli cl t br ak out the button o soon as the bone was sufficiently
uperior and lateral kerf: eYidently penetrated
a t rrnat <l while th
not nly th inn r tabl but them ~ninges. There is no sign of smoothing of th harp <lg ' f th boue after t,he operation, nor is there any
f r par tiv
rowtb to indicate survival; moreover, there i
J ·: l i ol ration f th
kull ugge ting local d compo ition
In a 1dition the bone, for ome di tanc about
1 Peru,

op. it., 577.
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the point of operation, displays a somewhat corroded and spongy
appearance, indicating an abnormal condition during life, probably
periostitis. Thus there is a, suggestion that the operation was antemortem, and connected with a diseased condition; and there are indications that the sufferer did not survive the treatment.
This cranium displays also a few marks apparently due to old contusions or wounds, ·nearly obliterated by reparative process; the most
conspicuous are clearly shown in the reproductions on the right and
left of the operation in a somewhat higher horizontal plane (these may
be pathologic); and there is a long vertical groove over the left temple~
CRANIUM 3

(Plates YI, VII)
This specimen is much weathered and eroded, no trace of tissue·
remains, and the weaker bones and processes are fragmentary or
absent. The condition of the sutures indicates maturity. A single
operation is displayed, revealing a thickness of bone varying from
5 to 'i mm.
The operation was perform~d on the right side of the crown, i.e., near- ·
the middle of the upper margin of the left parietal, apparently just
involving the sagittal suture., While the copdition of the skull is not
such as to indicate the details of the operation, it evidently consisted in
making two pairs of approximately parallel orthogonal incisions, as in
the previous cases. · The aperture is large, averaging 35 by 40 or 42
mm., measured on the outer surface, and 2 or 3 mm. less in eitherdimension measured on the interior; but the transverse (and longer)
dimensions can not accurately be determined, since the narrow selvage
of bone between the superior longitudinal focision and the sagittal
suture is· lost. The incisions projected somewhat beyond their orthogonals, in one case so much as 8 or 9 mm., and the bone is well enough
preserved to show that they were V-shape in section, narrowi:ilg and
shallowing to the termini, as in the preceding specimens.
There is nothing to indicate whether the operation was late antemortem or early post-mortem, no smoothing of sharp edges, no reparative growth, no indications of diseased condition of .bone or periosteum,.
·
no definite trace or lesion other than that of the operation.
CRANIUM 4

(Plates VIII, IX)
This specimen is bleached and somewhat weathered and broken,.
though in good condition about the locus of the single operation. The
sutures are incjpiently anchylosed, indicating maturity, though theposterior molars are immature. The cranium is much lighter and
thinner than the average of the collection, being fairly comparable in
this respect with the Caucasian normal; as revealed in the aperture,,
the bone ranges from 2 to 3¼ mm. in thickness.
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The operation, located in the ,frontal bone on aud to the left of the
median line, cornering just above the left orbital ridg,e, was incomplete.
It comprised two approximately orthogonal trios of approximately
rectilinear incisions, each similar to those of the preceding specirneus,
so placed as to describe four contiguous quadrilateral buttons, of which
one remains in place. The aperture, if completely opened, would average about 30 by 37 mm. The six incisions are V-shape iu seetion, narrowing and shallowing to the termini, and project 3 to 14 mm. beyond
their orthogonals; and there are a few random scratches, giving the
usual testimony concerning the ~haracter of the instrument employed.
The incompleteness of the opening, in conjunction with the rela,tio11s of
the incisions, indicate clearly the procedure of the operator. Evidently
the operation was begun with only a vague notion as to the dimensions
of the button to be remove<l, aud the operator clumsily located the
incisions in indefinite fashion rather than in accordance with a clearly
formed plan; and as the two outer iucisions approached tLe supraorbital ridge they were diverted by tllat prominence ill such manner as
to give them, particularly the longitudinal cut, a, curvilinear form.
The appearance of the kerfs indicates that the latera,l lo\)gitudinal incision through a part of its length, the anterior transverse incision for a
short distance, ·and Loth the central incisions, completely penetrated
the inner table and invaded the intracranial tissues, but that iu general the incisions were not carried entirely through the bone, and sometimes only into the diploe, when the operator had recourse to an
elevator. The marks indicate also that the elevator was inserted over
the interior a,ngle of the medio-posterior button (or quarter button) in
such manner as to lift the inner edges of one or more of the other buttons, aud that pressure was exerted until they were broken out, singly
or together, and until the corner of the remaining button was chipped
or pail ed off under the strain. At this stage the operation was abandoned, the harp edge of broken bone bein'g left untouched; and there
i 110 trace of r eparative growth.
There i ' nothing to indicate certainly wllether tbe operation was late
ante-mortem or early po t -mortern, furtlier than the abaudomnent of
au incomplete operation ugge 'ting death i11 the lrnnds of the operator,
and tbe ·nt xtending tbrough the bone and into tlrn cerebral ti ue
iu uch ma1rn r as probauly to produce fatal results; nor are tbere
tra · : of ai1t d nt leHion.
There i : a cl pre ion about th center of tile rig lit half of the frontal
bon appar ntly the r ~ ·ord of a blow re eived long before deatlt.
CR.A IU.M 5

(Plates ...
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-0f the collection, ranging from 2 2 to 5½ mm. about the single extensive aperture. There are three distinct interparietal bones, one 25 mm .
.across, the other smaller.
The operation represented by the specimen was performed on the
right side of the frontal bone, extending- from the median line to the
coronal suture, passing about 30 mm. above the orbit. It was performed by means of a number of rectilinear incisions of the usual
V-shape section and attenuated termini. vVbile somewhat random in
dh;tribution, the outer incisions cross at large angles, descrihing a
.somewhat irregular polygon. In addition to those made about the
aperture, there are others extending over to the left side of the frontal
bon e, indicating f~r-reaching exploratory and tentative cutting on the
part of the operator; and a series of shallow scratches extends 1Jackward from the lateral extremity of the aperture for 25 mm. on the left
padetal. Including the minor scratches, there were at least twenty
different incisions, nearly all penetrating the outer table, with at least
four or five peuetrating the inner table, in some cases so far as evide11tly to penetrate also the dura mater. It would appear that, after
thi s hacking of the skull, the operator raised the included fragment or
fragments, probably in several pieces, by means of elevators, producing
an aperture fully 65 mm. long by 33 mm. in maximum, and some 24 mm.
iu average width. There was no :final smoothing of sharp edges; and
naturally the.re is no indication of subsequent reparative process.
In this case, as iu the last, there is a lack of conclusive evidence as
to whether the operation was late ante-mortem or early post-mortem,
though not only the abandonment of the operation and the nature of
the wound produced thereby, but a decided local staining of the skull
and absence of soft tissues, bringing to mind the interpretation by the
Peruvian commh;siou of the fatal wounding recorded in the cranium of
Pizarro,1 suggest that the iustrumeuta,tion was ante-mortem and fatal in
its results. There is no unmistakable trace of lesion other tlian the
slashes of the rude instrument with which the operation was performed,
unless it be an frregular scar ur sinuous scratch, about 1 mm. broad and
half as deep, skirting the right supraorbital ridge to the median line, and
thence wandering upward and toward the left to a point 30 mm. above
tlrn center of the left orbit, which on the whole seems to be post-mortem.
It may be observed that both these cases show that it could not have
been tlie tlesign of the operator to obtain a button or rondelle, since the
inci~ions were so placed as to divide the extracted piece into fragments.
CRANIUM 6

(Plate XII)
This fragmentary speeimeu is a well-preserved right parietal bone of
a relatively tbin cranium, measuring 31 to 4~ mm. about the single
1
• "The Remains of Don Francisco Pizarro," American Anthropologist, vol. v ii, 1894, pp. 1-25, espe<J1ally p. 7.
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artificial aperture. The bone is somewhat bleached and cracked, but
is in sufficiently good condition to indicate clearly the modus opera11di.
The locus of the operation is near the posterior angle of the bone,
centering about 40 mm. to the right of the sagittal suture1 and the
same distance above the lambdoid. The aperture is elliptical, measuring about 22 by 43 mm. on the outer surface, somewhat less on the
inner. Evidently it was performed chiefly by means of a single curvi.
linear incision, apparently followed by the use of an elevator; and the
scratcwes leaving the upper incision show that the curvilinear characterwas given by gradually changing the direction of the reciprocal or sawing motion as the ,incision was extended from the anterior extremity
inward and backward. The marks indicate, too, that the instrument.
was a somewhat blunt single-point blade, which ground the bony substance with rough sides as well as a jagged tip. The sharp edges of the
bone were not reduced after the operation, nor is there any sign of
subsequent physiologic process.
In this, as in some other cases, there is no certain means of determining whether the operation was ante-mortem or post-mortem, though it
must have dated about the time of death; but in this instance there is
fairly decisive evidence that the operation was located by an antecedent
lesion. Seven or 8 mm. outside the posterior extremity of the aperture
there is a curvilinear crack in the outer table of the skull which, though
partially obliterated by exploratory scratches, can easily be traced to
its passage into the lower side of the aperture, where it invades the
inner table and coincides with the margin of the opening thence nearly
to its anterior extremity. While it would seem barely possible that this.
fracture might have been produced in connection with the operation,
the indications are much stronger (amounting almost to conclusive evidence) that it antedated the operation, and was part of a depressed
fracture, in which the bone was broken through in undercut fashion
on the lower side of the aperture, and bent inward above,, where theincision was afterward placed.
CRANIUM

7

(Plates XIII-XV)
Thi pecimen i fairly preserved, having been taken from a mummified body, though it is weathered about the lower part of the left side,
and . omewbat about the occipnt; no tissue remains, but portions of
the bon are fatty and gelatinous. The skull is quite thick and strong,
with an immen. e ocdpital protuberance; it mea ures 6 to 8 mm. in
thi kn
about th loci of the two operations. The temporo-parietal
:ntur : w r in ipi ntly ancL.ylo eel a wa al o the coronal, e pecially
n th right, th ngh th . agittal and lam bdoid r main con picuou ,
th ondition on the who] incli ating full maturity. There are two or
irr n-ular int rparietal · while the m topic uture i di tinctly
r d.
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Of the two operations displayed, the clearer as regards mouus oper- ·
andi is high in the frontal bone, invading the metopic suture, and
centering 30 mm. below the coronal. The aperture is approximately
circular, averaging some 27 mm. in diameter, measured on the outer
surface, and rather less than 20 mm. measured on the inner surface.
vVhile the marks of the instrument are indistinct, the general character
of the incisions is fairly indicated. The most clearly defined incision is
an approximately rectilinear cut 25 mm. long, defining the left side of
the aperture, curving anteriorly toward the metopic suture, which it
just reaches some 20 mm. beyoJ:!d the point of sharpest curvature. The
other side ·of the· aperture is defined chiefly by two fractures, one of
which apparently was located by an incision some 20 mm. in length just
on the right of and parallel to the metopic suture. So far as preserved,
the principal incision is V-shape in section, attenuating toward one
extremity but becoming indefinite toward the other; and it seems to
have been carried through the outer table throughout most of its length
and around the sharper part of the curve, and also nearly or quite
tlirougb the inner table about the middle part of its length; then, as
the walls of the aperture indicate, an elevator was inserted and the
· button was broken out entire or, more probably, in fragments by leverage over the firm bone outside the region of cutting. Strim extending
from the termini of the two horizontal incisions indicate slipping of the
instrument, or preliminary exploratory cutting; and these, together
with the features of the main incisions, bear the usual testimony as to,
the use of a single-point blunt instrument, apparently of stone. The
extension and conformation of the cuts are best explained on the supposition that the operator occupied a rather low seat and held the head
of the patient (sitting or reclining on the.ground or floor facing toward
the operator's rigbt) between bis knees, using his right band for the
cutting, and sometimes turning the head slightly ·as the work progressed. The sharp edges of bone, particularly in the outer table, were
finally smoothed off, though whether intentionally by the operator or
subsequently by reparative process is somewhat questionable; yet the
. condition of both tables and diploe indicate with practical certainty that
the sufferer survived the operation for months or years. No trace of
lesion antecedent to the operation appears, and the bone is so thick
and the aperture so small a~ almost to prove that there could have
been no antecedent depressed fracture or related injury.
The locus of the other and earlier operation is the upper left portion
of the occipital, just invading the lambdoid suture. The aperture is
elliptical, measuring 18 by 23 mm. between the narrowest portions of
the walh;;. At this point the skull is somewhat eroded by weathering,
and the margins, especially toward the lambdoid, are slightly crumbled;
yet the state of preservation suffices to indicate long-continued reparative process whereby the bony margins were smoothed and rounded,
the diploe completely obliterated, and all traces of instrumentation
16 ETH--8
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€liminated. In a general way t he operation would seem to have been
similar to the later one in t he an terior part of the head, though doubtless performed several years earlier. As in the later operation, traces of
antecedent lesion are conspicuou sly absent, and the attendant features
are hardly consistent with t he supposition of considerable traumatic
injury.
The usual long-healed grooves over the temples appear in the specimen, two of exceptional length on the right and two or three on the
left; there are no other scars or abnormal features, save the vestigial
preservation of the metopic sutur e.
CRANIUM 8

(Plate XVI)

•

Although fragmentary only, this specimen is well preserved, and
represents a large and strong cranium, the bones averaging 5 mm. or
more in thickness. The sagittal s ut ure is almost completely anchylosed,
and the lambdoid greatly obscured, indicating fully mature age. The
specimen displays a well-defined ar tificial aperture in addition to a
smaller opening, possibly artificial but mor e probably a pathologically
persistent parietal foramen.
The undoubted operation was located on the top of the head, i.e.,
near the antero-superior angle of the r ight pariet al, centering 28 mm.
from the sagittal suture and 35 mm. from the coronal. The aperture
is approximately circular, averaging 30 mm. measured on the outer
surface and 27 mm. on the inner. The traces of primary instrumentation are indistinct; yet they appear to indicat e careful manipulation of
a blunt single-point cutting and grinding tool, held vertically on one
side and obliquely on the other and worked wit h a short r eciprocal or
sawing motion in curvilinear fashion, in such manner as t o define the
circular aperture. The conformation of t he cutting suggest s an attitude of operator and position similar to t hat suggested by cranium 7,
save that the patient faced toward t he oper ator's left; the bead was
apparently rotated considerably as the cutting progressed, while the
position of the tool, as held in the right hand, was somewhat oblique,
undercutting -slightly on the side of the aperture toward the operator's
left, and overcutting considerably on the other side. I t would seem
that the random scratches due to slipping of the too], part icularly on
the posterior and inferior sides of the opening, were subsequently
round or rasped away by rubbing with a rough tool which left :fine
but irregular ratches in the outer table. A few aberrant cuts extendome di tance from the aperture remain; two of the e, parallel to
agittal uture, extend forward from the aperture, one for 15 mm.
an the oth r for 22 mm. to the coronal suture, as shown in the reprodn tion. D ·pit the per i tence of the e marks, the character of the
mar in of both iun r and outer table, indicates that the patient uri d th
pera i n , nd that low reparative change not howe er
udiu t lllc rial b ny gr wth , up r ned.
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There is no certain indication of lesion antecedent to the operation,
though a fracture, defining the anterior edge of the right parietal in
the broken cranium, passes the sagittal suture and extends into the
aperture; it is, however, probable that this fracture was long postmortem and produced on collecting the specimen.
CRANIUM 9

(Plates XVII, XVIII)
The principal bones of this specimen are fairly preserved, though
somewhat bleached. The skull is rather small and thinner than the
mean of the collection, though the processes and attachments are
strong; about tlie single artificial aperture it averages 3 mm. in thickness. The sagittal sutme is nearly obliterated in the middle third of
its length, though the other sutures are distinct, the condition on the
whole indicating early middle age.
The operation displayed by the specimen was located in the middle of
the left half of the frontal bone, centering about 45 mm. above the orbit;
it is elliptical, with one :flattened side, measuring about 16 by 25 mm.
on the inner surface, or 19 by 33 mm. on the outer surface of the skull.
_'The margins are somewhat weathered, rendering the testimony of the
specimen concerning the operation and its consequences somewhat
doubtful. On the whole, the form of the aperture and the features
of the margin indicate that it was produced by a clumsy single-point
· instrument, such as a stone spearhead, rather deftly operated in such
manner as to produce a curved iucision describing nearly a semicircle,
with the extremities more sharply curved and joined by a straight
cut; the instrument being held nearly vertical while forming the sides
of the contemplated aperture, but slanted toward the ends, either
clumsily or to facilitate the insertion of an elevator. .A.ppare~tly
tlle edges of the aperture were afterward smoothed somewhat; yet
tbe condition of the bone, including the obliteration of the diploe by
local replacement, indicates considerable reparative process, extending
to the growth of hony spicules, now largely removed by weathering
and erosion. It is unquestionable that the operation was ante-mortem,
and that the sufferer survived, probably for years.
While there is no clear indication of antecedent lesion, there is a faint
line parallel with the superior side of the aperture and 3 or 4 mm. distaut (which does not appear in the reproduction), possibly marking 'the
limit of a small depressed fracture.
CRANIUM 10

(Plates XIX, XX)
This is a well-preserved skull, considerably stained with ocher or cave
earth. It is small but strong, with the usual splendidly developed ligament attachments, and, though some 5 mm. thick, has been preserved
in such manner as to be exceptionally light. Some of the sutures are
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anchylosed and partly obliterated and others distinct, while the teeth
are fairly developed, except that one posterior molar is lacking and the
other imperfect, the features collectively indicating middle age.
The operation displayed by this specimen is in the posterior angle of
the right parietal, extending to both sagittal and lambdoid sutnre .
The aperture is rudely circular and 28 or 29 mm. in mean diameter.
Although the bone is in excellent preserYation, it is impossible to determine the manner in which the operation was performed, since all definite
traces of instrumentation have been obliterated by reparative proces ,
inc1uding tl:re complete replacement of the diploe and the development
of strong spicules of new bone pushing into the aperture. The most
conspicuous of these spicu1es is that clearly shown in both reproductions
at the lower side of the opening. The sharp angle immediately above
also represents well-developed bony growth. While the record of the
operation is thus obscure, it is nevertheless fairly if not finally evident
that the operator proceeded in a manner unlike that represented in
most or all of tlrn preceding specimens. The conspicuous feature of the
artificial work lies in the fact that the bone attenuates uniformly toward
the edges of the aperture as if removed by scraping or grinding, perhaps
with an edge or rasp-like side of considerable length. (This is well
shown in plate xx.) There are, however, a few exploratory scratches,
notably one extending forward from the upper margin of the grinding,
30 mm. from an<l. nearly parallel with the sagittal suture.
No antecedent lesion can be detected, but it is certain that the patient
survived the operation long, probably many year~. The cranium displays three great grooves over either temple arranged in symmetric
pairs.
CRANIUM

11

(Plates XXI, XXII)
Although somewhat bleached and weathered, this cranium is in excellent condition. The occiput is singularly :flattened, particularly on the
left, as shown imperfectly in the right aspect represented on plate xxn.
Tliere is ome :flattening also of the face, with an apparently abnormal
horteniug of the mandible. Two or three small interparietals occur.
~l'be bone. are rather thin, ranging from 2½ to 4½ mm. The teeth are
exceptionally mature for the collection, though the suture remain
<li tinct.
Tbe operation for which the pecimen i8 notable wa performed near
th c nt r of the frontal bone, a little to the right of the median liue,
all(l :--t nding from 37 rnm. above the orbit to within 22 mm. of the
oronal ntur . Th aperture i. an elongated ellip 'e, 21 or 22 mm. in
maximum wid h hy 40 in len°'t.lJ rn a ur cl on the feather edge of the
inn r tabl . In thL· a e too all definite race of in trumentation are
l t par 1 b
rirw tbongh hi fly by r parative pro
. Th
f b b t bl ar r und d the dipJoe i. omplet ly obliterated,
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and there are a few small spicules of new bone projecting into the
aperture, notably a sharp point at the anterior extremity (shown clearly
in plate xxr). So far as can be judged, the modus operandi was similar to that represented in cranium D, with subsequent grinding or rasping of the outer table to remove the raw edges; yet it is quite possible
that the aperture was made wholly by scraping.
No trace of lesion antecedent to the operation remains. It is clear
that the sufferer lived for some time, certainly months and probably
years, after the treatment. The usual vertical cut in the bone appears
above the right temple.
CRANIUM

12

(Plates XXIII, XXIV)
Although nearly white, as if bleached, this cranium was t_aken from
a fairly well mummified body, and fragments of ligaments and other
tissues remain, while the bone is fatty. The specimen is small, rather
light and thin, somewhat delicate in outline, with less conspicuously
strong attachments than most of the collection; it is one of two crania
suspected to be feminine. The teeth are nearly mature and the sutures
somewhat obscured; there are over half a dozen little interparietals.
The rather complex operations were located about the center of the
superior side of the occipital. The principal aperture is rudely circular, interrupted by an irregular salient, and averages perhaps 26 mm.
in diameter; the next in size is an irregular oblong about 8 by 12 mm.,
and the smallest is an approximate circle some 6 mm. in diameter.
The marks of instrumentation are rather indefinite, and are practically
absent about most of the margin of the largest aperture. So far as
can be judged, the initial operation was begun by a curvilinear incision
extencling from 11ear the center of the occiput upward and forward
nearly to the lambdoid suture, where it was curved sharply and afterward connected with another curvilinear incision defining the mediosuperior side of the largest opening. It would seem probable that the
· principal button was then removed by the aid of an elevator, leaving a
ragged margin on the median side, and that the edges of tile outer table
were then scraped smooth aud neatly beveled. Afterward considerable
physiologic action apparently supervened, whereby the tool marks were
obliterated, while the diploe was solidified and the cut surface brought
into the condition of normal bony surface, the period of reparation being
probably months, possibly years. Then ensued the later operation,
beginning with a transverse rectilinea,r incision some 40 mm. long
extenaing from uear the center of the occiput to the inferior margin of
the antecedent aperture and passing into extensive scraping of the
bone, thence upward nearly to the suture and rightward to the large
opening. Further than this, the modus operandi seems still more
doubtful, though minute scratches, as well as the general conformation,
would indicate that the oblong aperture was produced by scraping.
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There is nothing clearly to indicate how the smallest aperture was
produced, though it has every appearance of artificial origin, and there
are decisive indications, in the preservation of the tool marks and the
retention of normal character by the diploe, that both of the medial
openings are much more recent than the large one; indeed, it is doubtful
whether the sufferer survived the later operation,and the conformation
of the smallest aperture indicates pretty clearly that the underlying
tissues were invaded so seriously as to produce death. In general, the
operations display some evidence of both rectilinear and curvilinear
incisions, such as those characteristic of the earlier members of the
seriP-s, with definite indications of subsequent scraping or grinding.
There is no definite indication of antecedent lesion; although the
gen~ral appearance of the bone and the distribution of the openings
vaguely suggest a diseased, possibly leprous or syphilitic, condition, the
suggestion vanishes when the firm, sound bone is examined closely.
Near the antero-inferior angle of the right parietal there is a darkened
and evidently abnormal tract, more conspicuous in plate xxrv than in
the specimen, perhaps the tra~e of local ostitis induced by a blow;
there is also a dent, with some crushing of the bone, 35 mm. above
the left orbit, and one of the customary vertical grooves appears over
the right temple.
C RANIUM

13

(Plate XXV)

This specimen is perhaps the least satisfactory of the series, chiefly
because of the weathering and erosion to which it has been subjected.
It is small but thick, averaging probably 6 or 7 mm., with the usual
prominent occiput and attachments. The teeth are fairly developed
and anchylosis is well advanced, indicating maturity; as usual, there
are several small interparietals.
The more significant of the two operations displayed by the specimen
was performed in the top of the head, involving the sagittal suture,
and apparently extending al o into or across the coronal, though this
is r n<lered omewhat doubtful by weathering and a recent fracture.
Thi ap rtme i oblong, 12 mm. wide and (probably) 20 mm. or more
1011g.
o trace of in trumentation remains; the margins are thoroughly rounded and the diploe is completely obliterated, giving an air
of antiquity to the opening; undoubtedly the sufferer survived the
op ration for many year , despite the iufraction of a modern rule
ag, in t trephiuin°· over utures.
Th Io u of th ec ud operation wa the upper par t of the left
nt rin<>' ab ut 4 mm. from th earlier one and about the
fr m th agittal and oronal utur . The aperture is
"'mm. in br adth by 22 in length. The urrounding bone
1
t enough of th original urface r main to
r tiv r undin b pb i lo i pro e
imilar
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to, though less advanced than in connection with the other aperture in
the same cranium, and quite similar in character and advancement to
that displayed by the earlier operation in cranium 7. Both tables display short and small knobs or spicules of reparative growth, and fully
half of the margin of the inner table shows the peculiar conformation
and coloration characteristic of such growth, as may clearly be seen
in the reproduction. The diploe is obliterated on the anterior side of
the aperture; on the posterior side it was partly absorbed (though
the spongy texture was modified through replacement as in most of the
examples), leaving a groove 3 mm. wide and 2 to 3 mm. deep between
the tables. So extensive are the subsequent physiologic modifications
that all trace of instrumentation has been obliterated. Evidently the·
sufferer survived this operation, also, for a considerable period, probably a number of years.
..
In neither case is there the slightest trace of antecedent lesion. It
may be noted that the outer table about the apertures, particularly the
later, is somewhat rough as to surface and vesicular in texture, probably by reason of physiologic and post-mortem processes initiated by
the operation, but possibly because of caries.
For purposes of comparison and to complete, so far as practicable7
the illustration of trephined crania from Peru, the eight specimens
il1ustrated on plates XXVI and xxvn are introduced. The reproductions are half.tone engravings from small photographs obtained by Dr
Muniz. The specimens are preserved in the museum at Cuzco.
Figures a and b, plate xxv1, represent crania penetrated by large
and irregular apertures, showing no definite traces of instrumentation.
In figure ct the margins are jagged, suggesting the enlargement of an
original aperture by the use of a vigorously applied elevator fulcrumed
on the opposite margin; there is no trace of subsequent growth, and
consequently nothing to indicate the purpose of the operation, or
whether it was late ante-mortem or post-m01;tem. Similarly in figure
b, the irregular form and absence of incisions suggest extensive use of
the elevator; while the rounded margin, particularly on the anterior
side of the aperture, indicates subsequent reparative process, and thus
shows that the operation was ante-mortem. In figures c and cl (plate
xxv1), in like manner, all trace of instrumentation has been obliterated
by subsequent growth, which in both cases (particularly the latter) is
extensive and characteristic. The operation represented in figure
c involved the coronal suture. In figure d, in less measure in figure c,
and to a still less extent in figure b, there are suggestions of malformation or of general pathologic condition resulting in necrosis, followed
by the reparative process indicated; but the suggestion does not
demand serious consideration, partly because of its improbability in
view of the characteristics displayed by the Muniz collection, partly
because the question could be set at rest only by examination of the
crania themselves.
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The specimen illustrated in figure a, plate xxvn, displays two aper
tures, both of somewhat doubtful charaeter. One is an elongate<l slot
the outline and sharp edges of which suggest the use of a metal instru~
ment; but the method in which the operation was performed can not
be determined from engraving or photograph. The cranium represented in figure b exemplifies a mode of operation distinct from any of
those indicated by the Muniz collection. In one case ·there are three
rather small perforations placed in the form of a triangle. The perforations suggest the use of a drilling or boring instrument, perhaps similar to the brima used by the Kabyle, and their arrangement suggests that
the drilling was followed by the use of a strong elevator and the breaking out of the fragment rlescribed by the perforations, also after the
manner of the Kabyle. The large aperture made above the right orbit
in the same specimen would appear to have been produced in this way.
In this manner, too, the huge aperture in the specimen shown in figure
a, plate xxvr, might have been produced. The reproduction suggest~
the employment of rude metal instruments, although the operation isof
no higher order than those revealed in the Muniz collection, and although
the drilling and elevating might easily have been effected by stone perforators and elevators of bone or wood. · The operations represented in
:figure b and the elongated opening shown in figure a (plate xxvn)
reveal no indications of subsequent growth, and may accordingly have
been late ante-mortem or post-mortem.
The figures c and d, in plate xxvn, represent two approximately circular operations, comparable with several of those revealed in the
Muniz series. Viewed in the light of these examples, it would appear
that both were performed by means of somewhat irregular curved incisions, followed by the use of the elevator, and that the margins were
subsequently beveled by rasping or scraping; it would appear also that
both individuals long survived the operation, as indicated by reparative growth and rounding of surface, and the partial obliteration of the
diplo~.
CRANIUM 14

(Plates XXVIII, XXIX)
This specimen is a mummified Lead, with most of the scalp aud facial
integument and some of the hair remaining. The mature development
-0f the teeth aud the condition of the small portion of the sutures visible indicate maturity; the hair is not gray. The tend011s are well
developed; the kull is thinner than the average for the collection,
mea uring about 3 mm. at the point of operation.
Tb , iu 0 -Ie incomr lete operation di played by the specimen is remarkabl. in truntiv . It wa located by a depressed fracture in the left side
<>f the frontal bon , nt ring 45 mm. a.bove the orbit, aud extending
ju ·t t< b
r nal ,•utur · in hi · fracture a ection of both tabl s 15
fi r d in ard, binging at the left, but completely
Y~
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severed on the lower side, around the median end, and part of the way
around the upper margin; this tongue of bone is itself indented and
warped, evidently by the force of the blow producing the fracture; and
two fi~sures partially crossing its base nearly separate it from the uninjured bone. The rupturing of the inner table· was quite as complete as
that of the outer; the inner table was split and torn apart beneath the
depressed tongue, and a sliver 15 mm. long and 10 mm. wide remains
attached at the lower anterior side of the wound. Apparently a narrow zone of the outer table has disappeared from · this portion of the
wound, since the depressed tongue is 1 or 2 mm. narrower than the
aperture; and the antero-superior extremity of the tongue has also disappeared, lea,ving a clear aperture of about 5 by 10 mm. In general
the wound is more extensive on the inner surface of the cranium than '
on the outer, for, as is usual in case of depressed fracture, the margins
• are undercut, the tables separating somewhat on the diploe. The
~ features of this wound are slightly masked by the marks produced in
the unfinished operation.
The indubitable features of the operation are three principal incisions, with a, number of minor scratches. The most prominent incision
is nearly horizontal, traversing the upper part of the wound; it is 30
mm. in length and penetrates both tables of the bone for a length of
10 mm. immediately above the wound. Its anterior extremity divides
into two strong and several feeble scratches, each evidently made by a
single moderately sharp point; the deep~r portions are V-shape in section, and the wall of the incision above the wound :;;hows parallel striation, as if ground by a rough surface; in short, the incision is precisely
such as would be produced by a rather sharp stone knife or spearhead, worked reciprocally with considerable pressure, and the associated scratches are such as would almost inevitably be produced by
the slipping of such an instrument in the hands of a clumsy operator
at the heginning of the operation. The second incision starts from
tbe anterior extremity of the first, at an angle of about 60 degrees,
and skirts the lower margin of the fracture for half its length, i. e., for
about rn mm. It is a rninature homologue of the incisions displayed in
cranium 1 and other specimens, V-shape in section, deepest and broadest toward the middle, narrowing and shallowing to mere scratches at
tbe extremities; in this case, too, there are a few scratches, evidently due
to the slipping of the instrument. For a length of 5 or 6 mm. it enters
the diploe; it does not penetrate the inner table. The third incision
crosses the first near its posterior extremity, at au angle of about 60
degrees, the three being so placed as to describe an equilateral triangle
coinciding with the anterior third of the fracture. This incision is 11
mm. in length, projectiug 6 mm. beyond the :first incision (which itself
projects 3 or 4 mm. beyond this, though not clearly shown to do so in
the reproduction). It penetrates both tables of the skull just above the
wound, and terminates abruptly at the fracture, the relations being
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such as to prove conclusively that the fracture preceded the inch,ion.
In this case, too, there are irregular scratches about the extremity of
the incision, showing slipping of the tool. The terminus of a fourth
incision or series of incisions appears near the anterior extremity of
the wound, approaching the central part of the second incision. These
deep scratches 'w ere apparently made on a hinged fragment of the bone
connecting this part of the skull with the principal depressed tongue;
and it is evident, :first, that they were not made until after the fracture,
and, second, that a fragment of bone has disappeared since they were
made. In addition to these definite incisions, there is a shallow cut or
scratch 15 mm. long, nearly parallel with the second incision, extending from the anterior extremity of the wound toward the median line;
it is indistinctly shown in plate xxrx.
It is noteworthy that the bone was stained and the periosteum modified. over a tract considerably larger than that of the fracture (though
this is not clearly indicated in the reproduction). On the lower side of
the wound this tract is not clearly defined, though its margin seems to
be close to that of the fracture; but on the upper and posterior sides
it forms a zone 10 to 15 mm. wide, semicircumscribing the wound. This
feature is especially significant in connection with the local discoloration and modification of several other crania, notably 1, 2, and 5. It
would appear to represent extension of the injury to the soft tissue,
perhaps resulting in periostosteitis, or death and exceptionally rapid
post-mortem decomposition in advance of mummification.
The sequence of events and movements in the history of the case is
indicated by this specimen with considerable clearness and certainty.
It is evident that the :first event was the production of the wound by
impact of a hard object (perhaps a sling stone or club spike). It seems
probable that several hours then passed without treatment, during
which local inflammation developed and extended to the periosteum.
Then the operation was commenced, apparently by opening the scalp
and laying bare the bone (since otherwise the subsequent removal of
bony splinters could hardly have taken place). Then it would appear
that a bort incision (the fourth of the foregoing description) was made,
wh ereby one or two fragments of bone were liberated and removed
from the anterior and lower mal'gins of the wouucl. Then the principal
in i ion skirting the upper side of the wound was made, and another
plinter partly lib rated; and, to dissever this splinter, the short incision aboye .the d pre sed tongue was then produced, when the fragment wa. broken out by means of an elevator, leaving a mall irregular
proj . ·tion of the inner table ju t beneath the inter ection of the two
iu ci i n . It would appear that the anterior inci.'ion was then tart d
fir th purp e of removing th rough edges of the bone and givinoto tbe on picuou liver of the inner table at the lower ide
fra!!Ill nt . Thi inci ion wa oon abandon d, and the operati 1 di · ntiuu cl. Th r i nothin cr to jncli •ate wb th r ibe alp wa
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restored, and everything to indicate that death supervened about this
stage.
It may be observed that this specimen displays decided facial distortion, the mouth, nose, and tongue being strongly drawn toward the
right. Whether this distortion was in any way connected with the
wound or the operation is an interesting question, but one that need
not be pursued for the present, since it would seem impossible to arrive
at certain or useful results.
CRANIUM

15

(Plates XXX-XXXII)
The specimen is in excellent condition, the bones being perfectly preserved, and a considerable part of the scalp and 9ther tissues remaining.
The skull is strong, with tlle usual rugose attachments. Its thickness
varies from 3½ to 5 mm. about the single artificial aperture. The teeth
are only fairly mature and ancllylosis of the sutures i's but moderately
advanced, indicating that the individual died in his prime.
The incomplete operation, which reveals the methods of the operator
with gratifying clearness, was located ·by a fracture near the posterior
angle of the left parietal, extending to within 15 mm. of the sagittal and
lambdoid sutures. The initial wound depressed a tract of bone about
47 mm. long and rather over 20 mm. wide, measured on the outer table.
Toward the sagittal suture and along the lower margin the inner table
is undercut 2 to 5 mm. The indications are that the bone was completely severed more than halfway around the oblong aperture, remaining hinged at the upper and anterior margins. In addition the outer
table was cracked concentrically with the central part of the wound,
parallel with the upper margin and some 10 mm. from it, as shown
clearly in plate xxxn. The instrumentation comprised three definite
incisions. The most conspicuous of these is an approximately rectilinear cut 37 mm. long, skirting the upper ,part of the fracture and
penetrating the inner table for a distance of 12 mm. The projecting
extremities are of the usual V-shape section and termination, and longitudinal strim appear in the remaining wall of the incision, showing that
the instrument was of the kind indicated in other operations. The
second incision in extent describes the upper and posterior side of the
aperture, originating near the extremity of the first incision. It is 27
mm. long, extending somewhat farther in a narrow scratch, and penetrating the inner table for 5 or 6 mm. near its anterior termination.
The third incisioi1 describes a part of the anterior margin of the aperture, crossing the extremity of the principal incision. It is about 20
mm. long, but extended farther on the tongue of bone subsequently
removed. A few shallow cuts are placed obliquely to this incision,
originating at the intersection of this with the first incision and extending directly downward. These marks appear to represent a preliminary or exploratory cutting, which was abandoned when the deeper
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and approximately parallel incision was outlined. In addition there
are several shallow notches in the lower margin of the aperture near
the anterior extremity, evidently made by striking the instrument
against the outer.table while sawing across the base of the depressed
tongue, either in making the third incision or (more probably) in making
a nearly parallel incision traversing the tongue in a somewhat more
nearly horizontal direction. A.II of the incisions and scratches were
apparently made by the same tool.
The sequence represented by the op·eration is indicated with considerable clearness. Initial1y there was a large depressed fracture with
some adjacent cracking of the bone, the principal depressed tract being
in the form of a tongue hinged at the anterior and upper sides, but completely severed more than halfway around. Three or more incisions
were made in such manner as to divide the hinge, and in making a
part of them the tool was reciprocated on the depressed bone in such
manner as to leave its marks on the free margin. Wheu the incisions
were fairly advanced, an elevator was used and the depressed tongue
was forced out, leaving projecting edges of the inner table on the upper
margin, and this operation was performed with such vigor that the
anterior portion of the hinge passed beyond the nearly vertical incision
and invaded the untnjured bone, breaking through both tables and
leaving the inner projecting beyond the outer. At this point the operation was discontinued, presumptively by reason of the death of the
victim; the rough edges were not smoothed, and there is not the slightest trace of subsequent growth-indeed, the invasion of the cerebral
tissues by the tip of the clumsily applied instrument wou]d have been
almost necessarily fatal. In this specimen there is no indication of
loeal inflammation.
Taken together, crania 14 and lu appear _to represent somewhat different stages in precisely parallel operations. In cranium 14 the treatment was abandoned after the removal of a few fragments and splinters
of bone, but before the removal of the principal tongue, while in
cranium 15 it was abandoned immediately after removing the tongue or
button.
Cranium 15 display the vertical grooves over the temples, one on
either side, with a few smaller marks. In addition there is a prominent
scar of a practically healed wound a little to the left of the center of
tbe upper margin of the frontal boue. The wound was evidently produc· d by a blow from a rather blunt edge, transVtrse to t.be meu.ian
lin , directed downward and forward so as to glance forward; the bone
i, indented and brui d, forming a tran ver e trough (15 mm. below
th ·oroual uture) 5 or 6 mm. broad and 17 mm. long; be.low, the bone
lightl , and th 1 w r ide of the ridge is partly defined by
a ·urv d fra ·ture of the outer table 18 mm. long. The edge of the
frc · nr
knit, , nd there are other indications tllat the wound
w
1 re : icall r
v r cl l>efor death.
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CRANIUM 1G

(Pla,tes XXXIII, XXXIV)

This is a mummified head, in excellent condition for examination,
and of special interest in that it reveals in part the incisions through
the scalp made in connection with the principal operation. The skull
is one of the largest of the series, with the customary rugose attachments and stout tendons. The teeth are fairly mature (the left posterior molar is lacking), indicating early maturity. In addition to the
lesions connected with the operation, there is a deep scratch on the left
side of the frontal bone, extending from 32 to 57 mm. above the orbit,
and an extensive scar, some 30 mm. wide by 50 high, on the right side
of the same bone, extending from the coronal suture halfway to the
orbit, together with a few minor scratches; all of these marks apparently recording recovered wounds.
The complex and elaborate operation was located by an extensive
wound, chiefly a linear fracture, extending from the median line of the
occipital through the lower angle of the right parietal to the temporoparietal suture, along this suture for 20 mm., thence obliquely downward through the temporal bone to a point just within the zygoma,
and thence upward and forward entirely across the temporal bone and
half way to the margin of the left orbit; the fracture being 155 mm. in
length measured directly on the surface of the skull, and about 200 mm.
measured along its meandering course. The incision in the scalp began
in the center of the back-head, and was carried well down over the
occipital to a point apparently somewhat below the extremity of the
fracture, and thence along the fracture to a point on the temporal bone
near the posterior margin. The tissues were then apparently pushed
aside and crumpled into irregular masses, that on the right of the
incision being particularly thick. Work was then begun on the bone,
apparently in random fashion; it would seem probable that the first
incisions were the three nearly vertical cuts in the occipital. The deepest of these is about 37 mm. in length, and is carried into the diploe
without penetrating the inner table. It is oblique V-shape in crosssection, with the usual atten uated extremities, the lower revealing a
number of scratches. Parallel with it is a shallow incision of similar
character, 22 mm. long and perhaps 2 mm. deep, not penetrating the
outer table. Nearly parallel with these is a similar incision 35 mm. long
and 3 mm. deep, just penetrating tbe outer table in its center. The
upper extremity curves rather sharply to tbe left (though this does not
clearly appear in plate xxxrv), while the lower extremity divides into
deep scratches of the usual char act er, also veering toward the left.
There is no iudication that theRe deflections toward the extremities of
the incision were intentional, and everything to indicate that they represented a series of slips of the tool occasioned by inequalities in the
surface of the bone. Evidently these incisions were exploratory, and
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were abandoned; since the last describPd just intersects the extremity
of the fracture, which it might have revealed to the opera.tor, it seem
probable that the line of exploration was then turned toward the right
along the fracture. Thirty-five mm. from the last incision there is an
irregularly circular aperture, averaging 9 or 10 mm. in diameter, produced by scraping. This process extended over an area 25 or 30 mm.
across, over most of which the outer table and diploe are removed and
the inner table reduced to paper-like thinness. Thence a series of
scratches and strire, as if produced by scraping with a rather blunt tip
or grinding with an irregularly rough surface, follow the fracture to
and a little way across the fa.mbdoid suture. At.the intersection of the
fracture with this suture tbe bone is gouged and scraped to a depth of
4 or 5 mm., or through the outer table and diploe. Thence several narrow scratches pass horizontaUy across the lower portion of the parietal,
terminating about the temporo-parietal suture, beyond which the opera,tion seems not to have been carried (these scratches are but indistinctly shown iu the reproduction, plate xxxnr).
The sequence of eveJJts and movements in the case may be determined from the specimen with considerable certainty. The initial incident was apparently a l>low or shock producing the linear fracture; and,
while there is some doubt as to the character of the shock, and also as
to the point of impact assuming it to have been a blow, it seems probable
that the wound centered about the intersection of the fracture with the
lambdoid suture, where the bone is depressed and where the character
of the subsequent operation suggests that the outer table was crushed;
a1H.l the fracture appears to be such as might have been produced by a
violent h1ow at this point. It seems certain that this wound antedated
the incision in the scalp, and that this incision was largely exploratory,
since it was inaccurately located; and it seems probable tbat in the
• early stages the operation on the bone was random. In like manuer it
seems certain that the operation was abandoned incomplete; for not
only is there no indication of finish in the work on the bone, but the
scalp remained open when the victim was transferred from tbe presumptive batt.Jefi.eld to the cemetery; it is certain that he did not
survive.
On the whole it appear impo ible to regard the operation di played
by this . pecimen in auy other light than as a crude, clum y attempt,
. with rude tool , to explore or perhaps to treat a erious wound; and it
i, nnqu tion ble that either the initial wound or the treatment proved
fatal before the operation wa complete. It can not, of cour , be conid ·r d · rtain that the operation wa not early post-mortem, but there
i. ab ' lut ly nothing to indi at thi · date; a11d not ev nth lowlie t
mincl ·ould ha d . i ned the uts and scrat ·h di played by the boo
f r th • purp e of obtainiug p rtion f th 'ku11 for amnl t r for any
pnrpo.· . Th r i ', f cour
a Io ibility tha b op ration r pr ent
~ p . m r m ·amin, ti 11; bu there i neith r vid nee nor pre umpti u in fa r f thi ' uppo ition.
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CRANIUM 17

(Plates XXXV, XXXVI)
This is a mummified head, with the scalp remaining on the right side
back of the coronal suture and over half of the occiput, while shreds
of tissue remain elsewhere; the bones are perfectly preserved and fatty
throughout. The skull is hardly so thick and strong as the average of
the collection·, though the attachments are rugose. The teeth are well
developed (the left posterior molar is lacking) and the sutures fairly
united, indicating rather early maturity; two interparietal bones (the
smaller clearly shown in plate xxxv) interrupt the lambdoid.
The specimen displays a wound and two or three associated operatio ns on the left side. The wound is an irregular splintered fracture,
apparently centering just below a point about midlength of the temporo-parietaJ suture, and 30 or 35 mm. above the auricular meatus.
The principal :fissure traverses the temporal bone, as shown · in plate
xxxv, and can be traced in the auricular opening fully 30 mm.; a curvilinear crack some 30 mm. in length crosses this :fissure at a large angle
12 mm. above the origin of the zygoma, dying out anteriorly but
extending to the suture posteriorly; the third line of fracture evidently
coincided with the suture for a distance of some 40 mm.; and a fourth
apparently defined the lower margin of the irregular aperture for a
length of somewhat over 30 mm. In addition there are traces of
another radial fissure extending upward and backward from the central point for a distance of 33 mm.; it defines the upper margin of the
triangular fragment loosened by the curvilinear crack and the fracture
along the suture, divides the bridge of bone below the circular aperture, and appears in the specimen (and faintly in the reproduction) on
tlie upper posterior side of this aperture. .A.bout the center of the
wound t he bone is considerably depressed.
There were three measurably distinct operations evidently located
by the wound. The principal operation was that represented by the
approximately circular aperture, which averages 19 mm. in diameter.
All about this opening traces of instrumentation appear. The bone is
striated in various directions, but for the most part concentrically
about the a perture, showing that the operation was :finished by scraping or rasping, though whether with or without antecedent incision
and elevation can not certainly be determined. On the posterior side
the bon e is scraped quite thin, though on the anterior side most of the
t hickness of the inner table forms the margin and is cut tlirough in
a nearly vertical direction, showing that h ere at least there was curvili11ear cutting, perhaps subsequent to the scraping. The general
appear ance of tbe opening and margins suggests that the operation
was completed to the satisfaction of the operator; but the absence of
r eparative growth and the distinct preservation of the strim produced
by rasping prove that the victim did not long survive.
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The second aperture would seem to have been produced by a flingle
operation, probably subsequent to the principal one. It was evideutly
begun by a rectilinear incision of the usual character, commencing at
a point over the temporo-parietal suture (subsequently removed by
the conspicuous canoe-shape incision) and below the main aperture, and
extending thence forward at least 15 mm. to the main vertical :fissure
and probably somewhat farther. It was not carried through the bone,
There are indications that when the bone was weakened by this incision,
an elevator was used to break out two or more fragments, thus producing the triangular aperture. Jagged projections of the inner portion of the bone remained and were not removed, but the outer edges
were smoothed by rasping or scraping.
The next operation or step produced a single rectilinear incision 35
mm. in length, 5 mm. wide at the center measured on the outer surface,
of the usual V-shape section and terminations, penetrating the bone for
a length of 11 mm. and a width of 2 mm. at the center, thus indieating
that the instrument invaded the intracranial tissues and probably
brought the trials of the victim to an end.
In addition to these definite operations there are several significant
scratches, apparently exploratory. The most conspicuous are three or
four parallel cuts, the longest 25 mm. in length, extending upward and
backward from a point 10 mm. beyond the postero-superior margin of
the principal aperture, in a direction approximately parailel with the
radial fracture removed in making this aperture (the principal scratch
of this series appearing in plate xxxv). Appearances indicate that
these scratches originally extended farther downward and forward, and
that their extremities were ob'iiterated by the subsequent rasping. A
single scratch extends almost directly backward from a point 15 mm.
back of the main aperture for a distance of O or 7 mm., almost interectiug the upper extremity of a rough groove extending downward
17 mm., and cros ing the posterior extremity of the principal rectilinear
cut. Two rather couspicuous grooves appear downward and forward
from the circular aperture; the more definite extends from the bridge
b low thi aperture backward to the center of the main rectilinear
incision.
lon(J' the suture below this focision there are con ' picuous
tran. ver e cratche produ ·eel by scraping, rasping-, or grinding with
a rough dg- or urfa ·e; and imilar marks cro the curvilinear crack
forward to the ori 0 'in of the zygoma, where they uuite with the trim
·mrn ·t cl with the main operation. The most remote trace of in tram nt, tion ar two parallel cnt in the bone ju t below tl1e temporo
pari ta] , ntur , 10 mm. from it union with the lambdoid. (Only one
f th · 111._ rk app ar in th r production.)
Tb indi •._ ti n of.· qu n · in the op ration are. om what ind finite,
th n hi ,· m ·ertain tha th in trumentatiou ucceed d an<l wa
I ·, t <1 hy th w nud . It w nl,l npp , r that on dividing an 1 pu biog
a i l th, · ·alp (aft r th manu r iudicat d b er· uium 16), th op rator
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explored the bone extensively, and finally located tile uppermost radial
fissure, and proceeded to develop the principal aperture, completing the
operation by grinding down the sharp edges. It seems probable that
shortly afterward, perhaps within a few hours, exploration was extended
toward the center of the wound so far as to ·reveal the fracture following the temporo-parietal suture and the transverse fissure across the
temporal bone, and that rude·cutting and elevating followed jn such
manner as to produce the irregularly triangular aperture and widen the
opening through the bridge separating it from the circular aperture.
Rem11ants of tissue clinging to the bone below the second aperture and
still covering the anterior extremity of the curvilinear track indicate
that the scalp and upper portion of the ear were not laid back much
below the point of impact on or near the suture; and there are indications that at this stage the exploration was diverted and carried downward and backward across tne curvilinear :fissure and thence along
the posterior portion of the suture, and this work seems to have been
followed by the scratching or rasping transverse to the lines of fracture.
Undoubtedly the last important step in the operation or series of operations was the development of the canoe-shape incision, which cuts across
and interrupts or terminates the strim and incisions produced in the
earlier work; this was apparently the first step in a projected operation
of greater extent, which was carried no further, presumptively by reason of the death of the patient, which must have been hastened, or even
produced, by the clumsy invasion of the meninges in the central part of
the incision. It is barely possible, though by no means probable, that
the period intervening between the completion of the principal operation and the beginning of the incomplete treatment was of considerable
duration and that the two were not connected with the same wound.
There is nothing to indicate that any part of the operation was postmortem, while the abandonment of cutting at an evidently faitia1 stage
in an extensive operation seems explicable only on the supposition that
it resulted from death uuder the knife.
In addition to the lesions about the wound, the cranium reveals an
old wound in the form of a deep scratch or groove toward the right
margin of the frontal bone, nearly parallel with the coronal suture,
extending upward 25 mm. from a point 55 mm. above the outer margin
of the orbit.
'
OR.A.NIUM

18

(Plates XXXVII, XXXVIII)
This skull is excellently preserved, having been taken from a mummified skeleton, though fleshy tissues are absent save for shreds in some
of the cavities. It is quite thick and strong, with remarkably developed
and rugose attachments. The bones average 6 or 7 mm. in thickness
about the three apertures. The teeth are fairly mature, and the union
of the utures is _well advanced, indicating middle age.
lG
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The specimen displays three extensive operations of different date
without trace of antecedent lesion in any case. The earliest operation'
was located in the upper portion of the left parietal, adjacent to the
sagittal suture, centering about 60 mm. back of the coronal; it resulted
in a rudely circula.r aperture now measuring 29 mm. in longest diameter.
Save that the margins are beveled from without, no trace of instrumentation remains; the beveled surface has assumed the texture normal to
the exterior of the cranium save for radial lines of reparative growth,
increasing in strength toward the edges of the aperture. Many strong
spicules and knobs of new bone project from the margin, sometimes
so much as 3 or 4 mm . into the opening, while the diploe is completely
obliterated. The extent of reparative process indicates that the patient
survived the operation for years.
The second operation centered 45 mm. below the first, i. e., near the
posterior angle of the left parietal, about 42 mm. from the sagittal
suture and 35 mm. from the middle line of the lambdoid. It resulted
in a rudely circular aperture now about 25 mm. in mean diameter, in every
respect comparable with that of the first operation, save that the reparative modification of the bone is less advanced, especially about the
upper margin or toward the antecedent opening. The beveled surface
' hows ridges of growth, but otherwise approximates the aspect of
the normal boue, and appearances indicate that the periosteum was
developed over it in quite the normal manner. The diploe .is almost
wholly obliterated, though it can be detected about the antero-inferior
margin of the aperture and also toward the junction of t he sagittal and
lambdoid sutures. While spicular growth is in general less developed
than about the earlier aperture, it is particularly well displayed about
the inferior margin, where the spicules are at least 2 or 3 mm. in length
and ometimes branch or divide into lateral spicules toward the extremity. There can be no doubt that the individual survived this operation
al o for some, probably everal, years, and it is possible that the two
w re performed about or (ju t possibly) at tll~ same date.
The third operation was located in the crown, involving the coronal
uture, and traversing the sagittal uture near its anterior extremity.
In tbi
a
fairly definite traces of instrumentation appear. The
cleare t mark are of uch character as to indicate that they were
prod iced by urvilinear inci ion effected through the u e of a blunt
ingle-point in, trument wi ld d by a vigorous hand; and they are o
relat d iu po ition ,l t ug
t that the operator (being right-handed
th ugh m wba am1 ide~Ttrous) sat on a low bench or bank }10lding
tbe bead of th pati nt (1 ing upjne and facing in the same dire tion
a. th
perator) omewbat iu lined forward b tween his knee ; that he
th n b rran a ur ilin r in i ion on the right side, winging bi band
w, rd Ii 1 ft t tb forward nd of th stroke a the cut
d that
gradually with he u e of
arri
inci ion around to the left
<
to le rib an in rted U or
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frontal bone extending 32 mm. upward and backward from a poin
34 mm. above the outer margin of the right orbit; and there i an
irregular contusion in the frontal, 20 mm. to the left of the median line
and 50 mm. above the right orbit.
CRANIUM

19

(Plates XXXIX, XL)
This specimen is the smallest, most fragile, and most delicately molded
in the collection; the bone averages 2½ or 3 mm. in thickness about the
single immense aperture. It was found invested with the scalp, tendons, and other tissues, but these were mostly removed, leaving only
occasional shreds clinging to the bones, particularly in the cavities.
The ligament attachments are better developed than in the average
Caucasian skull, particularly about the occiput, though less rugm,e and
deeply striated than in most of the specimens. The small dimensions
and several other characters suggest femininity. The age is not easily
ascertained: The sutures are anchylosed more completely than in any
other specimen of the collection, yet the dentition is quite immature;
the anterior molars or '' seven-year teeth" are barely erupted, and evidently had not appeared through the gums at the time of death; the
"wisdom teeth" are rudimentary, be1ng visible through the bone some
distance (4 or 5 mm. on the right and twice as much on the left) below
the surface; moreover the mandible is short, allowing absolutely no
room for the normal eruption of these teeth. On the whole the cranium
has an abnormal aspect in several respects. In addition to the lesions
appearing about the locus of operation, there is a pronounced indentation, with some crushing and bruising of the bony surface on the left
side of the frontal bone 25 mm. from the median line and 40 mm. above
the orbit ( bown in plate xxxrx); it partially obliterates one of the
u ual vertical grooves over the temple. A well developed" Inca bone"
replac s the uperior angle of the occipital.
'Ihe remarkabl aperture di 'played by tbi specimen extends from
n ar the center of the right parietal forward and downwarrl. through
the frontal to a point 18 mm. above the center of the right orbit; it i
an longat d oval r ellip e 95 mm. in length and 33 mm. in maximum
width m a ur cl in the plane of the margins, or about 35 by 105 mm.
m , ur d on the cur d nrface of tlrn kull. Many marks of instrum utati 11 appear th ugh the earlier have been obscured or obliterated
b nh qn nt rapinO" or :filing. r rhap the most deci ive (which
unfortunately i n t well brou ht out in the r production) i a rectilinear in i i u """3 mm. 1 ng defining the antero- uperior margin of the
p r ur
f hi h bet rrninal porti n r main. The ant rior termin, 1 mm. in 1 n th, i a r v or cut of the u ual V-, hape ection,
hong-h m r . round cl h· n u ual at b bottom ab Q.t 1 mm. in width
an 1. mm. in r ,
d p b ball win
ud narrowing toward the
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tip, beyond which a narrow scratch extends to the transverse fracture
limiting the aperture anteriorly, as best shown in plate xxxrx. The
medial portion of this inch.ion forms the margin of the aperture for
10 mm., as shown by both illustrations, especially plate xxxrx, though
for most of this distance it was not carried entirely through the inner
table, a narrow projection of which remains. The posterior terminal
of the incision is somewhat obscured by later scraping, yet it is fairly
definite for 5 mm. and similar to the better-preserved anterior extremity.
Next in clearness is the curvilinear incision marking the postero-median
margin of the aperture; as shown by its conformation and by longitudinal strire, this was made by a rather blunt-pointed and roughsided instrument, held vertical and reciprocated with a curvilinear
movement. For a length of some 15 mm., measured around the curve,
it very nearly penetrated the inner table, leaving a thin projecting edge
of bone, as clearly shown in plate XL; thence for 10 mm. forward it
shallowed in such manner that, when the elevator was used, most or
all of the thickness of the inner table remained after the button was
dissevered, and still persists, as shown in both reproductions. Nearly
as decisive as these cuts is the rectilinear incision defining the lower
side of the aperture from the coronal suture well toward the posterior
extremity, a distance of about 35 mm. Although the margin of the
outer table has been ground away, one side of this incision still retains
its original character, and the bottom of the cut for half its length is
shown on the narrow selvage of the inner table left to be broken away
wben the button was lifted; the iucision was of the usual character, as
show11 by conformation and strim, indicating that it was made with an
instrument having a single blunt point and rough sides, operated
reciprocally. The entire aperture is circumscribed by scratches and
strim produced in smoothing the rongh edges of the bone left by the
earlier cutting; yet at several points there are deeper grooves or cuts,
evitleutly made in connection with the main incisions, either in a random way or by tile slipping of the tool. The most conspicuous of these
are outside the better-rounded posterior extremity of the aperture, and
several are in such position as to show the effort made by the operator
to change the rectilinear incision last described into a curvilinear
inc1s10n. The marks left by the grinding or rasping of the margin are
rough and irregular, such as might readily be produced by rubbing
with a coarse sandstone or quartzite; and there is nothing to suggest
the use of specialized or metallic instruments.
The location of the operation coincides with that of an extensive
compound fracture, most of the traces of which were evidently removed
by the operator. One of the lines of fracture extends downward from
the anterior extremity of the aperture to the orbit, and may be traced
in the wall of the orbit for about 30 mm., and in the interior of the
skull may be followed thence into the nasal bones. A branch fracture
de.fine the anterior extremity of the aperture for 5 mm., and thence
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extend horizoutally for 16 mm., or nearly to the median lin . •
shown in plate xxxrx, while immediately above it the table ar ' pa.
rated and a scale of the inner table 6 or 7 mm. across is de-pre ed a,
shown in plate XL. The antero-inferior margin of the apertur i
defined for 15 mm. back of the vertical fissure by an undercut frac ure
in which the outer table projects 1 to 3 mm. It seems possible, though
by no means probable, that some of this fracturing might have been
produced in the 6peration. Below the posterior portion of the aperture
a conspicuous crack in the outer table may be traced from the point at
which the margin of the aperture coincides with the coronal suture
horizontally backward for about 50 mm., as imperfectly shown in
plate XL. There are indications also of a fracture coinciding· with the
coronal suture 30 mm. downward from the lower side of the aperture.
Finally, an irregular crack extends from the posterior margin of the
aperture backward for 5 or 6 mm., as faintly shown in plate XL. The
character and distribution of these :fissures suggest an extensive
depressed fracture on the right frontal, at a point nearly opposite
the indentation on the left, with radial :fissures extending in several
directions. There are numerous indications that such a wound was
explored rather extensively, either before the operation or in connection with it, especially forward and downward toward the orbit. The
cleare t marks are three or four horizontal scratches midway between
the anterior end of the aperture and the outer angle of the orbit
(somewhat indistinctly shown in plates xxxrx and XL); and le s
distinct marks are found over the superciliary ridge and the adjacent
surface of the bone nearly to the median line (as obscurely shown
in plate XXXIX) .
On considering the various features di played by the specimen, it
becomes evident that the fracture autedated the operation, since (1) mo t
of the lin s could not be produced by any conceivable impact against the
remaining portion of the kull, while (2) some of the fracture (notably
that extendino- backward from the coronal suture) show indication of
ub quent phy iologic process. It is certain, also, t~at the operation
wa ompl t d to the sati faction of the operator, since no rough edges
of bon w re l ft ave a few projections of the inner table, which wa
ne e arily difficult of a ce ,;:, Finally it may be considered a e tabIi h d th .. t the individual urvived the operation, since in this ca e, and
thi nly ( far a: the .1. foniz collection i concerned), a plate of hell
wa fi und fitted to the ap rture. 1 Judging from the pecimen the
o
Ion o- urvi ved, sine there i no definite trace of
r
nd in e trace of p riostiti , apparently onn t d , ith he w und or with the ub equent operation may be
d
ut th oron
uture below the aper ure aad
a
xtendiug ck.ward into th parietal.
1
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METHOD OF OPERATING

The twenty-four or more operations exhibited by the nineteen crania
reveal clearly and conclusively the methods pursued by the operators.
On reviewing the operations, it appears that the methods were simple,
comprising three types of manipulation, which were combined in many
instances, probably in all of the completed operations. These types
are (1) in~ising, (2) elevating, and (3) raHping· (i. e., grinding, filing,
or scraping away the bone by a rough-surfaced or irregular-edged
instrument).
The incising was of two fairly distinct but intergrading subtypes,
(ct) rectilinear and (b) curvilinear. All of the incisions, so far as
clearly revealed, both rectilinear and curvilinear, are essentially similar
in form; they are V-shape in section and canoe-shape in plan, broadest
and deepest toward the middle, where alone they penetrate the bone,
sba1lowing and narrowing toward the extremities, wu.ich frequently
project beyond the margin of t.he aperture. The rectilinear incisions
are frequently, and the curvilinear cuts commonly, more or less oblique
to the thngent plane passing through the point of cutting.
The rectilinear incisions are well displayed in several specimens,
either combined in such manner as to describe quadrilaterals, as in
crania 1, 2, 3, and 4, or less regularly disposed, perhaps, about the
margins of depressed fractures, as in crania 5, 14, 15, and 19, or else
distributed at random as in crania 1 (the outlying incision), 16, and 17,
in addition to the many examples of minor cutting or scratching
described as exploratory.
The development of rectilinear incision into curvilinear cutting is
well illustrated by 8everal examples. In cranium 4, three of the six
incisions became curved in consequence of the oblique attitude in
which the instrument was held by the operator in its passage across
the spherical surface of the skull, and a fourth incision was strongly
curved toward one of its extremities, evidently because of deflection of
the instrument by the superciliary ridge; and one of the random cuts
in cranium 16 is curved at both extremities, by reason of rugosities of
the surface of the bone, in such manner as to assume a somewhat
curvilinear form. In other cases the incisions were evidently curved by
studied effort, as most clearly shown in cranium 6. In this case it is
clear that the operator began with a rather short vertical and rectili11ear incision, which was in one direction developed into a curve,
partly by lateral deflection of the instrument at one end of t.he reciprocal stroke, partly by holding it more obliquely as the cutting proceeded. Of like significance are the partly rectilinear partly curvilinear
incisions displayed in crania 7 (the later operation), 18, and 19; while
in still other cases, in which the marks of instrumentation have been
obscured by subsequent rasping or obliterated by reparative growth,
the form of the aperture suggests a similar combination of rectilinear
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incision developed into curvilinear cutting, as in crania 9, 11, 12, 13,
aud 18 (the two earlier operations). In only one case (cranium 8) does
the curvilinear cutting closely approach circularity, and even iu this
ca e one side is a tangent exceeding half the diameter of the aperture,
while there are indications that the final rasping was designed to
remove projecting termini and scratches produced in the gradual
diversion of an originally rectilinear cut.
Accordingly the first type of manipulation may be traced from simple
rectilinear incisions, either random or arranged quadrilaterally, through
various combinations of straight and curved cuts up to approximate
circularity; in which form, of course, the extent of the lesion and the
vital force required for recovery and reparation are reduced to a minimum. It is not known that this sequence has either geographic or
chronologic significance; the lowest types (crania 1 and 2) are both from
Huarochiri, as is al8o the highest (cranium 8), and there is nothing save
the differentiation in method to suggest difference in period. It is on
the whole probable that the differences in refinement in manipulation
merely represent varying degrees of skill on the part of essentially
contemporary operators.
The elevation of the button outlined and partially dissevered by the
incisions is indicated clearly in one case, and with strong probability in
at least six others, and is suggested in several additional cases. In
cranium 4 one of the margins of the irregular aperture is crushed,
splintered, and undercut in such manner as to record unmistakably the
application of the elevator lever-fashion over this part as a fulcrum;
while the broken edges of the inner table and the margins of the aper
ture generally were evidently produced by the forcible elevation and
breaking outward of the button. In cranium 15 the splinters and fragment ' of tbe fractured bone were evidently removed, either entire or in
piec ', o forcibly a to leave jagged edges, especially of the inner table,
an l rry uc ide of the aperture beyond the incision designed to define
it. In cranium 7 (the later operation) the thick button was apparently
f r <l utward by trong pre ure e ercised by means of an elevator
iu rt d in the inci ion aud u ed as a lever fulcrumed on the outer wall
of bone, whereby 011e of th m ( rgin of the aperture wa carried beyond
th limi i11g inci ion iii lte inn r table; the thin edge of the inner
part f t h b u a out b late t aperture in cranium 1 tell a similar
, r , ancl uo-o- . t th , t the table were eparated before the button
wa fin. lly r lllov d; and qually d ci 'ive are the jagged edge of the
inn r tabl p rt f th way r und the immen.. aperture in cranium 19.
11 rani, 1, J r;. 12 and 17 al o tber are jagged margin , especially of
th inn r t , 1 which onld ha
b en produced only by th forcible
al of th b 1 t n hr u h ut rd pre ure applied by mean of
al o wi h levating, ther are ev ral
u ( x luding the
mark f in tram n-
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tation have been obliterated by subsequent smoothing of edges or physiologic action. There is no case in which traces of incising persist that
does not afford suggestion or more decisive proof of the employment of
an elevatory process.
The process of rasping is distinctly exemplified by several of the
specimens. Perhaps the clearest evidence is that afforded by cranium
16, which displays a complete operation without trace of incision or
elevation, apparently produced wholly by rasping, scraping, or grinding. It is true that the outlying marks are for the most part indistinct,
but this may be ascribed to increasing delicacy of manipulation as the
process was brought to an end-a delicacy attested by the paper-like
thinness of the remaining margin of the inner table; and a sufficient
1mmber of strim are preserved to at least sugge~t the extension of the
process over the entire area of this particular operation. In addition,
uumistakable marks of rasping or scraping follow the ghastly :fissure
for at least 50 mm., where they merge into exploratory scratches. In
cranium 10 the conformation of the aperture and its margins and the
adjacent portions of the skull suggest that the entire operation was
performed by rasping or scraping, precisely as in cranium 16, without
attendant incision, although in this case all direct traces of instrumentation have been obliterated by reparative process. In cranium 12 (the
later operation) the process of rasping or scraping was carried over a
considerable area, and one of the three apertures appears to have been
producecl wholly by this process; and in crania 17 (the upper opening)
and 19 the apertures are circumscribed by approximately concentric
strire, showing that the process was employed for working down rough
edges. So, too, in crania 7 (the later operation) and 18 (the latest
operation) the strim are so disposed as clearly to indicate that rasping
was employeu to smooth the bony edges and obliterate the rough projecting kerfs due to irregularity in incision, and the same relation is
indicated with almost equal c1earness by the strim about the nearly
circular aperture in cranium 8.
Several of the specimens are without traces of rasping or scraping.
These fall into two groups, in one of which the operation was evidently
incomplete, while in the second the more delicate (at least) of the marks
of instrumentation have been obliterated by physiologic process. To
the first group belong crania 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 14, and 15, all of which
afford independent indications that the subjects died under the knife,
either in consequence of the origina1 lesion or from the effects of the
operation. The second group comprises crania 7 (the earlier operation), 13 (both operations), and 18 (the two earlier operations), with
more doubtfully crania 9 and 11, in which there is collateral evidence
of long survival and extensive reparative process. In every case in
which the operation was presumptively complete, and in which traces
of instrumentation have not presumptively been obliterated by physiologic action, as well as in several others, rasping is exemplified.
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Summarily, it appea.rs that t,he three processes of incisiug, elevating,
alld rasping were commonly and perhaps invariably employed in definite sequence in producing a complete operation; in general, tbe treatment began with exploratory scraping or cutting and proceeded to
definite incision; at a stage determined by the conditions the operator
had recourse to elevation and thereby forcibly and often violently dissevered the button; as the operation approached completion the edges
of the bone were reduced by rasping or scraping. There are only one
or t,wo cases in which there is not either direct or strong presumptive
evidence of the process of incising; in most of the cases also there is
either direct or strongly presumptive evidence of elevating, and in
every suitably conditioned case tlrnre is conclusive evidence of rasping.
INSTRUMENTS

More than half of the specimens indicate with considerable clearuess
the character of the incising instrument and somewhat less clearly the
nature of the rasping instrument, while there is little indication concerning the instrument used as an elevator.
The incising instrument evidently possessed a single rather blunt
point, without shoulders or other device to limit the depth of cutting;
the bluntness is indicated by the width of the bottom of the kerf, which
is always rounded or concave for a width ranging from 0.5 mm. to 1.5
mm.; the fact that the point was single is indicated by the frequency
with which it slipped toward the termini of the incisions and by the
character of the scratches thereby produced, while the absence of
shoulder is indicated by the variability in depth of the incisions and by
the freedom of the margins of the incisions from striation or other marks
of friction in every case in which the details of the operation are clear.
In addition to bluntness at the tip, the instrument thickened rapidly
in tlie body, as attested by the somewhat flaring V-shape of the incision , which are frequently as wide, and never less than half as wide, as
deep. The form in plan, section, and longitudinal profile of every wellpre erved incision indicates that the single point was operated by a
reciprocal motion, o a.: to form a single-tooth saw, sufficient downward
pr •ure being exerci ed to cau e it to "bite" the bone, and thus produce a 1 erf having a width determined by tbe thickne. s of the in trument, and a length and longitudinal profile determined by the length of
troke a1td the center of partial revolution of the instrument in the
hand of the holder; for in mo t cases in which the kerf is well preerved the longitudinal profile i more or le . . s concave, iudicatiug tha.t
th tip of t lrn in trument moved through a longer radiu than its head.
] , thew 11-pre.~ r d inci ion indicate that the in trument wa not
only blunt-tipped but rough-. ided, for the ide of the kerf: are triated
Ion O'itudinally, thou h me what irregularly.
.
Th re i · n tl1ing to . ugge, t in any ca e that the point of the instrument wa rouu<l. or uare, and deci ive indications in many ca es that
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tbe rather blunt tip expanded longitudinally in the form of a blacle
considerably broader than thick. The rectilinear incisions give little
indication of the relative width and thickness of the tools, but the
curvilinear kerfs · suggest that the longitudinal width must have been
two or three or more times the transverse dimension-i. e., that the tool
must have been a blade measuring, at a distance of say 8 mm. from the
tip, about 3 or 4 mm. from side to side, and somewhere between 5 and
10 mm. from edge to edge.
It is, of course, impossible to estimate, with any approach to accuracy,
tbe length of the blade, which might or might not have been hafted,
but it is practicable to estimate roughly the total length of the instru. ment, including the haft, if hafted, from the curvature in bottom profile of the incisions, assuming the tool to have been held in convenient
fashion in one band; and such an estimate, based on the well-preserved
incisions in crania 1, 2, 14, 15, 16, and 17, ranges from about 50 or 75 to
some 150 or 200 mm.; i. e., it seems probable that the instrument was
long enough to be handled conveniently in one hand, with the occasional
assistance of the other.
Putting the various dimensions together, they are found to define a
blade correspondmg with an ordinary stone knife or spearhead, or with
an arrowpoint attached to a short haft, while tbe dimensions are inconsistent with those possessed by any known cutting instrument of metal.
Considering next the longitudinal strhe in the sides of the kerfs,}t
appears that they would naturally and necessarily be .produced by the
reciprocal operation of a knife or spearhead chipped from stone of
coarse texture or of such structure as to give a splintery fracture, •a nd
that these features would not be produced by any known single-poi11t
tool of metal, polished stone, tooth, or shell. Accordingly, the detailed
features displayed by the collection afford practically conclusive evidence that the incising instrument was a stone blade of common form
and character. There is absolutely no suggestion in any of the specimens that the kerfs were produced by any other kind of tool, either of
other material than stone or of other form than a blunt single-tip blade.
Several of the crania indicate that the rasping was effected by an
irregularly rough surface, since the strim are unequal in depth and
variable in contour and length. In only a single instance (cranium 8)
are the strim sufficiently uniform even to suggest the use of a regularly
formed rasp or file of metal or other tough material, and even in this case
careful examination shows that the uniformity is almost. certainly due
to exceptional shortness of stroke in beveling the narrow marginal zone
(1 to 9 mm. in width) of the outer table of the skull. In most cases the
strim are precisely such as those traversing longitudinally the sides of
the cuts, and this similarity suggests that they were effected simply by
rubbing with the side of a blade chipped from stone of coarse texture
or splintery fraeture.
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In some cases the size of the instrument used for rasping is roughly
indicated. The grinding out of the kerf terminals in crania 7 (the later
operation) and 18 (the latest operation) produced surfaces curved in
two dimensions, of such degree of curvature as to indicate that the
instrument must have been about the size of the blade inferred from
the incisions; moreover, in cranium 16 the strire traversing the fracture
terminate anteriorly in a series of scratches precisely such as accompany the kerf terminals, suggesting that in this instance, at least, the
strire were produced by the distal portion of a bluut-point instrument
corresponding generally to the incising tool.
Accordingly, there is a fairly conclusive body of evidence that the
rasping was effected by means of common stone implements, either
identical with or closely similar to those used in cutting, and there are
no marks which might not be produced by such an instrument, nor is
tllere the least iudication that instruments of metal, tooth, or shell
were employed, though it is possible that some of the work (e. g., in
cranium 10, in which the traces of instrumentation are practically obliterated) might have been performed with other materials than stone, the
scraping of the South Sea islanders being suggested.
In the single case in which the bony fulcrum of the elevator is distinvtively preserved , cranium 4), the marks indicate merely that the
instrument was rough or irregular: rather than smoothly rounded, sugg~sting that the ~levator was nothing more than the stone blade used
in making the incision. In several cases, however, there are indications
that considerable force was exerted in raising the butto...:i, perhaps
req airing a tougher material than stone, which snggests that special
illstmments of tooth, antler, or hard wood might have been employed
for thi purpose.
It may be noted iu pa sing that the Squier cranium corresponds in
indication of instrumentation with crania 1 and 3 of the Muf:iiz collec. of tue Cuzco crania indicate the employment of
a
di tinct in~ t rument '; but in the absence of
a
n b obtained only by critical e Tamination
e
Ive the e example of Peruvian trephining
without detailed con icleration.
·

·
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PROCEDURE OF THE OPERATORS

Some idea as to the technique of Peruvian trephining may be gained
from a study of the procedure of the operators, as indicated by the
character and sequence of steps in the better revealed operations.
There are many indicati011s that the operators were (1) inexpert in
manipulation, (2) ignorant of physiology, (3) skilless in diagnosis aud
treatment, and (4) regardless of the gravity of the operations performed.
As already noted, there was a sequence in refinement of the bone cutting, running from the extravagant quadrangular button with eight
projecting kerfs exemplified by cranium 1, and the still more barbarous
slashing shown in cranium 5, to the relatively refined circular incision
of cranium 8. Yet there is nothing to indicate that the sequence means
anything more than a simple trausition from the more clumsy to the
less. There is scarcely a specimen, not modified by reparative growth,
that does not display more or less extended kerf terminals and extensive scratches produced by the slipping of the tool; and the apertures
display an irregularity of form attesting unfamiliarity either with geometric proportion in general or with the production of geometric figures
by means of the facilities and under the conditions represented by the
work. Most of the operations were evidently performed in random
fashion without definite plan, by rule of thumb or by no rule at all.
There was apparently no uniformity in the orientation of the quadrangular operations save that of convenience in operating, and in several
cases (e.g., in the later operation in cranium 7~ in cranium 8, and in the
latest operation in cranium 18) the outline of the cutting was manifestly determined by the attitude in which the subject was placed. In
some of the more refined operations the incising blade was apparently
held in such manner as to produce a tapering button and beveled margin, yet most of the rectilinear and some of the curvilinear kerfs indicate
that the to0l was variously inclined, either through pure clumsiness and
inattention, as in the outlying incision in cranium 1, in which (apparently
by reason in part of interference with the integument) the tool was
inclined at such an angle to the tangent as to require the cutting of bone
to nearly twice the normal thickness of the skull, or by effort to keep
the hand (and tool) out of the way of visi<;m, as in cranium 8. So, too,
when the bony surface was irregular or protuberant the tool was permitted to diverge, regardless of the original direction, as in crania 4
and 16. In short, there is nothing to indicate definite plan .or deft
execution in any of the operations.
The extravagant incision aud violent elevation characterizing many
of the operations necessarily rendered the artificial lesions much more
extensive and dangerous than necessary, aod the frequency with which
this needless danger was incurred indicates that the operators bad
little if any notion of the physiologic processes involved in resistance,
recovery, and reparation. In several cases, too, the cutting was carelessly carried entirely through the bony tables so extensively as to
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indicate that the tool p~netrated the intracranial tissue tn u •h mauuer that the operation probably became the immediate cause of the
death of the victim, as in crania 1, 4, 5, and 17, aud perhap ..,,, 3, 6, 12
(the later operation), and 15; this highly indefensible procedure apparently growing out of ignorance concerning the delicaq of brain and
meninges. Again, the apertures seem to be located altogether at random with respect to the structures affected; no fewer than nine of tbe
t wenty-four operation~ involve sutures, and at least two (crania rn and
18) were, apparently needlessly, so located as to traverse tlie sagittal
sut.u re about its union with the coronal, thereby endangering especially
delicate and conspicuous structures. Several of the operations were,
indeed, evidently located by wounds, and these cases might be considered so desperate as to override ordinary prudence; yet a sufficient
number are so manifestly ill placed as to indicate that the operator
knew not whereof he wrought.
While the inference seems unavoidable that some of the operations
were intentionalJy located by traumatic lesions-indeed, the evidence
of cra;nium 14 alone would appear conclusive on this point, even if it
were not corroborated by that of 15, 16, 17, and 19-yet there are a
number of examples of aberrant location and erratic exploration. In
cranium 1 no trace of antecedent lesion can be found about the locus
of operation, though there was an evidently fresh wound, of a severity
indicated by fracturing of the outer table, in a remote part of the skull;
yet there is no indication of treatment about the wound, while exploratory marks are found 30, 40, and even 50 mm. away from the center
of the operation in the four cardinal directions, and the great outlyiu g incision would seem to have been exploratory or experimental.
o al o the score of widely_ distributed incisions, with exploratory
scratches extending 25 mm. farther, displayed by cranium 5, tell of
thoughtle s hacking, with no indication of diagnosis or intelligent
adaptation of means t,o end . The fact that curative treatment was
e ay d at all _in connection with the fearful wound displayed by
cranium 16 would appear to indicate utter incompetence in diagnosis;
and tlle fa t that the chi f tr atment was located far from the center
of the le i n, and that som of t-he more ambitiou slashe were
entire] beyond the r gion affected by thee tensive fracture, strongly
indic
of diaO'uo i in the ordinary sense, and demonstrate
nt wa alto eth r inapplicable. In crauium 17, too,
t far afield in hi earlier effort,, and evidently com.
d ery little to do with thee sential features
ve di played con picuou symptom aud it
a hed the real locu' of the le ion ubseite and blundering f hion which apparh long-. uff riug ubject. The e ca e
b d ubled r tripled in th coll ction;
ther are everal e am1 les of glaringly
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·defective diagnosis and ill-directed treatment, while, with the possible
exception of crania 14 and 15 (in which the indications may easily be
illusive), no examples are found to prove or even to suggest diagnostic
skill-there is much evidence against and no evidence in favor of the
competence· of the primitive practitioner.
A striking feature of the collection is the magnitude ~nd boldness of •
the operations displayed by the crania. In one instance (cranium 2)
the operator evidently sought to minimize the area affected by his treatment; in another instance (cranium 8) the operation suggests studied
economy of vital force; in two cases (crania 14 and 15) the treatment
was coextensive with the traumatism; while in three cases (crania 16,
17, and 19) the treatment was more restricted than the antecedent
lesion. In nearly all the other cases the treatment seems to have been
unnecessarily extravagant, wllile in several instances (already noted)
the cuttiug was so reckless as almost necessarily to invade the cerebral
tissues and occasion the death of the subjects. Even in the three cases
iu which the antecedent lesion was more extensive than the treatment,
the recklessness of procedure is indicated by aberrant location, as well
as by the fact that the operation was undertaken in connection with
almost necessarily fatal wounds, as must have been clearly indicated
by unmistakable conditions and symptoms. So, too, complete disregard of suffering on the part of the patients is attested by the rude
and wide-reaching scratches and the violent outwrenching of the buttons, while the extensive wounding of the periosteum was barbarous,
largely needless, and wholly irrational. The only definite suggestion
of post-mortem operation found in the collection arises in the reckless
and inhuman slashing of integument, bone, and brain by evidently
needless operations.
In short, Peruvian trephining, as exemplified in the Muniz collection,
can only be regarded as crude in plan and bungling in procedure; and
study of the procedure only occasions surprise that the results were
not worse, and awakens admiration for the powerful vitality which
enabled so large a proportion of the victims to survive.
THE MOTIVE FOR OPERATING
GENERAL INDICATIONS 01<' MO'l'IVE

The characteristics of the crania throw some light on the question
as to the motives actuating the primitive practitioners of Peru. Sixteen and probably 17 or 18 of the 19 specimens are almost certainly
masculine, and represent early and vigorous maturity; all of the welll)reserved examples are remarkable for the thickness and strength of
the bone and the rugosity of the ligament attachments, while the illpreserved specimens apparently differ only ·b y reason of the weathering
and erosion to which they have been subjected. The first specimen of
doubtful gender is the fragmentary cranium 6, which is questionable
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only by rea on of the fact that the single parietal bone does not admit
of ,' ati factory compari on with the entire specimens; the second is the
mall and delicately molded cranium 12, which may be feminine; the
third i: bf'. mall specimen of somewhat abnormal appearance (number
19) with mature suture· and immature dentition, which may be feminine
al o, though it 'eems quite as probable that it represents an ill-developed
mal . Collectively the crania appear to represent vigorous and healthy
young men pre umptively soldiery; there is every indication of fine
phy ical development,, not only in strength of tissue, but in soundness of
conRtitution a indicated by the .frequent survival of desperate wounds
and even more desperate treatment; yet there is nothing in the crania
them, elves or in the evidence of the instruments and operations to
indicate noteworthy intellectual development.
The individual and collective characteristics indicated by osseous
and muscular development are no less clearly shown in the minor traumatic lesions displayed by most of the crania. Cranium 1 displays a
late ante-mortem contusion with slight fracture of the frontal bone and,
in addition, two long healed grooves over the left temple; cranium 2
reveal a, imilar groove over the rig!Jt temple, an extensive indentation
of the frontal bone, and two suggestive gashes in the back of the head
(per!Jap pathologic); cranium 4 exhibits an indentation some 25 mm.
in diameter, evidently traumatic, near the center of the ·r ight half of
the frontal bone; cranium 5 displays traces (partially obliterated by
the subsequent hacking of the operation) of the customary vertical
groove over the left temple; cranium 7 reveals two such grooves on the
left, and two others of exceptional length on the right; cranium 10 bas
two loug parallel groove , somewhat fresher in aspect than usual, over
the right temple, and two others, forming a narrow V over the left temple, with a horter one placed exceptionally low on either side, or in all
ix cut ymmetrically grouped; cranium 11 is distorted and greatly
flattened in th aotero-po. terior dimension, and displays the characteri ti· gro eon the right; cranium U exhibit, an extensive contusion at
the ummit of th frontal bone, two les extensive indentations near the
nt r fthe 1 ft h If f tbe am bone, an abnormal cale at the allterior
au le f th right p rietal, and a long healed groove on the left side of
th frontal; er nium 1 di. play. a completely healed contusion in the
nt r f th frontal, a. h rt ga h above the right orbit; and one of the
u n l
ov
a ove ither temple, with a horter parallel groove on
th left· th ,r i in dditi u a partially healed fracture and indentation
f t h u er abl u r tll left upper margin of the frontal; cranium
di pl
r p rhap of pathologic rather ban traurj ht of the c nter jn the upp r part of the
u u 1 nte-mortem groove above the ternin p r i ularly long and <le p · cranium 17
n h right, with an in n pi uou correranium 1, i indented by c de p groove of
r h ri h t mpl and di pl y a on iderable
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though not very deep scar midway hetween the left orbit and the
crown, and a deeper scar near the center of the right parietal; while
cranium 19 shows au inconspicuous mark of the usual character over
the left temple, and in addition a considerable contusion by which the
outer table is somewhat crushed and both tables depressed. These
unmistakable records of traumatic history are additional to the operations, single and multiple, and to the more or less extensive wounds.
with which several of them are connected. There are accordingly fourclasses of traumatic injuries represented, viz, (1) those produced by the
trephining, (2) the antecedent fractures displayed by five of the crania,,
(3) the curious grooves over the temples exhibited by most of the specimens, and (4) the miscellaneous indentations and bone scars displayed
by fully half the crania. Excluding the first three classes, the 19 speci mens display no fewer than 14 traumatic lesions resulting from injuries
to the head, which were more or less serious, yet always of such severity
as to leave clear traces in the bony structure; and nearly all of these
were anterior. Tue five wounds of the second class were of such severity as almost necessarily to be mortal. This remarkable record of accident indicates that the individuals lived eventful albeit short lives 7
and were inured to blood and pain and accustomed to facing danger.
The peculiar scoring above the temples (of which 23 examples are displayed by the 17 frontal bones) is much too regular to be ascribed to
fortuitous wounding; without examination of a larger number of crania
and careful consideration of their associations, these marks may not
safely be interpreted; yet it may be suggested (the suggestion arising
in analogies with other American aborigines) that they are records of
ceremonial observances in which wounds were inflicted on young men
chosen for initiation into militant or other orders. The scars indicate
lesions no more serious and probably less painful than those of the
Mandan and Hidatsa tribes of North America, while some of the PuebloIndians, who are still more closely connected in culture with the South
American peoples, have initiatory ceremonies involving symbolic wounding of the bead, which can only be regarded as the vestige of an archaic.
custom of actual wounding in the initiation. So, too, the "scarred
skulls from Florida," recently brought to light by Cushing, are marked
by regular ridges of papuloid bony growth, which seem to have resulted
from the cicatrization of the scalp; the inference being that the marks
were made in producing a permanent symbolic crest of bair, supplemented by feathers, etc., to distinguish the warriors. 1
Some indications of motive may be found in the antiquity of the
collection, as evidenced by the methods of operating. In every case in
which the marks of instrumen.t ation are preserved they point clearly
and unmistakably to the use of primitive tools, mainly or wholly of
stone; there is no suggestion of the slightest value that metal was used
in any part of .the treatment; and while there is a certain similarity
1 .American

16 E'.l'H--5
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running through all trephining operations, there is not the lighte tindication that these primitive operations were influenced l>y the refined
method of civilization, and strong indications that some of themuotably the operations l>y reetangular cut.ting-,rnre autochthonou .
Accordingly t he inherent evidence of the collection appear to prove
that all of the e cases of trephining antedated the advent of white men,
and were thu essentially prebistoric. 1
Another indication of motive may be derived from the period of the
operation with respect to the life of the individual treated. Out of tlie
24 cases repre ented by distinct operations, 8-recorded by crania 7
(two operations), 10, 12 (the earliest operation), 13 (two operations), and
18 (the two earlier operations)-survived long enough to permit more
or less extellsive reparative changes and considerable bony growth,
while G other cases-recorded in crania 8, 9, 11, J2, 18 (the third operation), and J 9-apparently survived for days or months, and in some
cases perhaps for years. Excluding the case exemplified by cranium 19
(in which the antecedent lesion was almost necessarily fatal) this gives
a ratio of 13 survivals out of 24 operations, or a percentage quite as
liigh as that of modern practice. In one case (that exemplified in cranium 16) it is clear that the patient died under the operation, and that
the treatmeut was abandoned without closing the integument; in at
least 2 cases (tllo e of crania 1 aud 5) there is practically conclusive
evidence in the condition of the bone tllat the victim died in or Yery
soon after the operation; while in 3 otller cases (recorded in era11ia 14,
15, and 17) the relation betw en the cutting and evideutly antecedent
wounds indicates that the patients died in the hands of tlte operators.
Accor<liugly, in G (7 if cranium J9 be reckoued) out of 23 cases, either
the operation or the imme<1iately antecedent le. ious were undoubtedly
fatal. Jn one ·a e (repre n ted by cranium 2) death seems to have
up rveued on an operation counected witb tlle di ea. ed couditio11 of
th bon ; and there remain ·a
(tho e of crania, 3, 4, aud 6) in wl1ich
tb
tate of pre -ervation i hardly uch as to indicate tlle relation of
p rati n~ t tb m of th individual with certitude, though in
f th
there i: for ·ible , u 0 ·g ti II of death U11der tl,e lrnife. On
it i " rtain tha v r half of tb peration were long autem
n
were ante-mortem at Jea 't in
tl
n
't indication, except ju the
o
bl
ment, tbat any of the op raor
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) I nfii1. thnt all of th arts of thl' p eopl repr . nted by th e
'1•xl'111. h-t>ly-ind<·P<l , 11c·1·or1ling to Dr Mufliz, tlwa ociatious
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Cranium 4 displays cutting in such manner as to describe four irregularly rectangular bib, of bone, while the work on cranium 5 yielded a
still larger number of still more irregular fragrnent_s. The operation
exemplified by cranium 8 may, indeed, have yielded a circular button,
but considerable additional bone was removed in minute shreds by
subsequent rasping. If the operation in cranium 10 was performed
wholly by scraping, as appearances indicate, then all of the dislodged ·
bone came away in shreds or :filings; in the later operation or operations on cranium 12 most of the bony matter seems to have been removed
by scraping; in cranium 14 bony splinters only were removed, and in
cranium 15 such splinters in connection with a probably broken bony
tongue of irregular form. So, too, in all the other cases there are unmistakable indications that the purpose of the operator was to produce an
aperture, and not to obtain bone fragments of any particular form or
size; and there is not the slightest indication in any of the specimen:;
that the cutting was designed to yield rondelles. 1
SPECIAL INDICATIONS OF MOTIVE

Strong yet somewhat illusive light is thrown on the motives actuating the prehistoric practitioners of Peru by the relations between trep11ining and traumatic lesions. In 6 cases (exemplified by crania 6,
14-17, and lD) the operations were evidently located by _grave wounds. . .
The 13 remaining crania display 18 operations having no traceable connection with lesions, while, as already enumerated, no fewer than 14
scars of more or less serious wouuds (:..;ome of considerable gravity) are
displayed, none of which were treated by trephining. The 23 examples
of manifestly intentional wounding of such severity as to leave bone
scars over the temples may be neglected. Accordingly it appears that,
while there are a few cases of indubitable connection between operation
and antecedent lesion, this relation is subordinate-in most cases the
cranial lesions did not lead to trephining, while in the great majority
of cases the trephining was apparently not connected with traumatic
lesion. In one case (cranium 2) there is a strong suggestion that the
operation was connected with pathologic lesion; yet this case does not
materially affect the relations between lesion and trephining. The relations may perhaps best be summarized by the statements (1) t11at most
of the operations were independent of cranial wounds so far as can be
ascertained; (2) that most of the cranial lesions were not followed by
trephining; and (3j that oniy wounds of great severity were followed
by cranial treatment.
On considering specially the six crania (6, 14-17, and 19) displaying
operations located by immediately antecedent wounds, they appear to
1 This inference from tho crania is iu accord with the general results of P eruvian collecting by Dr
Muniz and others. .A.mong the many thousand specimena representing the apparel, ornaments, and
other }Jer onal appurtenances found by Dr Mufliz in connection with more than a thousand skeletons,
and despite constant search, not a single rontlelle or other object made from human cranial hone was
fonnd; and no recorcl of the discovery of such objects by any of the numerous students of Peruvian
archeology is known.
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fall into three categories. In the first category, representtd by crania
6, 14, and 15, the operations were located by depressed fractures of considerable gravity, and the procedure, albeit clumsy, was of such character as to tend to afford relief-i. e., the wounds were such as modern
practitioner would treat by cranial cutting, including the removal of
bony plinters, the excision of rough edges, and the elevation of the
depressed bone, in a manner corresponding fairly with the primitive
procedure. .Accordingly, if these cases stood by themselves, they
would appear to indicate rational therapeutic surgery; and the fodication of the operation coinciding with pathologic lesion (cranium 2) is
similar. The second category is represented by cranium 19, in which
the wound was apparently a depressed fracture, with extensive stellate
fissuring-i. e., a wound in which trephining would be indicated to
modern practitioners, unless the symptoms permitted diagnosis of the
great extemdon of one of these fissures through the orhital and nasal
bones. Accordingly, this example also suggests ·rational therapeutic
motive, and the suggestion is greatly strengthened by the use of a
plate. In the third category, represented by-crania 16 and 17, 011 the
other band, the treatment was not only barbarous and clumsy, but ill
directed. In the first example the wound was of such character a,s to
contraindicate trephining, while in the second it was of such nature
as to require a treatment quite different from that adopted. ..As
already noted; this and several other cases demonstrate ignorance of
physiology and etiology on tbe part of the operators_. They might, perhap , be regarded as representing the efforts of special1y bungling
practitioners, though there is nothing save tbe treatment in tlJe three
or four foregoing cases to sugge t greater skill on the part of any of
the practitioner ' ; and accordingly these examp1es can hardly be couidered to repre ent a rational therapeutic surgery. On the whole,
thi group of crania, tak n by them elves, appear at :fir t sight, alueit
omewhat doubtfully, to repre ent definite therapeutic treatment; yet
it is to be b erv d that their te t-imony i indicative or merely suggestive rath r than c nclu, iv .
On con idering the outcome of the treatment exemplified in the six
ca , a i nific nt r lation app ar -three of the victimR died u11der
th knifi early in th operation, tw more died before the aimles
ha 1 ing an 1 ra1 in°· wa
mpl t d, and the ixtb died after the op rati n wa · mp1 t d but b for 11 b 0 'inning of reparative proce in
f
nbj t of th
ugg ' ted th rap utic
t he bon . Thu n u
that in three of the a, e' t.he wound
th
' they were so eripr
d judiciou. treatb lutely no ba i
uti · treatment for
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by antecedent wounds, the question arises whether- superficial indications to the contrary notwithstanding-there is any definite indication
that the trephining was therapeutic; on the one hand, there is (1) the
association in place and the sequence in time of lesion and cutting,
and (2) the fact that in two or three cases trephining was adapted to
the relief of the wound; on the other hand, there is (1) the aberrant
location of the cut,tiug and the reckless exploration in two cases; (2)
the ignorance of physiology and etiology demonstrated by these ~nd
other specimens, and (3) the invariable failure of tbe operation, regarded
as a curative treatment. On the whole, it would appear, even when
attention is confined to the inherent evrnence of this most suggestive
portion of the collection, exceedingly doubtful whether the cranial ·
cutting can iustly be considered therapeutic.
Neglecting cranium 2 (in which there are doubtful i:ndications of
location of the operation by pathologic lesions), there remain 11 crania,
displaying 16 operations, none of which can be traced to antecedent
lesions of any sort. In these cases, therefore, there is no suggestion
of motive. Accordingly, it seems needful and unobjectionable to seek
explanation of these operatiorn, in the records concerning other peoples
of corresponding cultural development. For immediate explanation,
it will suffice to consider the primitive operation performed among the
South Sea islanders by scraping with stone or shell and covering-with
plates of cocoanut shell. Among them the operation is not designed
to relieve traumatic lesions, so far as the records ·show, but to relieve
various neural and cerebral disorders·, such as vertigo and even simple
headache; and the operation is performed by the shaman. Now, while
the records concerning the South Sea islanders are adequate so far as
procedure and results are concerned, there are clear indications that
the recorders did not so fully enter into the ideas of the operators as
to understand the motives by which they were actuated; but the motives
can easily be inferred from those actuating the shamans among other peo- .
ples of the same culture.-grade. Among the Indians of North America .
and South America, among the Australian aborigines, among several
native African tribes, and among different Eurasian peoples after the
dawn of history, the shamanistic diagnosis and motive were closely
similar. The medicine-man ascribed the disorder to an evil "mystery,''
often an imaginary worm, sometimes an inanimate foreign body, lodged in
the flesh, bone, marrow, brain, or intestines of the sufferer, and the treatment consisted in the exorcism or extraction of the foreign organism or
substance by incantation, sometimes accompanied by local manipulation
or other treatment; and among tliose tribes in which this notion of
disease and its treatment culminated, the imaginary maleficent organism or substance was c_ommonly symbolized by an actual worm or grub,
or a pebble, or a bit of wood or other substance, which the shaman dexterously manipulated in such manner as to convey to the lay observers
tbe impression that it was taken from the body of the sufferer. As
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culture advanced, the materialization or incarnation of the evil "my .
tery" declined, yet the primitive theory of disease persisted long, and
indeed crop out today in the lower strata of civilization in every
country on the globe; and medicine-men and medicine-women, wearing
the mantles of the shamans of old, treat disea;,e by incantation and
exorcism, perhaps accompanied by simple medication or manipulation,
which not infrequently chances to be beneficial. Thus, although the
record of trephining among the South Sea islanders are in one respect
incomplete, there can be little doubt as to the motive underlying the
operation. Interpreted in the light of invariable ideation among primitive peoples, the motive must be considered thaumaturgic, and the
actuating idea the design of liberating some maleficent "mystery" by a
ceremonial incantation grown into local treatment of unusual severity;
and in view of the unanimity of motive among all primitive peoples, so
far as known, it seems not only just and safe but necessary to ascribe
to the ancient vractitioners of Peru the motives of other American
Indians as well as the methods of the South Sea islanders. Thus the
16 apparently erratic and aimless operations displayed in these ll
crania find a rational and adequate explanation; the treatmeut may
have been for vertigo, headache, or other disease; for coma, produced
by shocks or blows of such character as to leave no marks, or for trifling wounds; but it is safe to consider the trephiuing thaumaturgic
and (albeit perchance beneficial) wholly independent of physiologic
knowledge and etiologic skill.
On considering the relation of this group of operations to individual
bi tory, it appear that at lea t 6 out of 16 were so far successful that
the ubject urvived for years, a attested by growth of bone, and that
at lea t 4 an I perhap 5 more survived for shorter periods, giving a
ratio of u co quite as high as that attending modern practice; so
that, whatever the motive in detail, there was adequate prestige for the
practitioner and adequate n ouragement for continuing the practice.
nrrinO' now to the 5 or G crania di playing antecedent le ions
a ciated wi h the peration , and con ider~ng the cases in the light
of the alm tin vita le in£ ren e concerning contemporary treatment
in otb r ·a e , a ugo-e tion ari e a to the p cial motive in these
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thi ' UO' r • i n, it ap1 r that in e ery ca tbe wounds were of uch
·hara ·t r a t pr due · ma lelirium or other functional derangemeut
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a gangrenous wound in the foot of an Indian was treated by incision
through the flesh and scraping of tho bone in order to extract a malefice11t
maggot has been recorded by Uushing. 1
CLASSIFICATION OF PERUVIAN TREPHINING

On reviewing the foregoing evidence as to the culture-grade and
antiquity of the Peruvian practitioners whose professional work is
recorded in the Muniz collection, it becomes clear that the instruments
were chiefly or wholly of stone, and hence that the culture-grade was
uncivilized; and since the use of metal quickly followed the Spanish
invasion, it follows that the trephining must be considered prehistoric.
This conclusion is sustained and established by the associations with
the other products of Dr Muiiiz' work.
On reviewing the evidence as to method, it appears that there is no
indication of the use of differentiated instruments or of skillful proceclure.
It follows that the trephining must be regarded as primitive rather than
specialized.; and, since the operation is known from collateral evidence
to have been performed in prehistoric times, it must be regarded as
arcl.laic.
On reviewing the indications of motive, it is found that the evidence
is somewhat vague and illusive, yet, when considered comparatively,
fairly satisfactory. There are suggestions of therapeutic treatment in
a few of the crania, yet on the whole stronger indications that even
in tllese cases the operations were thaumaturgic, while in the great
majority of tlle specimens the operations can only be interpreted as
wholly thaumaturgic; and, sinc·e there is nothing to indicate different
culture-grades or differentiated methods, it seems necessary to conclude
that all the operations belong to the earlier stage in the development
of sophiology, and were essentially tbaumaturgic. It is clear that most
of the operations were ante-mortem, and there is nothing to indicate
that any were post-mortem. At the same time there is, in several
cases, conclusive evidence that the motive for the treatment was connected-albeit in a thaumaturgic way-with the individual treated,
1 This case is especially significant as an indication of theory and procedure in primitive surgery.
The disorder was a tumor resulting from a local bruise, so advanced as to disorganize tissues and
threaten general septicemia. The theory was that a "mysterious" maggot or worm, burrowing in
flesh or bone, caused this dif!orcler. The treatment was wholly thaumaturgic in plan, thoug,_h partly
(11nd incidentally) therapeutic in procedure. It began with the making of scalpels and lancets from
bottle glass ancl obsidian, antl with many incantations ; next the tumor was cleansed; then a T-shape
incision was made in snch manner as to lay open the tumor, and the pus and serum were removed
ancl the gangrenous tissue cut away, exposing the bone, with discolored periosteum, which was carefully scraped. ..At this stage a fetich,, symbolizing the ''mysterious'' maggot, was laid in the wound
and 1ir esently removed ceremoniously. ..Afterwarcl the wound was repeatedly cleansed, sprayed with
a 1 eel infusion of willow-root bark, and dried with scraped buckskin; finally the openings were stuffed
and closed with pifion gum and neatly bandaged, the dressing being dusted with an astringent yellow
powder. The infusion, gum, and powder were antiseptic, and combined with the excision of disea,sed
tissue to effect a cure; yet the theory controlling the use of these substances was no more rational than
the primary diagnosis: The red infusion symbolized healthy blood or vitality, the gum symbolized
constructive process (in prescriptorial ideation), and the powder symbolized fructifying pollen. The
complete cure was due partly to subsequent dieting, which was incidentally hygienic, though the
de. ign was, like that of the treatment, wholly symbolic or thaumaturgic. The bearing of this case
on ,Primitive trepbining is manifest. ( "..A Case of Primitive Surgery," Science, N. s., vol. v, 1897.)
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while there is not the · slightest indication that the operation was
vicarious in any case. .Accordingly the motive must be subclassed as
sortilegic.
SIGNIFICANCE OF PERUVIAN TREPHINING

As set forth on earlier pages, trephining began in early prehistoric
times, and was performed after death for the purpose of obtaining
amulets. It seems necessary to conclude that the operation was gradually extended to living captives for the same vicarious purpose, and it
seems certain that the operation was extended in turn to others than
captives for sligbtly modified yet still essentially vicarious purposes.
On this part of the development of trephining the Peruvian specimens
do not seem to bear directly.
.As noted above incidentally, there is an important stage in the development of medical and surgical practice in which the motive is who1ly
thaumaturgic, yet in which the incantation is accompanied by medication or manipulation; and it may be added that there are numberless
known instances in which the manipulation is of great severity, extendi11g to scarification, penetration of the tissues, incision of the bone, and
actual trephining. Sometimes the manipulation is beneficial, when the
prestige of the haman grows, and the aimless operation is thereby
encouraged until, if frequently successful, it grows into empiricism,
the forerunner of scientific medicine. There is thus a gradual transition from purely tbaumaturgic manipulation into empiric surgery.
ow, it would appear that the Peruvian trephining represents some
stage in this tran ition; and nothing more than inspection of the illplanned, clum y, and extravagant cutting is required to show that the
tage was early, and that the empiricism in which the pupil imitates
the teacher and the on "th.e sire could hardly have been reached.
ccordingly, Peruvian treJ)hining marks one of the stages in the
d v lopment of tbi branch of medi al treatment, and indeed of medical treatm nt in general; and it falls in place with the other known
in tanc of primitive tr phinin°·, running from the vie rious operation
to tile mpiric operation of the pre ent day, to
of pr hi tori tim
iUu trate and demon trat th~ rise of the art of trephination.
alread n t d trephiniug i perbap the boldest feature of modrn ur 0 • r · and it may be ·hara teriz d a the only feature of modern
nrg ry hi ·h i known to be of gr at antiquity. .Accordingly, trehiuin m y b
u id r d o r pr s nt the trunk of the g netic tree
f ur er , , n 1 th hi t r
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THE CLIFF RUINS OF CANYON DE CHELLY, ARIZONA
BY COSMOS MINDELEFF

INTRODUCTION .
HISTORY AND LITERATURE

Although Cauyon de Uhelly is one of the best cliff-ruin regions of
tbe United States, it is not easily accessible and is practically unknown.
A.t the time of the conquest of this country by the "A.rmy of the West"
in 1846, and of tbe rush to California in 1849, vague rumors were
current of wonderful "cities" built in the cliffs, but the position of the
canyou in the heart of the Navaho country apparently prevented exploration. In 1849 it was found uecessary to make a demonstration against
tllese Indians, and an expedition was sent out under the command of
Colonel Washington, then governor of 1'ew Mexico. A. detachment
of troops set out from Santa Fe, and was accompanied by Lieutenant
(afterward General) J. H. Simpson, of the topographical engineers, to
wbose indefatigable zeal for investigation apd carefulness of observation much credit is due. · He was much interested in the archeology of
the country passed over and his descriptions are remarkable for their
freedom from the exaggerations and erroneous observations which
characterize many of the publications of that period. His journal was
published by Oo11gress the next year 1 and was also printed privately.
The expedition camped in the Chin Lee valley outside of Canyon de
Ohelly, and Lieutenant Simpson made a side trip into the canyon itself.
He mentiollS ruins noticed by him at 4½, 5, and 7 miles from the mouth;
the latter, the ruin subsequently known as Casa Blanca, be describes
at some leugth. He 'also gives an illustration drawn by R. H. Kern,
which is very bad, and pictures some pottery fragments found near or
i 11 the ruin. The name De Ohelly was apparently used before this time.
Simpson obtained its orthography from Vigil, secretary of the province
(of New Mexico), who told him ft was of Indian origin and was pro11ounced chay-e. Possibly it was derived from the Navaho name of the
place, Tse-gi.
1 Thirty-first

Congress, first session , Senate Ex. Doc. No. 64, Washington, 1850.
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Simpson's description, although very brief, formed the basis of all
the ucceeding accounts for the next thirty years. The Pacific railroad urvey ·, which added so much to our knowledge of the Southwest,
did not touch this field. In 1860 the Abbe Domenech published his
'' De erts of orth America," which contains a reference to Casa Blanca
ruin, but his knowledge was apparently derived wholly from Simp on•
one of the aP~istants of the Hayden Survey actually penetrated
the canyon, but one of them, W. H. Jackson, examined and described
·ome ruin on the Rio de Chelly, in the lower Chin Lee valley. But in
an article in Scribner's Magazine for December, 1878, Emma 0. Hardacre published a number of descriptions and illustrations derived from
the Hayden corps, among others figures one entitled '' Ruins in Canon
de Chelly," from a drawing by Thomas Moran. The ruin can not be
identified from the drawing.
This article is worth more than a passing notice, as it not only illustrates the extent of knowledge of the ruins at that time (1878), but
probably had much to do with disseminating and making current erroneous inferences which survive to this day. In an introductory paragraph the author says:
Of late, blown over the pla,ins, come stories of strange newly discovered cities of
the far south-we t; picturesque piles of masonry, of an age unknown to tradition.
These ruins mark an era among antiquarian . The mysterious mound-builders fade
into comparative insignificance before the grander and more ancient cliff-dwellers,.
whose castles lift their towers amid the sands of Arizona and crown the terraced
slopes of the Rio M::mcos and the Hoven weap.

Of the Chaco ruins it is aid:
In size and grandeur of conception, they equal any of the present buildings of the
Uoiterl tate , if we except the Capitol a.t Washington, and may without discredit
be compared to the Pantheon and the Colo1:1seuro of the Old World.

In the ame year Mr ,T. H. Beadle gave an account 1 of a visit he made
to the canyon. He entered it over the Bat trail, near the junction of
n, and saw several ruins · in the upper part. Ilis
ardly
ban a mention. Much archeologic data
the aR
of the Wheeler Survey, but it ,toes.
y of t
, pt the phopographer, visited Canyon
f the urvey there is an ,illustration
imp on about thirty years before. 2
liotype from a fine photograph made
feet r nder it u ·ele " ; through
th engraver, the picture i reinterchang d, o that to ee it
a mirror. The illu tration is ac omI prepared by Prof. F. '\ . Putnam,
mi by imp on i quot d and .:Om
m Tb m; in innati, Philadelphia, hir.n"'o, Memphis, 1 78.
th I ridian, Li ut n nt
org M.. Wb I r iu ·harg ; report •
79, pp. 372-:J73, pJ. X .•
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additional data are given, derived from notes accompanying the photograph. The ruin is said to have "now received the name of the Casa
Blanca, or White Honse," but the derivation of the name is not stated.
In 1882 Bancroft could find no better or fuller description than Simpson's, which he uses fully, and reproduces also Simpson's (Kern's)
illustration. lu the same year investigation by the assistants of the
Bureau of Ethuology ,ms commenced. Colonel James Stevenson and
a party visited the canyon, and a considerable amount of data was
obtail,ed. iu all, 46 ruins were visited, 17 of which were in Del
Muerto; and sketches, ground pl,ms, and photographs were obtained.
The report of the Bureau for that year contains an account of this expedition, including a short description of a large ruin in Del Muerto, subsequently known as Mummy Cave. A brief account of the trip was
also published elsewbere. 1 The next year a map of the canyon was made
by the writer and many new ruins were discovered, making the total
number in the canyon and its branches about 140. Since 1883 two short
visits have been made to the place, the last late in 1893, and on each
trip additional material was obtained. In 1890 Mr F . T. Bickford 2 published an account of a visit to the canyon, illustrated with a series of
woodcuts made from the photographs of the Bureau. The illustrations
are excellent and the text is pleasantly written, but the descriptions of
ruins are too general to be of much value to the student.
In recent years several publications have appeared which, while not
bearing directly on the De Cbel1y ruins, are of great interest, as they
treat of analogous remains-the cliff ruins of the Mancos canyon and
the Mesa Verde. These ruins were discovered in 1874 by W . H . ,Jackson
aud were visited and described in 1875 by W. H. Holmes,3 both of the
Hayden Survey. This region was roamed over by bands of renegade
Ute and Navaho, who were constantly making trouble, and for fifteen
years was apparently 11ot visitfd by whites. Recent exploration appears
to have been inaugurated by Mr F. H. Chapin, who spent two summers
in the Mesa Verde country. Subsequently he published the results of
some of his observatio11s i11 a hand.some little volume.-1 In 1891 Dr W.R.
Birdi:!all made a flying trip to this region and published an account 5 of
the ruins he saw the same year. At the time of this visit a more elaborate exploratio11 was beii1g carried on by the late G. N ordenskiold,
who rnad.e some excavaticms antl obtained much valnable data which
formed the basis of a book published in 1893. 6 Tllis is the most importaut treatise on the cliff ruins that has ever been published, and. the
illustratio11s can only be ·c haracterized as . magnificent. All of these
works, and especially the last named, are of great value to the student
of the cliff ruins wlrnrever locateu, or of pueblo architecture.
--------!Bull. Am.Geog . Soc., 1886, No. 4 ; Ancient Habitations of the SouthweAt, by James Stevenson.
Magazine, October, 1890, vol. XL, No. G, p. 816 et seq.
·
U. S. Geol. Survey, F. V. llayden in charge; 10th Ann. Rept. (for 1876), Washington, 1878.
'The Lancl of the Cliff Dwellers, by Frederick H. Chapin; Boston, 1892.
6 Bull. A111. Geog., oc .. vol. xxm, No. 4, 1891; The Cliff Dwellings of tl1e Caiions of the Mesa Verde.
6
The Uliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verdi', hy G. Nordenskiolcl; Stockholm and Chicago, 1894.
2 Centor.v

3
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GEOGRAPHY

The ancient pueblo culture was so intimately connected with and
dependent on the character of the country where its remains are found
that some idea of this country is necessary to understand it. The limits
of the region are closely coincident with the boundaries of the plateau
country except on the south, so much so that a map of the latter, 1
slightly extended around its margin, will serve to show the former.
The area of the ancient pueblo region may be 150,000 square miles;
that of the plateau country, approximately, 130,000.
The plateau country is not a smooth and level region, as its name
might imply; it is extreme1y rugged, and the topographic obstacles to
travel are greater than in many wild mountain regfons. It is a country of cliffs and canyons, often of considerable magnitude and forming
a bar to extended progress in any direction. The surface is generally
smooth or slightly undulating and .a pparently level, but it is composed
of a series of plat.forms or mesas, which are seldom of great extent
and generally terminate at the brink of a wall, often of huge dimensions. There are meRas everywhere; it is the mesa country .
.Although the strata appear to be horizontal, they are slightly tilted.
The inclination, although slight, is remarkably persistent, and the
thickness of the strata remains almost constant. The beds, therefore,
exte1Hl from very high altitudes to very low ones, and often the formation which is exposed to view at the summit of an incline is lost to
view after a few miles, being covered by some later formation, which
in turn is covered by a stiU later one. Each formation thus appears
as a t enace, bounded on one side by a descending cliff carved out of
the ed ge of it own strata and on the other by an ascending cliff
carved out of the strata which overlie it. This is the more common
form, alt,hou 0 ·h i olated mesas, bits of tableland completely engirdled
by cliff,, are but little le , common.
Th cour e. of th margin of the mesas are not regular. The cliffs
, om tim maintain an averao-e trend through great distances, but in
d tail t heil' ours are _rtremely crooked; they wind in and out, formin O' alt rnat) ale v , and promontories in the wall, and frequently they
ut t hr u ·h by all y , which may be either narrow canyons or
0 or v 11 20 mil .· wid .
1 cted to many displacement , both
nd fault . Some of the e flexure
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into it, traces of lesser disturbances can be found throughout the
country. It has been said that if a geologist should actually make
the circuit of the plateau country, he could so concluct his r.oute that
for three-fourths of the time be would be treading upon volcauic materials and could pitch his camp upon them every night. The oldest
eruptions do not go back of Tertiary time, while some are so recent
as probably.to come within the historic period-within three or four
centuries.
The strata of the plateau country are remarkable for their homogeneity, when considered with reference to their horizontal extensions;
hardly less so for their diversity when considered in their vertical
relation. Although the groups differ radically from each other, still
each preserves its characteristics with singularly slight degrees of
variation from place to place. Hence we have a certain amount of
similarity and monotony in the landscape which is aided rather than
diminished by the vegetation; for the vegetation, like the human occupants of this country, has come under its overpowering influence. The
characteristic landscape consists of a wide expanse of featureless plains,
bounded by far-off cliffs in gorgeous colors; in the foreground a soil of
bright yellow or ashy gray; over all the most brilliant sunlight, while
the distant features are softened by a blue haze.
The most conspicuous formation of the whole region is a massive
bright-red andstoneout of which have been carved "the most striking
and typical features of those marvelous plateau landscapes which will
be subjects of wonder and delight to all coming generations of men.
The most superb canyons of the neighboring region, the Canyon de
Chelly and the Del Muerto, the lofty pinnacles and towers of the San
Juan country, the finest walls in the great upper chasms of the Colorado, are the vertical edges of this red sandstoue."
Of the climate of the plateau couutry it has been said that in the
large valleys it is "temperate in winter and insufferable in summer;
higher up the summers are temperate and the winters barely sufferable." It is as though there were two distinct regions covering the
same area, for there are ma.rked differences throughout, except in topographic configuration, between the lowlands and the uplands or high
plateaus. The lowlands present an appearance which is barren and
desolate in the extreme, although the soil is fertile and under irrigation
yieldR good crops. Vegetation is limited to a scanty growth of grass
during a small part of the year, witll small areas here and there
scantily covered by the prickly greasewood and at intervals by clumps
of sagebru h; but even these prefer a higher level, and develop better
on the neigllboring mesas than in the valleys proper. The arborescent
growth consists of sparsely distributed cottonwoods and willows,
closely confined to tlle river bottoms. On intermediate higher levels
junipers and cedars appear, often standing so closely together as to
seriously impede travel, but they are cou:fined to the tops of mesas and
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other high ground, the valleys being generally clear or covered with
sagebrush. Still higher np yellow pines become abundant and in
place' spread out into magnificent forests, while iu some mountaiu
region ' scrub oak, quaking a p, and even spruce trees are abuudant.
In the mountair1 regions there is often a reasonable amount of moi ture, and some crops, potatoes for example, are grown there without
irrigation; but the sf'"'ason i · short. In the Tunicha mountains tlle
Navaho raise corn at an altitude of nearly 8,000 feet, but tl1ey often
lose the crop from drought or from frost. On the iutennediate levels
aml in the lowlands cultivation by modern methods is practically impossible without irrigation, except in a few favored localities, where a crop
can be obtained perhaps two years or three years in five. But with a
minute knowledge of the climatic conditions, and with methods adapted
to meet these conditious, scanty crops can be and are raised by the
Indians without irrigation throughout the whole region; but everywhere that water can be applied the product of the soil i~ increased
many fold.
Near the center of the plateau country, in the northeastern corner of
Arizona, a range of mountains crosses diagonally from northwest to
southeast, exteuding into New Mexico. In the north an irregular cluster of considerable size, separated from the remaiuder of the range, is
called the Carrizo; and the range proper has no less than three names
applied to different parts of it. The northern eml is known a the Lukaclmkai, the central part as the Tunicha, and the southern part as the
Chu ka or Ohoiskai mountains, all avabo names. The two former
cluster attain an altitude of 9,500 feet; tbe Tunic ha and the Ohuska
ar about 9,000 feet high, the latter having a flat top of considerable
ar a.
On the ea t the e mountains break down rather abruptly into the
broad va,11 y of the Obac river, or the Chaco wash, as it is more common
t d; on tlle we't they break down gradually, through
a ·
ancl me a , into the Obin Lee valley. Canyon de
1
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south movement at the present day, but less so than the arid valleys
which border them. Except at one place, and that place is difficult, it
is almost impossible to cross the mountains with a wheeled vehicle, but
tbere are innumerable trails running in an directions, and these trails
are in consta11t use by tbe Navaho, except in the depths of winter.
The mountain route is preferable, however, to the valley roads, where
the traveler for several days is without wood, with very little water and
forage, and his movements are impeded by deep sand.
To the traveler on foot, or even on horseback, Canyon de Chelly is
easily accessible from almost any direction. Good trails run northward
to the San Juan and northeastward over the Tunicha mountains to the
upper part of that river; Fort Defiance is but half a day's journey to the
soutbeast; Tusayan and Zuni are but three days distant to the traveler on foot; the Navaho often ride the distance in a day or a day and a
half. The canyon is accessible to wagons, however, only at its mouth.
The main canyon, shown on the map (plate XLII) as Canyon de Cbelly
and known to the Navaho as Tse-gi, is about 20 miles long. It beads
near Washington pass, within a few miles of the crest of the mountain,
and extends almost due west to the Chin Lee valley. The country
descends by a regular slope from an altitude of about 7,500 feet at the
foot of the main crest to about 5,200 feet in the Obin Lee valley, 25
miles west, and is so much cut up locally by ravines and washes that
it is impassable to wagons, but it preserves throughout its mesa-like
character.
About 3 miles from its month De Chel1y is joined by another canyon
almost as long, which, heading also in the Tunicha mountains, comes
i11 from the northeast. It is over 15 miles long, and is called on the
map Canyon del Muerto; the Navaho know it as En-a-tse-gi. About 13
miles above the mouth of the main canyon a small branch comes in from
the southeast. It is about 10 miles long, and bas been called Monument canyon, on account of the number of upright natural pinnacles
of rock in it. In addition to those named there are innumerable small
branches, ranging in size from deep coves to real canyons a mile or two
lo11g. Outside of De Ohelly, and independent of it, there is a little
canyon about 4 miles long, called Tse-on-i-tso-si by the Navaho. At
one point near its head it approaches so near to De Chelly that but a
,
few feet of rock separate them.
On the western side of the mountains there are a number of small
perennial streams fed by springs on the upper slopes. Several of these
meet in the upper part of De Chelly, others in Del Muerto, and in the
upper part of these canyons there is generally water. But, except at
the time of the autumn and winter rains and in the spring when the
mountain nows are melting, the streams are not powerful enough to
carry the water to the mouth of the canyon. The flow is absorbed by
the deep sand which forms tbe stream bed. Ordinarily it is difficult to
procure enougll water to driuk less than 8 or 10 miles from the mouth
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of De Ohelly, but occasionally the whole stream bed, at place over a
quarter of a mile wide, is occupied by a raging torrent impassable to
man or beast. Such ebullitions, however, seldom last more than a few
hours. Usually water can be obtained anywhere in the bottom by
sinking a shallow well in the sand, and it is by this method that the
Navaho, the present occupants of the canyon, obtain their supply.
The walls of the canyon are composed of brilliant red sandstone,
discolored everywhere by long streaks of black and gr:ay coming from
above. .A.t its mouth it is about 500 feet wide. Higher up the walls
sometimes approach to 300 feet of each other, elsewhere broadening
out to half a mile or more; but everywhere the wall line is tortuous
aud crooked in the extreme, and, while the general direction of De
Ohelly is east and west, the traveler on the trail which runs through it
is as often beaded north or south. Del Muerto is even more tortuous
than De Ohelly, and in places it is so narrow that one could almost
throw. a stone across it .
.A.t its mouth the walls of Canyon de Ohelly are but 20 to 30 feet high,
desceurling vertically to a wide bed of loose white sand, and absolutely
free from talus or debris. Three miles above Del Muerto comes in, but
its mouth is so narrow it appears like an alcove and might easily be
overlooked. Here the walls are over 200 feet high 1 but the rise is so
gradual that it is impossible to appreciate its amount. At the point
where Monument canyon comes in, 13 miles above the moutb of De
Chelly, the walls reach a height of over 800 feet, about one-third of
which consists of talus.
The rise in the height of the walls is so gradual that when the canyon
is entered at its mouth the mental scale by which we estimate distances
and ma.gnitudes is lost and the wildest conjectures result. We faH at
:fir t to realize the tupendous scale on which the work was done, and
when we do finally realize it we swing to the opposite side and exaggerate.
t the junction of Monument canyon there is a beautiful rock
pinna ·le or needle tanding out clear from the cliff and not more than
H.i5 fe ton the gr und. It has been named, in conjunction with a omewha , imilar pinnacle on the other side of the canyon, "The Captain,,"
and it h ight ha been variou lye timated at fr-om 1,200 to 2,500 feet.
It i 1
than 00.
curiou illu tration of the effects of the scenery
in onne tion wW1 thi pinnacle may not be amis . The author of
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The dimensions have already been given. The pinnacle is perfectly
plumb.
The rock of which the canyon walls are formed is a massive sandstone in which the lines of bedding are almost completely obliterated.
It is rather soft in texture, and has been carved by atmospheric erosion ·
into grotesque and sometimes beautiful forms. In places great blocks
have fallen off, leaving -smooth vertical surfaces, extending sometimes
from the top nearly to the stream bed, 400 feet or more in height and
as much in breadth. In the lower parts of the canyons the wans, sometimes of the character described, sometimes with the surfaces and angles
smoothed by the flying sand, are generally vertical and often overhang, ·
descending sheer to the canyon bottom without talus or intervening
slopes of debris. The taius, where there is any, is slight and consists
of massive sandstone of the same character as the walls, but much .
rounded by atmospheric, erosion. The enlarged map (plate XLIII)
shows something of tliis character.
Near its mouth the whole bottom of the canyon consists of an even
stretch of white sand extending from cliff to cliff. A little higher up
there are small areas of alluvium, or bottom land, in recesses and coves
in the walls and generally only a foot or two above the stream bed.
Still higher up these areas become more abundant and of greater extent,
forming regular benches or terraces, generally well raised above the
stream bed. At the Casa Blanca ruin, 7 miles up the canyon, the bench
is 8 or 10 feet above the stream. Each little branch canyon and deep
cove in the cliffs is fronted by a more or less extended area of this
cultivable bottom land. Ten miles up the talus has become a prominent feature. It consists of broken rock, sand, and soil, generally overlying a slope of massive sandstone, such as has been described, and
which occasionally crops out on the surface. With the development of
the talus the area of bottom land dwindles, and the former encroaches
more and more until a little above the junction of Monument canyon
the bottom land is limited to narrow strips and small patches here and
there.
These bottom lands are the cultivable areas of the canyon bottom,
and their occurrence and distribution bave dictated the location of the
villages now in rujns. They are also the sites of all the Navaho settlements in the canyon. The Navaho hogans are generally placed directly
on the bottoms; the ruins are always so located as to overlook them.
Only a very small proportion of the available land is utilized by the
Navaho, and not all of it was used by the old village builders. The
Navaho sites, as a whole, are far superior to the village sites.
The horticultural conditions here, while essentially the same as those
of the whole pueblo region, present some peculiar features. Except
for a few modern examples there are no traces of irrigating works, and
the Navaho work can not be regarded as a success. The village builders probably did not require irrigation for the successful cultivation of
their crops, and under the ordinary Indian methods of planting and
cultivation a failure to harvest a good crop was probably rare. After
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the narvest season it is the practice of the Navaho to abandon the
canyon for the winter, driving their flocks and carrying the season's
produce to more open localities in the neighboring valleys. The canyon
is not a desirable place of residence in the winter to a, people who live
in the saddle and have large flocks of sheep and goats, but there is no
e,Ti<lence that the old inhabitants followed the Navaho practice.
During most of the year there is no water in the lower 10 miles of
the canyons, where most of the cultivable land is situated. The
autumn rains in the mom1taills, which occur late in J1:1-ly or e~rly in
August, sometimes send down a little stream, which, however, generally lasts but a few days and fails to reach the mouth of the canyon.
Late in October, or early in November, a small amount comes down
and is fairly permanent through the winter and spring. The stream
bed is even more tortuous than the canyon it occupies, often washing the cliffs on one side, then passing directly across the bottom
a11d returning again to the same side, the stream bed being many
times wider than the stream, which constantly shifts its channel.
In December it becomes very cold and so much of the stream is in
shade during a large part of the day that much of the ·water becomes
frozen and, as it were, held in place. In the warm parts of the day, and
in the sun hine, the ice is melted, the stream resumes its flow, and so
gradually pu hes its way farther and farther down the canyon. But
some ectio11s, less exposed to warmth than others, retain their ice
duriuo- the day. The e points are flooded by the water from above,
which is again frozen during the night and again flooded the next day,
and o on. In a hort time great fields of smooth ice are formed, which
render travel on horseback very difficult and even dangerous. This,
and the~ ant graziug afforded by the bottom lands in winter, doubtless
i the cau of the annnal migration of the Navaho; but these conditi ti.· would 11ot materially affect a people living in the canyon who did
not po · . or were but canti1y supplied with horses and sheep. The
tr am wh 11 it i fl wing j e1dorn more than a foot deep, generally
nl a fi w i11 be , x ·ept in tim of flood, when it becomes a raging
t rr nt C:-Lrryin °· ver rthin o- b for it. Hence irrigation would be imprn -tic•able v n if it.· principle w re known, nor is it e sential here
. ful ]1 rti ultur .
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trees which are older than the last Navaho war. At that time, it is
said, the soldiers cut down every peach tree they could find. But,
aside from the peaches, De Ohelly was until recently the great agricultural center of the Navaho tribe, and large quantities of corn, melons, pumpkins, beans, etc, were a,nd are raised there every year.
Uuder modern conditions many other localities now vie with it, and
some surpass it in output of agricultural products, but not many years
ago De Ohelly was regarded as the place par excellence.
It will be clear, therefore, that prior to very recent times De Ohelly
would be selected. by almo~t any tril>e moving across the country, and,
barring a hostile prior occupancy, would be the most desirable place
for the pursuit of l10rticultural operations for many miles in any direction. The vicinity of the Tunicba mountains, which could be reached
in half a day from any part of the canyons, and which must have
a bounded in game, for even now some is found there, would be a
material advantage. The position of the panyon in the heart of the
J>lateau country and of the ancient pueblo region would make it a
natural stopping place during any migratory movement either north
mid south or east and west, and its settlement was doubtless due to
this favorable position and to the natural advantages it offered. This
settlement was effected probably not by one band or tribe, nor at one
time, but by many bands at mauy time:;;. Probably the first settlements were very old; certainly tbe last were very recent.
CLASSIFICATION AND DJ1JSORIPTIONS
RUINS OF THE PUEBLO REGION

No satisfactory general classification of the ruins of the ancient
pueblo region bas yet been made; possibly because the material in
band is not sufficiently abundant. There a~e thousands of ruins scattered over the southwest, of many different types which merge more
or less into each other. In 1884: Mr A. F. Bandelier, whose knowledge
of the archeology of the southwest is very extensive, formulated a
classification, and in 1892, in bis final report, 1 be announces that he
bas nothing to change in it. The classification is as follows:
I. Large communal houses several stories high.
(a) Composed of one or two, seldom three, extensive buildings, generally
so disposed as to surround an interior court.
(b) Polygonal pueblos.
(c) Scattered pueblos, composed of a nnmber of large many-storied houses,
disposed in a more or less irregular manner; sometimes in irregular
squares or on a line.
(d) Artificial caves, resembling in number, size, and disposition of tlie
cells the many-storied communal dwelling.
(e) Many-storied dwellings, with artificial walls, erected inside of natural
caves of great size.
II. Detached family dwe1lillgs, either isolated or in groups forming villages.
1

IV,

Arch. Inst. of America, 5th Ann. Rapt. , p. 55; and .Arch. Inst. of America, Papers, American series,
p . 27.
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fany hundreds of ruins have been examined by Mr Bandelier, and
doubtle s the classification above afforded a convenient working ba is
for the region with which he is most familiar, the basin of the Rio
Grande and its tributaries. It does not apply very well to the western
part of the pueblo region.
The di tinguishing characteristics of the first group (of five classes)houses ,everal ·tories high-are as follows: Each building consisted of
an agglomeration of a great number of small cells, without any larger
1.Jalls of particularly striking dimensions. All the buildings, except
outhouses or additions, were at least two stories high, and the lower
tory was entered only from the roof. The various stories receded
from the bottom to the top. The prevalence of the estufa (kiva) generally, or often, circular in form.
Ruins of class II-detached family dwellings-consist sometimes of a
ingle room; more often of several rooms. · The rooms are generally
built of stone, although ex~mples constructed of mud and adobe are
also found in certain regions. The average size of the room is larger
than in the communal building, and there is a, gradual increase in size
of rooms from north to south. There are front doorways and light and
air holes are larger than in the communal houses. Mr Bandelier sugge ts that the detached family dwelling was the early type, and that
only when enemies began to threaten were the communal houses
re ·orted to for purposes of defense.
Thi cla ification is apparently based on external form alone, without taking into account the numerous influences which modify or produe form; and while no doubt it was sufficient for field use, it is not .
likely to be permanently adopted; for there does not appear to be any
es ential or radical difference between the various classes. Moreover,
there doe not appear to be ally place in the scheme for the cliff ruins
of the vari ty e p cially abundant in De Chelly and found in many
other lo alitie , unle indeed "u •h ruin come under class II-detached
family dw lliu 0 • ; yet thi would imply precedence in time, and the
ruin, th m Ive will not permit ucb an inference.
ential uniformity of typ s which prevails over the immense
TlJ
ar a ov r d by tlJ an i nt pu blo ruin, i a, notewortlly feature, and
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acter of the bite occupied, such as the Tusayan villages of today.
Within each of these classes there are varieties~ and there are also
secondary types which pertain sometimes to 011e, sometimes to the
other, arnl sometimes to both. Such are the cliff ruins, the cavate
lodges, and the single house remains.
The unit of pueblo architecture is the single cell, and in its development the highest point reached is the aggregation of a great number
of such cells into one or more clusters, either connected with or adjacent
to each other. These cells were all the same, or essentially so; for while
differentia,tion in use or fuuctiou had been or was being developed at
thA time of the Spanish conquest, differentiation iu form had not been
reached. The kiva, of circular or rectangular shape, is a survival and
not a development.
.
f
Larg·e aggregations of many cells into one cluster are the latest
development of pueblo architecture. They were immediately preceded
by a type composed of a larger number of smaller villages, located on
sites selected with reference to their ease of defense, and apparently
the change from the latter to the former type was made at one step,
without. developing aHy intermediate forms. The differences between
the largest examples of villages on defensive sites and the smallest
appear to be only differences of size. Doubtless in the early days of
pueblo architecture small settlements were the rule. Probably these
settlements were located in the valleys, on sites most convenient for
horticulture, each geus occupying its own village. Incursions by neighboring wild tribes, or by hostile neighbors, and constant annoyance
and loss at their hands, gradually compelled the removal of these little
vfllages to sites more easily dl'fended, aud -also forced the aggregation
of various related gentes iuto one group or village. At a still later
period the same motive, considerably emphasized perhaps, compelled
a further removal to even more difficult sites. The Tusayan villages
at the time of the Spanish discovery were located on the foothills of
the mesas, and many pueblo villages at that period occupied similar
sites. Actuated by fear of the Ute and Comanche, and perhaps of
the Spaniards, the inhabitants soon after moved to the top of the
mesa, where they now are. Mai1y villages stopped at this stage. Some
were in this stage at the time of the discovery-Acoma, for example.
Finally, whole villages whose inhabitants spoke the same language
combined to form one larger village, which, depending now on size
and numbers for defense, was again located on a site convenient for
horticu 1ture.
The process sketched above was by no means continuous. The population was in slow but practically constant movement, much the same
as that now taking place in .the Zuni country; it was a slow migration.
Outlying settlements were established at points convenient to cultivable fields, and probably were intended to be occupied only during the
summer. Sometimes these temporary sites migl1 t be found more eonveuient thau that of the parent village, and it would gradually come
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about that some of th j uhabitants would remaiu there all the y ar.
Eventually the temporary ettl rnent might outgrow the parent and
would in turn put out other temporary settlement . Thi pro ·e
would be possible only during prolonged periods of peace, but it i,
known to have taken place in several regions. Necessarily hundred
of small settlements, rauging in size from one room to a great many,
would be established, and as the population moved onward would be
abandoned, without ever developing into regular villages occupied
all the year. It is believed that many of the sjugle house remains of
l\'Ir Bandelier's classification 1 belong to this type, as <lo al ·o many cavate
lodges, and in the present paper it will be shown that some at least of
the cliff ruins belong to the same category.
The cliff ruins are a striking feature, and the ordinary traveler is apt
to overlook the more important ruins which sometimes, if not generally, are associated with them . The study of the ruins in Canyon de
Chelly has led to the conclusion that the cliff ruins there are generally
subordinate structures, connected with and inhabited at the same time
as a nurn ber of larger home villages located on the canyon bottom, and
occupying much the same relation to the latter that Moen-kapi does
to Oraibi, or that Nutria., ~escado, and Ojo Caliente do to Zuni; and
that they are the functional analogues of the "watch towers" of the
Sau Juan and of Zuui, and the brush shelters or "kisis" of Tusayan;
in other words, they were horticultural outlooks occupied only duriug
tlic farming season.
Mr G. Nordenskiold, who examined a number of diff and other ruins
i11 the Mancos canyou and the Mesa Verde region, adopts 2 a very simple
classification, as follows:
I. Ruins in the valleys, on the plains, or on the plateaus.
II. Ruins in c:wes in the walJs of the canyons, subdivjdecl as follows:
(a) Cave d"''ellings, or caves fohabited without the erection of any buildings
within tbem.
( b) Cliff dwellirJO's, or buildings erected in caves.

From its to1 ograpbic charact r it mi ·bt be expected tbat the Canyon
de Ohelly ruin would hardly come within a sclieme of cla. si:fication
upon tho· found in tl1c open ountry; and here, if anywhere, we
find corroboration of the old idea tbat tl.te cliff ruins were tbe
and
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the occasion for such use was passed, returned to tlieir original homes,
or to others constructed like them, may explain some of the cliff ruins,
but if applicable at all to those of De Ohelly, it applies only to a small
number of them.
Tlie ruins of De Ohelly show unmistakably several periods of occupancy, extending over considerable time aud each fairly complete. They
fall easily into the classification previom;ly suggested, a11d exhibit
various types, but the earliest and the latest forms :ire not fouud. In
the descriptions which follow the classification below has been employed:
I-Old villages on open sites.
II-Home villages on bottom lands.
III-Home vil1ages located for defense.
IV-Cliff outlooks or farming shelters.
I-OLD VILLAGES ON OPEN SITES

In the upper part of the canyon, and extending into what we may
call the middle region, there ar~ a numLer of ruins that seem to be out
of place in this locality. They are exactly similar to hundreds of ruins
fom1d in the open country; such, for example, as the older villages of
Tusayau, located on low foothms at the foot of the mesa, and the
peculiar topographic characteristics of the location have not made the
slightest impression on them. These ruins are located on gentle slopes,
the foothills of the talus, as it were, away from the cliffs, and are now
marked 011ly by scattered fragments of building stone and broken pottery. The ground plaus are in all cases indistinguishable; in only a few
instances can even a short wall line be traced. They seem to have been
located without special reference to large areas of cultivable land,
although they always command small areas of such laud. There is a
remarkable uniformity in ruins of this type in character of site occupied, outlook, and geueral appearance. They are always · close to the
stream bed, seldom more than 10 or 12 feet above it, and the sites were
chosen apparently without any reference to their defensibility. .A typical example occurs at the point marked 60 on the detailed map (plate
XLIII), another occurs at 58, and another at 52. One of the largest examples is in the lower part of the canyon. At the junction of Del Muerto
there is a large mass of rock standing out alone and extending nearly
to th~ full height of the canyon walls. On the south it is connected
with the main wall back of it by a low tongue of rock, sparsely covered
in places by soil and sand, and on the top of tLis tongue or sadd]e
there is a large ruin of the type described, but no ground plan can now
be made out. Possibly the obliterated appearance of this ruin and
of others of the same class is due to the use of the material, ready to
hand and of the proper size, in later structures. It is lnwwn that a
similar appearance was produced in Tusayan by such a canse. Tue
old village of Walpi, on a foothill below the mesa point and the site of
tbe village at the time of the Spanish conquest, presents an appearance of great antiquity, although it was partly occupied so late as fifty
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nmmit of the me a became
wa utilized iu the cou truction
, on , and at the pr nt day it au almo t lJe aid that not
one t ue remain ab
auo her. So complete is the obliteration that
uo ground plan an lJe mad out.
f 'imilar condition I revailed in De Ohelly, there might be many more
ruin of thi cla than tho ,·o far di covered. Even those found are
not a ily di tingui ·hed aud might easily b pas ed over. Po silJly
th re were mall ruin of this type scattered over the whole canyon
bottom. .An example which occurs at the point marked 12 on the map,
and , bown in plate XLIV, presents no trace on the surface except
ome pot herds, which in this locality mean nothing. The site is a low
hill or end of a slope, the top of which is perhaps :!5 feet above the
stream bed, but eparated from it by a belt of recent alluvium carpeted
with gra . The hill itself was formed of talus, covered with alluvium,
all but a mall portio:µ of which was subsequently cut away, leaving an
almo t vertical face 15 or 18 feet high. In this face the ends or vertical
sectionR of everal walls can be seen; one of them is nearly 3 feet thick
and exteuds 4 feet below the present ground surface.
'Ille :fi.llino- of the e ruins to a depth of 4 or 5 feet and the almost
complete ab ence of urface remains or indications does not necessarily
imply a remote antiquity, although it suggests it. During the fall and
early winter month tremendous sand storms rage in the canyon; the
wind w p through the gorge with an almo t irresistible power, carryhJO' with it uch immense qua,ntities of sand that objects a few hundred
fi t di tant can not l>e distinguislrnd. These sand torms were and are
pot nt fa tors in producing the picturesqne features of the red cliffs
f rming the canyon wa1ls; but they are constructive as well as destructiv , a,ud cavities and hollow places in expo eel situations such as the
·any n l> ttom are 0011 :filled up. The stream it elf i also a powerful
ag nt f d truction and con truction; during flood periods banks of
and and aJluvium are ften cut away and sometime others are formed.
t h r are r a ou for believiug that the old village ruins on open
it , n w alm t obliterated, mark the :fir t period in the occupancy of
th auy 11 p rhap · ev n a p ri d di tiuctly eparated from the others.
E.xcav ti n n the ' ite would pr bably yield valuable re ults.
II-HOME VILLAGES ON BOTTOM LANDS
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can generally be distinguished, and in many instances walls are still
standing-sometimes to a height of three stories. The ground plans
reflect more or less the character of the site they occupy, and we
would be as much surprh,ed to find plans of their character in the open
country as we are to see plans of class r within the canyon. Unlike
the ground plans of class r, those of this group were laid. out with direct
reference to the cliff behind them, and which formed, as it were, a part
of them.
In point of size, long period of occupancy, and position these villages
were the most important in the canyon. The ruins often c_o ver considerable areas and almost invariably show the remains of one or more
circular kivas. Sometimes they are located directly upon the bottom
land, more often they occupy low swells next the cliff, rising perhaps 10
feet above the general level and affording a fine view over it. Sometimes they are found in alcoves at the base of the cliff, but they always
rest on the bottom land which extenu.s into them; these merge insensibly into the next class-village ruins on defensible sites-and the distinction between them is partly an arbitrary one, as is also that between
the last mentioned and the cliff ruins proper.
·
Figure 1 is a ground plan of a small ruin located in Del Muerto, on
the bottom lands near its mouth. No standing walls now remain,
•.I

•.i_,~·!.,_ :/,4, ,,

FIG. 1-Ground plan of an old ruin in Canyon del Muerto.

but there is no doubt that the village at one time covered much more
ground than that shown on the plan. There are now remains of sixteen
rooms on the ground, in addition to two kivas. There is a shallow alcove
in the cliff at the ground level, and the overhanging cliff gave the Yillage some protection overhead. Plate XL v shows another example in
Del Muerto, the largest in that canyon. The walls are still standing
to a height of three stories in one place, and the masonry is of high
class. The back cliff has not entered into the plan here to the same
extent that it generally does. · Figure 2, a ground plan, exhibits only
that portion of the area of the ruin on which walls are still standing.
It shows about 20 rooms on the ground, exclusive of three or perhaps four kivas. The rooms are small as a rule, rectangular, and
arranged with a more than ordinary degree of regularity. One room
still carries its roof intact, as shown on the plan. Iu the center of the
ruin are the remains of a very large kiva, over 36 feet in diameter.
It is now so much broken down that but little can be inferred as to its
form('r condition, except that there was probably no interior bench, as
no :remains of such a structure can Iiow be distinguished. The size of
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tllis kiva is exceptional, and it is very probable that it was never
roofed. The structures within the kiva, hown on the ground plan, are
avaho burial ci ts. West of the large kiva there were two other', le s
than 20 feet in diameter. One of the e was circular; the other wa
irregular in shape, perhaps more nearly approaching an oval form.

FlG. 2-Gronnd plan of a ruin on bottom Janel in Canyon del Muerto.

At no fewer than :five places within the ruin tllere are comparatively
recent Navaho burials.
Figure 3 is a ground plan of a small and very compact village,
, ituated on the outh side of tlte canyon at the point marked 28 on the
d tail <l map. It i:-; located on a slightly rafaed part of the bottom,
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and used for the storage of corn. The roofs of both these rooms are
now on the ground level. The covered room nearest the cliff, shown on
the plan, has been divided into two small compartments by a wall
through the middle; access to each of these is obtained by a framecl
trapdoor in the roof about a foot square. This dividing wall is probably of Navaho origin, as the separate rooms formed by it are too small .
for habitation and the masonry is very rough. .A short distance to
· the north along the cliff there is a Navaho house, roughly rectangular
in plan, wltich was constructed of stone obtained from this site. The
masonry of the ruin presents a yery good face, not due to chinking,.
however, which was but slightly practiced, but to the careful selection
of material: Some of the stones show surface pecking.
About 300 feet above or southeast of this ruin there are the remains
of two small rooms which were placed against the cliff. They are of
the same general character as those described, and doubtless formed
part of the same settlement. Between the two occurs a curious feature.
A large slab of rock, 280 . feet long and not more than 12 feet thick at
any point, has split off from the cliff and dropped down to the ground,
wher.e it remains on edge. This slab is triangular in elevation and
about 50 feet high at th~ apex. Betwem1 it and the cliff, in the upper

~
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F IG. 4-Granary in the rocks, counected with a ruin.

part, there is a space from 2 to 2¼ feet wide. · This is easily accessible
from the north, on the edge of the slab, and can be reached from the.
southern encl, but with much difficulty. Figure 4 shows this feature
an<l its relation to the ruin. There is no doubt that this was a granary
or huge storage bin, and probably the two rooms on the south were
placed there to guar<l that end; the northern end, of more easy access,.
being protected by the village itself. It was well adapted to this purpose-a fact that the Navaho have not been slow to appreciate. They
have constructed small bins near the .northern end, shown on the plan,
an<l beyond this timbers have been wedged in so as to furnish a means
of closing t,he deft. In the cleft itself cross wa.Ils have been constructed, dividing it into several compartments. The interior
forms a
I
convenient dry, airy space, and at the time it was visited the floor was
covered with a litter of cornbusks.
Almost directly opposite this ruin, on the other side of the canyon
. of a village that . might properly be called a cave
are the remams
village. ~H this point a large rock stands out from the cliff and in it
there is a, cavity shaped almost like a quarter sphere. Its greatest
diameter is 45 feet and its height about 20 feet. The bottom land here
is 10 or 12 feet above the stream bed and slopes up gradually toward ,

'
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the cliff, forming the bottom of the cave, which is perhaps 18 or 20 feet
above the stream and some distance from it. The cave commands an
extensive outlook over the cultivable lands below it and those extending up a hranch canyon a little above.
The whole bottom of the cave is covered by remain::; of rooms, shown
in plan in figure 5. The population could not have been greater than
10 or 12 persons, yet the remains of two kivas are clearly shown.
Both were in the front of the cave, adjoining but not connected with
each other, and were about 12 feet in diameter. Both ha.d interior
benches, extending in one perhaps completely around, in the other only
partly around. The rooms are very irregular in shape and in size,
ranging from 8 by 10 feet to 3 by 4 feet, but the latter could be used
only fo1· storage. The masonry is not of fine grade, although good;
but not much detail can be made out, as the place has been used as a

Fro. 5-Gromid plan of a ruin in a ·ave.
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THE PAKASHI- IZINI RUIN

of the plan was very compactly built, in
one place being four rooms deep, but no
traces of a kiva can be seen in it, nor does
there appear to be anyplace where a kiva
could be built .within the house area or
immediately adjacent to it. At present ·
14 or 15 rooms may be traced on the
ground and the whole structure may
have comprised 30 rooms. The wall lines
are not regular. In the western end of
the structure there is a narrow passageway into a large room in the center.
Such passageways, wbile often seen in
the valley pueblos, are rare in these canyons. The three rooms to the south of
tlie passageway appear to have been rzj
15
added after the rest of the structure was
completed, and diminished in size regu- c;:i ~~
larly by a series of steps or insets in the ~
northern or passage wall.
;: ~\
'l'he other portion of the ruin shows the ~
remains of about 40 rooms on the ground, ~
in addition to three kivas; there may have ~
been 60 rooms in this part of the settle- s:
ment, or 85 or 90 rooms altogether. The §:
population could not have been over 55 8_
or GO persons, or about 12 families. In ..t:i
a
other words, it appears that, owing to the «~
peculiarities of conditions under which §
they lived, and of the ground plan which ~
resulterl, the largest settlement of this ~
class in the canyons, extending over 400 ;
feet in one direction, provided homes for ·
·a very limited number of people. As it is
probable that each family had one or more
outlooks, occupied in connection with their
horticultural operations, it wm readily be
seen that only a small number of inhabitants might leave a large number of house
remains, and that it is not necessary to
assume either a large population or a long
period of occupancy.
The kivas are clustered in the lower
end of the settlement, and all appear to
have been inclosed within walls or other
buildings. Two of them are fairly well
preserved; of the third only a fragment

r
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remains. The inclosure of tlie kivas is a suggestive feature, which
will be discus ed later, as will also the square shaft shown on the plan
as attached to the principal kiva.
It will be noticed that in several places where bowlders occur within
the limits of the settlement they have been incorporated into the wall
and form part of them. In two places they have altered the direction
of walls and produced irregularities in the plan. Elsewhere the face

FJG. 7-Ground plan of a ruin in Canyon del Muerto.

of a rock has been prolonged by a wall carried out to continue it, as
in the front wall of the principal kiva apartment. This apartment
appears to have been entered from the west through a passageway.
Thi i au anomalous feature and suggests modernness.
Figure 7 i a ground plan of another ruin in Del Muerto. There
iH a Ii ·ht cove or bay in the cliff at the point where the ruin occurs,
and the ground, which i on the level of the bottom lands, is strewn
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F10. 8- round plan of a ruin in T seonitsosi canyon.
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of the site a .burial cist was found and excavated in 1884 by Mr
Thomas V. Kearn. It contained the remains of a child, almost perfectly desiccated. It is said that when the remains were first removed
the color of the iris could be distinguished. The specimen was subsequently deposited in the National Museum.
A. ruin which occurs in Tse-on-i-tso-si canyon, near the mouth of
De Ohelly, is shown iu plall in figure 8. There were two kivas, one
of which was benched. The number of rooms connected with them is
remarkably small-there could not have been more than six, if there
were that many-and the character of the site is such as to preclude
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FIG. 9-Ground plan of a mnch obliterated ruin .

the possibility of other rooms in the immediate vicinity. Some of the
walls are still standing, and exhibit a fair degree of skill in masonry.
A. type of which there are many examples is shown in plan in figure 9.
These ruins occur on the flat, next the cliff, which is seldom bayed
and overhangs but slightly. They are usually so much obliterated
that only careful scrutiny reveals the presence of wall lines, and walls
standing to a height of 6 inches ab·ove the ground are rare. In the
example illustrated no traces of a kiva can be found, but the almost
complete destructiou of the walls might account for this. There is
every reason to suppose that these ruins are of the same class as those

described above, the remains of home villages located without reference
to defense, and no reason to suppose otherwise. They are probably
instances where, owing to exposed situation, early ·abandonment, and
possibly also proximity to later establishments, destruction has proceeded at a greater rate than in other examples.
Ruins of the cla$S under discussion were not confined to any part of
the canyons, but were located wherever the conditions were favorable.
A.n example which occurs in the lower part of the canyon, at the point
marked 3 on the map, is shown in plan in figure 10. It occurs at
the back of a deep cove in a little branch canyon, and was at one time
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quite an extensive village. It was located on a s1ight slope or raised
place next the cliffs and overhung by them. A stone dropped from the
top of the cliffs would fall 45 or 50 feet out from their base. There are
remains of three kivas. The central one, which was 12 feet in diameter,
still shows nearly all its periphery, and the wall is in one place 3 feet
high. The western kiva is now almost obliterated, but it can still be
made out, and shows a diameter of 15 feet. It is 50 feet west of the
central kiva and on a level about 8 feet below it, being only about 3
feet above the bottom land. East of the central kiva, and between it
and a large bowlder, there was another, of which only a part now
remains.
North of the central kiva, and extending nearly to the cliff behind,
there are remains of rooms. One corner is still standing to a height of
3 to 4 feet. The western wan was smoothly plastered outside and was.
pierced by a narrow notched doorway. The northern wall has an opening strn intact, shown in plate LVIII; it is 2 feet high and 14 inches wide,
with a lintel composed of six sma11 sticks about an inch in diameter,
laid side by side. The sticks are surmounted by a flat stone, very
roughly shaped and separated from them by an inch of mud plaster ormortar. The masonry is exceptionally well executed, that of the northern wall being composed of large stones carefully chinked and rubbed
down. The chinking appears to have been carried through in bands,
producing a decorative effect, resembling some of the masonry of the
baco ruin . The western wall is composed of larger stones laid up more
roughly with less chinking, and appears to have been a later addition.
On the back wall of the cave are marks of walls showing a number of'
additional rooms, and there is no doubt that at one time there was.
quite an extensive settlement here.
round the corner from the last example, as it were (at the point
marked 4 on the map), and at the mouth of a little canyon that opens.
out from the head of the cove, the ruin shown in plate XL vr occurs.
Tb villacre wa locat d on the canyon bottom, in a hallow co Ye hardly
25 ~ t d p, but the vi w over the bottom i almost closed by a large
and dune, bare on top and but cantily covered on the sides with grass
and w d .
re it not for thi dune, the site of the ruin would
command n of th b t area of cultivable laud in the canyon, but
appar ntl an
ten iv outlook was not a de ideratum. The slight
1 vation of b ,' it abov th 1 vel of th bottom lands is shown in
th illt1.ctration.
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the walls of this room, and the interstices were filled with this, chinking
with small stones being but slightly practiced. The masonry of the
other walls is rougher, with even less chinking, and some of them show
later additions which did not follow the main lines. The eastern room
bad two openings and the tops of the walls are appareTJtly finished; for
there are no marks of roo_f timbers. The room may have been roofless,
but the same effoot might hav_e been produced by recent Navaho repairs
and alterations. In the exterior wall, ~t the southeastern corner, there

FIG. 11-Ground plan of a village ruin.

is a series of hand-holes, as though access to the interior were sometimes had in this way, but the band-holes are later than the wall. On
the back wall of the cove there are a number of pictographs.
Just above the mouth of Del Muerto and on the opposite side of the
main canyon, at the point marked 17 on the map, there was a village
on the canyon bottom. It overlooked a fine stretch of cultivable
land on both sides of the canyon. There is a large isolated mass of
rock here, ·n early as high as the cliffs on either side, and connected with

FIG. 12-Ground plan of kivas in Canyon de Chelly.

those back of it by a slope of talus and debri~, partly bare rock, partly
covered with sand dunes. At the point where the ruin occurs the rock
is bare and about 40 feet high, partly overhanging the site. The
remains, shown in plan in figure J 2, occupy the summit of a hill about
10 feet high, composed principally of debris of walls. Only a few faint
traces now remain, but, two kivas are still clearly distinguishable. The
one on the south had an interior bench, which apparently extended
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around it. The other shows walls~ feet high, and has been plastered
witq. a number of successive coats. The small wall on the extreme right
of the plan is com po ' eel of almost pure mud.
There are a number of ruins in the canyons of the type shown in
figure 13. They are generally located directly ou the bottom, and seldom as much as 5 feet above it, within coves or under overhanging
cliffs; they are always of small area, and .generally so far obliterated
that no walls or wall remains are now visible. The obliteration is due
not so much to antiquity, which may or may not have been a cause,
but to the character of the site they occupied. They are always in
sheltered situations, and being on the canyon bottom are much used by
the Navaho as sheepfolds and have been so used
years. Sometimes, although rarely, faint traces of kivas can be made out.
The example illustrated occurs at the point marked 43 on the map.
It is situated in a cove in a point of rock jutting out from the main cliff.
The rock is about 60 feet high and the cove about 30 feet deep, and the
remains are but a few feet above the level of the bottom land outside.
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Fro. 13-0rotmd plan of a small ruin on bottom land.

The wans are compo ed of rather small stone ; the interstices were
chinked with spawls, and the masonry was laid up with an abundance
of mud mortar. The back wall of the cove is considerably blackened
by moke.
On of the mo t triking and most important ruins in the canyon is
hown in plan in :figure 14 aud 15. This is the ruin seen by Lieutenant
imp n in 1 49 and ub equently allecl Oa a Blauca. It is also
known underth equival nt avahoterm,Kini-nae-kaiorWhiteHouse.
Tb gen ral character of the ruin is shown in plate XLVII, which is
fr m a photograpb.
t fir t ight thi ruin appear not to belong to
thi cla , or rather t belong both to tbi cla and the succeeding one
lo ated with reference to defense; but, a will
ompo d of villa
Pl e r l r i ha n thiug in ommon with the latt r.
n
nditi n th ruin on i t of two distinct part -a
ompri ing a large lu ter of room on the bottom land
v rti al ,Jiff, nd an upper par , hich was much maller
clir c ly er the low r portion and wa eparated
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from it only by some 35 feet
of vertical cliff. There is evidence, however, that some of
tlrnhouses in the lower settle-.
rnent were four stories high
against the cliff, and in fact
that the structures were
practically continuous; but
for convenience of descriptfon we may regard the ruin
as composed of two~
The lower ruin covers an
area of about 150 by 50 feet,
raised but a few feet above
the bottom land, probably
by its own debris. Within r.zj
this area there are remains ~
of 45 roomR 011 the ground, j
in addition to a circular ~
kiva. On the east side there [
are walls still standing to a ~
height of 12 and 14 feet. It
is probable that the lower· ~
ruin comprised about 60 ~
rooms, which, with a liberal ~
a11owance for the rooms in
the cave, would make a total ~
of 80. This would
furnish ~!l'
•
accommodations for a maxi- t::d
~
mum of 10 or 12 families or :,,g
a total population of 50 or 5
60 persons. It is pr.o bable, ~
l10wever, that this estimate
is excessive and that the
total population at any one
time did not exceed 30 or 40
persons ..
The ground plans shown
are the result of a very careful survey, plotted on the
ground on a large scale (10
feet to 1 inch-1: 120), and
the irregularities shown were
carefully noted and put down
at the time. These irregularities, which are commonly
ignored in the preparation
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of plans of ruin , a,re of
the highe t importance.
From them the equence
of construction can often
be determined.
The walls of the lower
ruiu are somewbat obscured by loose debris,
of which a large amount
is lying about. Roof
debris is especially
abundant; jt consists of
small twigs and lumps
of clay, with e11ds of
beams projectiug here
·@ alld there. The princi; pal walls occur in the
§ eastern part, where
~
cil some of them are 2 feet
~
::: thick and still standing
:; to a height of 10 a,nd 12
! and in one place of 14
feet. .A.n inspection of
~ the plan will show that,
~ as is invariably the case
§ where a wall ri "e to a
height of more than one
g story, the lower part is
massive and the upper
~ wall set ' back 5 or 6
~ iuches, reducing its
th j ck n e
by tbat
amount. All the heavy
wall occur either about
the kiva or east of it.
.Apparently the e walls
were built fir ·t
pecjally heavy and ma iv , and aft rwarcl,
wh n upperstori w re
added, it wa not found
n ce ary to ·arry them
up he fuJl thi kn" . .
It will b noti 1 that
the wall f'Xt 11ding a tward fr m tb Ol'D r of
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the kiva and which is from a foot to 6 feet high at the present time,
'
.
extends through
the heavy wall which crosses it 33 feet to the east,
and
is continuous to its termination about 50 feet east, against another
heavy wa11. The last-meutioned wall is also continuous from the cliff
out to the front of the ruin, a distance of about 4G feet.
The heavy walls of the lower ruin are immediately under the upper
cave. Back of them the cliff presents an almost smooth face of rock,
35 feet high and slightly overhanging. On this rock face there are
marks which show that formerly there were upper stories, the rooms of
which are outlined upon it. The rock surface was coated in places with
a thin wash of clay, doubtless to correspond with the other walls of the
rooms, but this coating was necessarily omitted where the partition
1
walls and roofa and floors abutte<l on the rock. This is shown in plate
XL vn. Although the marks are now so faint as to be easily overlooked, at a certain hour in the day, when the light falls obliquely on
the rock, they can be clearly made out. At a point about 50 feet east
of the kiva the structure was three stories higher than it is now. The
roof of the upper story was within 4 feet of the floor of the cave, and
under the gap or gateway in front of the main room above. West of this
point there are the marks of but two stories additional. Farther west
the ~tructure rose again, but not to the height attained on the east.
The kiva was placed directly against the cliff. This is an unusual
arrangement; but it will be noticed that the walls in front of it are of
a different character from those on the east, and it is probable that
when the kiva was built it opened to the air. The kiva is also anomalous iu its construction. It presents the usual features of the inner
circular chamber and an inclosing rectangular wall, but in this case
the intermediate space was :filled in solidly, and perhaps was so constructed. The kiva is still 6 feet deep inside, which must be nearly its
maximum depth, and the roof was probably placed at a level not more
than a foot or two above the present top. Whether the village was
placed on a slight raise, or on the fiat, level with the bottom land about
it, and subsequently :filled up with the debris of masonry, etc, can not
be determined without excavation; but the top of the kiva is now 16
feet above the. general level of the bottom land, and its bottom 10 feet
above that level. It is possible that the kiva was much deeper than now
appears, as no sign of the usual interior bench can be seen above the
present ground surface, nor can any connection with the chimney-like
structure to the south of it be determined, yet such connection must
have existed. Probably not only this kiva but the whole ruin would
.
well repay excavation.
The interior of the kiva was not exactly circular, heing a little elongated northeast and southwest. The inclosing wall on the east is sti11
standing in one place to a height of 5 feet above the top of tbe kiva
structure, and about a foot above that level is marked by a setback,
which reduces its thickness. Apparently the upper part was added at
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a date ome time sub equent to the completion of the kiva structure,
a the wall on the outh, now ome 3 feet above the level mentioned,
doe not couforru to the lower exterior wall on which it was placed.
Ou the western side there i another fragment of the upper inclosing
wall. Both this wall an<l. the one on the south are less than 15 iuches
in thickne .
··we't of the kiva there are remaius of other stone walls which differ
in character from those on the east. They are now usually less than
3 feet high; they were 12 to 15 inches thick, and· the line·a are very
irregular. South of the kiva, in the center of the ruin, there are other
stone walls even thinner and more irregularly placed than those on the
we t, but most of the walls here are of adobe. As the use of adobe
blocks is not an aboriginal feature, the occurrence of these walls is a
matter of much interest, especially as they are so intimately associated
with the stonework that it is not always an easy matter to separate
them.
The occurrence and distribution of adobe walls is shown on the
ground plan. They are not found as subordinate walls, dividing larger
rooms, except perhaps in one instance; but apparently this method of
~onstruction was employed when it was desired to add new rooms to
tho e already con tructed.
o room with walls constructed wholly
of adobe can be made out, but walls of this character closing one side
-0f a roon;i. are common, and rooms with two or eveu three sides of adobe
are not un ommon. There are some instances in which part of a wall
i stone and part adobe, and also instances in which the lower wall,
complete in it elf, is of stone, while the upper part, evidently a later
.addition, i of adobe; uch, for example, i the cross wall in the eastern
tier, about '0 feet from the cJiff.
The mere occurrence of adobe here i evidence of the occupancy of
thi site at a period. ub equent to the ixteenth century-we might
almo t ay ub 'equ nt to the middle of the seventeenth; but its occurrence in thi way and in uch intimate a sociation with the stone walls
indi ate that tbe o cupancy wa continuou from a time prior·to the
introdu tion f adobe on truction to a period ·some time subsequent
to it. Thi hyp h i i
upported by other evidence, which will
app ar later.
tten ion may h re b directed to the fact that there
ar f ur himn y-lik tructur in the lower ruiu, aU of adobe, and all,
~ pt h
ue whi ,h 1 rtains to the kiva, attached to adobe walls.
On th w t rn rna,rgiu of the ruin, aud nowh re el e within it, there
ar trac
f no h r kind f on truction which was not fouud el ewh r within th can 11. Thi method is known to the Mexican as
j, c 1 and mu h u ci by th m. It con i t of a row of sticks or
hin}) 1 ,
rti ·ally in tl.J
round and heavily plast red with mud.
t Ir ,· n ll t n f h
wall · r main t a height of 6 iucbes above
of pol brok u off at the ground level are
th O'f nu
· ill vi ibl
"t hi 1 inti, · but
r 4 feet above the genr 1 l v ,1 f th
r und plau ·Ii
th occurrence of
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these wall remams on the western edge of the site. They are all
outside of but attached to what was formerly the exterior wall on that,
side.
There are remains of four Navaho burial cists in the lower ruin, at
the points shown on the ground plan. These are constructed of stones
and mud roughly put together in the ordinary manner, forming thin,
rounded walls; but these can not be confounded with the other meth- ·
ods of construction described. Three of the cists have long been in.
. ruins and broken down; the one on the east is but a few years old.
Access to the upper ruin can now be bad only with much difficulty.
In the western end of the cave there is a single room placed on thecliff edge, and between this and the end of a wall to the right a small
stick has been embedded in the masonry at a height of about 2 feet
from the rock. The cliff here is vertical and affords no footing, but by
throwing a rope over the stick a man can ascend band over hand.
During the period when the houses were occupied, access was had in
another and much easier way, through a doorway or passageway
nearly iu the center of the ruin and directly over the point where ·thelower village was four stories high. The roof of the lower structure
was less than 4 feet below the floor of the cave; yet there is no doubt
that a doorway or passageway existed also at the western end of the:
cave, as the western end of the wall on the right of the stick is neatly
:finished and apparently complete.
The principal room in the upper ruin is situated nearly in the center
of the cave, and is the one that has given the whole ruin its name.
The walls are 2 feet thick, constructed of stone, 12 feet high in front
and 7 feet high on the sides and inside. The exterior was :finished
with a coat of whitewash, with a decorative band in yellow; hence·
the name of Casa Blanca or White House. West of the principal
room there is a smaller one, which appears to be a later addition. Thewalls of this room are only 7 inches thick, of adobe on the sides and
back and of small stones iri front. The top of the wall is about 2 feet.
below the top of the wall on the east. The coat of whitewash ·and the
yellow decorative band are continuous over both rooms, but the white
coat was also applied to the exterior western wall of the main room.
In the main room there is a series of small sticks, about half an inch in
diameter, projecting 8 iuches from the wall and on a line 3 or 4 inches
under where the roof was.
The small room in the eastern end of the cave was located on a kind of
bench or upper level, and was constructed partly of stone and partly
of adobe. The stone part is the upper portion of the eastern half. On
the west there is a small opening or window, with an appliance for
closing it. It is probable that this room was used only for storage.
In the western end of the cave there is another single room, which is
clearly shown in plate XLVII. The front wall is 11 feet high outside
and 5 feet high inside. The lower portion is stone, the upper part and
sides are adobe, and the side walls rest on nearly 2 foet of straw, ashes,.

J
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etc. The buttress shown in the illustration is of stone and the front wall
tbat it supports is slightly battened. A close inspection of the illustration will show that this wall rests partly on horizontal timber work,
a feature which is repeated in several walls in the main cluster of the
ruius.
The use of timber laid horizontaUy under a wall is not uncommon,
and as it will be discussed at greater length in another place, it may be
dismissed here with the statement that as a rule it failed to accomplish the purpose intended. But the use of the buttress is an anomalous feature which it is difficult to believe was of aboriginal conception.
Its occurrence in this ruin together with so many other unaboriginal
features is suggestive.
The walls of the principal room and of the rooms immediately in
front of it are constructed of stone; all the other walls in the upper
ruia are of adobe or have adobe in them. The two rooms on the east
and two walls of the room adjoining on the west are wholly of adobe,
about 7 inches thick and now 3 and 4 feet high. In the southeast corner of the second room from the east there is an opening through the
front wall wl).ich. may have been a drain. It is on the floor level,
round, 5 inches in diameter, and smoothly plastered. In the fourth
room from the east there is a similar hole. Both of these discharge on
the edge of the c]iff, and it is difficult to imagine their purpose unless
they were expedients for draining the rooms; but tbis would imply
that the rooms were not roofed. Although the cliff above is probably
500 feet high, and overhangs to the degree that a rock pushed over its
edo-e fall,' 15 feet or more outside of the outermost wall remains, and
over 70 feet from the foot of the cliff, still a driving storm of rain or
now would leave considerable quantities of water in the front rooms
if they were not roofed, and some means would have to be provided
to carry it off.
In th ame room, the fourth from the east, there are the remains of
a cliimney-like tructure, the only one in the upper ruin. It is in the
nor h a t corner, at a, point where the wall has fallen and been replaced
by a avaho buriai ci t al ' O fallen in ruin, and was constructed of stone.
Th r i · 110 doubt that it was added some time after the walls were
built, a it ha cracked off from the wall on the east, which shows at
hat p in it. ori 0 'inal ftni h. In the eastern wall of this room there is
aw 11-:fini h d op ning, and at the corre 'ponding point in the wall of
th r m on the right, the third wall from the east, there is another.
h latt r wall i of adobe, or rather there are two adobe walls built side
b ,·icl,; u , th ea t rn, con iderably thinner than the other. The
nin e_·tend thr uo-h both wall ; it was neatly :finished and was
l ya thin lab of ston pla tered. in with mud. It has the applin fi r ·l in meutiouecl abov and de cribed lat r (page 165). Most
f tlJ
p
in tb walL appear to have beeu closed up at the time
th h u
band ned.
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The •front wall of the main room is 12 feet high in front and was
stepped back 6 inches at half its height from the ground. The stepback is continued through the front wall of the small room on the
west. Near the center of the main room there is a well-finished doorway, directly over the point where ·a cross wall in front of it comes in.
Tllis openiug was origiually a double-notched or T-shape doorway,
but at a later period was filled up so as to leave only a rectangular
orifice. The principal entrance to the upper ruin was in front of this
opening and a little to the left of it. It will be noticed from an inspection of the plan that the room into which this entrance opened was
divided at a point about 4 feet back from tbe cliff edge by a stone wall
not more than half the thickness of the walls on either side of it. This
cross wall is still 6 feet high on the side nearest the cliff, but there is
no evidence of a doorway or opening through it. The back rooms must
have been reached by a ladder in front, thence over the roof of the
room. The cliff entrance was a narrow doorway left in the front wall.
The ends of the walls on either side were smoothly finished, as in the
western doorway.
There are mauy lumps of clay scattered about on the ground, some
showing impressions of small sticks. Apparently they are the debris of
roofs. There are also some fragments of pottery, principally corrugated ware. The adobe walls in the upper ruin rest generally on rock,
sometimes on ashes and loose d ebris; in the lower ruin they rest usually on stone foundations. The occurrence in this ruin of many features that are not aboriginal suggests that it was one of the last to be
abandoned in the canyon, but there are certain features which make it
seem probable that the upper portion continued to be inhabited for
some time after the lower portion. The contrivance for closing openiugs is identical with examples found in the Mesa Verde region, and it
is probable that an intimate connection between the two existed.
III-HOME VILLAGES LOCATED FOR DEFENSE

The distinction between home villages located on bottom lands absolutely without reference to the defensive value of the site, and other
villages located on d efensive sites, is to some extent an arbitrary one.
The former, which are always located at the base of or under an overhau ging cliff, sometimes occupy slightly raised ground which overlooks
the adjacent land, and the latter are sometimes so slightly raised above
the bottoms they overlook as hardly to come within the classification.
Moreover, rnins in their present condition sometimes belong to both
classes, as in the example last described. Yet a general distinction
may be drawn between the classes, in that the former are generally
loeated directly upon the bottom land and invariably without thought
or regard to the defensive value of the site, while in the latter the
effect of this requirement is always apparent.
The class of ruins which has been designated as the remains of villages located for defense comprises all the most striking remains in the
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canyon, many of which may properly be termed cliff ruins. The characteristics of the class are: A. site more or less difficult of accessgenerally an elaborate ground. plan, although sometimes they consist of
only a few rooms-and the invariable presence of the kiva or estufa,
here al ways circular in form. The largest ruin of this class occurs in
Del Muerto, and is known as Mummy Cave ruin. It is called by the
Navaho Tse-i-ya-kin. It is situated in the upper part of the mmyon,
near the junction of a small branch, and has an extensive outlook.
A.ta height of about 80 feet above the top of a gentle slope of earth
and loose 1.ock, and perhaps 300 feet above the stream bed, there are
two coves in the rock, connected by a narrow bench. The western
cove is about 100 feet across and its back is perha1,s 75 feet from the
front wall of the cliff. The eastern cove is over 200 feet across and
perhaps 100 feet deep, while the connecting ledge is about 110 feet
long·. Ruins occur on the central ledge and on similar ledges in the
back parts of both coves.
The western or smaller cove is accessible only from the ledge, which
in turn can be approached only from the eastern cove. The smaller
cove had a row of little rooms across the back and there are traces of
walls on the slope in front of these. Fourteen rooms can now be made
out on the ground.; altogether there may have been 20 rooms in this
portion. Practically all the available space on the ledge was occupied
by rooms, and io, all of considerable size, can now be traced. The total
nurn ber in this portion was 14 or 15. The eastern cove contained the
largest part of the settlement. The back part is· occupied by a ledge
about 50 feet wide entirely covered by remains of walls. Some 44
rooms can now be made out on the ground, in addition to 3 or perhaps
4 circular kivas, and the whole number of rooms may have been 55.
A urning, then, that the various portion of the ruin were inhabited at
the ame time, we would have a total of 90 rooms; but, as many of them
could be u ed only for torage, the population could not have been
more than 60 per on .
The room in th western cove are fairly uniform in size and were
I robably habitation , for they are all too large to be classed as storage
room . There wa no kiva in thi portion, however, nor any unoccupied
place wb re a kiva might have been placed. It seems clear, therefore,
that thi p rtion wa · ith ran appendage of the other or wa occupied
at a lat r p ri d; in itb r ca e it wa~ con tructed at a date subsequent
to the r main in the a t 1·11 cove.
Th iut rmediate 1 d , bich i about 110 feet long and about 30
I ra tically all occupied by a row of even room , some
f t wide
of th m f mor than ne tor . The e room are exceptionaJly
1 r -le r r than n ur up f room in the canyon or in tbi part of
b·
h
ut i le or front wall i more than ..,,0 feet from the
ud th r
15 fi et wide. ~ ig-ure 16,
the ex · ptional ize of
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these rooms. All of them were at
least two stories high; some ·w:ere
three. The walls in this portion
are generally~ feet or more thick
au d exceptionally well co1rntrueted.
Its eastern end _is still standiug to
a height of three stories, and carries a roof intact, giving a towerlike effect to that portio11. Origfoally thi::, portion rose but 011e 8tory
above the other rooms. Throughout Hearly all its length the front
wall sllows part of the upper story,
which is also marked. on the cliff..
wall by a thin wash of clay, in the
same manner as in the Casa Blanca
ruiu. Tbe two rooms west of the
tower were surmounted by a single rtj
· large room. The cliff wall is coated. .~. .
with a tlliu wash of yellowish clay,
and no mark of a cross wall or par- g
tition can be seen upon it. There [
are no openings between the three}
eastern rooms on the ground floor. s,
The first room to the west of the ~
tower has a square chimney-like ~
shaft, and a niche or alcove con- ~
nected with it. The second room i
also has a niche and a rounded a
~shaft. The thfrd room bas neither
niche nor shaft.
The front wall was exceptionally
heavy, but the upper portion has
fallen in ward, forming a heavy
mass of debris against it. The
east and. south sides of the tower,
for about 5 feet of its height, are
decorated by iulaying small stones
1 to 2 inches long and half an inch
thick. Thesamedecoration occurs
at intervals down the front wall,
but irregularly. This feature is
not chili king, such as bas been described, and has no constructive
valne, but is purely decorative.
Back of the rooms west of the tower
there are some old pictographs- on
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the cliff wall at the place where the roof abutted on it. Here the wash
of clay before mentioned was necessarily omitted. In the first room
there is a pictograph of a man, in the second a semicircle, both done in
light-green paint.
The lower part of the outer corner of the tower has faJien out. At
this point there was a small doorway or ope1:ing, which was the only
entrance on the south or east. The corner which has fallen was apparently supported by three or four sticks laid horizontally on the rock at
an angle of 45 degrees with either wall. The giving way of the timber
support apparently caused the fall of the corner, but why a structure
otherwise so substantial should be placed on such frail support, when
a filling of masonry wa~ both easy and practicable, is not clear.
The doorway mentioned is the only opening into the ground-floor
room in the tower. Connection with the rooms on the west was through
a large doorway in the western wall of the second story, and in the story
above there was a similar opening. These are shown in plate XL vnr,
which is a general ·view of the central portion of the eastern cove.
The lintels of the openings in the central part are formed of round
stick , about 3 inches in diameter, matched, and bound together witn
witlies. These withes may be seen in places where the mud plaster
has fallen away. The stick lintels occur only in the central portion;
the windows and doorways of the other portions of the ruin, some fine
examples of which remain, are always finished with stone lintels and
sometimes with stone jambs.
A little ea t of the center of the front wall there is a large rock, or
rather a pile of large rocks, near the outer edge of the ledge. This is
shown in the illustration. Instead of removing this obstruction the
wall wa built under and over it. Near the western end of the front wall
there is a large doorway or opening. Access to the western cove was
along the narrow edge of the ledge under the front wall, thence through
his doorway. The doorway gave entrance to a very narrow space, le s
thau 4 feet quare, surrounded by a heavy wall with a doorway through
th 1 ft or we tern wall into the la t apartment of the series. Through
thew t rn w
· partment a doorway open don the end of the
1
-e. Thi principal ent1~ance is shown in plate
ional, it being about 6 feet high. A little
0 ·le
ti k across it, and a similar contrivance
ing in the tower, but it does not occur
an. The ame fi ature i found in the
·k forms the upport of a blank t draped
nth front wall ther i a Arnall opening
an be en what appear to be a roof.
ound, howe
rnd very roughly cony r of dar 1
abov thi a layer of
0 ·ain
lab · f
aud mud. It occurs
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under a narrow room or passage, shown on the plan, and seems to have
been the floor of that room rather than a roof of a space below.
Roofing or :flooring beams project from the tower on three sides.
They are all rounded and carefully selected or matched. Those of the
lower story or first roof are 4½ inches in diameter, those of the story
above about 3 inches, while those of the roof, which occur in pairs,
are about 2½ , inches. They all, except those of the lower story, project about 2 feet from the wall. All the beams are from 18 inches to 2
feet apart, and the roof is formed of canes or, willow sticks less than
half an inch in diameter laid very neatly in patterns. The work here
is by far the best in any part of the canyon. The beams of the :first
:floor are represented only by the ends which pass through the walls,
the middle portion being gone.
The cliff wall forming one side of the .rooms in the tower was coated
with a wash of yellowish clay to correspon<l with the other sides. It
shows bare rock at the points where the floors abutted against it. The
roof of the second story or middle room was 10 inches thick, tnd the
marks are on the same level as those of the rooms over the west of the
tower. There are also beam holes in the third story about 4 feet above
its floor, but extending only from the cliff out to its opening.'
.A. singular feature occurs in the tower, which is difficult to explain.
The upper part of the third-story room was coated in the interior with
whitewash, which appears to have been carelessly applied. Small
quantities struck the setback at the floor level and spattered over the
wall below-that of the second-story room. In one case a considerable
quantity of the whitewash struck the top of a beam in what would be
the roof of the second story and scattered over the wall surface below
it. It is therefore clear that at the time when the whitewash was
applied, which was either at the time or subsequent to the habitation
of the rooms, there was no floor to the third-story room nor roof to the
second story. The stains of whitewash never go below the floor level
of the second story.
The house remains in the eastern cove are partly shown in plate
xux., which is from a photograph. The point of view is from the
ledge in front of the tower. The ruins rest on a ledge in the back of
tbe cove formed of debris well compacted and apparently consisting
partly of sheep dung. The rooms are small, sometimes three deep ·
against the back of the cove, and many of them could only have been
used for storage. The principal structure is the western kiva, with its
chimney-like attachments. This is described at length on pages 177,
179, 186, and 187. Adjoining it on the east is another kiva, part of
whose wall is still two stories high, and clearly shown in the illustration. Some 50 or 60 feet to the east or southeast there is another circu'iar structure, which apparently had no interior bench. The small
semicircular structure shown on the plan and in the illustration, which
rests against and is roofed by the rock, is a Navaho burial cist, and
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another of these cists, of large size, occurs west of the principal kiva;
but the ruin as a whole contains much less evidence of Navaho work
than those farther down the canyon.
Many of the walls are built entirely of small pieces of stone, not more
than 3 or 4 inches long by 2 inches wide and half an inch to an inch and
a half thick. This construction is especially notkeable iu inner walls.
The joints are carefully plastered, evidently with the hand, but the
mud is seldom allowe<1 to cover the stone. It appears to have been
applied externally, in pellets about the size of a walnut. The general
thickness of walls is about 15 inches, although on the intermediate
ledge they are over 2 feet, but some of the less important walls consist of a single layer, 6 t.o 8 inches thick. Walls are sometimes seen
here supported by vertical timbers incorporated in them after the
manner later described at some length. Ends of logs project here
and there from the debris on the slope, but probably many of them
are the debris of roofs.
The peculiar and anomalous features presented by the remains on
the intermediate ledge seem to require some explanation. This portion of the ruin is not only different from the other portions, but different also from anything else in the canyon, and the difference is not one
of degree only. Doubtless systematic excavation in the various parts
of the ruin would afford an explanation. In the absence of such work
we can only speculate on the problem.
The occurrence of two chimney-like shafts in connection with the
rectangular rooms west of the tower is significant. Nowhere else in
the canyons, except in the Casa Blanca ruin, rlo these structures occur,
so far as known, except in com1ection with circular kivas. As regards
the ruin named, it is almost certain that it was occupied in the historic
period, probably in the seventeenth century.
The divi. ion of the ruin into three separate parts, the absence of
kivas in the western cove, and the method of access to that portion all
attract attention. If there were monks or other Spaniards i11 the settlement, the expla11ation would be plain; they aud those of the 11a.tives
· allied with them would occupy the central ledge, and the anomalous
featur s would be natural under the circnm tances. Snch a hypotheis would explain al o the ource of the many unaboriginal features
which are found in other partR of the canyon, but there i no direct
evidence to upport it. It . hould be mentioned, however, that the
wall h re re t on about half an inch of ub ' tance which re ernb1es
compa ·t d ·h ep du11g. If t.he Rubstance i really such, the wall mu t
hav h en built within the historic veriod.
t the point marked 4 on the map there i a ruin which re emble
om what in it l a,tio11 an exa,mple previou ly described (page 9.8).
It i. ituat d iu a ov in a jnttiug point of rock, formh1g part of the
taln . lop and i about 20 fi t abov th bottom, which it overI ok.·. • i 0 ·nr 17 ·how th
baracter or the ite, and figure 18 i. a
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ground plan. .At the back of tlle cov.e a row_ of small rooms, five or
six in number, was built against the rock. In front of tllese there
were two kivas and perhaps other rooms. Only fragmeHts of these
now remain, but jt can still be seen that both kivas had interior
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FIG. 17-Ruin in a rock cove.

benches, and that the western oi:ie has been plastered with several
succes ' ive coats-at least four. There are no pictographs on the back
wall, and but little stainiu g by smok6. The masonry 1s rather rough,
consisting of large stones, pretty well chinked with small spawls.

FIG. 18-Ground plan of a ruin in a rock cove .

Some of tue walls were plastered. The western end of the ruin bas
been partially restored by the Navaho and use<l. for burial cists, and
oth er cists have been built on the site fo<lependent of the old walls,
as shown on the plan. Figure 19 is a ground plan of a ruin on a
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ledge near the mouth of Del .Muerto, at the point . marked 15 on
the map. It is situated at the back of a considerable bay, directly
opposite a large rock at the mouth of Del Muerto, and overlooked the
whole of the bottom land in the bay. The houses were built on a
bench or ledge, about 30 feet wide, overhung by the cliff above and
dropping down almost vertically to the bottom land, about 40 feet
below, but on the east access to the bench was easy by a slope of talus
extending up to it. The site was covered with bowlders, and walls
have been bt1ilt over and under them. The masonry is good, and was
composed of larger stones than usual, carefully chinked with spalls,
the work being well done.
There were but 10 rooms on the ground, in addition to one circular
kiva; some of these rooms are too small for habitation, and one of
them appears to have been a rectangular kiva. On the same bench,
about 100 feet westward, however, there are traces of other rooms, the
walls of which were very thin. The cliffs back of the ruin and for 200 ·
feet west of it are covered with pictographs in white· and colors.

FIG. 19- Ground plan of a ruin on a ledge.

ear the center of that portion of the ruin shown on the ground
plan tllere i a large room which may have been a rectangular kiva.
Th walls are over 2 feet thick in the first story, diminishing at the
ro f l v 1 by a tep or etback to the ordinary thickness of about a foot.
The e wall , a u ual in uch structure , were about 2 feet thick; they
are 1i1Yhtly curved, the front wall markedly o, and the interior corners
ar well rounded.
o r a n for this curvature is apparent, and it is
c rtainly 11 t dictated by the occurrence of the rock over which the
wall is built, a only the point of this rock comes through the wall in
h w :t rn ide of the front wall. There may have been an opening
int< he room throu ·h the ea ·tern wall connecting it with the room on
tha i
th ma onry i there broken down; but this is doubtful,
a the a tern r om it lf ha n exterior opening. It is more probable
b, th lar r om wa ent red throuo·h the roof, for the thin wall of
th
h w in frout one ide of a well-fini h d doorway.
f h h , y front wall there i a round hole in the
f v rtical h ft onn ted with the interior of
, b ut .. foot in diameter, and i neatly pfa, tered
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inside, and appears to have been a chimney or a chimney-like structure
such as occur in connection with the kivas in other ruins. It will later
be discussed in detail.
The circular kiva occupies the western end of that part of the room
shown in the plan. It was 15 feet in diameter, and is exceptionally
well built. The wall is standing for about half of its circumference, and
was so neatly :finished that the interior coating of plaster was apparently
omitted. There are no traces of inclosing rectangular walls; the thickness of the kiva walls and the exceptionally large stones used in parts
of it suggest that the kiva stood alone. So far as the walls remain
standing, an interior bench can be traoed, about 2 feet wide and 6 feet
below the top of the outside wall. On the southeastern side, in the
interior, there is a buttress or projection, which terminates the bench
at this point.
The walls between the rectangular room described and the circular
kiva are thin and very irregularly laid out. In front of the rectangular
room and on the edge of the bench, which is here but a few feet above
the talus, a rather heavy wall has been built over the top of a rock,

FIG. 20-Ground plan of ruin No. 31, Canyon cle Chelly.

and inside or to the north of it another wall has been placed, hardly
2 feet distant. These walls are connected at the eastern end by a thin
cross wall, now but slightly above the ground surface and notched like
a doorway. Below the notch a slab of stone has been placed and was
apparently used as a step. The purpose of these walls is not clear,
but they may have constituted an entrance or passageway to the village. If so, we have here a very efficient defensive expedient and a
decided anomaly in cliff-village architecture.
At the point marked 31 on the map there is a smaU ruin on a ledge
about 150 feet above the bottom and difficult of access. · The site overlooks considerable areas of bottom land on both sides of the canyon,
and was probably connected with and formed part of a larger ruin on
the same ledge and east of it, which will next be described. On this
site there are remains of half a dozen rooms or more and of one circular
kiva, which was 20 feet in diameter. (See ground plan, figure 20.)
The site has been much filled up, and the kiva appears as a cylindrical
depression, flush with tµe ground outside, but 3 to 5 feet deep inside.
The walls are rather thin and smoothly plastered inside. Ou the south
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side there is an opening extending down to the floor
level and opening directly
on the sharply slopiug
rock. This feature will
later be discussed at some
length. The walls to the
west of the ki va are still
l 4 or 15 feet high, showing
two stories, and were well
constructed and smoothly
plastered. The interior of
the kiva shows a number
of successive coats of plastering-at least eight.
Immediately above the
~ last-mentioned ruin, and
~ on the same ledge, occur
~ the remaius of a large
A
•
~ settlement, shown m plan
8 in :fig·ure 21. It will be
~ noticed that here, as in
0
zA some of the previous ex·e amples described, the gent eral arrangement consists
]P. of a row of rooms against
,g the cliff, with the kivasi in
2 front. There were at least
17 rooms in line, and there
: may have been as many as
~ 30 to 50 rectangular rooms
'i
iu the village, scattered
·,11
'1)
over an area nearly 200
\;
·:,,\~ feet long by 65 feet wide,
but not all of this area was
·\
·,·,
coven
.. d. Three kiva ' are
\\\
still clearly shown.
'l.11.ii ruin is especially
intere ting on account of
the . ite it oecupi ~. The
wall, were nlac d on
harply , loping rock and
in ome ca es on loo e
d 'bri ~, and numerous exp di 11t~ were re ort d to
t r>r V llt th m from lipI ing cl >wn th 1 1 e. The

1
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fact that these expedients were not successful makes tl.lem more interesting. Upright logs were inclosed in the walls aud ancbored in holes
<lrilled in the rock below; horizontal logs were built into the masonry
as ties and. placed below it, and heavy retaining walls were erected.
Tl.lese coustructive expedients wiJl later be dh,cussed at greater length.
The whole slope is more or less covered with debris, and there is no
doubt that this was at one time a considerable settlement. The cliff
walls near the east end show traces of two stories, and in one place
of threP. stories, which formerly rested against them. Moreover, the
number of successive coats of plaster in the kiva shows an extended
occupancy, an inference which is further supported by the variety of
expedients which were adopted to hold the walls in place.
The marked irregularity of the five eastern rooms as compared with
the reg_ular series w·est of them will be noticed on the plan. These
eastern rooms must have been added at a period subsequent to the
c·o mpletion of the others. The marks of a second an1l third story occur
on the cliff back of thi::;. cluster, and there is 110 doubt that it was
an importm1t part of the settlement. West of the area shown on the
plan traces of walls occur on the slope and among the debris for a
distance of over 100 feet.
Parts of three kivas can now be seen on the ground, and this was
probably the total number in the settlement. The fronts of all of
them have fallen out, notwithstanding various expedients that were
empJoyed to hold them in place. The western wall of the western
kiva is part of the rectangular system aud was apparently in place
before the kiva was built. A triangular block which formed the
j11nc.tion in front of this kiva and the central one Las slipped down
a11d uew walls were afterward built to restore the kivas to their
original shape. The central kiva has an interior bench, which was,
however, ad.de<l after tl.ie structure was completed, and in fact after
tlie front lrnd been replaced. The second falling off of the front bas
left a fine seetion of the wall, and the changes which have taken place
are plainly shown in it.
That the interior beuch was added long after the original kiva had
been completed and occupied is shown by the occurrence between it
aud the wall of nearly au inch of plaster composed of separate coatj11g-s, each smoke-blackened, varying from the thickness of a piece
of heavy paper up to an eighth of an inch or more. If one of thp,se
coati11gs were added each year, twelve or fifteen years at least must
have elap~ed betwee11 the building of the kiva and the construction
of the interior bench. The original Boor of the kiva was composed. of a
layer of mud mortar about an inch thick, and extends through under the
bench, the top of which is about 3 feet above it. Under this floor
there is a straight wall at right angles to the cliff and extending some
4 feet toward the center of the kiva; what is left of it is just under the
floor1eYel.
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Ther j ' a ugge tion in thi that the ite of the kiva wa.' originally
occupied by r ctangular room , and there i a further ug e tiou in
the end ction referred to, that the kiva had at orne period fallen
into decay and wa ub equently rebuilt. All this occurred before the
fir t falliug out of the front.
The . ection hows that the original walls were not so thick as the
pre.., ent oue , and that there was formerly a ,'light etback in the wall
of 2½ or 3 inches at the level of th present bencll, reducing the thickness of :the wall by that amount. The original outside wall on the
east extends only O inches above this setback. The upper portion of
the exterior wall was added at the ame time that the bench wa constructed and is the ame thickness as the lower part of the original
wall. Figure 22 will make clear the changes which have taken pl:-we:
There was a recess of some
kind in the original wall on
the east and a similar one on
the west side, but they have
been filled up by the later
additious. The upright logs
which were built into the
masonry are incorporated in
the older walls. Under tbe
floor, and apparently under
the walls themselves, there
is a layer nearly a foot thick
of loose debris consisting of
cornstalks, corn leaves, ashes,
and JooRe dirt. The floor of
the east circular room, which
till covers about half the
interior, re ts simila.r]y on a
layer of ashes. 'l'he expedient. employed to hold the
front walls of these ki vas in
·
"cl at om 1 ngth.
~ clrn,ract '> l' of ite occupied by a village ruin of
1 th e ·firRt cov in the cliff wall below the mouth
1e cliff 11 re iH abot1t 300 feet high and the
1 a ·o v ab ut 70 re t above the stream bed.
· nlt to reach, the ruin is of comparatively
·
he C'avity wa cau ed apparently
·
ofter than that about it, and
t
win ct v ry tron o·ly the lines
i
ck on either id , have been
ata ar in ·lined at an angle and
o about a fo0t, formino· a erie of
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little benches tilted up at an angle of about 45 degrees. By the exer.cise of some agility, one can ascend along these benches. About halfway between the site of tbe ruin and the stream bed there is a narrow
horizontal bench, and again halfway between this bench and the ruin
there is another, about 55 feet above the stream. Access to the ruins
is greatly facilitated by these intermediate ledges.
The bench on which the ruin ·occurs is about 250 feet long and generally about 20 feet wide, tbe surface being almost flat. There are
structures on the extreme northern and on the extreme southern ends,
but a considerable part of the intermediate area was not occupied.
Reference to the ground plan (figure 24) will show that most of the
buildings occur on the nortbe_rn half of the ledge, which was fairly
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Fm. 23-Ruin No. 10 on a ledge in a cove.

well filled by them. Many of tbe walls in this portion are apparently
underlaid by a foot or more of ashes, sheep dung, domestic refuse,
cornhusks, etc.
The room which is shown in the center of the plan, at the southern end
of the main group, stood alone and was the largest rectangular room
in the village. It covered an area 15 feet by 9 feet inside the walls
'
which are now 5 or 6 feet lligh. The masonry is very good, although
chinking with spalls was but sljght,ly employed to finish the exterior;
in side it is more apparent. The western wall was built over the edge of
the sloping rock forming the back of the cove, as shown on the plan,
and this rock projects below the wall into the room. There were apparently no openings in the walls, except some very small ones on the

.
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ea tern ide, near the floor level. In
the southern wall a piece of rough
timber was iulaid iu the masonry,
abont 5 feet above the floor, flush
with the wall inside and extending
nearly through it. This piece of
timber was crooked aud its bend
determined the wall liue, which is
bowed outward, as shown on the
ground plan. This feature will be
discussed later.
Tl:iere were two circular kivas in
the ,~illage, one of which was unusually small, being only about 10 feet
in diameter north and south; the
east-and-west diameter is a trifle
smaller. Tuere was apparently no
bench in the iuterior, but on the
~ western or 1101-thwestern side there
~ is a bench -like recess of about a
-8 foot which occupies 7 feet of the
; circumfereuce. The whole interior
§ was covered with a number of
: washe~ of clay, applied one over
~ another, forming a coating now
u~arly three-quarters of an inch
~ thick. This is cracked and peeled
~ off in places, and in the section
eighteen coat , generally about one
thirty-second of an inch thick, may
be couuted. Each coat or plastering i,' defined by a film of smokebla ·kened surface.
On a level about 2 feet above the
ben h and about 5 feet above the
pre ent grouud nrface, there eems
to have been some kind of roof.
The tones here project into the interior lightly beyond the wall urfa e, and th plaster seems to curve
inward. Thi point or level i from
6 to 18 inche below the top of the
wa11, and her there are remains of
o ·ca i nal , man stick , about an foch
in diamet r, whi b projected into the
ki . Tb y ar irreo-ularly <li po ed

1
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and probably had no connection with the roof, but there are 110 traces ·
of heavier timbers above them. In the interior a white band with
points completely encircled the kiva. The top of this band is about a
foot above the present ground surface and about 18 inches below the
bench on the western side. It is illustrated in figure 72.
The exterior wall of the kiva was very roughly laid up, and some of
the lower stones were set on edge, which is rather an anomalous feature.
There is no evidence that the structure was ever inclosed in rectangular
walls, as was the usual custom; in fact, the occurrence of other walls
near it would apparently preclude such an arrangement. The wall
which runs north or northwest from the kiva, joining it to the cliff
wall behind, is pierced · by a doorway some feet above the ground, and
in front of or below this doorway there is a buttress or step of solid
masonry, shown on the plan. There was apparently an open space
between this doorway and the next wall to the north. The room
entered through the doorway was very small, and its root~ formed by
the overhanging cliff, is much blackened by smoke.
The main or north kiva was 15 feet in diameter on the floor, with a
bench a foot wide extending around it. The external diameter is over·
20 feet. The interior was decorated by bands and dots in white, which
are described at length in ariotlier place (page 178). The roof was 5½
feet above the bench, and there is a suggestion that it rested on a
series of beams extending north and south, but this is not certain.
On the soutl1eastern side, at the point where the kiva comes nearest
the edge of the cliff, there was a narrow opening or doorway not more
than 15 inches wide. This was the only entrance to tiie interior,
except through the roof, and it opens directly on the edge of the cliff,
so that it is very difficult, although not impossible, to pass it. In front
of the opening a little platform was built on the sloping edge of the
cliff, as though entrance was had from the lower bench by artificial
means, but it is more probable that this feature is all that remains of
a chimney-like structure.
Above this kiva there was apparently a living room, the walls of
which, where they still remain on the north and west sides, were
approximately straight, but the corners were rounded. The roof was
formed by the overhanging cliff and the interior walls were whitewashed. The kiva walls were about 18 inches thick, but on the west
side, in the small room between the kiva and the cliff, the masonry is
much heavier, the lower part extending into the room a foot farther
than the upper. This is caused by the wall of the second-story room
above setting in toward the east or center of the kiva. This upper
wall was supported by a beam, part of which is still in place. The
small room behind is much blackened by smoke.
The exterior wall of the main kiva on the northwest side is very
rough. On the northeast and southeast, however, it is covered by
straight walls which are well :finished. The western end of the north
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wall is joined to the exterior circular wa.11 of the kirn, at the point
shown on the plan, by a short :flyi11g wall whose purpose is not clear.
It extends to what may have been the roof of the kiva, but underneath
it is open. The triangular cavity formed by it is too small to permit
the passage of a person, and was available only from the second story.
The site of these ruins commands an extensive pro.spect, including
several small areas of good bottom land, one of which lies directly in
front of it; but t.he number of other ruins in the cove suggests that
there was once a much larger area of bottom land here, and this suggestion is supported by the presence of several large cottonwood trees,
now standing out in the midst of the sand, in the bed of the stream,
where these trees never grow. Some of these trees are not yet entirely
dead, indicating that the change in the bed of the stream was a recent
one. Against tlle foot of the talus, just above the ruin, there is a narrow strip of bottom land, about 3 feet above the stream bed, and on it
a single tree, still alive, but inclined at an angle. In the stream bed,
above and below the ruin, there are large trees, of which only one or a
few branches are still alive. The position of the cove with reference to
the stream bed made the bottom lands here especially subject to erosion
when the stream assumed its present channel and they were gradually
worn away.
The western end of the ledge was occupied by a structure whose use
at first sight is not apparent. The wall, as shown on the plan, is curved,
very thick and heavy, and built partly over the sloping rock for;i:ning the
back of the cave. The front wall is 3 feet thick, and its top, now level, is
about 5 feet above a narrow bench in front of it. There is no doorway
or other opening into it, and access into its interior was had over the
steep loping rock to the north by meaus of liand-boles in the rock.
The e are hown in plate L. The interior appears to have been
pla tered.
Thi tructure measures 15 by 5 feet inside, there being no wall on
the north, a the ea t wall merge into the :--loping rock. The foot-holes
in th rock, before r ferred to, are at this end, nearest the village, and
app ar to be in e eral erie . '11he tructure is so situated that the
un hine n it only a few hours each day, and it eems more than
I robabl that it wa a re ervoir. The beu. of the stream, the channel
followed in low wat r weep against the ba e of the cliff below this
point and by , rr ing wa.t r 20 feet it would be directly beneath and
about 5 fi t 1 wit. Finally, the cliff wall above thi point i decorat cl with pict raph. of tad pol and other water ymbols in common
u. am no- th pu blo and th e do not occur el ewhere on this ite.
In th . outhw t rn orn r of the tructure, near tbe bottom there
w . an p nino- b ut 1, in ·he high which wa carefully :fil1ed up from
th iri.-i , n l ] le ·t ·r d.
hi may 1.Jave b en an outlet by which the
w t r wa: di.·chc r cl w b n th . r
rvoir wa ·l an d out. The wall
h mud m rtar u · din building thi
arily brought from below.
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A bout 25 feet east of the reservoir there are remains of a small single
room, rectangular, with a circular addition, shown on the ground plan.
The walls are well chinked and well constructed, the mud mortar being
used when about the consistency of modeling clay. In front of tllis
room, about 5 feet distant and on the edge of tile sloping rock, a hole
has bP-en pecked into the solid rock of the ledge. This bole is 12 inches
wirle on top, slightly tapering, 10 inches deep on the upper side, and 4
inches on the lower. Twelve feet to the northeast there is a similar
hole, and below it, distant 10 inches, another, and beyond this others,
distributed generally along the foot of the sloping rock forming the
back of the ledge, but sometimes farther out on the flat floor. Probably these holes mark the sites of upright posts supporting a drying
scaffold or fr~me, the horizontal poles of which extended backward to
the wall of the cliff.

FIG. 25-0ven-like structure in ruin No. 10.

Near the center of the ledge, at the point shown on the plan, there are
some remains which strongly suggeE:t the Mexican oven. The bed rock,
which is here nearly flat, was removed to a depth of about 4 inches over
a rectangular area measuring 4 feet north and south by 3½ feet. There
were natural :fissures in the rock on the north and west sides which left
clean edges. The southern edge appears to have been smashed off with
a rock. The eastern side required no dressing, as it was at a slightly
lower level, and it wa,s to reach this level that the rock was removed.
In the rectangular space described there was a circular, dome-shape
structure, about 3 feet in diameter, composed of mud and sticks, with a
_scant admixture of small stones. This is shown in figure 25, and in
plan in figure 26. The walls were about 3 inches thick, and from
their slope the structure could not have been over .3 feet high. The
mud which composed the walls was held together by thin sticks or
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branche , incorporated in it and curved with the wall-apparently some
]duel of a vine twiste<l together and iucorporated bodily. On the edge
of the reetallgnlar space tLere is a drilled hole, 3 inches in diameter,
shown in the i11ustratiou. Three feet to the south there is anotl.Jer,
6 inches in diameter.
If this structure was a dome shape oven, and it is difficult to imagine
it anything f':lse, its occurrence here is importaut. It is well known tliat
the dome-shape oven, which is very common in all the pueblos, in some
villages beiug numbered by hurnlreds, is not an aboriginal feature, but
was borrowed outright from the Mexicans. If tLe structure above
describe<l. was an oven, it is clear evidence of the occupancy of these
ruins witl1in the histori,• period-it might almost be said within the last
century. No other Rtructure of the kind was found in the canyon,
bO\Y(:'Y(lr, a11d it Rhonld be stated tl.Jat tbe ovens of the pueblos are as
rnle rather larger in i::;ize than this and usually constructed of small
~tones and mud-sometimes of regular
mnsonry plastered. There is a sugges'-'HOLE
tion l1ere, which is farther borne out by
the chimney-like structures to be discussed later, that only the idea of these
strnctnres was brought here, without den
tailed knowledge of how to carry it out~
\
as if, for example, they were built by
novices 1rom description only.
. l_
,
Figure 27 is the ground plan of a small
village ruin situated at, the mouth of Del
Muerto at the point marked 16 011 the
map. The site, which is an excellent
011e, but rather difficult of access, overlooks the bottom la11d at the junction
iir:·HOLE
of the canyons and a long strip on the
FIG. 26-Plau of oven-like structure.
opposite side, together with a considerable area above. Tb., approach i over smooth sandstone inclined at
such an angle a to make it difficult to maintain a footing, but the ruin
can be rea ·bed without artificial aid.
The vil1age was not of large extent and contained but one kiva, but
the wall, wer well ·ou tru t d and the ma onry throughout is exceptionally good. The "Xt rior wall of tbe west rn room was constructed
of mall , ton
n "atly lai<l. The ea t rn room of the two wa built
after th · h r mid 11tran ·e wa had by au almo t . quare opening
2 f. t from 11 gro md. To fa ·ilitat ingre ,', a notcb wa, dug in the
wall a n , ' in ·he, fr m 11 grom1d. Th re wa no communication
b tw •n t li ro m. th w ,'t rn room being n t r d by a . mall doorway
11 11
e ·t rn id , about in ·he from th gron11cl, ;3 foe high a11d 14.
in<'h .· wi l . 'I h •r wa 110 pla ·teriu · in tb int rior of tb
room ..
'h hrni.· L,f<' incliam t>ro11th ttoor anclab nt:3 i
init extethick abo
b b 11 ·h 1-'v l and4feet
•r. 'l h wan.- ar ' fi
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thick below it. The interior was plastered with a number of successive
coats, probably four or five in all; but although the wall is still standing ·to a height <'f 4 feet or more above tbe bench, there are gaps on the
eastern and western sides which render it impossible to say whether
doorways were there or not. The eastern break exposes the western
side of the inclosing wan, which is smoothly finisbed as though there
were originally a recess here. There are rectangular indosing walls
on the east and south; the northern side was formed by the cliff against
which the kiva rests, while on the west there are no traces of an in.closing wall. The triangular spaces formed by the inclosing walls on the
northeast and southeast sides of tbe kiva were not filled up in the customary manner, but appear to have been preserved as storerooms.
The southeastern space was connected with the kiva by a narrow doorway, shown in the plan, and another doorway, completely sealed, led
from this space into the room adjoining on the east. The latter doorway
had not been used for a long time prior to the abandonment of the ruin,

FIG. 27-Ground plan of a _small village, ruin No. 16.

and its opening into the rectangular room was carefully concealecl from
that side by several successive coats of plaster.
On the south side of the kiva and outside the rectangular wall is
a square buttress or chimney-like construction, 4 by 3 feet, in.closing a
shaft 10 by 5 iuches. This feature vyill be discussed in another place.
It was added after the wall was completed, and embedded in it, about
a foot from the ground, is a heavy beam about 5 inches in diameter.
Plate LI, which shows the whole front of the village, will make this
feature clear. The beam projects from the kiva wall at or under the
floor level, and seems to have no reference to the shaft, which is, however, shouldered to accommodate it. Similar beams project from the
walls to the east, about 8 inches above the bed rock.
In the room east of the kiva no doorway was found. The walls are
still intact to a minimum height of 6 feet from the floor, except in the
southeast corner, where they are 3 feet. The opening described, which
occurs in the southwest corner of the room, was 4 feet from the floor;
and in the southeast corner, where the wall is broken down. there now
1G ETH--9

,
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are remains of one side of a similar opening on the same level. No stains
of smoke are found on the exterior ·coat Df plaster in this room, but
the coats underneath were much blackened. The room north of the
one described, and adjoining the kiva, was also without a doorway,
unless it existed in the northeast corner, next the cliff, where no trace
of walls now remains. The walls of this room, now 6 feet high, were
plastered and show old smoke stains. The wall on the western side of
the kiva is very rough, as though at one time another wall existed outside of it. This is shown in plate LII, which shows also the debris, consisting of ashes, sheep dung, and refuse, well compacted, upon which
the wall rests.

Fro. 28-Rufos on a large rock.
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t f t h hva and on the extreme edge of the cliff are the remains
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am
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RUINS ON A NARROW BENCH

This example, which occurs
in the upper part of Del
Muerto, is the only one of
its kind in · the canyons.
A large mass of rock,
smoothed and rounded by
atmospheric erosion, but
still connected with the cliff
at one point, juts out into
the bottom, a large area of
which is commanded by it.
At three different levels
there are remains of rooms,
the group on the summit
being the largest. It is
doubtful whether any of
these remains represent
permanent villages, but it
is possible that the upper- ~
most one did. It is there- ~
fore iucluded in this pla.ce.
At the point marked 49 ~
on the map there is a ruin ;:
or group of ruins which ~
g,
presents some anomalous .,
features. Figure 29 shows ~in detail the distribution of ~
the remains. The rooms ~
were located on narrow
benches in the cliff, the
principal part on a high,
narrow bench, 40 or 50 feet
above the top of the ta] us
and over 300 feet above the
canyon bottom. Access to
the upper ledge from the
top of the talus is exceedingly difficult, . requiring a
climb over almost vertical
rock for · 40 feet. Above
the ledge there is massive
sandstone, but below it for
100 feet or more there is
an area of cross bedding,
and the rock has an
almost vertical cleavage,
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apparently standing upright in thin slabs 2 to 6 inches thick. Access
was had by aid of the rough projections of the slabs, aided where
necessary by hand and foot holes pecked in the rock. At several
places little platforms of masonry have been built.
At the northern end of the upper ledge the.re are five small cells
occupyiug its whole width, and whose front wall follows the winding
le(lge. The walls are about 5 feet high, and their tops bear the marks
of the poles which carried the roof. There are no exterior openings,
nor is there any evidence of a means of communication between tbe
rooms; but in the second room from the south two stones project from
the wall inside, near the southeastern corner, forming rude steps,
doubtless to a trapdoor in the roof. These cells could hardly have
been used as habitations. The floors are covered with many lumps
of clay, which apparently formed part of the roof.
·
To the south of this cluster of cells there was a large room of irregular shape on a, level about 8 feet bigher. The remainder of the ledge,
whkh is about on the same level as this large room, is almost covered
with large bowlders, but at several points on it other remains of walls
occur. The largest room of all was near its center. It was built
against the cliff, which formed one of its sides, and measured. about
lu by 6 feet. There are no evidences of any partitions or roof, the
latter probably being formed by the overhanging rock. As the room
was built partly on the sloping rock, the floor is very uneven. It could
hardly have l>een used as a babitation, but may have been employed
for the storage of water.
The southern end of the lower ledge merges into tlie bead of the
talus, the northern part drops <lown by a sharply sloping aucl in places
au almo. t vertical wall of abou1i 30 feet; thence it descends to tbe
bottom by a long lope of bare rock, generally passable on foot. The
lower ledge b about 50 feet above the upper. Upon it are scattered
the remains of a fe rooms of the sa1rn=, general character as those
abov but 'm~tller. Mauy of the e have been utilized for modern
avaho burial , and p rhap ·om of them were constructed for that
purpo e. If th ' rooms were U,'ed a,' habitations, it must have been
uud r v ry p uliar cir ·um tance, ; mor over, the site is l1ardly uited
for n ·ha purpo e, ha ing the un hine le :-; than balf of the day. In
tbi · r p ·tit i anomalou .
th
u h rn 11<1 of th ledge tlrnre i a large angular bowld r, one
f wlli ·hr
a<Tain ·t th cliff wall and i free from tbe ground.
~ud r thi th wall of a mall r om ·an be en. The cliff form cl
id
f th ro m au l th b wltl r a ·ted a, a roof. OH th extreme
f h 1 1
ta11t f1
n are t room, there
alo11
ma onry i much
ro m. and ,
h the walL ar n w
vid u · of au
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On the surface of the sloping rock, at this point nearly flat, there
are traces of a circular kiva 18 or 20 feet in diameter. These traces
occur at a poiut about midway between the southern and northern ends
of the lower ledge and some 30 feet below it. The cliff walls, both of the
lower a11d upper ledges, are covered with pictogyaphs in white, red, and
yellow.
. -

---~-.·-,

FIG. 30-Ruin on an almost inaccessible site.

The location and character of this site and the character of the
remains suggest that most if not all of the rooms which cari now be
traced were used for storage only. For this purpose the site is well
adapted. But the remains of the circular kiva at the foot of the lower
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ledge show plainly that there were at one time some habitations here.
Doubtless these were located on the smooth rock at the foot of the
cliff, and the disappearance of all traces of walls may be due to the
subsequent use of the material by the Navaho for the construction of
burial cists, in which the site abounds. There still remains on the
ground a fair amount of broken stone, suitable for building, but no
lines of wall are now traceable.
Figure 30 shows one of the most inaccessible sites in the canyon. It
occurs at the point marked 62 on the map, where ther~ is a nar,row
ledge nearly 400 feet above the stream. The approach is .over bare
rock, sharply sloping, but passable at two points by an active man
accustomed to climbing. Both of these points are near the western or
left-hand end of the ruin; toward the right the rock becomes vertical. Immediately below this ruin there are the remains of a large
settlement on a low spur near the stream, now much obliterated, and

Fro. 31-Ground plan of a large ruin in Canyon del Muerto.
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point to command the entrance to the village. The wall is exceptionally heavy and was pierced with oblique loopholes commanding a narrow bench immediately in front of it. This appears to have been a,
purely defensive expedient, and as such is unique.
The site commands an extensive outlook over tbe canyon bottom,
including several areas of cultivable land, and while it may have been
occupied as a regular village, such occupancy could not have been long
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Fm. 32-Ground plan of a small ruin in Canyon del Muerto.

continued. Altogether the ·site an<l. the character of the house remains
are anomalous and doubtless resulted from anomalous conditions.
Figure 31 is a ground plan of a large ruin in Del Muerto. It occupied almost the whole available area -of the ledge on which it is situated,
and over 40 rooms can now be made out on the ground, in addition
to 3 circular kivas. The settlement may have comprised qetween 80
and 100 rooms, which would accommodate 15 to 20 families. The size
is very unusual, and the presence of but 3 kivas would indicate that
the families were closely related. There are other examples of this
character in the canyons, but not so large as the one illustrated.

Figure 32 illustrates a type which is more common. Here we have the
usual arrangement of rooms along tbe cliff, with a kiva in front of them.
There were altogether not over 10 or 12 rooms, and they were probably
occupied by one family. Figure 33 shows a kind rather more abundant
tban the last, and consisting like it of one circular kiva with rooms back
of and between it and the cliff. Ruins of this type are generally well
protected by an overhanging cliff. Figure 3-l: is another example, in
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whi h only three rectangular rooms can be made out. The site here
is almost covered w·ith large bowlders. All these examples occur in
Del Muerto.
Figure 35 is a ground plan of a, small ruin which occurs at the point
marked 36 on tbe map. It is situated in a shallow cove at the head
of the talus, 2oo ·or 300 feet above the bottom, aud is of comparatively

FIG. 34-Plan of a ruin of three rooms.

ea y access. There is but a small amount of cultivable bottom land
immediately below· it, but it commands extensive areas on the opposite
site of the canyon and in the lower part of a branch on that side.
Tbere are but few remains of rooms other than parts of two kivas, but
th<•rc is no que tion that there was at one time a, con i<lerable number
lier . Both kiva had interior beuches, and were of small size, plastered

Fto. 35-<Jround })lan of a .·mall ruin , with two kivas.
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Figure ~6 is the ground plan of a somewhat similar ruin which
occurs at the point marked 44 on the map. It is situated on the top of
the talus, against the cliff, and commands a :fine outlook over the culti•
vable lands in the cove. below it and on the canyon bottom proper. There
are but few wall remains, but two kivas call still l>e made OU t. There is no
ledge here, and the walls were built on loose debris of rocks and talus.

' •

Fm. 36-Ground plan of a small ruin, No. 44.

The builders had some trouble in holding the walls in place, and only
partly succeeded in doing so. About one-half of the principal kiva i8
' taudiug, slJowing masonry composed of exceptionally large stones,
roughly chinked. Tho other, or western kiva, was similarly constructed,
and poth had interior be11ches. The front of the western kirn, foll
out, the builders being uuable to tie it or to hold it in place on its

Fm. 37-Ground plan of a ruin on a rocky site.

locse foundation, and other walls wAre constructed inside of it, as
shown on the plan. There were other walls outside the main kiva,
apparently rectangular inclosing walls. This example is interesting
because the masonry was constructed on a foundation of loose debris,
not on bed rock, and the knowledge possessed by the builders was not
sufficient to enable them to overcome the natural difficulties of the site.
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Although ultimately the village had to be abandoned as a failure, it
was certajnJy occupied for some years, and this occupancy snggest8
that there was· some strong objection to the lower part of the canyon.
It illustrates, moreover, the importance which was attached to a command or outlook over extensive cultivable areas, as to obtain such an
outlook the builders were content to occupy even such an unsuitable
·site as the one described.
·Figure 37 shows a small ruin similar to those described, but located
on a site almost covered with large bowlders. The principal structure
now remaining is a circular kiva, which, contrary to the usual plan, was
placed close up against the cliff; possibly the cliff formed part of the
back wall. Large bowlders so closely hemmed in the structure that
there was neither space nor necessity for an inclosing wall. The kiva
was benched for about half of its circumference.
Under the large bowlder to the
right of the kiva a complete room
bad been built, with a doorway of
the usual type through the front
wall. Scattered remnants of other
.walls may be seen here and there,
but none show well-defined rooms.
Petroglyphs are quite numerous,
and oue small bowlder to the
left of and next to the kiva is
covered with cups, dots, and carvings. It is ,,shown in figure 38.
Figure 39 shows a ruin where
the site was not so restricted. One
well-defined room and two kivas
till remain, and there are traces
of other chambers. The main kiva
Fm. 3 -Rock with cups and petroglypbs.
formed part of a compact little
group of room ', of whicli it occupied tbe front, and appears to have been
incl
by a cur
wall of rough con truction. A curved inclosing
featur , and it i" not at all certain that it occurs
n anomal
h
tb w" 11 i
mu h broken down that its lines can not now be
cle ·
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wh
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RUINS THREATENED BY FALLING ROCKS

These are shown on the plan by shaded spots. Owing to the soft ground
undernea,th, it was easier to excavate a hole and wall it up than to construct the regular surface cist, and the former plan was followed.
Although many oi the sites are covered with bowlders and blocks of
stone fallen from aboye, which often occur among and even over walls,
close inspection generally shows that the walls were constructed after
the rocks fell. There are two instances, however, which are doubtful,
and in one (shown in figure 40) it appears that large blocks of rock
have faIIen since the waIIs were constructed. Such falls of rock are
not uncommon now in the fall and winter months, when frost and
see:Q_age from the melting snow sometimes split off huge fragments.
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Fm 3fl-Ground plan of a ruin in Canyon de Chelly.

The site mentioned occurs at the point marked 47 on the map. It
is in a cove under a mass of rock which juts out from ·the cliff and is
about 30 feet above· the bottom, on the edge of a slope of lo·o'se rock
which ex~ends some distance above it. At the top of the talus, over
200 feet above, there is another. ruin, which was probab1y only an outlook, as no trace of a kiva can be found, and it is possible that the'lower
ite was connected with and formed part of the upper one. The lower site
contained a circular kiva, only a small portion of which now remains,
and the ground is covered with blocks of rock which m1ist have fallen
ince the walls were built. They appear to have fallen quite recently.
It can still be seen that the kiva had an interior ben.ch ' and that there
was a room, or pe~haps rooms, between it and the back of the cove·
b_u t beyond this nothing can now be made out.
'
'
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~rhere are many favorable site in the branch canyons, but not many
of them are occupied, possibly because in the upper parts of these canyons the l>0ttom land is of small area and is sometimes rough, being
composed of uumerous small hillocks. 'Ihe flat bottom landR of
the canyon proper are much easier
to cultivate, bl!.t the sites in .the
side canyons offered much better
facilities for defense. Figure 41
shows the plan of a ruin which
occurs at the point marked G9 on
FIG. 40-Site showing recent fall of rock.
the map, on the western side of
a branch canyon through which passes the trail to Fort Defiance. It is
situated in a shallow cove at the top of the talus and overlooks an
extensive area of :fine bottoru land below it. A.t the eastern end there is
a, ingle room about 10 feet long; its front wall extends up to the overhan °'ing rock, which forms the roof of the room. A small cist has been
built a 0 ·ainst it on the west.
A.bout GO feet we t, on the same ledge, there are remains of other
rooms which rested probably on the talu . Several rooms can bo made

I•'w. 41-Ruin., To. G!J, in a branch canyon.
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from the top of a slope of loose rock and debris about 300 yards to the
southward, or up the canyon.
Figure 4:3 is a ground plan of a small ruin in Del Muerto in which
the usual preponderance of rectangular rooms is illustrated. The site
w·a s restricted, but there is au apparent attempt to carry out the usual
arrangement of a row of rooms against the cliff, with a kiva in front.

/"')
(-r.d.:
Fm. 43-Ground plan of a small ruin.

Probably only three of the rooms shown were used as habitations. The
plan of the kiva, which occurs in the center, was somewhat marred by
a large bowlder, which must have projected into it, but apparently no
attempt was made to dress off the projecting point.
Figure 43 is the plan of a ruin located on a more open site. Only a
few walls now remain, l>ut there is no doubt that at one time more of

Fm. 44-Plan of a ruin with curved inclosing wall.

the site was covert·d than now appears. There are remains of two,
and perhaps of three, circular kivas.
Figure 44 shows a ruin in which the plan is somewhat more elaborated. There are remains of several well-defined rooms, and two kivas
are still fairly well preserved. The ledge is narrow and the rooms are
stretched aloug it, with kivas at either end. That on tile east was
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benched nearly all around its interior, and the outside inclosing wall,
on the east, apparently follows the curve. An example in which this
feature occurs bas been mentioned above (page 138). It is very rare,
but in this case the evidence is clearer than in the one previously
described. The western kiva, somewhat smaller than the other, was
also benched, and had an exterior shaft, like those mentioned above and
later described at length.
Figure 45· is a plan of a small ruin of the same type, which occurs
in the middle region of De Chelly. It occupies the site marked 34
on the map, and is situated in a 11iche in a deep cove, where the outlook is almost completely obscured by a large sand dune in front of
it. It comprised one circular kiva and four rectangular rooms, but,
contrary to the usual result, the latter are fairly well preserved, while
the former is alm,)st completely obliterated. This may be due to the
use of the rectangular rooms as sites for Navaho burial cists, of
which there are no fewer than six here, and possibly the kiva walls
furnished the necessary building material for the construed.on of the
cists. The old masomy is of guod quality, the outside wall being

' ,I

//
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FIG. 45-Gronncl plan of ruin No. 34..

formed of lect 'd stone of medium size, well laid and carefully
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OUTLOOKS OR FARMING SHELTERS

The separation of this class of ruins from the preceding v111age ruins,
while clear and definite enough in the main, is far from absolute. The
sole criterion we have is the presence or absence of the kiva, as the
sites occupied are essentially the same; but this test is in a general way
sufficient. It is possible that in certain cases the kiva is so far obliterated as to be no longer djstinguishable, but the number of cases in
which this might have occurred is comparatively small. The kivas, as
a rule, were more solidly constructed than the other rooms, and, as the
preceding ground plans show, sometimes survived when the rectangular rooms connected with them have entirely disappeared.

FIG. 46-Ground plan of cliff outlook No. 35.

Figure 46 is the plan of an outlook in the same cove as the last .
example of village ruin illustrated, and only 200 or 300 yards south of
it. It may Lave been connected with that ruin, but could not in itself
have been a village, as there are no traces of a kiva on the site, and
hardly room enough for one on the bench proper. At the extreme
northern end there are traces of walls on the rocks at a lower level.
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FIG. 47-Flan of a cliff outlook.

The walls which were at right angles to the cliff were not carried
back to it after the usual manner, but stopped about 3 feet from it, and
the rooms were closed by a back wall running parallel to the cliff, and
about 3 feet from it. This wan rises to a height of about 4 feet before
it meets the overhanging cliff, and .consequently there is a long narrow
passageway, about 3 feet high and 3 feet wide on the bottom, between
it and the cliff. A small man might wriggle through, but with difficulty.
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The ruin commainds a fine outlook over the cove. The masonry is
gooll, beiug composed of selected stone well chinked with small spalls,
and sometimes with bits of clay pressed in with the fingers.
Figure 47 shows a ruin located at the point marked 37 on the map.
There is a high lope of talus here, the top of which is fl.at and of
cousiderable area.
The ruin is invisible from below in its present condition, but the
site commands a fine outlook over several considerable areas of bottom
land. The walls are now much obliterated and worked over by the
Navaho, but the rer;aius are scattered over quite an extensive area
aud may have been at one time an extensive settlement; however, no
traces of a kiva can now be seen. Marks on the cliff show that some
of the houses had been three stories high. Some places on the cliff,
which were apparently back-walls of rooms, were plastered and coateu
with white, and there are many pictographs on the rock. The masonry
is of fair quality, but the stones were laid with more mortar than usual.
Figure 48 is a ground plan of a ruin which occurs at the point
marked 46 on the map. It is situated in a cov~ in the rock at the top of
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.F ro. 48-Plan of cliff ruin No. 46.
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Figure 49 shows a common type of ruin in this class. The original
structure appears to have contained one or two good rooms, which by
subsequent additions have been divided into several. These later
additions m'1,y have been made by the Navaho, who us·e d the building
material on the ground; at any rate the structure is now merely a
cluster of storage cists.
One of the most extensive ruins of the cliff-outlook type situated in
Canyon del Muerto is shown in figure 50. The plan shows at least eight
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FIG. 49-Plan of cli1f room with partitions.

rooms stretched along the cliff at the top of the talus. Figure 51 shows
five rooms arranged in a cluster. One of these is still complete, the
walls extending to the overhanging rock above which formed the roof.
.. It will be noticed that the front room was set back far enough to allow
access to the central room through a doorway in the corner. This was
a convenience, rather than a necessity, for many of the rooms in ruins
of this class were entered only through other rooms or through the roof,
and a direct opening to the outer air was not considered a necessity;
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Fm. 50-Plan of a l arge cliff outlook in Canyon del Muerto.

probably because these rooms in the cliff, which have been termed outlooks, were not in any seuse watch towers, but rather places of abode
during the harvest season, where the workers in the field lived when
not actually employed in labor, and where the fields under cultivation
could always be kept in view-an arrangement quite as necessary and
quite as extP-nsivelypracticed now as it was formerly.
Figure 52 shows a cluster of rooms in 'the little canyon called Tseonitsosi. This is another Casa Blanca, or.White House, and, oddly enough,
16 El'H--10

.
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it resembles its namesake in De Cllelly, not only in the coat of whitewash applied to the front of the main room, but in having a subordinate
room to the left, over
which the wash ex,, tends, aud in the
character of tlle site
it occupies. The
principal part of the
structure was built
in a cave, 18 or :30
feet from the ground,
across the front of
Fm. 51-Plan of a cluster of rooms in Canyon del Muerto.
which walls extended
as in the other Casa Blanca, and, like that ruin, there are also some
ruins at the foot of the cliff, on the flat. Figure 53 is a ground plan.
The resemblance to the other Casa Blanca, however, goes no further.
The ruin here illustrated represents a very small settlement, hardly
more than half a dozen rooms in all, and there is no trace of a circular
kiva, or other evidence of permanent habitation. It is possible that
the space between the edge of the floor of the cave _above and the
whitened house back of it was occupied by some sort of structure, but
no evidence now remains which would warrant such a hypothesis, except
that the door of the white house is now about 4 feet above the ground.
The cave is ouly 40 feet long and a little over 10 feet deep, and there is
not room on the floor for more than three or four rooms, in addition to

ruin in Teeonitso. i anyon.

it roof
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all of them, but in a broad belt, leaving the natural yellowish-gray
colnr of the plastering in a narrow band above and a broad band below
it. Moreover, the principal opening of the larger room was specially
treated; in the application of the whitewash a narrow border or frame of
the natural color was left surrounding it. . The attempt to apply deco-

ration not utilitarian in character is rare among the ruins here. It
implies either a late period in the occupancy of this region, or an occupancy of the site by a people who had practiced this method of housebuilding longer or under more favorable conditions than the others.

TALUS, BlrOMEN ROCI(

Fm. 54-Plan of rooms against a convex cliff.

Figure 54 shows an arrangement of rooms along .a narrow ledge
at the top of the talus, where the cliff wall is not coved or co11cave, but
convex. Some of these little rooms may have been used only for storage. but others were undoubtedly habitations. Figure 55 shows an
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Fm. 55-Small ruin with curved wall.

example iu which the back wall is curved, as though it was either built
over an old kiva or an attempt was made to convert a rectangular room
into a kiva. There were originally three rooms in the cluster, only one
of which remains, but that one is of unusual size, measuring about 15
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by 10 feet. If the room was used solely as a habitation, there was no
necessity for the back wan; as the side walls continue back to the cliff.
Including the little cove on the left, there are seven Navaho burial
places on this site.
Plate LIII shows an outlook in the lower part of De Ohelly, at the
point marked 6 on the map. The lower part of the cliff here flares
out slightly, formN.
ing
a sharp 13lope;
,
..
~
--~'2 -~---=~F.v.o.:-~
where it meets the
,~_:..:!.'::-:t-:_>':· :ertical rock there
.;:"::,-:.-··¼
--~:.:•,.-:·.)1
~
r ,
r·--,.
•
· 1s a small bench on
",
, /·
,'.,' ,,-:,•· 1;
,
r_
~ 0,
~~~-.·
1/1
,. which the ruin is
situated. It is ap]'IG. 56-Ground plan of a cliff outlook.
parently inaccessible, but close examination shows a long series of hand and foot holes
extending up a cleft in the rock, and forming an easy ascent. The
site commands a good outlook over the bottom lands.
The ruin consists of three rectangular rooms arranged side by side
against the cliff, and a kind of curved addition on the east. Figure 56
is a ground plan. The walls are still st.anding from a foot to 4 feet
high, and produce the impression of being unfinished; although carefully chinked, they were neither plastered nor rubbed down. The two
western rooms were built first, anq. the eastern wall extends through the
front. East of these rooms there is a small rectangular chamber, and
east of this again a low curved wall forming a little chamber or cist of
irregular form (not shown in the plan). The front wall was extended
beyond this and brought in again to the cliff on :1 curve, forming another
small cist of irregular shape. This and the little chamber west of it
were doubtle s used for storage. They resemble in plan Navaho cists,
but the masonry, which is exactly like the other walls here, will 1.10t
permit the hypothe is of Navaho construction. Except for some slight
trace in the northwe t corner of the west room, there are no smoke
tain about, nor are there a11y p ·ctograph on the cliff wall . The we tern
room wa pierced by a window openi11g which wa ub equently filled up,
Io ibly by the .r avalio, who have five .. :_._J--,~~~--:-~~~-~
burial ·i t h r .
- ' mall out- FIG. 57-Plan of cliif outlook No. 14, in
arked
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Near the edges the rock becomes bare again, and is 20 to 30 feet high,
descending sheer or with an overhang to the bottoms or to the stream
bed. On the western side, facing north, the ruin illustrated occurs.
It is a mere cubby bole, and was. evidently located for the area of cultivable land which lies before it, and which it almost completely commands. The cavity is about 12 feet above the ground and appears to
have been divided by cross
walls into three rooms, two
of which were quite small.
The back room was small,
dark, and not large enough
to contain a human body un~
/ 1····-·)
less it was carefully packed
•
in, and at various points along
◊~yJJ.,.
the back wall there are seeps
. .
'
1<,_d.
of water. The interior of the /4 .
ul,
-.-_,,,F
little room was very wet and /fJ,
\._ __
\
~~ _. - _,,
moldy at the time when it
__
s..,._/
was examined, in winter, but
/'---~--~
_, _ __..,..-_,_,
in the summer time is prob.,...,...,. ✓ably dry enough.
,.f~
The masonry is fair and
FIG. 58-Ground plan of outlooks in a cleft.
the surface is finished with plaster. The open space in front of the
small back room and the outer wall of the room itself are much blackened by smoke, as though the inhabitant lived here and used the small
room only to store bis utensils and implements. .A small room on the
east must have been used for a similar purpose. Both of these rooms
were entered through narrow doorways opening on the principal space.
The site is an ideal one for a lookout, but not well suited for a habitation. Plate LIV shows its character.
Cliff outlooks are often found on sites whose restricted areas preclude all possibility that they formed parts of larger settlements since
obliterated. The ruin just described is an example. .Another instance

J.
J

J

//4
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U::-..-..fv-

[j'1, ~ -.:/· .~ ,·

.,,l_,1_r

which occurs in Del Muerto is shown in figure 58. Here a deep cleft
in the rock was partly occupied by two or three rooms. There was
room for more, but apparently no more were built. There was not
room, however, for even a small village. There are several other
examples in the canyon almost identical with these, but this type is
not nearly so abundant as the succeeding. Figure 59 is a plan of a
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ruin near the mouth of Del Muerto. It was a single room, situated on
a ledge perhaps 30 or 40 feet above the bottom land which it overlooked
and. of easy access. This is the
most common
type of outlook or
cliff ruin, and it
might almost be
said that they
number hundreds, sometimes
consisting of one
room alone, sometimes of two or
Fm. 6.0 -Three-room outlook in Canyon del Muerto.
even three. The
general appearance of these outlooks is shown in figure 60, which
shows an example containing three rooms.
Figure 6.1 is a ground plan of an e.xample containing -two rooms,
which occurs below the large ruin described before (No. 31, page 119),
and figure 62 shows an example with one room, obscured and built over
with Navaho cists. This site is located in the upper part of the canyon,
on top of the talus,
ab o u t 100 feet
1

above the stream, / ~
~
and commands an ,~~ '-~
=,,.)1
outlook over sev~ .- ____ ..
eralareasofbottom
,··
---··
1."'
'··-.____
land on both sides.
.,,/,q L<;J_ ,.•:; _ :,;
'--,
The wall are built
u,:. _. , ..,.,, •. L~-- -:-~...::..,·.::!-.~·about 10 feet high,
FIG. 61-Plan of a two-room outlook.
and are composed of medium-size stones laid in courses aud carefully
chinked with mall palls. The southwestern corner of the room is
brok n down, but the ea tern wall is till standing, and shows a wellfini hed op ning on that sid . There are several Navaho burial cists
on thi .·ite.
plan of a tyJ e of ruin which is rather anomalou' in
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SINGLE-ROOM OUTLOOKS

above the stream bed. It is just below the ruin described and illustrated on page 144 (figure 48), and hardly 20 feet distant from it, and
yet it does not appear to have been connected with it. It consists of a single large
room, 20 feet long by 11¼ feet wide outside,
and the site commands an extensive prospect over bottom lands on both sides of the
canyon, and above, but the only opening in
the wall on that side is a little peephole 6
inches square and 2 feet from the ground.
This is sufficient, however, to command nearly Fm. 63-Plan of rectangular room
45
the whole outlook. There is a doorway on
No. ·
the eastern side, one side of which, fairly well finished, remains. There
was apparently no other opening, unless one existed on the westem
side, where, in the center, the wall is broken down to within 2 feet of
the ground. Along the western side of the room, at the present ground
surface, there are remains of a bench about a foot wide; the eastern
side is covered above this level.
The masonry is very rough and chinked only with large stones. The
interior is roughly plastered in places, and small pieces of stone are
stuck on fl.at. The corners are rounded. Externally the masonry has

Fm. 64- Rectangular single room.

the appearance of stones laid without mortar, like a Navaho stone
corral, and were it not for the occurrence of other similar remains, it
might be regarded as of Navaho or white man's construction as the si'}'e

'

~

'
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site, plan, and masonry are all anomalous. Figure 64 shows an example,
however, closely resembling the one described in these features, and
:figure 65 shows another. Altogether there are four or five examples,
distributed over a considerable area.
Somewhat similar wall remains are seen in places on the canyon
bottom, where they are always of modern Navaho origin, and it is
quite possible that the ruins above mentioned should be placed in the
same category. It will be noticed that in the plan the doorway or
entrance opening is on the eastern side-an invariable requirement of
Navaho house constructions; but it is only within recent times that the
Navaho have constructed permanent, rectangular abodes, and even
now such houses are rarely built. It is difficult to understand, moreover, why recourse should be had to such inconvenient sites, if the
structures are of Navaho origin, as these Indians always locate their
hogans on the bottom lands, or on some slight rise overlooking them.
Distributed throughout the canyons, wherever a favorable situation
could be found, there are a great number of sites resembling those of

Fro. 65-Single-room remain .

the cliff outlooks, but showing now no standing wall. There is always
ome evidence of human occupancy, often many pictographs on the
back wall, a in an example in the lower part of the canyon shown in
plat LV. Thi occurs at point 2 onr the map, in a cove perhaps 100
fe .ta ro , with cav on the northern and southern Wes.
Iu the outh rn cave there are no traces of ma~onry, but the back of
th a i covered with hand print aud pictographs of deer, as shown
in th p1ate. In the northern cave t,here are traces of walls. Many of
th it
lo not h w the fainte t trace of hon e structures; some of
th m has remain f tora ci t , and many have remains of avaho
mial i t c ,
iated with pictograph not of Navaho origin. Some
i 1 a f 11 numh r < n l di tribution of the e ite may be obtained from
th f 11
Ji t wh r in b number repr nt the location shown
m, p: 2 8 n 11 1 , 19 . . . 1, .:...:.;, 2 , r, 26, 0, 8, 3D, 40,
6-iu 11 21 it which o cur betwe n he mouth
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of De Ohelly and the junction of Monument canyon, 13 miles above.
Beyond this point they are raire, as the areas of cultivable land become
scarce .. A similar distribution prevails in Del Muerto.
DETAILS
SITES

The character of the site occupied by a ruin is a very important
feature where the response to the physical environment is as ready and
complete as it is in the ancient pueblo region. This feature bas not
received the attention it deserves, for it is more than probable that in
the ultimate classification of ruins that will some day be formulated
the site occupied will be one of the principal elements considered, if
not the most important. The site is not so important per se, but must
be considered ·with reference to the specific character of the ruin upon
it, its ground plan, the character of other ruins in the vicinity which
may have been connected with it, and its topographic environment.
The character and ground plan of a cliff ruin would be so much out of
place on an open vaUey site that it would immediately attract attention.
~rhe reverse is equally remarkable.
Considering all that has been written about the cliff ruins as defensive structures, it is strange how little direct evidence there is to support the hypothesis; bow few examples can be cited which show
anything that can be construed as the result of the defensive motive
except the general impression produced on the observer. Nor, on the
other band, do these ruins as a whole give any support to the theory
that they represent an intermediate stage in the development of the
pueblo people. Some few may, perhaps those examined by Mr F. H.
Cushing south and east of Zuni do; but more than 99 per cent of them
give more support to a theory that they are the ultimate development
of pueblo architecture than to the other hypothesis, for they contain
in themselves evidence of a knowledge of construction equal and even
superior to that shown in many of the modern pueblo villages. The
only thing anomalous or distinctive about the cliff ruins, considered
as an element of pueblo architecture, is the character of site occupied.
If this were dictated by the defensive motive, it would seem reasonable
to suppose that the same motive would have some direct influence on
the structures, yet examples where it has affected the arrangement of
rooms or ground plan or the character of the masonry are exceedingly
rare and generally doubtful.
It is well to specify that in the preceding remarks the term cliff ruin
has been applied to small settlements, comprising generally less than
four room!:!, sometimes only one or two, and usuaJly located on high and
almost inaccessible sites. These are comprised in class rv of the classification here followed. Regular villages located in the cliffs or on top
of the talus (class III) are a different matter. These have nothing- in
common with the small ruins, e~cept that sometimes there is a similarity
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of site. Doubtless in some of these ruins the defensive motive operated to a certain extent. In classes rand n, however, the influence of
the <l.efensive motive, in so far as it affected the character of site chosen,
is conspicuous by its absence. As there is no evidence that the cliff
ruins of class rv were separate and distinct from the other ruins, but
the contrary, the defensive motive may be assigned a very subordinate
place among the causes which pro<luced that phase of pueblo architecture found in Canyon de Ohelly.
An hypothesis as to the order in which sites of the various classes
were occupied can not be based on the present condition of the ruins.
It is more than likely that the ol<ler ruins served as quarries of building material for succeeding structures erected near them, and probably
some of the cliff ruins themselves served in this way for the erection
of others, for there are many sites from which the building stone has
been almost entirely removed; yet there is no doubt that these sites
were formerly occupied. The Navaho also have contributed to tlrn
destruction. Notwithstanding their horror of contact with the remains
of the dead, quite a number of buildings have been erected by these
Indians with material derived from adjacent ruins. It is evident that
tbe gathering of this material would be a much lighter task than to
quarry and prepare it, no matter how ronghly the latter might be done.
In a study of some ruins in the valley of the Rio Verde, made a few
years ago, a suggestion was made of the order in which ruins of various kinds succeeded one another-a sort of chronologic sequence, of
which the beginning in time could not be determined. Studies of the
ruins and inhabited villages of the old province of Tusayau (Moki) and
Cibola (Zuiii), and a cursory examination of ruins on Gila river, show
that they all fall easily into the same general order, which is somewhat
as follows:
1. The earlie t form of pueblo hou e is doubtful. As a rule, in most
localitie the earlie t forms are already well advanced. .As it is now
known that the ancient pueblo region was not inhabited by a vast
number of p ople, but by a comparatively small number of little bands,
ach in c011,• ta11t tb ugh slow movement, thi condition is what we
w uld e
ti probable that the earlie t settlements con·i te
r mall clu ter located in valleys convenient
to ar
on tream or near water.
age, , g nerally of mall ize, located on
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not wholly completed even fifty years ago. The pueblo of Acoma was
in this stage at the time of the conquest, a,Il(l has remained so to the
present day. As a rule each of the 'small villages preserved its independence, but in some cases they co'mbined together to occupy together
a high defensive site. Such combination is, however, unusual.
4. The final stage in the development of pueblo architecture is the
large, many-storied, or beehive village, located generally in the midst
of broad valleys, depending on its size and population for defense, and
usually adjacent to some stream. In this class of structure the defensive motive, in so far as it affected the choosing of the site, entirely
disappears. The largest existing pueblo, Zuiii, made this step early in
the eighteenth century; the next largest, Taos, was probably !_n this
stage in 1540, and has remained so since. In some cases ruins on foothill sites (2) have merged directly into many-storied pueblos on open
sites (4), without .p assing through an intermediate stage.
There is another step in the process of development which is now
being taken by many pueblos, which, although an advance from the
industrial point of view, is to the student of architecture degeneration.
This consists of a return to single houses located in the valleys and on
the bottom lands wherever convenience to the fields under cultivation
required. This movement is hardly twenty years old, but is proceeding
. at a steadily accelerating pace, and its ultimate result is the complete
destruction of pueblo architecture. Whatever we wish to know of this
phase of In<lian culture must be learned now, for two generations hence
probably nothing will remain of it.
This hasty sketch will illustrate some of the difficulties that lie in
the way of a complete classification of the ruins of the pueblo country.
It is impossible to arrange them in clironologic sequence, because they
are the product of different tribes who at different times came under
the influence of analogous causes, and results were produced which
are similar in themselves but different in time. It is believed, however,
that the classification imggested exhibits a, cultural sequence and probably within each tribe a chronologic order.
In this classification no mention has been made of the cliff and cave
ruins. These structures belong partly to class nr, villages on defensive
sites, an<l partly to a subclass which pertained to a certain extent to
all the others. In tlle early stages of pueblo architecture the people
lived directly on the land they ti1led. Later the villages were located
on low foothills overlooking the lan<l., but in this stage some of the villages had already attained considerable size and tb'e lauds overlooked
by them were not sufficient for their needs. As a consequence some of
the inhabitants had to work fields at a distance from the home village,
and as a matter of convenience small temporary shelters were erected
near by. In a still later stage, when the villages were removed to
higher and more easily defended sites, the number of farming shelters
must have largely increased, as suitable sites which also commanded
large areas of good land coulu not often be found. At a still later
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stage, when the inhabitants of a number of small villages combined to
form one large one, this difficulty was increased still more, and it is
probable that in this stage the construction of outlying farming settlements attained its maximum development. Often whole · villages of
considerable size, sometimes many miles from tlie home pueblo, were
nothing more than farming shelters. These villages, like the single-room
shelters, were occupied only during the farming season; in the winter
the inhabitants abandoned them completely arnl retired to the home
village.
Some farming -villages, such as those described above, are still in
use among the pueblos. The little village of lVIoen-Kapi, attached to
Oraibi, but 75 mileD distant from it, is an example. There are also
no fewer than three villages in the Zuni country of the same class.
Nutria, Pescado, and Ojo Caliente are summer villages of the Zuni,
although distant from that pueblo from 15 to 25 miles. It is significant
that none of these subordinate villages possess a kiva. It is believed
that the cliff ruins and cavate lodges, which are merely variants of \
each other due to geological conditions, were simply farming shelters
of another type, produced by a certain topographic environment.
The importance which it is believed should attach to the site on
which a ruin is found will be apparent from the above. It was certainly a prominent element in the De Chelly group. A study of the .
detailed map here published will illustrate how completely the necessity for proximity to an area of cultivable land bas dominated the
location of the settlements, large and small; and a visit to the place .
itself would show how little influence the defensive motive bas exerear the mouth of the canyon, where cultivable areas of land
cised.
are not many, there are few ruins, but those which do occur overlook such lands. In the middle portion, where good lauds are most
abundant, ruins also are most abundant; while above this, as the rocky
talus develop more and more, the ruins become fewer and fewer; and
in the upper parts of the canyon_, beyond the area shown on the map,
they are lo ated at wide distances apart, corresponding to little areas of
o·ood land so located.
ot all of the available land was utilized, and
only a mall percentage of the available sites were built upon. Between
the mouth of De Chelly and the junction of Monument canyon, 13 miles
above, th re are eventy-one ruins. A fair idea of their distribution
may l>e obtained from a tudy of the detailed map (plate XLIII), in
coujun tion with the following :figures:
I.

ld village on open ites o cur at the points marked 12, 41, 52, 17a, 55, 60, 61,
and 67; iu all, nine sites; principally in the upper part of the canyon.
II. II m villag s on bottom lands, located without reference to defense, occupy
sit 3, 4, 17, 20, 2 , 4 , and 51; in all, seven sites. Probably there are many
morn rnins of thi cla and th preceding, now so far obliterated as to be overlook d or indi tin ni bable.
III. Hom
ill, g on defensive ite occur at the points marked 5, 10, 13, 15, 16, 27,
1, 3:.. 3J, 36, 37, 10,4J, 47,5, 62, and66; in all, seventeen. This includes many
it wh r th
ttl m nt were very small, often only a few rooms, but there
i alway a 1Pa ·ton kiva.
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IV. Cliff outlooks and farming shelters occupy sit.es 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 18, 19, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33, 35, 38, 39, 42, 43, 45, 46, 49, 50, 53, 54, 56, 57, 64, 63, 65,
68, 69, and 70; in all, thirty-seven, or more than half. Some of these sites
are now marked only uy Navaho remains, and possibly a small percentage of
them are of Navaho making, but the sites which are clearly and unmistakably
Navaho are not mentioned here. Of all the sites only one (No. 7) is actually
inaccessible without artificial aid.

The absence of any attempt to improve the natural advantages of the
sites is remarkable. No expedients were employed to make access
either easier or more difficult, except that here and there series of
hand and foot holes have been pecked in the rock. Steps, either constructed of masonry or cut in the rock, such as those found in the
Mancos canyon and the Mesa Verde region, are never seen here. The
cavities in which the ruins occur are always natural; they are never
enlarged. or curtailed. or altered in the slightest degree, and very rarely
is the cavity itself treated as a room, although there are some excellent
sites for such treatment. The back wall of a cove is often the back
wall of a village, but aside from this the natural advantages of the sites
were seldom realized.
The settlements were always located with reference to the canyon
bottom, and access was never had from above, notwithstanding that in
some cases access from above was easier than from below. Yet the
inhabitants must necessarily have obtained their supply of :firewood
from above, as the quantity in the canyons, especially in that part
where most of the ruins occur, is very limited. The Navaho throw the
wood over the cliffs, afterward gathering up the fragments below and
carrying them on their backs to their l10gans at va.r ious points on the
canyon bottom. The crash of falling logs, dropped or pushed over the
edge of a cliff, sometimes 400 or 500 feet high, is not an infrequent sound
in the canyon, and is at first very puzzling to the visitor.
The canyon walls are so nearly vertical, or rather so large a proportion is vertical, that egress or ingress, except at the mouth of the canyon, is a matter of great difficulty. Near the junction of Monumeut
canyon, 13 miles above the mouth bf De Chelly, there is a practicable
horse trail ascending a narrow gorge to the southeast. The Navaho
call it the Bat trail, on account of its difficulties. .Another horse trail
crosses Del Muerto some 8 or 10 miles above its mouth: With these
exceptions there is no point where a horse can get into the canyons or
out of them, but there are dozens of places where an active man, accustomed. to it, can scale the walls by the aid of foot-holeB which have
been pecked in the rock at the most difficult places. These foot trails
are in constant use by the Nav_aho, who aseend and descend by them
with apparent ease, but it is doubtful whether a white man could be
induced to climb them, except perhaps under the stress of necessity.
There are even some trails over which sheep and goats are driven in
and out of the canyon, but anyone who had not seen the flocks actually
passing over the rocks would declare such a feat impossible. Som~ of
these trails at least are of Navaho origin. Whether any of them were
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used by the former dwellers in the canyon can not now be determined;
it seems probable that some of them were.
Plate L vr shows a characteristic site in the lower part of the canyon. It occurs at the point marked 8 on the map, and is now quite
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above the junction of Monument canyon. At first glance, and at a .
distance, this site appears to be really inaccessible, but a close inspection of the figure will show that it could be reached with comparative
little difficulty over the rounded mass of rock shown to the left. By
cutting off that side of the figure it could. be made to serve as an illustration of a wholly inaccessible ruin.
MASONRY

The ancient pueblo builder, like his modern successor, was so closely
in touch with nature, so dependent on his immediate physical surroundings, that variations in some at least of his arts are more natural and to
be expected t.han uniformity. Especially is this true of the art of construction, and variations in masonry are more often than not the result
of variations in the material employed, which is nearly al ways that
most convenient to band. Yet there were other conditions that necessarily influenced it, such, for example, as the character of the structure to be erected, whether permanent or temporary. The summer
village of Ojo Caliente presents a type of masonry much ruder than
any found in the home village of Zuni, although both were built and
occupied. by the same people at the same time.
Within the limits of Canyon de Chelly, where the physical conditions
and the character of material are essentially uniform, a considerable
variation in the masonry is found, implying that some conditions other
than the usual ones have influenced it. Were the masonry of one class
of ruins inferior or superior throughout to that of another it might be
easily explained, but variations withi11 each class are greater than those
between classes. Conditions analogous to those which prevailed in the
case of Ojo Caliente and Zuni may have governed here, or there may
have been other conditions of which we now know nothing. It may be
that sites originally occupied as farming shelters subsequently became
regular villages, as has happened in other regions. The position of the
kivas in many of the ruins suggests this. ..A.s a whole the masonry is
inferior to that found in the Mancos canyon and the Chaco, and superior to that of Tusayan, but, as in Tusayan, where the masonry is sometimes very roughly constructed, the builders were well acquainted with
the methods which produced the finer and better work.
The highest type of masonry in the pueblo system of architecture
consists of small blocks of stone of nearly uniform size, dressed, and
laid in courses, and rubbed down in situ. No attempt was made to
break joints. This system requires the careful preparation ~f the
material beforehand, and examples of it are not very common in Canyon
de Chelly. As a variant we have wal1s composed of stones of fairly
uniform size, laid with the best face out and with the interstices
chinked with small spalls. The chinking is carried to such an extent
in some places, as in the Chaco ruins, that the walls present the effect
of a mo aic composed of small spalls. Chinking is almost a universal
practice, and in some localities bad passed, or was passing, from a mere
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constructive to a real decorative feature. Here we have the beginning
of that architecture which has been defined by Fergu on as "ornamental and ornamented construction"-in other words, of architecture
as an art rather than as a craft.
The use of an exterior finish of plaster was couducive to poor masonry.
Such plastering is found throughout the region, but it is much more
abundant in the modern than in the ancient work. Perhaps we may
find iu this a suggestion of relative age; not in the use of plastering,
but in its prevalence.
.
Pueblo masonry is composed of very ::;mall units, and the results
obtained testify to the patience and industry of the builders rather
than to their knowledge and skill. In fact, their knowledge of construction was far more limited than would at first sight be supposed.
The marked tabular character of the stone used rendered but a small
amount of preparation necessary for even the best masonry. For over
90 per cent of it there was no preparation other than the selection of
material. The walls and buildings were always modified to suit the
ground, never the reyerse, and instances in which the site was prepared are very rare, if not indeed unknown. There are no such
instances in De Ohelly, where sites were often irregular, and a small
amount of work would have rendered them much more desirable.
Plate L vrr shows a type of masonry which is quite common in De
Chelly. It is the west room of ruin 16, near the mouth of Del
Muerto An attempt at regularity, and possibly at decorative effect,
is apparent iu the use of courses of fairly uniform thickness, alternating with other courses or belts composed of small thin fragments.
Beautiful example · of masonry constructed on this method occur in
the Chaco ruin , but here, while the method was kuown, the execution
wa carele ·s or faulty. Chinking with small spans has been extensiv ly practi ·ed and gives the wall an appearance of smoothnes and
fi.ni-211. .A imilar wall, rather better constructed, occurs at the point
mark cl on the map, and in this case the stones composing the wall
wer
down in itu. .Another wall, which occurs in the same
· ·
·
'
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adjacent stones forming a wall partly plastered, or plastered in patches.
Plate u.x:, ,vhich shows the interior of a room in ruin 10, will illustrate
this. Here the process has been carried so far that the wall is almost
plastered, but not quite. In plastered walls the process was carried a
step farther, and the surface was finished by the application of a final
coat of mud made quite liquid. The interior plastering of kivas was
always much more carefully done than that of any other walls. Owing
to blackening by smoke and recoating, the thickness of the plastering
in kivas can be easily made out. Often it is as thin as ordinary pa.per.Plate LX shows walls in which an abundance of mud mortar was used,
and the effect is that of a plastered wall. The difference between these
walls and those shown in plate L vn is only one of degree, the wall shown
in plate LIX being of an intermediate type. No instance occurs in the
canyon where a coating of mud was evenly applied to the whole surface
of a wall, in the way, for example, that stucco is used by us. ·rt seems
probable, therefore, that the application of plaster a8 a finish grew out of
the use of stone spalls for chinking, and its prevalence in modern as com-pared with old structures is suggestive. It is not claimed, however, that
because we have examples of the intermediate stages in De Chelly that
the process was developed there. The step is such a slight one that it
might have been made in a hundred different localities at a hundred different times or at one time; but it is well to note that in any given group
of ruins or locality it is likely to be later than masonry chinked with
stones. Surface finishing in mud plaster is the prevailing method at
the present day, and well-executed masonry of stone carefully chinked
is almost invariably ancient. The use of surface plaster is largely
responsible for the deterioration of stonework that has taken place
.since tb.e beginning of the historic period. The modern village of
Zuni, which dates from the beginning of the . eighteenth century;
although built on the site of an older village, is e3sentially a stonebuilt village, though that fact would never appear from a cursory exam- .,
ination, so completely is the stonework covered by surface plaster.
In Tusayan (Moki) walls have been observed _m progress of erection.
The stones were laid up dry, and some time after, when the rains came
and pools of water stood here and there in pockets on the mesa top, •
mud mortar was mixed and the interstices were filled. This method
saved the transportation of water from the wells below up to the top
of the mesa, a task entailing much labor. Doubtless a similar method
was followed in De Chelly, where the stream bed carries water only during a part of the year. But stone was also actually laid in mud mortar,
as shown in plate LII, which illustrates a rough type of masonry.
Jt is probable that the practice of chinking grew up out of the scar.
city of water, when walls were erected during the dry season and finished when the rains made the manufacture of mud mortar less of a
task. The rough wall shown in the illustration is the outside of an
interior wall of a kiva, and it was probably covered by tbe recta,ngular
16 E'fH--11
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inelosing wall that came outside of it.' It will be noticed that chinking, both with mud and with spalls, was extensively practiced and
seems llere to have been an essential part of the construction. , In this
example it could have no relation to the finish of the wall, for the wall
was not :finished.
Much of the masoury in the canyon is of tlrn type described, but
examples differ widely in degree of finish and in material selected,
Some of t,he walls appear very rough and even crude, so much so that
they almost appear to be the first efforts of a people at an unknown
art, but a closer inspection shows that even the rudest walls were
erected with a knowledge of the principles which were followed in the
best ones, and that the difference resulted only from the care or lack
of care employed. The rudest walls are much superior to the masonry
of the Navaho cists·which are found in conjunction with them and which
are constructed on a different method.
Although walls were often built on sloping rock, and the builders
had experience and at times disastrous experience to guide them, the
necessity for a flat and solid foundation was never appreciated. Walls
were sometimes built on loose debris; even refuse which had been covered and formed an artificial soil was considered sufficient. There are
many instances in the canyon where lack of foresigl1t or Jack of knowledge in this respect bas brought about the destruction of walls. Walls
resting on foreign material occur throughout the region; they are not
confined to anyone class of ruins or to any part of the canyon, but are
found as much or more in the most recent as · in the most ancient
examples. Mummy Cave ruin and Casa Blanca are good examples.
In the latter the small room on the left of the upper group (plate XL VII) is especially interesting. The side walls· appear to rest on a
deposit of refuse nearly 2 feet thick, which in turn rests on the sloping
rock. The front wall is supported by a buttress as shown; without
this upport it would certainly have been pushed out. The buttress
appear to have been built at the same time as the front wall, although
it u e in tlli way is ot· aboriginal. The whole arrangement is such
a would r ult if tlli room, originally represented by a low front .wall
perhap , wer con tructed when the site became inadequate and conequentl at a lat period in it occupancy.
The haract r of th refu e and debri upon which some of the walls
rth notice. It i well known that sheep were introduced into
r ti
thi
untry 9y the Spaniards, and the presence in the ruins of sheep
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of compacted dung. An example is shown in plate LII, and others are
mentioned in the text under the descriptions of various ruins.
It bas been suggested that the compacted dung found in the ruins
was the product not of sheep, but of some other domesticated allimal
which existed in this country at the time of the first Spanish invasion,
but the evidence to support this hypothesis is so very slight that so
far the suggestion is only a suggestion. Not the slightest trace of this
animal has been found, although it is alleged that it was domesticated
among the pueblos three hundred and fifty years ago.
Although t.be idea of a strengthening or supporting buttress is
thought to be a foreign introduction, a hypoth<'sis that is strengtheued by the occurrence of other features, the masonry itself is aboriginal in its principleR and probably also in execution. The conservatism
of tbe Indian mind iu such matters is well known. The Zuiii today
use stone more than adobe, although for a lrnndred years or more there
bas been an adobe churdi in the midst of the village.
Adobe construction in this region is only partially successful. North
of the Gila river, in the plateau country~ the climate is not suited to it;
the rains are too heavy and the frosts are destructive. Constant vigilance and prompt repairs are necessary, and even then the adobe work
is not satisfactory. Certafoly in the northern part of the country the
aborigines would not have developed this method of construction in
the face of the difficulties with which it is surrounded; yet there are
examples of adobe work in some of the most important ruins in De
Chelly, as has already been sta.ted. The fact that the only previously
known examples of adobe work occur in ruins which are known to have
been inhabited subsequent to the Spanish conquest, such as the ruin of
Awatobi, in Tusayan, is suggestive. Moreover, adobe constructionin
this region belongs to a late period; for the walls are almost always
very thin, usually 6 or 7 inches. The old type of massive walls, 2 or even
3 feet thick, are seldom or never found constructed of adobe, although
such thickness is more necessary in this material than in stone.
There is another method of construction which, although not masonry,
should be noticed here. This is the equivalent of the Mexican "jacal"
con8truction, and consists of series of poles or Jogs planted vertically
in the ground clo_se to each other and plastered with mud either outside
or on both sides. The only example of this found in the canyon occurs
in the western part of the lower Casa Blanca ruin, and has already been
mentioned. Did it not occur elsewhere it . could be dismissed here as
simply another item of evidence of the modern occupancy of the ruin,
but Dr W.R. Birdsall mentions walls in the Mesa Verde ruins which
are "continued upward upon a few tiers of stone by wickerwork
heavily plastered inside and outside" 1 and N ordenskiold mentions a
similar construction in the interior of a kiv.a. Whether a similar foun..dation or lower part of stone existed in the Casa Blanca ruin could not
be determined without excavation.
1

Bull. Am . Geog. So c., vol. xxm, p. 598.
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OPENINGS

The.ruins in De Ohelly are so much broken down that few examples
of openings now remain; still fewer are yet intact; but there is no
dou@t that they are of the regular pueblo types. nfost of the openings
in the De Ohelly ruins are rectangular, of medium size," neither very
large nor very small, with unfinished jambs and sills, and with a lintel
such as that shown in plate L v1n, composed of one or two series of
light sticks, sometimes surmounted by a flat stone slab. This example
occurs at the point marked 3 on the map, in what was forme:r;ly an
extensive village. The wall on the left, now covered by loosely piled
rocks, waE;i pierced by a narrow notched doorway. The opening shown
in the illustration, which is in the northern wall, is 2 feet high and 14
inches wide; its sill is about 18 inches ffom the ground. The lintel is
composed of six small sticks, about an inch in diameter, surmounted by
a flat slab of stone, very roughly shaped, and separated from the sticks
by 2 inches of mud mortar.
Plate L vn shows an opening which occurs in ruin Jfo. 16. The
building . consisted
-s~e~~-=~c:::;:e__
"'S';.~of two rooms, be: : ~ tween which t~ere
· ~-:-, was no commumca.r:·~~ tion. The eastern
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~ - - - .;:_: ~=.: in the .illustration,
:___ .:- which is 2 feet above
· ·\:_ .::... :_ - - the ground and 2
··
feet high. To facilitate iugress a notch
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FIG. 67-~'otcl1 ed ,loorway m Cauyou de Chelly.
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the white coating was applied, the left-hand wing and the standard
below it were filled iu, leaving an almost square opening. This later
filling is not uncommon in De Chelly, and is often found in Tusayan,
where openings are sometimes reduced for the winter season and
enlarged again in the summer. Many openings a.re completely closed,
either by :filling in with masonry or by a stone slab, and examples of
both of these methods are found in De Chelly. In the third wall from
the east, in the upper part of Casa Blanca ·ruin, there is a well-finished
doorway sealed by a thin slab of stone set in mud. On the right side
of the opening, about the middle, a loop or staple of wood has been
built into the waU, and in the corresponding place on the left side a
stick about half an inch in diameter projects. An opening into the
small room west of the White House proper has a similar contrivance,
and another example occur~ in the front wall of the small single room
in the eastern end of the ruin. Oddly enough the three examples that
occur in this ruin are all found in adobe. walls.
This feature appears to have been a, contrivance for temporarily closing openings which were provided with stone slabs, and the latter were
sealed in place with mud mortar when it was desired to close the room
permanently. · Examples, identical even in details, have been found
in the Mancos canyon, and one is described and illustrated by Chapin, 1
who states that the slab was 14½ inches wide at one end, 15½ at the
other, and 25 inches hig-h, with an average thickness of an inch. He
mentions staples on both sides. N ordenskiold 2 illustrates another or
possibly the same example. He notes, however, an inner frame composed of small sticks and mud against which the slab rested. He
thinks the notched doorways belonged to rooms most frequented in
daily life, while the others belonged in general to storerooms or other
chambers re'quiring a door to close them.
Taken as a whole, the settlements in De Chelly appear to have been
well provided with doorways and other openings, and there is no perceptible difference in this respect between the various classes of ruins.
Openings were freely left in the walls, wherever convenience dictated,
and without regard to the defensive motive, which, in the large valley
pueblos, brought about the requirement that all the first-story rooms
should b e entered from the roof, a requirement which has only recently
given way to the greater convenience of an entrance on the ground
level.
·
ROOFS, FLOORS, .AND TIMBER WORK

In the pueblo system of construction roofs and floors are the same;
in other words, the roof of one room is the floor of the room above,
an d where a room or house is but one story high no change in the
method of construction is made. The erection of walls was only a
quest ion of time, as the unit of the masonry is small; but the construction of a r oof was a much harder task, as the beams were necessarily .
1
2

L and of t h e Cliff D weller A, pp. 14£1-150, p l. opp. p . 155.
Cli ff Dwellers of tlJe Mesa Verd e, pp. 52-53, fig . 28.
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brought from a distance, sometimes a very Jong distance. The Tusayan claim that some of the timbers used in the construction of the
mission buildings, which were established prior to the insurrection of
1680, were brought on the backs of men from San Francisco mountains, a distance of over 100 miles, and references to the transportation
of timber over long distances are not uncommon in Pueblo traditions.
In De CheJly great difficulty must have been experienced in procuriug
an adequate supply, as in that portion of the canyon where most of tl.te
ruins occur .no suitable trees grow. Doubtless in many cases; where
the location under overhanging cliffs permitted, roofs were dispensed
with, but this alone would not account for the dearth of timber found
in the ruins. If we suppose . the canyon to have been the scene of a
number of occupanc~es instead of one, the alJsence of timber work, as
wen as the much obliterated appearance of some of the ruins, would
be explained, for the material would be used more than once, perhaps
several times. The Navaho would not use the timber in cliff ruins
under any circumstances, and they would rather starve than eat food
cooked with it. Many of the cliff outlooks, being occupied only during
the farmiug season and being also faii·ly well sheltered, were probably
roofless.
Timber was used as an aid to masonry construction in two ways-as
a foundation and as a tie. Many instances can be seen where the walls
rest on beams, running, not with them, but -across them. These beams
were placed directly on the rock, an<l the front walls rested partly on
their ends and partly on the rock itself. Plate LII shows the end of
one of these beams. In nine cases out of ten the beams do not appear
to have served any useful end, but perhaps if the walls w·ere removed
down to the foundations the purpose would be clear. Sometimes a
beam was placed on the rock in the line of the wall above it. The
single or separate room occupying the we8tern end of the upper cave
in the Casa Blanca ruin is an example of this use. The front wall rests
on beams, as shown in plate XL vr. . Some of the back adobe walls in
the ea tern part of the upper ruin rest on timbers, and instances of this
feature are not uncommon in other parts of the canyon. The southea tern corner of the tower in Mummy Cave ruin in Del Muerto rested
on timb r apparently laid over a small cavity or bole in the rock. The
timber was not ' trong enough to support the weight placed upon it, a11d
con , equently gave way, Jetting the corner of the tower fall out.
r
wall w re ometimes tied to front or back walls by timbers
buil into them, but tbi method, of which fine examples can be seen in
he .,lla ruin , wa but lightly practiced here. Timber was used
al:o to pr v nt th lip pin o- of wall on sloping sites, being placed verti ·all and built into tll ma onry; but a this use is a constructive
I di nt it i di c-u
d und r tbat bead.
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dark rooms, which would otherwise be useless, provide the necessary
space, but in the settlements in De · Chelly, which were very small as
a rule, there were -few such rooms, and special structures had to be
erected. These differed from the dwelling rooms only in size, although
as a rule; perhaps, the openings by which they were entered were not
so large as those of the dwellings and were sometimes, possibly always,
provided with. some means by which they could be closed ..
Immense numbers of these storage cists are found in the canyon,
some of them with masonry so roughly executed that it is difficult to
discriminate between the old pueblo and the n10dern N avalto work.
Sometimes these cists or small rooms form part of a village, more often
they are attached to the cliff outlooks, and not infrequently they stand
alone on sites overlooking the lands whose product they contained. It
is probable that many of the cliff outlooks themselves were used quite
as mucb. for temporary storage as for habitations during the farming
season. These two uses, although quite distinct, do not conflict with
each other. Doubtless many excellent sites, now marked only by the
remains of storage cists, were occupied also during the summer as outlooks without the erection of any house structures. Some of the modern pueblos now use temporary shelters of brush for outlooks.
It is not meant that the crops when gathered were placed in these
cists and kept there until used. The harvest was, as a rule, permanently stored hi the home villages, aml the cists were used only for
temporary storage. · Doubtless the old practice resembled somewhat
that followed by the· Navaho today. The harvest is gathered at the
proper time and what is not eaten at once is hidden away in cists of
old or modern construction. If it is well hidden, the grain may remain
in the cists for a long time if not withdrawn for const1.mption; but as a
rule it is taken away a few months later. The annual emigration of
the Navaho commences soon after the harvest, and at intervals during the winter and spring, and in summer, if the supply is not then
exhausteu, visits are paid to the cists and portions of the grain are
carried a way.
A large proportion of the cists are of modern Navaho work, but that
some of them were used by the pueblo people who preceded them seems
probable from the similarity in horticultural methods, and from the
small size of many of the villages. A village inhabited by half a dozen
people was not uncommon; one which could accommodate more than
fifty was rare. Moreover, some of the storage cists that occur in conjunction with dwellings differ from the latter only in size and in their
separation from the other rooms . . The masonry is quite as good as that
of the houses, and much superior to the Navaho work.
Plate LXI 'shows an example which occurs in the lower part of tbe
canyon, at the point marked 1 on the map. It is placed on a little
ledge or block of rock, 12 feet above the stream and about 8 feet above
the bottom land below it. This is the first considerable area of bottom
land in the canyon. The cist is 2 feet square inside and occupies the
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whole width of the rock. An exceptionally large amount of mud plaster was used on the walls, which are better .finished outside than inside.
Access was had by hand-boles in the rock, now almost obliterated.
Originally the structure consisted of two or inore rooms.
A little below this site there are some well-executed pictographs, and
on some rocks immediately to the right some crude work of the Navaho
of the same sort. To the left of the cist a round hole 6 or 8 inches in
diameter has been pecked into the almost vertical face of the rock. The
purpose of this is not clear.
The storage 0f water was so seldom attempted, or perhaps so seldom
necessary, that only one example of a reservoir was found. This has
already been described (page 126). If the cliff ruins were defensive
structures, a supply of water must have been kept in them, and where
this requirement was common, as it would be under the hypothesis, certainly some receptacle other than jars of pottery would be provided.
Few, if any, of the cliff outlooks are so situated that a supply of water
could be procured without descending to the stream bed, and without
a supply of water the most impregnable site in the canyon would have
little value.
The number of burial cists in the canyon is remarkable; there are
hundreds of them. Practically every ruin whose walls are still standing contains one or more, some have eight or ten. They are all of Navaho
origin and in many of them the remains of Navaho dead may still be
seen. Possibly the Navalio taboo of their own dead has brought about
~he partial taboo of the cliff dwellers' remains which prevails, and which
is au element that must be taken into account in any discussion of the
antiquity of the ruins.
The burial cists are built usually in a corner or against a wall of a
cliff d we1ler's house, but sometimes they are built against a cliff wall,
and occasionally st.and out alone. The masonry is always rough, much
infi rior to the old walls against which it ~;enerally rests, and usually
ry fiim y. The tructures are dome-shape when standing alone, or
in the hape of ·a ection of a dome when placed against other walls.
Th natural be<lding of the tone i sometimes wholly ignored, and in
u1
a
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men of the tribe were often brought to the canyon for interment in the
ruins. Such burials are still made, b9th in the ruins themselves and in
cists on similar sites.
As a whole the Navaho burial cists are much more difficult of access
than the ruins, and some of them appear to be now really inaccessible,
a statement which can be made of but few ruins. Some of them appear
to have been reached from above. The agility and dexterity of the
Navaho in climbing the cliff-s is remarkable, and possibly some of the
sites now apparently inaccessible are not so coBsidered by them. As
before stated, there are a number of Navaho foot trails out of the canyon, where shallow pits or holes have been pecked in the rock as an
aid in the more difficult places, and similar aids were often employed
to afford access to storage and burial cists. Plate L vr shows a
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site in the lower part of the canyon where such means have been
employed. The pits in the rock are so much worn by atmospheric erosion that the ascent now is very dangerous. The cove or ledge to which
they lead is about halfway up the cliff, and on it are a number of cists,
one of them still intact, with a doorway. The masonry consists of large
slabs of sandstone set on edge, sometimes irregularly one above another,
the whole being roughly plastered inside and out. About 200 yards
farther up the cove, on the same side, there .is a series of foot holes
leading to a small cave about halfway up, and thence upward and
probably out of the canyon. They are probably of Navaho origin.
The use of stone on edge is apparently confined to these cists. Figu.r e
68 shows a structure which occurs a little above the ruin marked 37
on the map. The walls consist of thin slabs of stone set upright and
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roughly plastered where they meet. Instances of the use of stone in
this way are not uncommon in the.pueblo country, aud there are a number of examples in De Obelly.
As before stated, the .typical Navaho burial cist is of dome shape. The
roof or upper portion is supported on sticks so arranged as to leave a
small square opening in the top. Apparently at some stage in its existence this hole is closed and sealed, but examples were examined which
were very old and one which wa~ but twenty-four hours old, but in
neither case was the opening closed. Doubtless the opening has some
ceremonial significance; it is not of an-y' actual use, as it is too small to
permit the passage of a human bo<ly. Plate LXII shows a typical cist
in good order and another such broken down. These examples occur
at the point marked 6 on the map, in the ruin shown in plate LIII.
This site is of comparatively easy access, and there are many others
equally easy or even more so, but, on the other hand, there are many
sites which now seem to he wholly inaccessible.
DEFENSIVE AND CONSTRUCTIVE EXPEDIENTS

The cliff ruins have always been regarded as defensive structures,
sometimes even as fortresses, but in De Chelly whatever value they
have in this respect is due solely to the sites they occupy. There are
many places here where slight defensive works on the approaches to
sites would increase their value a hundredfold, but such works were
apparently p_ever constructed.. Furthermore, the ruins themselves
never show even a suggestion of the influence of the defensive motive,
except in the two possible instances already mentioned. The ordinary
or dwelling-house pfan bas not been at all modified, not even to the
exte.nt that it has in the modern pue};>los. If the cliff ruins were defensive structures it would certainly seem that an influence strong enough
to bring about the occupancy of such inconvenient and unsuitable sites
would al o be trong enough to bring about some modifications in the
arcbit ture, modifications which would render more suitable sites
availal>l . The influence of the phy ical environment on pueblo archit ture, and the, en itivenes of the latter to uch influence, has already
b en comment d on. Moreover, it al o has been stated that, o far a
kno u, but one in tanc occur in t.he canyon where provi ion was
made for the torage of wat r; yet without water the strongest '' fork
iu tlJ canyon c uld not with tand a i ere of forty-eight hour .
1 ur h r, ,
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occupied only during the farming season, and then o~ly for a few days
or weeks at a time, after the manner that such outlooks are used by the
Pueblo Indians at the present time, most of the difficulties vanish.
The apparent inaccessibility of many of the sites disappears on close
examination, and we must not forget that places really difficult of access
to us would not necessarily be so regarded by a people accustomed to
that manner of life. Many locations which could not be surpassed ;;is
defensive sites were not occupied, while others much inferior in this
respect were built upon. It was very seldom that the natural conditions were modified, even to the extent of selecting a route of access
other than that which would naturally be followed, and, of course, the
easiest route for the cliff dweilers would be also the easiest route for
their enemies. In many cases the easiest way of access, which was the
one used by the cliff d weliers, was not direct. It was not commanded
by the immediate site of the dwellings, except in its upper part, and in
some cases not at all. Enemies could climb to the very doors of the
houses before they could be seen or attacked. The abRence of military
knowledge and skill, and of any attempt to fortify or strengthen a site,
or even to fully utilize its natural defensive advantages, is characteristic
of the cliff ruins of De Cheily. If the cliff dwellers were driven to the
use of such places by a necessity for defense, this absence is remarkable,
especially as there is evidence tllat the settlements wer.e occupied for a
number of, perhaps a great many, years.
Under the head of constructive expedients we have a different result.
The difficulties which came from the occupancy of exceptional sites
were promptly reflected in the construction, and unusual ways and
methods were adoptAd to overcome them. These methods are the more
interesting in tbat they were not always successful. It sometimes
happened that walls had to be placed on ·a founaation of smooth,
sloping rock. In such cases the rock was never cut away, but timbers
were employed to hold the wall in place. In some instances the timuers were laid at right angles to the line of front wall, at points where ·
cross wails joined it inside. The front wall thus rested partly on the
ends of timbers and partly on rock, while the other ends of tlle timbers
were held in place by tbe cross walls built upon them. An example of
this construction is shown in plate LII. In other instances, where the
surface was irregular but did not slope much, timbers were laid on
the wall lines and the masonry rested partly upon them. An example
of this occurs in the Casa Blan.ca ruin, shown in plate XL VII. Still
another method of using timber in masonry occurs in a number of ruins.
It was seldom effective and apparently was confined to this region.
Thi consists of the incorporation into the masonry of upright logs.
Figure 60 sllows an example that occurs at the _point marked 32 on ·
the map. The site here is an especially difficult one, as the builders
were compelled to place walls not only on sloping rock foundations, but
also on Joo e debris, and the vertical timber support is quite common.
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The three kivas whieh are shown on the plan occupied the front of the
village, and their front walls have fallen out. Apparently the same
accident has happened at ]east once, if not several times, before, and a
fragment of a previous front wall has slipped down 3 or 4 feet, and was
left there when the kiva was repaired. The round dots shown on the
p1an, two in the wall of the central kiva and one on the east, represent
vertical timbers incorporated in the masonry. The tops of these logs
reach the level of the top of the bench in the kiva, and their lower ends
rest in cavities in the rocks. The eastern one was removed and was
found to be about 2 feet long. The upper half was charred, although
formerly inclosed completely in the masonry, as though jt had been
burned off to the required length. The lower end was hacked off with
some blunt implement, and as nearly squared as it could be done with
such means. It was set into a socket or bole pecked in the solid rock

FJG. 09-Retaining walls in Canyon de Uhelly.

and pla tered in with clay.
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:wherever horizontal timbers are used for the support of masonry tLey
rest on the bed rock.
The same ruin (No. 32) contains an e]aborate system of retaining
walls, which are shown partly in figure 69. At first a retaining wall
was built immediate]y in front of the main kiva, which is now 5 feet
high outside. Apparently this did not serve the purpose intended,
for another and much heavier-wall was built immediately next to it.
This wall is 4 feet thick, flush on top and inside, but 10 feet high outside. At ha]f its height it has a step back of 6 inches. It would seem
that even this heavy construction did not suffice, and still another wall
was built outside of and next to it. This wall is nearly or quite as heavy
as the one described, and its top is on the level of the foot of that wall,
but it is 12 feet high outside. Somethiug of the character of the site
may be inferred from the arrangement of these walls, which have a
combined vertical fall of 27 feet in a horizontal distance ofless than .15
feet. The outer or lower wall bas a series of very heavy timbers projecting from its face; these are placed irregularly. It should be noted
that access to this village was from the bench on eithtr side, and that
it could not be reached from the front, where these walls occur. There
are other walls on the lower slope, similarly reinforced.
A little to the right of the point where these retaining walls occur
there is a room in which horizontal beams have been incorporated in
the masonry. A similar use of timber occurs in ruin No.16 and is shown
in plate LX. Why timber should be used in this way is not clear. It
may be that when the supply was placed on the ground the builders
found that they had more timber than was needed for a roof and used
the excess in the wall rather than bring up more stone. The posts
which were placed vertically and built into the wall were always short;
perhaps they were fragments or ends cut from roofing timbers that were
found to be too long. In many instances they failed to hold the walls,
and possibly the pit holes in sloping rock, which are numerous on some
sites, indicate places where this expedient was formerly employed.
It is singular that the necessity for such expedients did not develop
the idea of a buttress. Ou this site such an expedient would have
saved an immense amount of work. In only one place in the canyon
was a buttress found. This was in the Cf-tisa Blanca ruin, shown in
plate XLVII. There is no douqt that in this place the buttres~ was
used with a full knowledge of its principles, and but little doubt that
the idea was imported at a late, perhaps the latest, period in the occupancy of that site. Had it been known before, it would have been used
in other places where there was great need for it, not so much to prevent the slipping of walls as to supersede the construction of walls 4
feet thick or more, and t9 strengthen outside walls which were likely to
give way at any time from the outward thrust upou tliem.
!together the constructive expedients employed in De Chelly suggest tile introduction of plans and methods adapted to other regions
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aJJd other conditions into a new region with different requirements, and
ti.mt occup.a ucy of the latter region did not continue long· enough to
conform the methods to the uew conditions.
KIV AS OR SACRED CHAMBERS

The kivas, or estufas as they formerly were called, are sacred chambers in which the civil and religious affairs of the tribe are transacted,
and they also form a place of resort, or club, as it were, for the men.
Thefr functions are many and varied, but as this subject has already
been discussed at length 1 it need not be enlarged upon here. In Tusayan the kivas are rectangular and separated from the houses; in Zuui
and in some other pueblos they are also rectangular, but are incorporated
in the house clusters-a feature doubtless brought about by the repressive policy of the Spanish monks. In some of the pueblos, as in Taos,
.they are circular, and in many of the older ruins the same form is found.
In the large ruins of Chaco canyon the kivas oc_cur in groups arranged
along the inner side of the rooins; always, where the ground plan is
such as to permit it, arranged on the border of an inner court. In Canyon de Chelly the ki vas are al ways circular and are placed generally on
tlrn outer edge of the settlement, which is usually the front.
As the function of the kivas is principally a religious one, they are
found only in permanent villages where religious ceremonies were performed. They are neYer· found in subordinate settlements, or farming
villages, or outlooks, unless such settlements came to be inhabited all
the year-in other words, until they became permanent villages. The
habits and requirerneuts of the Pueblo people make it essential that a
permanent village should Lave one or more kivas, and we La,v e in the
presence of these tructures a criterion by wbieh the character of a
village or ruin may be determiued. As the kivas in De · Ohelly are
alway circular, tbey can generally be easily distinguished.
The ·ircular kiva i unque tionably a urvival in architecture-a relic
of the tim when th Pueblo people dwelt in circular lodges or but -and
it u e in conjunction with a rectangular ·ystem entailed manydi:fficultie
and om awkward xp client· to overcome them. The main problem,
h w to u the tw y t m tog ther, was olved by inclosing the cir·ular bamb r in a r tangu1ar cell, and this expedient aided in the
., luti n f th hardly le important problem of roofing. The roof of
th kiva wa th ro f of the hamber that inclo edit.
It
ha
requir ment throu rrl10ut the pueblo
holly or partly underground.
yan that th occurrence of natural
t p ha' dictated th location
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nt could not b fill 11 without
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Here then it seems that other requirements were strong enough to
overcome the ceremonial necessity for partly subterranean structures, ·
for examples of that kind are comparatively rare. In all of the ruins
on the canyon bottom the requirement could be filled, and as many of
tlle villages on defensive sites were constructed after the site itself had
been partly filled lip with loose debris, it could also be filled in those
cases. There are also instances where the bottom of the kiva rests
directly on the rock, while outside the walls the site was covered deep
with artificial debris. But it would be difficult to determine what was
the surface of the ground when the kiva was in use.
The size and character of the kivas in De Chelly, and their relations
to the other rooms about them, are shown in the ground plans preceding. Some have walls still standing to a height of 6 feet above the
ground, but this could not have been the total height. Dr H. C. Yarrow, U.S. A., in 1874 examined one of the five large circular kivas in
Taos. He states 1 that it was 25 or 30 feet in diameter, arched above,
and 20 feet high. Around the wall, 2 feet from the ground, there was
a. hard earthen bench, and in the center a fireplace about 2 by 3 feet.
Entrance to the
~;~;~
kivas is invariably
~
from the roo~ by a
_ /Jd.1_,:k.:./J, .. . ,..... 'J
ladder. This ap,-r/ · ;_'~~tfo
pears to be a cere,/f ,. 7
monial requirement.
tj -Doorways at the
'
ground level are not
only unknown, but
FIG. 70-Part of a kiva in ruin No. 31.
also impracticable; but iu De Chelly there are some puzzling features
which might easily be mistaken for sueh doorways. The principal
kiva in the ruin, which occurs at the point marked 10 on the map, and
described above (page 123, figure 24), is on the edge of the ledge, and its
outer wall is so close as to make a passage difficult, although not impossible. At the point where the curved wall comes nearest the cliff there
is a narrow gap or opening, not more than 15 inches wide. In front of
this there appears to be a little platform on the sloping rock, 2 feet
long, 10 inches wide, and now about a foot high. At first sight this
would be taken f~r a doorway so arranged that access to the kiva could
be obtained only from below; but a closer examination shows that this
was probably only what remains of a chimney-like structure, such as
those described later.
In ruin31 there is another example. The kiva here was about 20 feet
in diameter, with rather thin walls smoothly plastered inside. On the
foner side the walls are from 3 to 5 feet high; outside they are generally
flush with the ground. The kiva is not a true circle, but is slightly elongated north and south. On the south side, nearest the edge of the ledge,
there i an opening, shown in figure 70. The opening is 6 feet 3 inches

c:::.)

11 Wheeler Survey Reports, vol. vu, .Arch:.eology, p. 327.
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wide, and the ends of the curved walls terminate in smoothly finished
surfaces. In front of it there are remains of two walls, about a foot
apart, and so arranged as to form an apparent passageway into the interior of the kiva. These seem to be a kind of platform, like that just
described, but close inspection shows the walls, which can be traced
to within 6 inches of the inner wall of the kiva. This also may be the
remains of a chimney-like structure. There are other points in the canyon where the same feature occurs, but in none of them is the evidence
of an opening or doorway more definite than in the examples described.
The masonry of the kivas is al ways as good as that of any other structure on the site, and generally much better. The walls are usually massive; sometimes they are 3 feet thick in the upper part and 4 feet in the
lower portion, where the bench occurs. In a few cases the kiva has an
upper or second story, but when this occurs no attempt is made to preser~e the circular form, and the upper rooms are really rectangular with:'
much rounded corners. Plate XLIX shows a second-story kiva wall in
Mummy Cave ruin, and plate LXIII one in ruin No. 10 in De Chelly.
The latter occurs over the principal kiva, and the walls which
are still standing on the north
and west sides are approximately
straight, but the corners are much
rounded. Figure 71 is a detailed
plan of part of the kiva, show'~ ing the arrangement of the upper
,v
walls. The kiva walls are about
18 inches thick. On the north
/
. ide the upper wall is supported
by a heavy beam, part of which
is still in place. Under the north•
F w . 71- Plan of part of a ki va in ruin No.10.
east corner of the upper room
th re i a Ii tle triangular space formed by a short connecting wall,
·b wn n the plan. Tbi is really a flying wall, covering only the
up
·
ce, and it purpo. e is not clear, a the openin c
o permit the passage of a person, and wa
, Vf
cl tory.
~
wa be towed on the con truction and
fin·
rior of the circular wall is often rough
bably b
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Kivas are used principally in the autumn and winter, when the farming season is over and the ceremonies and dances take place. It is
probable, therefore, that each coat of plaster means at least a year in
the history of the kiva, which would indicate that some of the sites were
· occupied about twenty years. But Mr Frank H. Cushing has observed
in Zuni a ceremony, part of which is the refinishing of the kiva interior,
and this occurs only once in four years. This would give a maximum
occupancy of about eighty years to some of the kivas; the ruins as a
whole would hardly justify an hypothesis of a longer occupancy than
this. In Tusayan the interior of the kiva is plastered by the women
once every year at the feast of Powamu (the fructifying moon),.
The kivas are seldom true circles, being usually elongated one way
or another. Some instances occur which are rectangular, such as the
room shown in figure 19, which was apparently a kiva. N ordenskiold 1
illustrates an example which appears to have been oval by design,
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FIG. 72-Kiva decoration in white.

differing in this respect from anythi11g found in De Ohelly. Most of
the kivas have an interior bench, about a foot wide and 2 feet above the
floor. This bench is sometimes continuous around the whole interior,
sometimes extends only partly around. Wherever the chimney-like
structure is attached to a kiva the bench is omitted or broken at that
point. The kiva wall on the floor level is always continuous except
before the chimney-like feature. The most elaborate system of benches
a~d buttresses seen in the canyon occurs in the principal kiva of the
Mummy Cave ruin. This is shown in the ground plan, figure 16, and
also in figures 82 and 83. In the ruins of the Mancos, N ordenskiold
found kivas in which this feature is carried much further. He illustrates2 an example with a complete bench· regularly divided into six
equal parts by an equal number of buttresses or pi11ars (ptoperly
pilasters) extepding out flush with the front of the bench. This is said
1

Cliff D wellers of the Mesa Verde, p. 63, fig. 36.
cit., figs. 6 and 7, pp.15-16.
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to be a, typical example, to which practically all the kivas conform. It
has also the chimney-like structure, to be described later. Like the
rectangular ki vas of Tusayan
tlle circular structures of De
Chelly have little niches in the
walls. Probably these were ·
places of deposit for certain
paraphernalia used in the ceremonies.
Some of the kivas have an interior decoration consisting of a
band with points. Figure 72
shows an example that occurs in
ruin No. 10 in De Uhelly, in the
north ki va. The band, done in
white, is about 18 inches below
the bench, and its top is broken
at intervals into groups of points
rising from it, four points in each
group. In the north kiva the
interior wall is decorated by a
series of vertical bands in white.
One series occurs on the vertical
face of the bench; the bands
are 2 inches wide and 8 inches
apart. Another series occurs on
Fm. 73-Pictograph in white.
the wall, and consists of bands
2½ to 3 inches wide, about 2 feet high and 12 to 14 inches apart. The
bands were observed only on the southern and western sides of the
kiva, but originally there may have been others on the north and east.
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There are four bar or upright bands, done iu white
paiut, and surmounted by
four round dots or spots.
To the left of the four bars,
level with their tops, there
is a small triangle, also in
white. The bars are 30
inches long and 4 inches
wide. The upper dots are
nearly 2 feet above the tops
of the bars. It is evident
that this :figure was designed
to be seen from a distance.
Figure 74 shows some markings on the cliff wall back of
ruin No. 37.
eci
Examples almost identical
with those shown here are
.; abundant in the Mancos
~ ruins·. It is probable that
~ they are of ceremonial rather
A
•
•
•
~ than of decorative ongrn,
~ and in this connection it
-} may be stated that Mr Frauk
~ H. Cushing bas observed in
] Zuni tlrn ceremony of markJ ing the sides of a kiva hatchci way with white bars clo ely
~ resembling tho e sho~n in
:figure 73. Thi ceremony
occurs once iu four years,
and the purpose of the marks
is said to be to indicate the
cardinal direction . In the
ceremonial of the Pueblo
Indian it is nee . . sary to
know wh r the ardinal
point are; a prayer, for instan e i oft n addr · eel to
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In the principal kiva in Mummy Cave ruin, however, there is a
painted band on the front of the bench which appear::; to be really an
attempt at decoration. Over the white there is a band 4 or ·5 inches
wide, consisting of a meander done in red. This is shown in figure 75,
and fo detail in figure 76. The design is similar to that used today.
Its importance arises not so much from this as from the fact that it is
difficult to regard this as other than ornamentation, and the Pueblo
architeet had not yet reached the stage of ornamented construction.
The ruins in the Mancos canyon aud the Mesa Verde country obviously
represent a later stage in development than those in De Chelly, yet
.nowhere in that region do we find the counterpart of the decoration _
in Mummy Uave kiva. Bantls with points occur, sometimes on walls
of rectangular rooms. One such is illustrated by Ohapin,1 who also
shows a variety of the meander, treated, however, as a pictograph and

Fm. 77--Pictographs in Canyon de Chelly.

without reference to its decorative value. Similar bands rire shown also
by Nordenskiold, 2 but always with three poiuts, im,tead of four, which
were done in red. Figure 77 shows some pictographs somewhat resembling the Mancos examples. These occur at the point marked 1 on the
map, in connection with a small storage cist already described.
No kiva has been found in De Uhelly with a roof in place. Nearly
all of them are inclosed in rectangular chambers, and it seems more
than probable that the roofing of the kiva was simply the roofing of
the inclosing chamber. .As a rule the inclosing rectangular walls were
erected at the same time as the kiva proper, and the outside of the
inner circular wall was not finished at all. In a few instances the space
1
2

Land of tLe Cliff D,Yeller s, illustration, pp. 143, 152.
Cliff Dwt>llers of the l\iesa Yerde, figs . 6, 7, 76, 77, and 78.
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between the outer rectangular and inner circula.r wall was filled in solid,
or perhaps was so constructed, but usually the walls are separate and
distiuct. ·
CHIMNEY-LIKE STRUCTURES

There are peculiar structures found in some of the ruins, whose use
and object are not clear. Reference has already been made to them in
the descriptions of several ruins, and for want of a better name they
have been designated chimney-like structures. At the time that they
were examined they were supposed to be new, and the first hypothesis
formed was that they were abortive chimneys, but further examination
showed that this idea was not tenable. Subsequently Nordenskiold's
book on the Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa Verde was published, and it
appears therefrom that this
.--~--rr·
1~1½-~l I r--'-1---------------~
-T~n,
rr1-)
';-: -· ·
8£_ cl'! ·~·-. ~
'· I:· ·' . ~ · - feature is very common in the
1
region treated; so common as
to constitute the type.
Figure 78 is a plan of one of
these structures which occurs
in ruin No. 15 in Canyon de
~-:"
Ohelly. This ruin bas already
been described in detail (page
118). The chimney-like structure is attached to a rectangular room with rounded corners,
which is supposed to have been
a kiva, aucl which was two
stories high. Excavation revealed the floor level about 7½
feet below where the roof was
placed. In the center of the
outh wall th re is an opening
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roof of the southern end of the tunnel, where it opens into the shaft, is
considerably lower than at the other end. The floor of the tunnel and
the sides were smoothly plastered, but the plastering does not appear
to have been subjected to the action of fire.
The interior of the room, like the circular kivas already described,
appears to have been plastered with a number of successive coats, all
except the last being heavily stained by smoke. If the structure were a
chimney, it was a dismal failure. The tunnel was made at the time the
wall was erected, and passes under the bowlder over which the wall was
built. A little east of the opening, inside the room, the bowlder shows
through the wall, projecting slightly beyond its face.
Outside of the room the corner of the bowlder was chipped off, as
shown on the plan, to permit the rounding of the shaft, the east, west,
and south sides of which were built up with small pieces of stone~ a
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F IG. 79-Section of chimney-like structure in ruin No. 15.

kind of lining of masonry. There was also an outside structure of
masonry, but how high above the ground it extended can not now be
determined. A small fragment of this masonry is still left on the upper
surface of the bow Ider and is shown in the section.
Figure 80 is a plan of another example, which is attached to the
circular kiva in ruin No. 16. This ruin is described on page 129. The
kiva had an interior bench and tbe floor is 2 feet above its top. On the
south side nearest the cliff edge the bench is interrupted to give place
to a structure much like that described above. In this case, however,
there was no convenient bowlder, and the roof of the tunnel has broken
down so that the method of support can not be accurately determined.
Probably it consisted of slabs of rock, 'as the span is small, and a number of large flat i.:;tones were removed from the tunnel in excavating.
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The top- of the tunuel is on the level of the top of the bench, as
shown in figure 81, which is a vertical section. An inspection of the
plan will show that the circular wall of the kiva is complete and that
the inclosing rectangular wall was added later. The shaft was built at
a stiil later period, and the line or junction marking its inner surface
shows plainly in the interior of the tunnel. The general view of the
ruin (plate LI) shows the exterior of the shaft, and the horizontal timbers
on which the masonry is supported are shown in plate LII.
In front of the tunnel a flat piece of stone was placed on the floor,
and in front of this agafo, about 2 feet from the mouth of the tunnel,
there was an_upright mass of masonry composed of ~tone and mud, and
forming- a curtain or screen
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extended only partly arou11cl the iuterior, which had a continuous surface at the floor level, except on the southwest. At this point it is
interrupted to give place to an elaborate chimuey-like structure. Figure
83 is a general view.
The wall surface on the southern side of the kiva has been extended
inward, as shown on the plan by a lighter shaded area. This was done
at some period subsequent to the completion of the kiva, but whether
it bad any connection with the chimney-like structure could uot be
determined. Tbe curtain or screen before the opening, which seems _to
be an invariable feature, is shown in both figures.
In this example the tunnel does not pass throug~h the masonry as in
those previously describe<l, but occurs in the form of a covered trough,
shown in the illustration with the covering removed. It occupies the
middle third of a large recess in the main wall of the kiva, and is con-

} 'IG ,

81-Section of chimney-like structure in ruin No.16.

nected at its outer end with a vertical square shaft about a foot wide.
This shaft is separated from the recess aboYe the beHch level by a wall
only a few inches thick, composed of a single layer of stones. That
portion of it which is above tlie tunnel is supported by a single round
stick of wood, as shown in figure 83. Tlle south or inner opening
of the tunnel is reduced to two-thirds of the width elsewhere by a
framing composed of bundles of sticks bound together with withes and
l1eavily coated with mud mortar. This was not placed flush with the
inner face, but a few inches back, and the whole structure gives an
effect of unusual neatness and good workmanship.
At various other points in the _canyons examples of chimney-like
structures occur, none, however, constructed on the elaborate plan of
that last described. Two examples were found in the large rooms west
of the tower in the central portion of Mummy Cave ruin, and these are
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especially worthy of attention because they are attached to rectangular
rooms, which there is no reason .to suppose were ki-vas. The first room
appears to have bad a shaft 011ly, without a niche o·r rec·e ss; the second
room west of the tower had a recess and a round·e d shaft, while the
third room had neither recess nor shaft. ~
The usual form of this feature is th·at shown .in figures· 80 aud 81,
and consists only of a tunnel and shaft. . There are no·t many exampleR in the canyons; aitogether there may b.e a ·dozen now visible,
but excavations · in the · village ruins would doubtless . re,rnal others.
Except the two in Mummy Cave -ruin last· mentioned, and some doubt.
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doubtful whether these three examples should be classed with the preceding, but as they may have been used i11 the same manner they should
be mentioned here. Another doubtful example occurs in the upper
part of the same ruin and bas already been described (page 110). It
was constructed of stone at some time subsequent to the completion of
the wall against which it rests.
Over twenty ago Mr W. H. Holmes found a structure in Mancos
canyon which it now aPJiears may be of this type. He illustrates it
by a ground plan and thus describes it:
The most striking feature of this structure [ruin] is the round room, which occ1u1::1
about the middle of the ruin and inside of a large rectangular apartment. . . .
Its walls are not high and not eutirely regular, and the inside is curiousls fashioned
with offsets and box-like projections. It is plastered smoothly and bears considerable
e,·i dence of having been used, although I observed no traces of fire. The entrance
to this chamber is rather extraordinary, and further attests tbe peculiar importance
attached to it by the builders and their eYideiit desire to secure it from all possibility
of intrusion. A walled and covered passage,Yay of solid masonry, 10 feet of which is
still intact, l eads from an outer chamber through t!Je small intervening apartments
into the circular one. It is possible that this originally extended to the outer wall
and was entered from the outside. If so, the person desiring to visit the estufa [kiva]
would have to enter an apertnre about 22 inches high by 30 wide and crawl in the
most abject manner possible through a tube-like passageway nearly 20 feet in length.
l\Iy first impression was that this peculiarly constnlCted doorway was a precaution
against enemies and that it was probabl y the only means of entrance to the interior of
the house, but I am now inclined to think tl.Ji hardly probable, and concln<le that
it was rather designed to render a sacred chamber as free as possible from profane
intrusion. 1

In this example the tunnel was much larger than usual and the vertical shaft, if there were one, has beeu so rnueh broken down that it is
no lon °·er distiugui ha,ule. l.fonlenskiold. mentions a considerable number of kivas with this attachment, and ou.e which is described a11d
figured j aid to be a type of all the ki vas in tbat region, but an
in:pe ·tiou of hi ground plan · shows more kivas without this feature
than with it. Iu hi descriptfon of a small ruin in Cliff canyon he
p ak of. a ircular room sLill in a fair state of preservation. The -wall that lies
n are t tl.Je precipic j., for tl.Je most part in ruin ; the rest of the room is well pres n · <1. After about half a meter of du t and rubhish bad been removed, w were
abl to a ·certain that tb wall form cl a ylirnl r 4.3 meters in diam ter. The thick11 ,. ' of th wall is thronghont consit1 rable, and varie , the spate. between the points
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and only on or two h am ar l ft am 1)0' th rnhbi h. To a h ight of 1.~ m ter
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hard, and perfectly even. Near the center is a, round depression or hole, five-tenths
of a meter deep and eight-tenths of a meter in diameter. This bole was entirely full
of white ashes. It was undoubtedly the hearth. Between the hearth and the outer
wall stands a narrow, curved wall, eight-tenths of a mete.r high. Behind this wall,
in the same plane as the floor, a rectangular opening, 1 meter high and six-tenths of
a meter broad, has been constructed in the outer wall. This opening form8 the
mouth of a narrow passage or tunnel of rectangular shape, which runs 1.8 meters in
a horizontal direction and theu goes straight upward, out into the open air. The
tunnel lies under one of the six niches, which is Hornewhat deeper than the others.
Tbe ,,alls are built of carefully hewn blocks of sandstone, the inner surface being
perfectly smooth and lined with a thin, yellowish plaster. On closer examination
of this plaster it is found to consist of several thin layers, each of them black with
soot. The plaster has evidently been repeatec.lly restored as the walls became blackened with smoke. A few smaller niches and holes in the walls, irregularly scattered
here and there, ha,e presnmably served as places of deposit for different articles; a
bundle of pieces of hide, tied with a string, was found in one of them. The lower
part of the wall, to a height of four-tenths of a meter, is painted dark red around
the whole room. This red paint projects upward in triangular points, arranged in
threes, and above them is a row of small round dots of red.
Circular
rooms, built and arranged on exactly the same plan as that described above, reaprear with exceedingly slight variations in size and structure in every cliff dwelling
except the very smallest ones.
The number of estufas [kivas] varies in
proportion to the size of tho buildings and the number of rooms.
[The
ruin described contained two kivas.J
. The description of the first estufa
aJ_1J)lies in every respect to the second, with the single exception that the whole wall
is coated with yellow plaster without any red painting. The wall between the hearth
and the singular passage or tunnel described above is replaced by a large slab of
stone set on end. It is difficult to say for what purpose this tunnel bas been constructed and the slab of stone or the wall erected in front of it. As I have mentioned
above, this arrangement is found in all the estufas. 1

The general similarity between the kivas of De Chelly and those of
the Mesa Verde region will be apparent from the above description. It
should be added that in the section which accompanies it the roof of
the tunnel appears to be supported by a series of small cross sticks,
although no information on this point is afforded by the text. The
examples which occur in De Chelly are apparently much ruder and
more primitive than those of the Mancos, a,ndonlyone of them approaches
the latter in finish and elaboration.
In another place 2 Nordenskiold mentions an example in which two
small sticks were incorporated in the masonry of the upper part of the
tunnel in a diagonal position. From this he rejects Holmes' explanation that the passageway was used as an entrance to the kiva, nor does
he find the chimney hypothesis satisfactory. He states, further, that
the use of this feature as a ventilator seems highly improbable. In one
place he found the curtain or screen constructed not of masonry, but. . . of thick stakes, driYen into the ground close to each other, and fastened
togeth er at the top with osiers. On the side nearest to the hearth this wooden screen
was covered with a thick layer of mortar, probably to :protect the timber from the
h eat. ~
1
2
3

Cliff Dwellers of the Mesa, Verde, pp.15-17, figs. 6 and 7.
Loe. cit. , p. 32 ..
Loe. cit. , p. 70.
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.As stated elsewhere, the :first hypothesis formed in the :field as to the
purpose of these chimney-like structures was that they were abortive
chimneys, but this was found untenable. The next hypothesis, formed
also in tlie field, was that they were ceremouial in origin and use, but
why they should connect with the open air is not clear. If we could
assume that they were ventilators, the problem woul<l be solved, but it
i~ a far cry from pueblo architecture to ventilation; a stride, as it were,
over many centuries. Ventilation according to this method-the introduction of fresh air on a low level, striking on a screen a little distance
from the inlet and being thereby evenly distributed over the whole
chamber-is a development in hquse architecture reached only by our
own civilization within the last few decades.
1f the shaft and tunnel were in place, however, the screen might
follow as a matter of necessity. Entrance to the kivas is always
through the roof, a ceremonial requirement quite as rig·idly adhered to
today among the Pueblos as it was formerly among their ancestors.
The same opening which gives access also provides an exit to the
smoke from the :fire, which is invariably placed in the center of
tbP- kiva below it. This :fire is a, ceremonial rather than a necessary
feature, for in the coldest weather the presence of a dozen men in a
small chamber, air-tight except for- a small opening in the roof, very
soon raises the temperature to an uncomfortable degree, and the air
becomes so fetid that. a white man, not accustomed to it, is nauseated
in half an hour or less. Such are the conditions in the modern kivas
of Tusayan. In the smaller structures of De Chelly they must have
been worse. The :fire is, th~refore, made very small and al ways of very
dry wood, so as to diminish as far as possible the output of smoke.
Frank H. Cushing states that in certain ceremonials which occur in the
kivas it is considered very necessary that the :fire should bum brightly
and that tlie flame should rise straight from it. If this requirement
prevailed iu De Chelly, a screen of some sort would surely follow the (
con tructiou of a shaft and tunnel.
More or le s smoke is generally present in the kivas when a :fire is
burnin °·, notwith tauding the care taken to prevent it. That a -similar
condition prevailed in the kivas of De Chelly is shown by the smokebla ke11ed pla ter of the interiors. In some cases there was a room
OY r the kiva which must have increased the difficulty very much.
Ther an b little doubt that the chimney-like structures were not
cbimn ·, and no doubt at all that they did provide an efficient mean
of v ntilation, no matter what the intention of the builders may have
b n.
h n w know more of the ceremonials of the Pueblo Indians,
and wh 11 ·t u i e e.-cavation have developed the various types and
ari ti ' f th ·e structure in the ruin , we may be able to determine
ir bj ·t aud u .
TRADITIONS
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made, for more than 99 Navaho in 100, when asked what became of the
people who built the old houses in De Chelly, will state that a great
wind arose and swept them all away, which is equivalent to saying that
they do not know. There is a tradition in the Navaho tribe, however,
now very difficult to get, as it is confined to a few of the old priests. It
recites the occupancy of the canyon before the Navaho obtained possession of it, but, curiously enough, this period is placed after the Spanish
invasion. It is even asserted that there were monks in De Chelly, and
Mummy Cave, Casa Blanca, and one other ruin have been pointed out
as the places where they were stationed. No version of this tradition
definite and complete enough for publication could be obtamed by the
writer, but Dr Washington Matthews, U. S . .A., whose knowledge of
Navaho myths and traditions is so great that it can almost be termed
exhaustive, has obtained one and doubtless will publish it.
The Hopi or Moki Indians, whose villages are some three days'
journey to tbe west, have also very definite traditions bearing on the
occupancy of De Cheliy. 1 This tribe, like others, is composed of _a
number of related clans who reached their present location from various
directions and at various times; but, with a few exceptions, each of
these clans claims to have lived at one time or another in Canyon de
Chelly. How much truth there is in these claims can be determined
only when the entire region has been examined and thoroughly studied.
In the meantime it will probably be safe to assume that some, at least,
of the ruins in De Chelly are of Hopi origin.
CONCLUSIONS
To understand the ruins so profusely scattered _over the ancient
pueblo country we must have some knowledge of the conditions under
which their inhabitants lived. Were nothing at all known, however,
we would bejustified in inferring, from the results that have been produced, a similarity of conditions with those prevailing among the pueblo
tribes, both formerly and now; and all the evidence so far obtained
would support that inference. There is no warrant whatever for the
old asi:mmption that the " cliff dwellers" were a separate race, and the
cliff d welli,ngs must be regarded as only a phase of pueblo architecture.
More or less speculation regarding the origin of pueblo culture is the
u sual and perhaps proper accompaniment of nearly all treatises bearing
on that subject. Early writers on the .Aztec culture, aided by a vague
tradition of that tribe that they came from the north, pushed the point
of emigration. farther and farther and still farther north, until :finally
the pueblo country was rea9hed. Pueblo ruins are even now known
locally as "Aztec ruins." Logically the inhabited villages should be
classed as "Aztec colonies," and such classification was not unusual
when the country came into the possession of the United States some
fifty years ago.
:.A_ resume of t h e H opi tradit ions was prepared by the writer from material collecte.d by the late
.A.. M. Stephen , and published as chapter iii of ".A. study of Pueblo architecture," op. cit.
.
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.As our knowledge of the pueblo cultnre increased, a gradual separation between the old and the new took place, and we have as an
intermediate hypothesis many "Aztec ruins," but no "Aztec colonies."
Finally, as a result of still further knowledge, the ruins and the inhabited pueblos are again brought together; several lines of investigation
have combined to show the continuity of the old and the present culture, and the connection may be considered well established. But there
is still a disposition to regard the cliff ruins as a thing a.part. The old
idea of a separate race of cliff dwellers now finds little credence, but tlie
cliff ruins are almost universal1y explained as the results of extraordinary, primitive, or unusual causes.
The intimate relation between the savage and his physical environment has already been alluded to. Nature, or that part of uature
which we term physical environment, enters into and becomes part of
the life of the savage iu a way and to an extent that we can hardly
conceive. A change of physical environment does not produce an
immediate change in the man or in his arts, but in time such must
iuevitably result. Twenty-five years ago the savage of the plains
and the savage of the pueblo country were regarded as distiuct races,
"as different from each other as light is from darkness;" yet the differences which appeared so striking at first have become fewer and fewer
as our knowledge of the Indian tribes increased, and those which
remain today can almost all be attributed to a difference in physical
environment.
Lingui tic researches have shown the close connection which exists
between the Hopi (Moki) and some of the plains (or so called ' 1 wild")
Indians. There is no doubt that at the time of the Spanish discovery,
ome three hund.red and fifty years ago, the Hopi were quite as far
advanced as the other pueblo tribes, and the conclusion is irresistible
tha.t ince it may rea onably be inferred that one tribe bas made the
clian ·e from a nomadic to a sedentary life, other tribes also may have
done o. We may 0 ·0 even farth r than this, and assume that a nomadic
trib driven into the pueblo country, or drifting into it, wc_m ld remain
a.- b fore under th direct influence of it physical environment,
although the environment would be a new one. Grauting this, and
th lement of tim , and we will have no difficulty with the origin of
pueblo arc·hit ·tnr .
Th
ompl t adaptation of pueblo architecture to the country in
whi ·hit i. fi und ha b en commented 011. Ordinarily ucb adaptation
w nlcl imply two thiug -ori 0 ·in within the onutry, and a Jon · period
f tim for 1 lopm nt-lmt h re are everal factor that mu t be
tak n int
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are called estufas or kivas and are the council houses and temples of the
people, in which the governmental and religious affairs of the tribe are
transacted. It is owing to their religious connection that the form has
been preserved to the present day, carrying with it the record of the
time when the people lived in round chambers or huts.
In opposition to the hypothesis of local origin it might be stated that
there is no evidence of forms intermediate in development. The oldest remains of pueblo architecture known are but little different from
recent examples. But it must be borne in mind that pueblo architecture is of a very low order,. so low that it hardly comes within a definition of architecture as an art, as opposed to a craft. Except for a few
examples, some of which have already been mentioned, it was strictly
utiiitarian in character; the savage had certain needs to supply, and he
supplied them in the easiest and most direct manner and with material
immediately at hand. The whole pueblo country is covered with the
remains of single rooms and groups of rooms, put up to meet some immediate necessity. Some of these may have been built centuries ago, some
are only a few years or a few months old, yet the structures do not differ
from one another; nor, on the other hand, does the similarity imply that
the builder of the oldest example knew less or more than bis descendant today-both utilized the material at hand and each accomplished
his purpose in the easiest way. Iu both cases the result is so rude that
no sound inference of sequence can be drawn from the study of individual examples, but in the study of large aggregations of rooms we find
ome clues.
Tb aggregation of many single rooms into one great structure was
produced. by causes which have been discussed. It must not be forgotten that the unit of pueblo construction is the single room, even in the
large, many-storied villages. This unit is often quite as rude in modern
work as in ancient, and both modern and ancient examples are very
close to the result which would be produced by any Indian tribe who
came into the country and were left free to work out their own ideas.
Starting with this unit the whole system of pueblo architecture is a
natural product of the country in which it is found and the conditions
of life known to have affected the people by whom it was practiced.
Granting the local origin of pueblo architecture it would appear at
first sight that a very long period of time must have elapsed between
the erection of the first rude rooms and the builcliug of the many-storied
pueblos, yet the evidence now available-that derived from the ruins
themselves, documentary evidence, and traditions-all suggest that
uch was not necessarily the case. A.s a record of events; or rather of
a sequence of event , tradition, when unsupported, has practically no
valne; but as a picture of life and of the conditions under which a
people lived it is very instructive and full of suggestions, which, when
followed out, often lead to the uncovering of valuable evidence. The
traditions of the :pueblo tribes record a great number of movements or
16 ETH--13
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migrations from place to place, the statements being more or less
ob cured by mythologic details and accounts of magic or miraculous
occurrences. When numbers of such movements are recorded, it is safe
to infer that the conditions dictating the occupancy of sites were unstable or even that the tribes were in a state of slow migration. When
this inference is supported by other evidence, it becomes much stronger,
and when the supporting evidence becomes more abundant, with no
discordant elements, the statement may be accepted as proved until
disproved.
The evident inferiority of the modern pueblos to some of the old ruins
bas been urged as an argument against their connection. While degeneration in culture is yet to be proved, degeneration of some particular
art under adverse conditions, such as war, continued famine, or pestilence, is not an uncommon incident in history, and it can be shown that
under the peculiar conditions which pi'evailed in the pueblo country
such degeneratiou would naturally take place. One of the peculiaritie of pueblo architecture is that its results were obtained always by
the employment of the material immediately at hand. In the whole
pueblo region uo instance is known where the material (other tha,n timber) was transported to any distance; on the contrary, it was usually
obtained within a few feet of the site where it was used. Hence, it
comes about that difference in character of masonry is often only a
difference in material. Starting with a tribe or several tribes of plains
Indian , who came into the pueblo country, we should probably see
them at first building hou es such as they were accustomed to buildround huts of skin or brush, perhaps partly covered with earth, such
a were found all over middle and eastern United States. Supposing
the tribe to have been not very warlike in character and subsisting
principally by horticulture, the e settlements would necessarily be confined to the vicinity of springs and to little valleys where the crops
could b grown. The general character of the country is arid in the
extreme, and only in favored pots is horticulture possible. In a very
short time the people would be forced to the use of stone for building , for the whole country i covered with tabular sand tone, often
br k n up into blo ·k and flake r ady for immediate u e without any
pr paration whatever. Timb rand bru ·h could b procured only with
difficul y, and ft n had to be arri d gr at di tance .
t h b n uo-g t d that the recta.ngular form of room might have
n l eloped from th ircular form by the crowding together upon
r · ricte<l. ite ' of many cir ular cllamb r ·; but uch a uppo ·itiou
rn mm
ar .
tructur f ma onry de ign< d to be roofed
w ul n < urally b r tan o-ular; in fact th placing of a flat roof upou
a ·ir ular •hamb ""r ,
a probl m wll
olutiou wa be ond tlle
abili
f th
opl
' ha alr ady b eu hown.
long with thi
fra11 , r p rhap pr
din o- it, b o ial r o-auiza ion of the tribe,
divi ·i 11 int lau and pbratri would manifi tit If, and tho e
th r
uld buil 1 t 0 • th r. Thi r qui.rem nt wa a
·lo ly a h r •d t
u a few ar , ago.
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Although degeneration in arts is• common enough, a peculiar condition prevailed iu the pueblo region. • So far as the architecture was
concerned war and a hostile humau environment produced not degeneration but development. This came about partly by reason of the
peculiarities of the country, and partly through the methods of war.
The term war is rather a misnomer in this connection, as it does not
express the idea. The result was not brought about by armed bodies
of men animated by hostile intentions or bent on extermination,
although forays of this kind are too common in later pueblo history,
but rather by predatory bands, bent on robbery and not indisposed to
incidental killing. The pueblos, with their fixed habitations and their
stores of food, were the natural prey of such bands, and they suffered,
just as did, at a later period, the Mexican settlemeJJts on the Rio Grande,
with their immense flocks of sheep. It was constant annoyance and
danger, rather than war and pitched battles. ·
The pueblo country is exceptionally rich in building material suited
to the knowledge and capacity of the pueblo builders. Had suitable
material been less abundant, military knowledge would have developed
and defensive structures would have been erected; but as such material
could be obtained everywhere, and there was no lack of sites, almost
if not quite equal to those occupied at auy giveu time, the easiest and
most natural thing to do was to move. Owing to the nature of the
hostile pressure, such movements were generally gradual, not en masse;
although there is no doubt that movements of the latter kind have
sometimes taken place.
These conclusions are not based on a study of the ruins in Canyon de
Chelly alone, which illustrate only one phase of the subject, but of all the
pueblo remains, or rather of the remains so far as they are now known.
They imply a rather sparsely settled country, occupied by a comparatively surnll number of tribes and subtribes, moving from place to place
under the influence of var-ious motives, some of which we know, others
we can only surmise. It was a slow but practically constant migratory
movement with 110 definite end or direction in view. The course of
this movement in a geographical way does not as yet reveal a preponderance in any one direction; tribes and subtribes moved from east to
west and from west to east, from north to south and from south to north,
and many were irregular in their course, but the movements, so far as
they can now be diRcerned, were all within a circumscribed area.
There is no evidence of any movement from without into the pueblo
group, unless the close relation of the Hopi (Moki) language to the
-0ther Shoshonean dialects be such evidence, and none. of a movement
from within this area out of it, although such movements must have
taken p1ace, at least in the early history of the region. It must be
borne in mind in this discussion that while we can assign approximate
boundaries to the ancient pueblo region on the north, east, and west,
no limit can as yet be fixed on the south. The arid country southward
-0f Gila ri ,·er au<l. uorth ward of the Mexican bountlary would be a great
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obstacle to a movement eitller north or south, but little as we know
about that region we do know that it was not an insurmountable obstacle. The Casas Gran des of Janos, in Chihuahua, closely resemble the
type of ruins ou the Gila river, in Arizona, of which the best example
we now have is the well-known Casa Grande ruin. We know that
there are cliff ruins in the Sierra .l\ladre, but beyond this we know
little. Concerning the immense region which stretches from Gila river
to the valley of Mexico, over 1300 miles in length, we know practically
nothing.
In that portion of the pueblo region lying within the United States
migratory movements have, as a rule, been confined to very smalJ areas,
each linguistic family moving within its own circumsc;ribed regiou.
Some instances of movement away from the home region have taken
place even iu historic times 7 as, for example, the migration of a considerable band of Tewas from the Rio Grande to Tusayan, where they
now are, and moreover, this movement probably occurred en masse
and over a considerable distance; but there is little doubt tllat the
usual procedure was different.
Canyon de Cbelly was occupied because it was the best place iu that
vicinity for the practice of horticulture. The cliff ruins there grew out
of the natural conditions, as they have iu other places. It is not meant
that a type of house stmcture developed here arnl was transferred
subsequently to other places. When the geological and topographical
environment favored their construction, cliff outlooks were built; from
a different geological structure in certain regions cavate lodges resulted;
in other places there were " watch towers;" in still others single rooms
were built, either alone or in clusters, and these results obtained quite
as often if not oftener within the historic period as in prehistoric times .
.J.. otwith tandiug the possible division of the De . Chelly ruins into
four well defi.ued types, there is no warrant for the assumption of a
large p pulatiou. Th types are interrelated and to a large exteut
were inhabite<l not contemporaueou ly but conjointly. There are
< bout 140 ruin iu Canyon de
belly and its braDche , but few of them
ul accommodate lllOr than a very small population. Settlements
Jar
nou h to furni h home for 50 or 60 people were rare. As not
all of th ite wer o cupied at on~ time, the maximum population of
b au on c ul l hardly have exceeded 400; it i more likely to have
b
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The masonry of the ruins aud the constructive expedients employed
by the builders ·are an insurmountable obstacle in the way of the
hypothesis that the cliff ruins represent a primitive or intermediate
stage iu the growth of pueblo architecture. The builders were well
acquainted with the principles and methods of co11struction employed
in the best work found in other regions; the inferiority of their work is
due to special conditions and to the locality. The presence of a number
of extraneous features, both in methods and principles. employed, is
further evidence in the same· line. These features are certainly foreign
to this region, some of them suggest even Spanish or Mexican origin,
which implies comparatively recent occupancy.
The openings-doorways and windows-found in the ruins are of the
regular pueblo types. They are arranged as convenience dictated, without any reference to the defensive motive, which, if it existed at all,
exercised less influence here than it did in the modern pueblos. There
is no evidence of the use of very modern features, such as the paneled
wooden doors found in the pueblos; nor, on the other hand, are there
any very primitive expedients or methods-none which can not be found
today in the modern villages.
The roof, floors, and timber work are also essentially the same as the
examples found in the modern pueblos. The notable scarcity of roofing
t,imbers in the ruins can probably be explained by the hypothesis of
successive occupancies and subsequent or repeated use of material
difficult to obtain. So far as regards the use of timber as an element
of masonry construction the results obtained in De Chelly are rude and
primitive as compared with the work found in other regions.
The immense number of storage cists found in De Chdly are a natural outgrowth of the conditions there and support the hypothesis that
the cliff outlooks were merely farming shelters. The small size of many
of the settlements made the construction of storage cists a necessity.
The storage of water was very seldom attempted. A large proportion
of the cists found in De Chelly were burial places and of Navaho origin.
As a rule they are far more difficult of access than the ruins.
There is no evidence of the influence of the defensive motive. Defensive works on tlie approaches to · sites are never found, nor can such
iu:fl.uence be detected in the arrangement of openings, in the character of
masonry, or in the ground plan. If t,he cliff ruins were defensive structures, an influence strong enough to bring about the occupancy of such
inconvenient and unsuitable sites would certainly be strong enough also
to bring about some slight modifications in the architecture, snch as
would render more suitable sites available. If we assume that the cliff
ruins were farming outlooks, occupied only during the farming season,
aud then only for a few days or weeks at a time, the character of the
sites occupied by them seems natural enough, for the same sites are
used by the Navaho today in connection with farming operations.
The dir,tribution of kivas in the ruins of De Chelly affords another indication tha~ the occupancy of that region was quiet and little <listurbed,
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and that the ruins were in no sense defensive structures. Kivas are
found only in permanent settlements, and the presence of two or three
of them in a small settlement comprising a total of five or six rooms
implie , first, that the little village was the home of two or more families, and, second, -that there was comparatirn if not entire immunity
from hostile incursions. If the conditions were otherwise, these small
settlements woulcl have combined into larger ones~ as was done in
other regions. Probably these small settlements with several kivas
mark a late period in the use of outlying sites. The position of the
kivas in some of the settlements on defensive sites, and their arrai;igement across the front of the cove, suggest that such sites were first
used for outlooks, and tbat their occupancy by regu1ar villages came
at a later period.
All of the now available traditions of the Navaho and of the Hopi
Indians support the conclusions reached from a study of the intrinsic
evidence of the ruins, that they represent a comparatively late period
in the history of pueblo architecture . . It appears that some at least of
the ruins are of Hopi origin. It is certain that the ruins were not
occupied at one time, nor by one tribe or band.
As criteria in development or in time the cliff ruins are valueless,
except in a certain restricted way. They represent simply a phase of
pueblo life, due more to the geological character of the region occupied
than to extraordinary conditions, and they pertain partly to the old
villages, partly to tbe more modern. Apparently they reached their
greate t (not their highest) development in the period immediately preceding the la~t well-define<l stage in the growth of pueblo architecture,
a stage in which mo t of the pueblo were at the time of their discovery
by the Spaniard , and in which some of them are now. Reliance for
defense wa bad on the site occupied, and outlying settlements for
horticultural purpo e · were very numerous_, as they must necessarily be
al o in th la t tage-the a 0 ·gregation of many related villages into
one gr at '1u ter.
The cliff outlook in Canyon de helly and in other regions," the
·avat lod 0 • s of ew ::vre.xico and rizona, the "watch tower "of the
an Juan and of th Zufii country th
ummer villages attached to
man of tlle pu bl
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DAY SYMBOLS OF THE MAYA YEAR
BY CYRUS THOMAS

INTRODUCTORY

As the origin and signification of the day and month names of the
Maya calendar, and of the symbols used to represent these time periods,
are now being discussed by students of Mexican aud Central Americau
paleography, I deem it advisable to present the result of my investigations in this line. The present paper, however, will be limited to the
days only, as I have but little to add in regard to the month names or
symbols. As the conclusion reached by Drs Seler and Brinton in regard
-to the order and sequence of the days of the month in the different
calendars appears to be satisfactorily established, it will. be accepted.
As frequent allusion is made herein to the phoneticism or phonetic
value of the written characters or hieroglyphs, it is proper that the
writer's position on this point should be clearly understood. He does
not claim that the Maya scribes had reached that advanced stage where
they could indicate each letter-sound by a glyph or symbol. On the
contrary, he thinks a symbol, probably derived in most cases from an
older method of picture writing, was selected because the name or word
it represented had as its chiefphon:etic element a certaip.consonant sound
or syllable. If this consonant element were b, the symbol would be used
where bwastheprominent consonantelementoftheword to beindicated,
no reference, however, to its original signification being necessn,rily
retained. Thus the symbol for cab, "earth," might ·b e used in writing
Caban, a day name, or cabil, "honey," because cab is their chief phonetic
element.
In a previous work 1 I have expressed the opinion that the characters
are to a certain extent phonetic-are not true alphabetic signs, but syllabic. And at the same time I expressed the opinion that even this
definition did not hold true of all, as some were apparently ideographic,
while others were simple abbreviated pictorial representations. In a
subsequent paper 2 I expressed substantially the same opinion, and
gave as my belief that one reason why attempts at decipherment have
· failed of success is a misconception of the peculiar character of the
writing, which peculiarity is found in the fact that, as it exists in the
co<l.ices and inscriptions, it is in a transition stage from the purely ideographic to the phonetic. I stated also my belief that the writing had not
1·eached the stage when each sound was indicated by a glyph or sign.
1 Study
2

of the Manuscript Troano, pref., p. viii.
.A.merican Anthropologist, Washington, July, 1893.
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This may further be explained by the following illustration: The conventionalized figure of a turtlehead 1s the symbol for a "turtle," ak, ac-,
or aac in Maya; and a conventionalized footprint is the symbol for
''step" or ''road," be, beil, in Maya. These may be brought together to
form the word alcyab or lcayab, which may have no reference to the original signification of the combined symbols. These two glyphs are, in
fact, combined to form the symbol for the month Kayab.
These statements will perhaps suffice to make clear my views on this
question, which do not appear to have been clearly understood, possibly
because of my frequent use of the words "phonetic" and "phoneticism,"
and perhaps rather loose reference to "letter elements."
It is proper, however, to add that I am inclined to the opinion that
modification in the form and details of a glyph which belongs to the
class which, for want of a better term, we may designate ''phonetic,"
in many cases indicates a modification or change in the signification or
word value. I say in "many cases," because these modifications a,re
due often to the greater or lesser accuracy with which the glyph is
drawn, the caprice of the·scribe, and other causes which have no refer
ence to som1d or signification. For example, the change of a rounded
or circular symbol to a face figure, as is often done, doe::; not appear, at
least in the day signs, to have any significance. On the other hand, a
slight variation, if permanent, may be indicative of a difference in signification or phonetic value. This appears to be true, to some extent,
whether_we consider the characters ideographic or as, in some sense,
phonetic.
The lists of the days in the Maya, Tzental, Quiche-Cakchiquel,
Zapotec, and Nahuatl, in the order usually given, are as follows:
Names of the days in the diffe1·ent calendars
:Maya

Imix.
lk.
Akbal.
l an.

1..: b.
u. B n.
Ix Hix.
)1

ll.

Tzental

Imox.
Igh.
otau.
hanan.
Abao-h.
Tox.
)foxic.
Larubat.
)1olo.
El b.
Batz.
Enob.
B ll,
Ili.· .
Tziquiu.

QuicheCakchiquel

Imox.
Ik'.
Akbal.
K'at.

Toh.
Tzi.
Batz.
E , Ee.
Ah.
Balaru.
Tziquin.

Zapotec
Chilla.
Gui, Ni, Laa.
Gu la.
Guache.
Ci, Ziie.
Lana.
China.
Lapa.
iza.
oloo.
Pija.
Quii.
Ecbe.
.,.aa.

Nahuatl
Cipactli.
Ehecatl.
Calli.
Cuetzpallin.
Cohnatl.
Miquiztli.
.Mazatl.
Toclitli.
Atl.
I tzcnin tli.

uauhtli.

NAMES OF THE DAYS
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Maya
Cib.
Caban.
Edznab.
Cauac.
Ahau.

QuicheCakchiquel

Tzeutal

Ahmak.
Noh.
'fihax.
Caoc.
Hunahpu.

Chabin.
Chic.
Cbinax.
Cahogh.
Aghual.

Zapotec
Loo.
Xoo.
Gopaa.
Appe.
Lao.
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Nahuatl
Cozcaquauhtli.
Ollin.
Tecpatl.
Quiabuitl.
Xochitl.

I

THE FIRST DA.Y
Maya, iniix ( or yniix); Tzental, iniox or 1nox j Quiche-Cakchiq nel, i1nox or 1noxin j Zapotec, chilla or chiylla; Nahuatl, cipactli.

The symbol of this day, which is quite uniform in the day series of
the codices, is shown in plate LXIV, 1. 1 In this the essential features
appear to be the black spot at the top, the semicircle of dots around it,
and the short perpendicular lines in the lower half. The form on the
right slab of the "Palenque tablet," and also in the Lorillard City
inscription, copied by Charney, is given in plate LXTV, 2. The only
particular in which this differs from the other is that the little circle at
the top is crossllatched. The form shown in LXIV, 3, is found in the
Tikal inscription; it shows also the crosshatching in the little circle at
the top. This character, however, when combined with other glyphs,
and when used otherwise than as a day symbol, sometimes varies from
the types given. For example, in the symbol of the month .Zlfac it is as
shown in plate LXIV, 4. In this a minute, divided oblong, takes the
place of the dark spot at the top, and a double curved line' accompanies
the circle of dots. Another form is shown in plate LXIV, 5. The only
variation in this from the usual type is the introduction of two or three
minute circles in the curved line of dots and the divided oblong. Dr
Seler is inclined to believe that these are essential variants from the
true imix symbol; nevertheless, as m is the chief consonant element
both in imix , or rnox and mac, there appears to be a relation between
the form of the glyphs and their phonetic value.
Drs Seler and Schellhas believe im to be the radical of imix and imox,
which are dialectal variations of the same word. Dr Brinton, however,
basing his opinion on the fact that mox and moxin are used sometimes
as equivalents, decides that the radical syllable is 1n-x. In this he is
probably correct, and if so, this furnishes additional evidence of the
close relation between form and sound, as in one case m-x are the chief
phonetic elements and in the other m-c. It is probable that Drs Schellhas and Seler were led to their conclusion by the fact that the symbol
bears a close resemblance to the conventional form of the female breast,
which in Maya is im. This, which was perhaps the origin of the symbol, was probably selected simply because mis its only prominent ele1 The p lat es ar e designated by Roman numerals, a nd the figures b y t h e Arabic numbers 1, 2, 3, etc.
H ence LXIV, 1, signifies figure 1 of plate Lx:lV; LXI V, 2, figure 2 of plate LXIV, etc.
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ment. Nevertheless, it is worthy of notice that the symbol for the da,y
Ix is frequently represented as shown in plate LXVI, 36, from Tro. 5*c.
This is similar in some respects to the I1nix symbol, and the name contains the i and x of the latter. If the writing is phonetic, the points of
resemblance may have some significance, otherw1se ·they do not.
In a previous paper 1 I suggested that the probable sigrnfication of the
character LXIV, 7, from Dres. 14c and 46b, is maax, ''monkey, ape, imitator." Below the text in each case is seen a dark male figure (or deity),
to which it undoubtedly refers, as is conceded by Drs Schellhas and
Seier. The face character, which forms part of the glyph, may be only
a determinative; at least I am u.n able to assign it any other value in
this connection, and the necessity for such determinative is apparent.
Brasseur, under akab-maax, speaks of a phantom or hobgoblin of this
name, which he says signifies "the great monkey of the night." Perez
gives as definitfons "duende" (elf or hobgoblin) and ''mico nocturno."
Henderson, who writes the name akabmax, simply says "sprite, phantom." It would seem, therefore, that among the superstitious beliefs
of the Maya was that of a night phantom or deity, which took the
form of a monkey. But this black figure appears to be different from
those on Tro. 34*-31 *, with whfoh Seler connects it and to which he
applies the name Ekchuah. 2
In the paper above referred to, I have interpreted the symbol shown
in plate LXIV, 8 (from Dres. 35c) rnaach, ''the crow," assuming the birdhead to be a determinative. Seler concludes that tbe bird which this
represents is "a substitute, colleague, or symbol of the Rain god Chae,"
the so-called Maya Tlaloc so frequently represented in the codices .
.Although there is m this case 110 bird figure below to confirru our
iuterpretation, yet it appears to be justified by the comparisons given
and by its agreement with the phonetic value of the irnix symbol. It
is al o further confirmed by the two glyphs shown in plate LXVIII,
13, 14, which occur to ·ether iu Dre . 38b. In this case the two charact r , which are combined in plate Lxrv, 8, are eparated, yet must have
th same ignificatiou. Here the bird figure (a man with a bird's head
or bird ma k) is ee11 below. Ju both in tance~ rain is represented,
'howin°· that th bird i · uppo ed to bear some relation thereto. But
it i more likely that it ha direct reference to the wind which accompani the raiu torm rather hau to "fruitfulness," a Seler suppose..
B thi howev r, a it may, our rendering of the iniix symbol iu tlii
1 merican nthr
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counection appears to be justified, and indicates that the symbol is used ·
here for its phonetic value rather than with any reference to its pr~mary
sigmfication.
Dr Seler also refers in this connection to the lower line of symbols
on Dres. 2!l-30b (three of which are shown in plate LXVIII, 15, 10, 17);
to those shown in plate LXVIII, 18, 19, from Tro. 14c; and those shown
in plate LXVIII, 20, 21, from Tro. lla. He remarks that "in a number
of hieroglyphs the character imix stands as an equivalent of a peculiar
animal head which bears as a distinctive mark tlie element akbal over
the eye. Thus in the hieroglyphs enumerating those ·above mentioned
which, standing after the hieroglyphs of the cardwal points, seem to
express tbe deities presiding over them, indeed tliere appears here on
the same animal head, on oue hand the character imix, on the other the
element figure 105" (our plate LXIV, 5).
Although I am unable to interpret satisfactorily the imix symbols
in the places above referred to, I think it can be made apparent that
Dr Seler's explanation is without foundation. For instance, by referring to tbe plates of the Dresc1en and Troano codices mentioned, it will
be seen that there is nothing whatever that refers to an "animal head
which bears the element akbal over the eye," unless we suppose it to be
in plate LXVIII, 16 (from Dres. 29b) and LXVIII, 21 (from Tro. Ila).
TLerc is no figure below or connected with either series to justify this
conclusi.on. It is also certain that plate LXVIII, 21 (Tro. Ila) if:! not an
animal head. Possibly plate L XVIII, 1G (Dres. 29b) may be intended
for an animal head, but this is not certain and, moreover, it is not
repeated in the series.
Referring to Cort. 27a it will be seen that the compound glyph shown
in plate LXVIII, 22 (apparently the same as that on Tro. Ila) is repeated
four times in one line, each connected with a cardinal point symbol, and
each standing immediately over and evidently referring to a large vessel. 1
It is stated that it was a custom among tQ.e Maya during certain religious ceremonies to place a vessel in their temples at each of the four
cardin al points. 2 .As ci,rn aud x amach are Maya word8 signifying vessel, we still find in these the m ~ound. It is therefore possible that the
similar glyph s on Dres. 29b and Tro. 14 and 15 a.l so refer to vessels.
The supposition seems to be strengthened by ~he fact that connected
1

Dr Brin ton (Primer of Mayan Ilieroglyphics, p . 93) claims t o h ave disco,erctl that this hitherto
supposed "vrssel " is, in r eality , "a clrum. " As t h e four (Cort. 27a) are without any accompaniment s
to indicate their use as drums , a nd as each h as abo, e it on e of t h e cardinal point signs, ther e is noth.
ing, u nicc;s 1t be t he fo rm, to l ead t o th e Rupposition that they ar e drums . In the same division of t he
h rn precetliug an d t hree following p ages w e see vessels of differ ent kinds r epresented. In the lower
divisions pages 2!) and 30, are Yessels somewhat of the sa me elongat e, cylindrical form, b orne on the
backs <i individuals; and also in th e l ow er division of p age 40 are four t all cylindrical vessels, in
each c; wh ich t he ar m of a d eity :figure is thrust. This section is copied in Dr Brinton's work with
tho su bscr ipt " T h e ben eficent g ods draw from their s tores ." Additional p r oof, if any is n eeded t o
show that th ese ar e vessels, is fo und in the Tro. Codex . On plates 6" and 7" a re tall cylindrical vessel
wit h t he same inv erted V marks on them ; moreover, one of them h as the upper portion mar O'inecl b s
t he same t ooth -like proj ection as those in th e Cortesian plate. Th at these are vessels of som: kind i!
apparent from t he u se th e pictu res sLow i s made of them.
2
See Brasseur's L exicon under bacab , also th e mention below , uu<l e r t h e day Jk, of four vessels.
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·with the former are figures of the four classes of food animals-quaurupeds, birds, reptiles (iguana), and fishes. The latter refer to the
hunter's occupation, being accompanied by figures of tue deer. Lan<la,
in his descriptions of the various festivals, repeatedly alludes to the
four Ohacs or Bacabs which represent the four cardinal points, and to
the different classes of food animals presented where vessels were used.
It is therefore more likely that the symbol is used in the places mentioned 'because of its phonetic value rather than as a substitute for tue
heads of lightning animals, for which supposed substitution Dr Seler
admits he can not account.
Dr Seler refers also to the glyph on which the long nose deity is
seated, Dres. 44a, shown in our plate LXVIII~ 23. The prefix be interprets by "man, human being," and impposes the whole glyph refers to
the attributes of the Rain god. As the deity holds a fish in his hand,
and is Reen in the lowest division of the same plate in the act of seining
fish, is it not more likely that this symbol should be rendered by cayom,
''a fisherman"1 This is appropriate and retains the phonetic value of
the imix symbol.
In the compound glyph 24, plate Lxvrn, from Dres. 67b, to which Seler
al o refers in the same connection, we see in the figure below the same
deity wading in water in which a fish is swimming. The right portion
of the symbol is the same as the last (plate Lxvrn, 23) and presumably
bas the same signification-cayom, '' a fisherman," or cayomal, '' to fish."
I am unable to interpret the first or left-hand cbaracter; possibly it
may be found in one of the terms chucay, or oaitco,y, which Henderson
give a equivalent of cayomal. · The latter-oa,ucay-would give to
tbi prefix precisely the phonetic value I have hitherto assigned it.
The next character Dr Seler refers to in this connection is that shown
in plate L- vrn, 25, from D~es. 40c, where the long-nose god is seen
below rowin o- a boat on the water. The adjoining symbol in tbe text
i a fl. h. It is probable therefore that ubstantially the same interpr tation i to be given her .
The group hown in plate L.·rv, 9, consisting of an Imix an<l Kan
yrubol, i ' of fr quellt occurrence in all th codice . The relation of the
ch
·n thi. combination varie , the order being frequently the
rev
ha giv 11 in the fi 0 ·ur , and again one being plac don top of
the
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believing this combination was intended to denote bread or maize bread.
This belief is based on the statement by Landa in his account of the
sacrifices at the beginning of the year Muluo, that they made ''jmages
of dogs, in baked earth, carrying bread on the back," and the fact that
in plate 21 of the Codex Tro., representing the sacrifices of this year,
we see the figure of a dog with this Kan-Imix group on its back. This
figure (plate LXIV, 10) probably represents the images of which Landa
speaks, and the symbols on the back, bread or food in the general sense.
Further notice of this combination will be given under the fourth day,

Kan.
The character shown in plate Lxvrn, 26, from Tro. 20*d, is erroneously
given by Seler as an example of the lcan-i1nix symbol. _The two glyphs
on the m::i,t figure are unquestionably irnix symbols, though of the two
different types shown in plate LXIV, 1 and 5. He suggests that here it
replaces the deity symbol, but this is contradicted by the fact that in both
groups where it appears the deity symbol is present. The mat-like figure,
which is probably a determinative, shows that it refers to the sack, bag,
or kind of hamper which the women figured below bear on the back,
filled with corn, bones, etc. As rnuciw signifies ''portmanteau, bag,
sack, etc," rnucub "a bag or sack made of sackcloth," and mucubcuch
"to carry anything in a sack or folded iri a shawl," it is more than
probable we have in these words the signification of the symbol. The
duplicatio·n of the im,ix symbol may he to denote the plural; or, as the
words come from a root signifyii1g "secret, hidden, covered," it may be
to intensify. It is noticeable also that the latter or right-hand Irnix
syiubol is similar to that used for ·the month Mac.
·
In the right section of Dres. 41h is the glyph shown in plate LXIV, 11,
which, accordiug to the phonetic system that appears to prevail in this
writing, may be translated y ulpolic, from yu,lpol, "to smooth or plane
wood," or, as given by Henderson .(MS. Lexicon), ''to smooth, plane, or
square timber, to beat off the log." This interpretation, which is given
here merely because of its relation to the symbol which follows, is based
in part on the following evidence : The left character, which has y as its
chief phonetic element, is the same as the upper character in the symbol for the month Ya,x (plate LXIV, 12), 'and also the upper character of
the symbol for the month Yaxlcin (plate LXIV, 13). Other evidence of
its use with this value will be presented farther on, and also in reference
to the right character of the above-mentioned symbol (plate LXIV, 11),
which has been given p as its chief phonetic element. By reference to
tbe figure below the text the appropriateness of this rendering i:; at
once apparent, as here is represented an individual in the act of chipping
oft' the side of a tree. This he appears to be doing by holding in bis
left band an instrument resembling a frow, which he strikes with a
hatchet.
The character immediately below the one above mentioned and
belonging to the same series is shown in plate Lxrv, 14. It may be
interpreted 1na11iachah, "to make flat by repeated strokes." The phonetic
1
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value of the parts is obtained iu this way. Tlle upper character with
. two wings is Landa's ma, except that the circular wings contain the lines
or strokes which the bishop has omitted, and which appear to indicate
the 1n sound and are observed in the Imix symbol. Colonel Mallery,
comparing this with the sign of negation made by the Indians and that
of the Egyptians given by Champollion (our plate Lxrv, 15), concludes
that it is derived from the symmetrically extended arms with the hands
curved slightly downward. ~rhis will furnish an explanation of the
strokes in the terminal circles. Tlie left of the t'1o lower characters is
almost identical with the symbol for the mouth Jlfac (plate LXIV, 4),
omitting the ca glyph. The lower right-hand character is similar to the
symbol for the month Ohuen. We thus obtain legitimately the sounds
ma ma-clh whether we consider the parts truly phonetic or only
ikonomatic.
For further illustration of the use of this symbol and evidence of
phoneticisrn, the reader is referred to the article in the America.n Anthropologi.st above mentioned.
The faet that a symbol is used to denote a given Maya day does not
prove, supposing it to be in any sense phonetic, that the Maya name
gives the original equivalent. It may have been adopted to represent
the older name in the TzentaJ, or borrowed from the Zapotec caleudar
and retained in the Maya calendar for the new name given in that
tongue. However, the symbol for this :first day, which has substantially the same name in tlie Maya and Tzeutal, appears to represent the
name in these languages and to be in some degree phonetic, m being
the chief phonetic element represented by it. The crosshatching in
the little circle at the top, seen in some of the older forms found in the
inscription , may indicate, as will later be seen, the x or ch sound, thus
giving- preci ely the radical m-x.
It may be aid, iu reference to the signification of the names of the
day in different dialect , that 110 settled or entirely satisfactory concluion ha be n reached in regard to either.
Th
ak ·hiquel word irnox i tran lated by the grammarian Ximenes
a ' wordfi -h," tlrn ' corre ponding with the u_s ual interpretation 9f the
le. i ·au cipactli. Dr eler think , however, that the Maya names
re deriv <l, a above , tated, from im.
evertllele s he concludes
that th primitiv . ignificatio11 of both the Maya and Mexican symbols
i the arth, "who bring forth all thin°· from her bosom and take all
livin thino- agaiu into it.
If we may judge from it u e, there is no
doubt that tlJ . 1. '.l ·ican cipa ·tli figure i a ymb 1 of the earth or underrld.
b u ual form f the day yrnbol iu th M xican codice i
h wn in pla L. I 1 , , nd more elaborat ly iu plate L rv, 17. A
r f that it indi ·at tlJ arth or underworld, there i ' howu on plate
· f h
x au indi idual, who eh art ha b u torn from
wnward thr u h the p n jaw
r h b lo . On plat 7 f tlJ
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extended jaws open upward, and into them a 1rnmber of persons are
marching in regular order. These apparently represent the thirteen
months of the sacred year. One has passed on and disappeared from
view, and the other twelve are following with bowed heads. It would
seem from these to be not only_sym bohe of the earth or hades, but also
to have some relation to time.
For positive proof that it is sometimes used to denote the earth, or
tliat from which vegetation comes, it is only necessary to refer to the
lower right-hand :figure of plate 12, Borgian Codex. Here is Tlaloc
sending down rain· upon tlie earth, from which the enlivened plants are
springing forth and expanding into leaf and blossom. The earth, on
which they stand and from which they arise, is represented by the
figure of the mythical Oipactli.
It is quite probable tllat the monster on plates 4 and 5 of the Dresden Codex, which appears to be of the same genus, is a time symbol,
and also that on plate 74 of the same codex. It is therefore more
than likely that the animal in<;:l.icated by the Mexican name of the day
fa mythical, represented according to locality by some known animal
which seems to indicate best the mythical conception. Some figures
evidently refer to the· alligator, and others apparently to the iguana;
tbat
plates 4 and 5 of foe Dresden Codex is purely mythical, but
contains reptilian characteristics.
Dr Brinton, probably influenced to some extent by the apparent signification of the N a.huatl name and symbol, explains the other names
as follows:

on

This leads me to identify it [the Maya name] with the Maya mex or meex, which is
the name of a fish (the "pez arana," "un pescado que tiene mucbos brazos ' 1 ), probably so calletl from another meaning of mex1 "the beard.' 1 • • • This identification brings this day name iuto direct relation to the Zapotec and Nahuatl names. In
tl1e former, chiylla, sometimes given as pi-chilla 1 is apparently from bi-chilla-beo,
water lizar<l, and Nahuatl cipactli certainly means some fish or fish-like animal-a
swordfish, alligator, or the like, though exactly which is not certain, and probably
the reference with them was altogether mythical.

Dr Seler, in bis subsequent p~per, gives the following explanation
of the Zapotec name ch-illa or chijlla:
For this I find in the lexicon three principal meanings: One is the cubical bean
(wurfel bohne). "Pichijlla, fnsolillos o havas con que e"han las suertes los sortilegos 11 [beans used by the sorcerers in casting lots or telling fortunes J; another
meaning if3 "the ridge" (pichijlla, lechijlla 1 chijllatani1 loma o cordillera de sierra);
au other is "the crococlile 11 ( cocodrillo, lagarto grande de agua); and another'' swordfish 11 (pella-pichijlla tao, espauarte pescado). Finally, we have chilla-tao 1 "the
great Chilla/' given again as one of the names of the highest being .. Here it seems
to me that the signification "crocod1le'1 is the original one, anu thus far suitable.
For the manner in which the first day character is delineatetl in Mexican and Zapotec
picture writing [our plate LXIV 1 16] shows nncloubtedly the head of the crocodile
with the movable snapping upper jaw, which is so characteristic of the animal.

Attention is called to the apparently closely related word as given
by Perez-mech, ixmech, "lagartija."
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It will not be out of plac~ here to refer to a superstition pervading
the islands of the Pacific ocean, which seems strangely coincident with
the conception of the physical symbol of this day. This is a mythological monster known in some sections by the name Taniwha, and in
others as nioko or mo'o.
Dr Ed ward Tregear 1 speaks of it as follows:
Taniwha were water monsters generally. They mostly inhabited lakes and
streams, but sometimes the sea. Sometimes the beast was a land animal, a lizard,
etc, but the true taniwha is a water kelpie.

Mr Kerry Nichols,2 speaking of these monsters, says:
·w ith the other fabulons creations of Maori mythology were the taniwhas or evil
cfomons, mysterious monsters in the form of gigantic lizards, who were said to inhabit
subterranean caves, the deep places of lakes and rivers, and to guard tabued districts. They were on the alert to upset canoes and to devour men. Indeed, these
fabulous monsters not only entered largely into the religious superstitions, but into
the poetry and prose of Maori tradition.

The Hawaiian _1fo'o or 1lfolco appears, from the following statement
by Judge Fornander, to have been applied sometimes to this mythological monster:
·
The JIIo'o or Molco mentioned in tradition-reptiles and lizards-were of several
kinds-the rno'o with large, sharp, glistening teeth; the talking mo'o, moo-olelo; the
creeping mo'o, moo-lcolo; the roving, wandering mo'o, rnoo-pelo; the watchful mo'o,
moo-lcaala ,· the prophesying mo'o, rnoo-kaula; the deadly mo'o, 1noo-malce-a-kane. The
Hawaiian legends frequently speak of mo'o of extraordinary size living in caverns,
amphibious in their nature, and being the terror of the inhabitants. 3

According to the Codex Fuen-leal, at the beginning of things the
gods made thirteen heavens, and beneath them the primeval water, in
which they placed a fish called oipactli (queses como caiman). This
marine monster brought the dirt and clay from which they made the
earth, which, therefore, is represented in their paintings resting on the
back of a fish.
A. similar conception is fom1d both in Malay and Hindu mythology,
differing omewhat in details, but alway relating to some monster reptile. In the Manek l\faya, one of the ancient epics of Java, A.nta Boga,
the deity pre'iding over t,be low t region of the earth, is a dragon-like
mon ter with ninety 110 tril . 1he same conception is found also among
other peopl .
In the Touo·a, htn°·uagc moco i "a species of lizard;" in Hawaiian
mo'o or rnoko i • th general name for lizard ," and the ame vmrd "iguifie "lizard' iu cm an; molco-moko i tbe ew Zeal~J?-d (Maori) name
for a ,•mall lizard. Taylor 4 ay that 1nolco-titi wa. a "lizard god."
It i. th r fi r vid nt that a np r titiou regarding ome reptilian
pr vail d tbrou 0 ·h ut h Pacific i lands. It .i true
almatl cipa ·tli
ome ampbibiou or
1 Jonr.Anthrop.In

t. .H.and I. ,~-on"mhf'r,1 9,p.121.
Ibi«l., 1 5, p. l 9.
3 l'ol. ·n
inn Rat" , vol. r, pp. 76-77.
4 l!•v. J'i •l,aril T, ·J r, T1·-Ika-a-.Ia11i; London , 1 70.
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water animal-a swordfish, alligator, or something of the kind, though
exactly which is not certain-or, what is more likely, the reference was
altogether mythical..
It i.s possible, and perhaps probable, as stated above, that the Maya
symbol of this day was taken originally from the conventional method
ofrepresenting the female breast. Drs Seler and Schellhas appear to be
of this opinion. But it does not necessarily follow from this that the
character used for the name of the day has any reference to the female
breast, as it is more likely used in this relation for its phonetic value
alone, rn beiug the chief phonetic element indicated thereby.
If the supposition herein advanced that the combination shown in
plate Lxrv, 9, denotes bread or food be correct, it, is possible that the
symbol is also sometimes used to indicate '' maize," ixini or xirn, on
account of its phonetic value. As will be shown farther on, the kan
symbol is not only used to denote the grain of maize and maize in the
general sense, but it appears to denote in some cases bread or the
tortilla.
THE SECOND DAY
Maya, ilcj Tzental, i ghj Quiche-Cakchiquel, i lc' ; Zapotec, gui, ni, laa, laala or liaa;
Nahuatl, ehecatl.

The form of the symbol of this day presents a number of minor variations, the more important of which are shown in plate LXIV, 18-26.
Symbol 18 is the form given by Landa; 19-24, those found in the
codices; 25 is from the left slab of the Pale nq ue tablet or altar plate,
and 26 is from the Tikal inscript10n.
So far as this character can satisfactorily be interpreted, where used
otherwise than as a day symbol, the signification appears to be wind,
spirit, or life, whether considered phonetic or not. As illustrations
of its use, the following examples are presented:
At the right side of Dres. 72c are the three characters shown in plate
LXIV, 27, 28, and 29, which follow one another downward, as shown in the
figure, the three forming one of the short columns of the series to
which they belong. From the lowest, which is the ilc symbol, waving
blue lines, indicating water, extend down ward to -the bottom of the
division. If these glyphs are considered ideographic and not phonetic,
it is still possible to give·them a reasonable iuterpretation. The falling water shows that they relate to the rain storm or tempest. The
uppermost character, which appears to be falling over on its side, we
may assume to be the symbol of a house or building of some kind ;1 the
dotted lines extending from its surface may well be supposed to represent rain driven from the roof. There is, however, another possible
interpretation of this character which appears to be consistent. with
Mexican and Central American mythology. It is that it indicates a
house, vessel, or region of the heavens which holds the waters of the
1 American

A.nthropologist, July, 1893, pp. 263-264..
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upper world. The turning on the side would, in this case, denote the
act of pouring out the water in the form of rain. This supposition
(although I am inclined to a<lopt the former) appears to be supported
by the fact that this character is used in the Dresden Codex as one
of the cloud or heaven symbols, as, for example, on plates 66 and 68.
According to Ramirez, the Mexican wiud and rain gods occupy a large
ma11sion 1n the heavens, whieh is divided into four apartments, with a
court in the middle. In this court stand four enormous vases of water,
and an infinite number of very small slaves (the rain drops) stand
rendy to dip out the water from one or the other of these vases and
pour it on the earth in showers. 1 As the lowest character in the group
mentioned is the ik symbol, its appropriate rendering here is beyond
question'' wind;" therefore, as two out of the three characters, and the
rain sign below, indicate the rain storm, we may take for granted that
the middle character probably refers to lightning or thunder.
Additional reasons for this interpretation ;:i,re given in a previous
paper 2 and need not be repeated here, as the only object now in view
in referring to them is to show that the ik symbol is there used to denote
wind.
In the third and fourth divisions of plate 16* Codex Troano, five persons are represented, each holding in his haud an ik symbol from which
arises what appear to be the sprouting leaves of a plant, probably maize
(plate L rv, 30, 31 ). This is interpreted by Dr Seler as the heart
just taken from the sacrificed victim, the leat~shape figures representing the vapor rising from the warm blood and flesh. It is unnecessary
to give Lere Lis rea ons for this belief, as the suggestion presented
below, although wholly different, gives to the symbol in this place substantially the same meaning that Le assigns to it, to wit, life, vitality.
It i probable that the .figure is iutended to represent the germination
of a plant-the prin°'ing forth of the blade from the seed-aud that the
ik symbol indicate plant life, or rather tLe spirit which the natives
b 1i ve dw 11 , in plaut' and cau es them to grow. Seler's suggestion
tbat in tlJj conn •tion ilc may be compared to lean is appropdate, but
thi compari on do not t nd to the upport of bis theory. Take, for
xampl , the proutin lean ymbol on Tro. 20b, to which he refer .
Th re au b no doubt that the ,'ymb l represent the grain of maize
from whi •h tll , prouti11 · l a , are ri ing (plate LXIV, 32). In one
pla. ·ea bircl i · pulliu<T it np; at another place a ruall qua<lruped is
a ta ·king i · a.t anotli r th Tlaloc i.' pla11ting (or p rbap replanting)
tll ·

d.

at (Tro. 20) are four individual ,
<lying the imilar figure in the
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f corn; tbeotheranearth
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Il i tor in (l p lo .• I i• xi a 110 , a qnot<·<l by Brinton.
mn i an AnLhropolo , j _ t , ,July, 1 . 3.
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are two interpretations which may be given this symbolic representation-one, that the ik glyph8 are iutended to <leno,te plant life, that
which causes plants to spring up and grow; the other, tliat they denote
· will(1, which in that country was often destructive to growing corn.
Very distinct reference is made in the "Relacion <le la Villa Valladolid "1 to the injuriom~ effects of winds on the maize crop. It is
related in this report, which appears to have been of au official character, made in 1.579, thatFrom June till the middle of August it rains Yery hard and there are strong winds;
from the latter date tbe rains are not copious and tbe wind blows strongly from the
north, which causes much mortaiity among the natives, and Spaniards as well, for
they contract catarrh and bm·riga (dropsyf). This north wind destroys the maize
crops, which form the main sustenance of 1.,oth natives and Spaniards, for they use
no other bread.

There can be no doubt that most, if not all, of the figures on this plate
(Tro. 29) are intended to represent the injurious and destructive agencies to which maize and other cultivated plants were subject. Birds
and quadrupeds pull up the sprouting seed ana pull down and devour
the ripening grain; worms gnaw the roots and winds break down the
stalks, one out of four escaping injury and giving full return to the
planter. The latter is therefore probably the correct interpretation,
the only difficult feature being the presence of the Earth god, which
agrees better with the :first suggestion.
It is to be observed that tbe series on Tro. 29c really commences with
th e right-hand group on 30c. Tue figure here holds in his hand an ik
symbol. Following this, the left group on 29c shows a bird pecking the
corn; the next, a small quadruped tearing it down; the next, a worm
g nawin g at the root of a plant; and the fourth, or right-hand group, a
corn fi gure holdin g a lean symbol, indicating the mature grain, the
uninjured portion of the crop. It would therefore appear that the ik
symbol in this series denotes wind.
A s additional proof tliat the symbol is used to indicate ' ' wind," reference is made to Tro. 24a. Here the long-nose Rain god, or Maya
Tl aloc, is seen amidst the storm, clothed in black and bearing on bis
arm a shield on which are two ilc symbols (plate Lxrv, 33), doubtless
indicative of tbe fi erceness of the tempest. In front of him is the Corn
, god, bending beneath the pouring rain. On plate 25, same codex, lower
division, the storm is again symbolized, and the ilc symbol is present
here also.
It seem s from these facts to be quite certain that the value of the
symbol in the codices, so far as it can be satisfactorily determined,
corresponds iu signification with the Maya name.
Referring agaiu to Dr Seler's theory that the plant-like :figurP-s on
Tro. 15*, 16* indicate the freshly extracted heart and the vapor arising
therefrom, the following additional items are noted: He says that in
·the text the scene below, or at least these sprouting-plant :figures,
1

0011 ,g .

I nter . des A mericamstes, A.ctes de la. C uar ta R eunion, Madrid, 1881 , tom 2, pp. 173- li-1.
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are expressed lJy hieroglyphs 27-29, plate LXVIII. His comparison
witl.J the so-called heart :figures from the Mex-ican codices can ~carcely
be regarded as convi11ciug, for there is hardly any resemblance. Moreornr, be omits to furnish an explanat10n, on his theory, of the fact that
sorue of these rising "vapors" are crowned with blossoms or fruit (plate
LXIV, 31).

I thmk it quite probable that Dr Seler, although not accepting the
theory of phoneticism, has been influenced to some extent by the form
of tbe right-hand charµ.cter of the glyph shown in plate Lxvnr, 27.
This iR much like Landa's o, and ol in Maya denotes '' heart, etc."
Ac:cordi11g to Brasseur,_oloh signifies "a germ" and '' to germinate;"
holwl also bas about the same meaning. This furnishes a consistent
and appropriate explanatio11 of the figures, and gives at the same time
the phonetie ntlue of the glyph . I have n_ot determined. the prefix
satisfactorily, but presume it is some word having ch' or tz' as its chief
phonetic element,• which signifies "little," "plant," or something
similar.
I have not determined the other symbols to which Seler alludes in
this connection, but some of them, as may be seen by comparison with
other passages, do not liave special reference to the plant-like :figures.
Whether tlie little sharp-corner square seen in the upper right-hand
character of the compound symbols shown in plate Lxvr, 28 and 55, and
others of similar form, are to be taken as ik glyphs is yet an undectded
question. Dr Seler appears to have excluded them from this category
in bis paper, so frequently referred to, though .he subsequently brings
them into this relation. But in these places he gives the glyph the
signification ''fire" or "flame." It is possible that in some of the cases
to which be refers he i:-i correct, as, for example, in regard to the figure
hown in plate LXVIII, 30, from Dres. 2.5, wliere it is iu the midst of the
blaze. If o, the word equivalent must be lcaJc, as it is seemingly a
variant of ik, a11d beuce may be supposed to have the 7c sound .. This
will agree with hi.· interpretation of plate LXVI, 29, by lcinichkak-moj
but in this ca c we urn t give ich as the value of the so-called. ben
j m bol. Tl.ii , however, i not o very objectionable, as there are other
p1ac s where th chief phonetic element of the ben glyph appears to
be i. lt i. al to be l'emembered that it is much like Landa's i. It is
Ilk m. · true, a will hereafter l>e shown, that the value ben does not
,1pwar to l1old good wh re it occur in com biuation with other symbols.
How
r until a atisfactory rendering of this little four-corner ik ( f)
' ml> >l in: m th r place tlian the fil'e i found, I am hardly prepared
to giv full a · I tau t I r S ler' ~ suppo ition.
Th ½, p t · nam
ar omewbat difficult to bring into harmony
·ith th
her .
r rinton
olution i a follow :
In that tongn w ha,· 11ii ,tir, wind; cltiir, breath; which w may bring into
r !'lation with r111i · < ncl we fincl guii b e, wind-a,ll(l-water cloll<l (nnl>e con vient y
gn, ) .
r , I r prc•t J\ to d riv gui from quii, fir , flame, the notion of which is
ft n a ocia cl with wind.
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It was' probably this notion and the fact that the little four-comer
ilc (')symbol is sometimes seen in the flame, which caused this authority
to believe the symbol denotes '' fire," ~, flame." In the manuscript
Zapotec vocabulary by K A. Fuller, ''wind" is bii.
Dr Brinton thinks that ni is the radical of nici, to grow, increase,
gain life. He says:
Laa, or laala, 1s a word of rn~ny meanfogs, as warmth, heat, reason, or intelligence. The sense common to all these expressions seems to be that of life, -vitality.

The form ot the Mexican symbol for the day Ehecatl (wind), shown in
plate LXIV, 34, and also of the mouths of the female figures on plates 26
and 28, Troano Codex, which are emblematic of the storm, appear to
be taken from the bird bill. The bird, as is well known, is a wind
symbol with many peoples. It has been so esteemed among several
tribes of American Irnlians, and also by peoples of the Old ·world.
As nii or ni signifies "nose, beak, point'; in Maya and several cognate
dialects, is it not possible that in this is to be found an explanation of
the second Zapotec name 1 In this case, however, we must assume
that th~ term is borrowed, as in this language xi or xie is the term for
"nose." I uotice, however, that the name for bird is given as viguini
and piguiini. If pi (vi) is a prefix, as seems probable from the word
for "hen,'' guitii, then we have Home ground for believing that the
first Zapotec name bas the same fundamental idea as the Mexican
symbol.
It therefore woulcl seem that it is not difficult to understand the
origin of the Mexican symbol. Examining plate 10, Borgian Codex,
which appears to represent the home of the winds, we see that, though
mostly furni shed with human bodies, they have bird claws as well as
bills. Bnt the origiu of the Maya symbol is more difficult to account
for. Dr Seler remarks:
It is difficult to determine the original idea of this character. Figure 210 [our
pl ate LXIV, 24] and the forms on the r eliefs-if we have correctly interpreted theselea<l ns to think that the wind cross, or the figure of the Tau resulting from it, was
the origin of the character. However, the forms of the Cod. Tro. are not easily
reconcile<l with this.

Dr Brinton 1 asserts, without heeding Dr Seler's caution, that it is the
sign of the four directions or four winds-the wind cross-evidently
alluding to the sharp-corner square seen in our plate Lxvr, 28. But
be seems to have overlooked the fact that it is never thus represented
in tbe day ymbol. Moreover, no satisfactory proof has been presented
showing that this form has this signification. Seler gives it i~1 some
places, as above stated, the signification "fire," ''flame;" and if his
iuterpretation of plate LXVI, 29 by Kinich-lcalcrno be correct, as Brinton
eems to think itis, bis mterpretations are consistent. However, Seler's
assertion that ''the forms of the Cod. Tro. are not easily reconciled with
this" must ·ue admitted. In the codices this glyph, as this author
1

Primer of Mayan Hieroglyphi c~, p. 115.
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remarks, "rather brings to mind the idea of banging," often resembling
a bunch of grapes.
J take for granted the symbol, when standing for the day, is not
pictorial or ideograpbic, but is adopted for its sound value. If this
supposition be correct, then it must be a conventional representation
of something the Maya name of which is ik or that has substantially
this phonetic value. The form of the Mexican symbol, as above indicated, shows that in selecting H reference was had to the bird bill, to
whieh possibly may have been allded the idea of blowing forcibly from
the mouth, a common method of indicating wind. (See for example the
bird-mouth female, Tro. 25b, where the Ile symbol is present.) But
it seems impossible to :find in the symbol any reference to the bird,
bird bill, or the act of blowing, or in fact anything indicating, even by
a conventionalized :figure, wind, air, spirit, or breath. Hence it is
reasonable to conclude that it has been selected only because of the
reserublance in sound of the thing it represents to the name Ile. I
would be inclined to believe that the most usual form is the representation of a tooth or two teeth, the name being used for its phonetic
value only, but for the very troublesome fact that I can find 110 name
for tooth in Maya to sustain this view. If we could suppose it to be a
conventionalized ideogram of an insect, we would obtain the desired
sound, as Perez explains ikel by "bicho, insecto, polilla, gorgojo."
It must, however, be confe sed that none of these suggestions are
satisfactory.
r
The following additional references to the bird as a symbol of the
wind are appropriate at tbis point.
Not Ollly is tlie day Ehecatl repre'euted in the Mexican codices by a
bird's head, but we see a bird perched upon a tree at· each of the cardinal
points 011 plate 44 of the Fejervary Codex. Birds are also perched on
three of the fo -1r trees repre eating the cardinal points on plate 65 of
the atican Codex.
Iu p aking of the myth of the Muy ca , Dr Brinton 1 says:
moo-oni al myth of th Muy ca , tbi [allntling to a c rtain nam J was
th 110
sonrre of light, and was a name applied to the cl miurgic force. In
that
·iou dwelling, o their account ran, light was hnt up and the world lay
iu pri
~loom.
ta, c rtain time the light manit , ted itself, and the dawn of
t]J fin,t morniurr appear cl, the light b iug ·arri d to tbe four quarters of th earth
by gr at l,]a •I h1rcl , who bl w the air and wind from th ir b akti .

·

'rd to each of the cardinal point ,
e mythologi al concept.
opol uh, in which th nam Yoe

i
ha
]. "»h
n itbn

( akchi<Jn l T"'alrn).
oto d crib 1t as
curv cl bill, apparently a kind of parrot.
to b th
r of Jiurakan, re tin od, bnt iu a
t ilyino- to the ky, to
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This is unquestionably the wind symbolized as a bird. The name for
wind in Malay is bayu, and Vayu is a Wind god in Hiudn mythology.
Garud, the Bird deity of the Hindu Pantbe011, who p1ays such an
important role in the Mahabharata, and is so frequently termed therein
"the foremost ranger of the skies," is apparently the Storm god, the
equivalent of the Maya Hurulcan.
We may remark incidentally that a curious coincidence is found in
the fact that there appears to be a relation between the wind and
monkeys in the mythology both of the Hindu and of the natives of
Central America, or at least of Mexico. Bauuman, the Monkey god,
who plays such an important part in the Ramayana, was the son of
Pavana, the chief Wind deity. According to Brasseur, in his introductory essay to the Popol Vuh, it is stated in the Codex Chimalpopoca
that the men were, on a day Eheoatl, changed by the wind into monkeys.
On what peculiar mythological conception this idea is based I am
unable to state.
THE THIRD DAY
Maya, akbal; Tzental, votan; Quiche-Cakchiquel, alcbal; Zavotec, guela; Nahuatl,
calli.

The form of the Maya character as given by Landa is shown in plate
35; those usually found in the codices are presented in figures 36
and 37 of the same plate. A slight variation which sometimes occurs
in the Dresden Codex is given in plate LXIV, 38. In figure 39 of this
11late circular dots take the place of the teeth. In another variant,
shown in figure 40, there is ~?i row of dots immediately below the broken
cross line. The forms shown in figures 41 and 42 are from the inscriptions. As will be seen by comparing figures 36 and 38 with plate LXV,
64, this glyph, in some of its forms, resembles somewhat closely the
chuen symbol, but is generally readily distinguished from it by the wavy
line across the face and the absence of the little divided oblong at the
top, which is mostly present in the chuen symbol. The lower triangle
is usually sharp and extends to the top in the alcbal symbol, while that
in the ohuen glyph is broad or rounded and does not extend to the top.
The signification of the Maya and Oakchiquel names, and also of the
Zapotec, is "night" or" darkness." The Tzental name is that of a celebrated hero, which, according to Dr Brinton, is derived from the Tzental
word uotan, "heart" or'' breast." This explanation is accepted by Seier,
as Bbhop Nunez de la Vega, the principal authority regar<ling this
mythological personage, says that "in every province be was held to be
the heart of the village." Dr Seler also adds that '''heart of the village'
is in Mexican called tepeyollotl, aud that is the na,me of the deity of the
third day character, calli" (plate LXIV, 46).
The Mexican name calli signifies house. The method by which Dr
Brinton brings this and the Tzental narries iuto harmony with the idea
of <larkness or night is as follows:
LXIV,

The house is that which is within, is dark, shuts out the light, etc. Possibly the
derivation was symbolic. Votau was called "the heart of the nation," and at
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Tlazoaloyan, in Soconusco, be constructed, by breathing or blowing, a" dark house,"
in which he concealed the sacred objects of his cult. In this myth we find an
unequivocal connection of the idea of "darkne s" and "bonse. "

Dr Seler's explanation is substantially the same; he differs somewhat, however, from Dr Brinton in regard to the derivation of tbe
word votan (or uotan), as he obtains it from the Maya ol, ·uol, "heart, .
soul, will, etc," and tan, "in the midst," also "surface, level, extent,
front.'' He concludes, therefore, if iw signifies heart, that iwtan denotes
"the inmost heart" or "heart of the expanse." It is proper, however,
to call attention to the fact that Dr Brinton's derivation of the name
in his" American Hero Myths" is slightly different from that given in
his "Native Calendar," above mentioned. In the former he says uota.n
"is from the pure Maya root word tan, which meaus primarily 'the
breast,' or that which is in the front or in the middle of the body; with the
possesRive prefix it becomes utcin. In Tzental this word means both
'breast' and 'heart.'" It must be admitted that these explanations
are apparently somewhat strained, yet it is possible they are substantially correct, as they appear to receive some support from the :figures
in the Mexican codices.
Plate 75 of the Borgian Codex, which is in fact the lower part of the
figure on plate 76, heretofore alluded to, although baving reference to
the underworld, appears to be m part a delineation of night. The
large black figure probably represents night, the smaller star-like
:figures denoting stars, and the large one the nigllt sµn, or moon. The
house in the lower right-hand corner, with the black lining, is the house
of darknes . The wind symbol above the roof indicates relationship
with the wind . Dr Seler interprets these star-like figures as sun symbols, but the number found together on t.his plate forbids the suppo ition that they represent suns. Moreover, the association with the dark
figure render it probable that they are here used to denote stars.
There i , however, a lack in the e explanations of a connecting link,
wbi h eem nece ary to rend r them entirely satisfactory. The name
appears to b intimately a sociated with that for erpent; or perhaps it
would be more correct to say that this mythological personage appears
to b intimat ly 01111 ct d in ' Orne way with the serpent. The title of
th Tz utal rnanu, •ript containing the myth wa , according to Cabrera,
'Pr ofthatI,ma han,"which igni:fi s",erpent." Hischiefcitywas
. . raclrnn, "th hou e of th serpent;" his trea ure house was a ca,veru.
imply cl i uatiug bim by'' the h art of tlle nation," "heart of the
villa · do n t app ar to furni:h a full explanation of hi attribute
r haract ri i .
th
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appears beyond question to be its signification in Tro. 25a and in other
places in the same and other codices. This supposition is also consistent
with the fact that some of the symbols, especfaJly those of the inscrip tions (plate LXIV, 42), have dots along the broken line, which may indicate the raindrops into which .the cloud is breaking. I am therefore not
iuclined to accept Dr Seler's supposition that it is intended to represent the opening to a cavern, after the conventional method adopted l>y
the Mexican artists. It is improbable, though not impossible, that the
older system may have adopted some features from the younger.
Moreover, this supposition on the part of Dr Seier is iu direct conflict
with his statement in the immediately preceding paragraph. He says:
It is to be observed as a pplying chiefly to the manuscripts and the reliefs, that
tlle two side points which project like teeth from the inner circle of the character
could in nowise have signified teeth. Such an interpretation is contradicf\ed by the
occasional change of their position [plate LXIV, 47] and the fact that they also
appe~r now and then exactly like eyes [plate LXIV, 39].

Now the Mexican cavern symbol, as shown in his figures and as
given in Penafiel's "Nombres Geograficos," appears to be the open serpent mouth with teeth and fangs. It is therefore more probable that
the symuol was derived as above indicated. Among· the Indian pictographs given by Colonel Mallery 1 as representing clouds are those shown .
iu plate Lxrv; 43 and 44. An Ojibwa cloud ·symbol 2 is shown in plate
LXIV, 45, in which the circular outline deuotest he sky. It seems quite
likely that the Maya symbol is intended to convey precisely the same
idea. On the left (bottom) of plate 70, Borgian Codex, is a curved or
arch-like figure somewhat on the same order as those given. It appears
to represent the sky~but darkened sky, indicatiug night or obscurity.
On its upper surface are nine heads, which probably signify the ''Nine
Lords of the Night." Below it is a black figure. On each side are
two ilgures, the color of the four differing-one blue, another yell°'v,
another black, and the ocher red. These are probably the regents of
the cardinal points.
·
If this supposition be correct, the sylllbol is purely ideographic and
not phonetic or ikonornatic; but this does not forbid the idea that when
used. in other combinations it is used phonetically to give the chief
sound element of the word indicated by the ideograph. Dr Seler
claims, as corroborative of his supposition, that "all symbols which
are com l>ined with the name of the third character are to be fully
explained through tlle word 'cavern."' But it is far more likely that
this (so far as it holds good) is due to the fact that the symbol is used
because of its phonetic value or its chief phonetic elbment, ak, which
is the same as the chief element of the Maya name (or cavern-actun,
actan 1 alcta,n (Henderson, .MS. Lexicon).
If this supposition be correct, it may furnish a clue to the name of the
deity wlwse symbol is shown in plate LXIV, 48. Here the left-hand
1

Fo urth Ann. Rep. Bnr. Eth. (1882-8:l), p. 238.
"I111ha,u Tribes, " etc, YOL 1, P!· 51, No. 10, p. 360.

2 Schoolcraft,
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character is the akbal symbol (though not complete) surrounded by a circle of dots. This circle, Dr Seler contends, often indicates flames which
consume the object it surrounds, or light which emanates from that
object. If the whole is butasimple ideogram, it must betaken, as a whole,
as indicating a particular mythological 1>erwnage; otherwise it is in part
phonetic, or given after the Mexican rebus method of denoting names.
If uot a simple ideogram, this prefix is most probably used in some
sense phoneticaJly with reference chiefly to tlie k sound. The circle of
dots is used here probably to indicate the vowel sound u or o. But
in making this suggestion I do not by any means intend to suggest
that the Maya scribes had reached that stage of advancement where
they could indicate each sound by a character. All I wish to assert is
that I find in numerous cases charaeters accompanied by this circle of
dots where the proper interpretation appears to be a word having as
its prominent vowel element u or o. Hence the inference that there is
some relation between this circle and these vowel sounds~tbis aud
nothing more.
In Dres. 16c is the symbol shown in plate Lxrv, 49. This, as I hav_e
shown elsewhere, 1 represents the kukuitz or Quetzal figured below tl1e
text. Here are encircling lines of dots, and in tlie Maya name the 'M
sound repeated; and here also is Lan<la's lcu. In Dres. 4 7c the symbol
for the month Jltlol is given as sllown in plate Lxrv, 50. Here again is
seen the circle of <lots, and the vowel appears to hold good in other
places. We see it in Landa's first o. It will also assist u1 in giving at
least a consistent interpretation to the strange character shown in plate
L X IV, 51, which oecurs repeatedly on plate 19 of the Tro. Codex. In the
pietures below are individual~ apparently, and as interpreted by most
authorities, engaged iu grinding paint or other substance or in making
fire. The right half of the glyph, including the circle of dots and crosshatching might, according to the value heretofore given these elements,
be rendered by hiwk, '' to rub, grind, poua d, pulverize;" whicll certainly
agrees with t he iuterpretatfon usually given the pictures below. Posibly the whole glyph may be interpreted by cecdhuchah, "to triturate."
Lile tlii , so far a. it relate to the left portion of the glyph, is a
mere ugge tion, it agree' with the fact that the ornamented or cro sbaned lJorcler i fouud in the ymbol for Gib, aud the three clot with
Land,'· .2
1 ~\.rn

•ri ·an Anthropologist, July, 1833, pp. 25~250.
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· In Tro. ll'"d is the character shown in plate LXIV, 52. A.s the right
portion is the upper part of the symbol for chikin, "west" (see plate LXIV,
53), its phonetic value may be a derivative of kuch, kiwhnahi, kuchah.
"to spin, to draw out- into threads." Henderson gives chuch as an
equivalent. As the subfix in plate LXIV, 48, is the character I have
usually interpreted by it, this would give us some of the elements of the
name K11,lmlccin and not I~zanina., as Seler and Schellbas suppose. Possibly, however, the deity represented may be Bctklum-Ohaam, the god
adored at Ti-ho and usually considered, though without apparent justification, as the Maya Priapus.
. The somewhat similar character, plate LXIV, 55, from Tro. 18*c, which
Dr Seler considers synonymous, is probably essentially distinct, as it
bears a somewhat stronger Tesemblance to the chuen than to the akbal
symbol. In character 5-!, plate LXIV, from Dres. 17b, which deno~es the
vulture or rapacious bird figured below the text, it probably indicates
the c sound, as the most reasonable interpretation of the .symbol is
hchmn, "the sopilote" (Perez), or hchuy, ." a hawk or eagle." If the
character shown in plate LXIV, 54, is intended to indicate the bird figured
below, and is neither of those mentioned, it is probably one the name of
which begins with ch.
The symbol of the month Zoo (Tzoz or Zotz) also contains this supposed akbal glyph, but in the varied form last above mentioned, which,
as we have said, bears a strong resemblance to the chiien symbol. This,
as will be seen by comparing, bears a very close resemblance to glyph
LXIV, 54. If phonetic, we must assume that the ch (if the interpretation
of the former be correct) has been hardened to z or tz. 1
The same character is also found in the symbol for the month Xul
(see plate LXIV, 56, from Dres. 49c). As Dr Seler refuses to accept the
theory that the characters are either phonetic or ikonomatic, be
concludes, in the following words, that resemblance in the forms of the
symbols indicates relationship in the subject-matter:
Xul signifies the end, the point; xuulul, to end; xulah, xulezah, to bring to an
end; xulub (that with which anything ends)J horns, or he who has horns, the devil;
xulbil, jests, tricks, deviltry. We see, therefore, that this word contains doubtless a
reforence to something unholy, uncanny, demoniac. To the Central Americans the
bat was not merely a nocturnal animal. The Popol-Vuh speaks of a Zo'tzi-ha, "bat·
house," one of the five regions of the underworld. There dwells the Cama-zo'tz,
." the death-bat/' the great beast that brings death to all who approach it, and also
bites off the head of Hunapu.

Instead of having to surm_ise this fancied relation, I think the explanation is to be found in the fact that similarity in tbe form of the glyph
is indicative of a similarity in the sounds of the words represented.
Here the ch becomes x (sh).
· Dr Seler also calls attention in this connection to the animal figures
in Dres. 36a and elsewhere, which are "represented as plunging down
1 Dr

Brinton (Primer, p. 117) errs in regarding the super.fix to this glyph as the kin or sun symbol.
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from heaven with torches· in their paws, and :fire also issuing from the
tassel-like ends of their tails, which doubtless denote the lightning,
the death-dealing servant of the Chae." By the mention of this last
word-chac-Dr Seler has shown that correct reasoning by a different
line leads to precisely the 8ame result as that which appeals to the phonetic or ikonomatic ·c haracter of the symbol. Here again the ch sound
appears as the chief element of the character. The rain or :field deities,
the chacs, are usually represented in the cod.ices as dog or panther like
animals; and chuac, '' the tempest," and, according to Henderson, chac
also, signifies lightning. But the relation of figures and phonetic
value includes also the animal; chacbolay, "a savage tiger, a young
lion" (Perez); chacboay, "a leopard" (Henderson); chcicoh, "a leopard;''
chacelcel, "a tiger, jaguar;" cliac-ikal, "the storm, the tempest." The
similo.r :figurf\S in Tro. 32c probably symbolize the dry burning season
which parches and withers the corn. The word is probably choco,
chocou, or some related form.
THE FOURTH DAY
Maya, kan or kanan; Tzental, ghanan; Qniche-Cakchiquel, k'at (k'ate, k'atfo, gatu);
Zapotec, guache or gnechej Nahuatl, cuetzpallin.

The Maya symbol of this day is subject to but few and slight variations. The principal forms are shown in plates Lxrv, 57, to LXV, 3.
That given by Landa is presented in plate LXIV, 57. The forms in the
codices are shown in plates LXIV, 58; LXV, 1, 2, 3, that with the eye
(Lxv, 3) being the usual form given in Peresiauus; LXV, 4 represents
it aR found on the right slab of the Palenque tablet.
The significations, of the Maya word lean are various, as "yellow,"
"rope," '' hamac," etc, and, according to Dr Brinton, the Tzental ghanan
is the same word under a slightly different form. However, he contend., that the original sen ~ is to be found in the Cakchiqnel word
lc'an, a given by uzman (in a manuscript work in his possession), who
ays it i the name applied to the female iguana, or tree lizard. This,
it i true, brin°· the signification into close correspondence with that
of the ahuatl term but it i more than probable that tlrn Maya and
Tzental t rm' were in u e before the application mentioned by Guzman
wa made by the akchiquel. It i noticeable, however, that in the
Ii ·tfr m Taylor "T -Ika-a-Maui, presented in tlle appendix, "lizards''
ar o-iv n a ymbolic of one of the ew Zealaud days.
Thi interpr tation, ho-, ever, avor too much of an effort to bring
h , ignifi ·ati 11 into harmony with the Mexican name. Moreover, it
i <lifli ult t e plain tlie u e of the Maya ymbol on this theory, a
i i und ubt ly fr quently mploy d to <l note the grain of maize.
➔ re' c 11111 i r pr
nt. he
d from which a corn plant is pringa. n Tr ..... 9 (
plate L .'I • ...;,,) • , ncl one figure ju the. ame <livint. bird plu kino- it np whi1 another, how om mall
iziug it. It i al o frequ utly r pre ·ented in all the codices
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a on a platter or vessel placed as an offering to some deity, and is often
given a yellowish tint in these places. That the plant which arises
from the symbol iu these instances is the maize stalk is admitted by
Drs Schellhas and Seler, although they do not seem to recognize the
fact that the symbol represents the grain of maize which gives birth to
the stn,lk. However, Dr Seler, in his subsequent paper above referred
to, concludes tbat it refers to the seed, dropping his former interpretation. Both seem to recognize the whole glyph as a symbol of the stalk.
Concerning this, D_r Seler says :
Indeed, we see in Cod. Men,<l.oza the maize shoot employed to express the word acatl,
"reed." I believe that the ~haracter lean repeats the Mexican i<l.ea, the maize stalk.
This explains for us the reason why the character lean, as above pointed out1 always
appears among the sacrifices.
·

I fail to understand why this authority applies the symbol to the
"stalk," when it is the fruit, the ear, the grain, which furnishes food,
and may therefore be very properly used as the symbol of food.
In plate LXV, 5, is presented a copy of one of these corn offerings as
found on Tro. 9*b. .As tbe vessel containing the offering appears to
be a vase, pot, or olla, it seems improbable that the ottering it contains
should consist of maize .stalks. It is true, however, that instances
occur, as on plates 21-23, Troano, where the stalk rises from the lean
symbols contained in a vessel, but these are evidently given in a figurative sense, as the vessel rests -on a serpent. But even here there is
evidence that the symbol denotes the grain or ear, and not the stalk,
as in the lower right-hand corner of plate 21 a human figure is represented as feeding a bird with the symbol, which can not be construed
in this instance as representing the sta]k. 1
Ximenes, who gives the Oakchiquel name as cat, says it refers to a
net used for carrying maize, but means ''lizard." Dr Seler, referring to
this statement, says he strongly suspects that "the Mexican equivalent
of this character has furnished him with this interpretation." He adds
further that, in his opinion, "it bas no connection with the Maya root
lean, leaan, 'rope,' 'cord,' 'mat-cord,' and kan-Quiche-Oakchiquel, le'an
(ga,n)-'yellow."' He believes the Maya term is derived from leaanan.
leanan, which signifies ''to be superfluous," "overflow," "to abound." ·
Dr Brinton thinks that the Zapotec guache, translated by Seler "frog
or toad," is more likely a variant of gurache or gorache, ''iguana."
It is apparent from these widely different
opinions that the significa;
tion of none of the names, save that of the Mexican calendar-cuetzpallin, "lizard"-has been satisfactorily determined.
1Dr Brinton (Primer, p. llO) says the object represented by this symbol is "a polished stone, shell
pendant, or bead." This authority considers the dot or eye in the upper part as a perforation by which
it was strung on a cord. If this be true, it is strange that we see them nowhere in tbe codices strung
on strings, though necklaces are frequently represented; and that we do see them piled up in vessels,
see them putting forth shoots and leaveH, and see birds and quadrupeds devouring them. Dr Brinton
himse,lf (p. 123, E. No. 29) giv1:,s one of these sprouting kan symbols, which he says "is a picture of the
maize plant from Cod. Tro., p. 29." That it is not used ikonomatically here is evident, as kan in Maya
is not a name for maize or grain of maize.
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In attempting to ascertain t.he signification of the names of the day,
exclusive of the }Iexican calend.ar, it is best to exclude from consideration at first the signification of the latter, and allow it to have no influence in arriving at a conclusion. The attempt by Dr Brinton to force
agreement with the latter appears to be unsatisfactory.
I am inclined to agree with Dr Seler that the Maya symbol for the day
ka,n and the Mexican symbol for tecpatl, "flint," arc based on the same
fundamental concept, if the fl;nt-like symbols on plate 12 of the Borgian Codex, one of which is shown in plate LXV, o, are tecpatl figures;
of this, however, there is considerable doubt. Seler's opinion is based
on those of this type. There can be no doubt that here this spindleshape figure represents the shooting p.lant, the central stock or stem,
or, what is far more likely, the seed which gives birth to the plant.
Although they occupy the position of the stock or stem, yet from the
form, the fact that some of them have the eye, anu that from theln the
roots stretch downward, I am incUned to believe they are intended to
denote the seed. The lean symbol, as above stated, is also represented
in the codices as that which gives birth to the plant, as that from which
the sprouting plant springs. It is' probable, therefore, that it was
originally taken from the grain of maize, which it fairly represents.
Now it is well known that "yelJow" is one of the primary meanings
of lean, an<l that the word is closely associated with fruit, the "yellow''
referring in a large degree to the ripening fruit, especially of the maize
plant. According to Henderson one_signification of lean is "ripe, as
fruit, timber," and, according to Perez, kanka1·d l is "sazon en [que] la,s
frutas, aunque no esten maduras por estar las mas tomando el color
amarillo." In Cakchiquel lean (gan) signifies "yellow, ripe, rich."
According to Otto Stoll, v-ztich (or vuach), which is almost identical with
the Zapotec name of the day, is the word for "fruit" in several ot the
Maya dialects. According to the vocabulary of Cordova, as given by
Ternaux-Compans, ''yellow" in Zapotec is nagache, ancl in Fuller's ::\IS.
ocabulary it is na,-gutchi, the na being a prefix signifying ''thing."
The anonymou author, however, writes it brechii. We also notice that
"gold 'in tbi. language i yache, probably referring to the color. It is
likely, th r for , that the Zapotec name of thi day signifies "yellow,
ripe, mature,' referring to fruit..,, e 'pecially maize.
hen maize wa introduced into ew Zealand it wa named leanga,
pr bably after the Malay tanglwi, th name for an '' ear of corn.' The
i zti Ian nam of the day i Xilotl "an ear of corn," or" a yonng maize
fa ·t e m to how that the ymbol ha some reference
h ot.' Th
t m, iz and t ml to nfirm the view . pre d above, that the comp un l : mb 1 hown in plate L.-rv, D d note 'maize bread.'' The
r n of th kan harart r in the ymh 1 of the month Oumhu, or
lumku r IImnku (pit te L . r 7) i lifficult to xplain on the theory that
r ain, h r th ignificati n giv nit a. the ymbol of the day Kan
b th r on i ler d id o raphi · or phon tic, unl . w
uppo e the
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THE FIFTH DAY

name is incomplete and should have lean added to it. I am somewhat
disposed to believe that it is sometimes used alone to denote bread, and
is theu to be interpreted by uah. Take, for example, the figure in Tro.
30d. · Here we see a, dog seated on a lean symbol, with the same symbol
taking the place of the eye. As pelc is dog in Maya and pecuah the
tortilla or bread of maize, and the compound glyph in plate LXIV, 9, is
iu the text, this may be an instance of the true rebus method of representing a word. Auother instance of a similar character will be given
under the day Ca,ban. Possibly the kan glyph in the month symbol
may have there the signification uah.
·
The fact must be borne in mi11d that this character, as before stated,
is often, and perhaps most frequently, used, except where it indicates
the day, merely as the symbol of corn or maize. A.s an example, take
the compound character shown in plate LXV, 8, from Tro. 33c. In the
picture under the text is the Corn god represented with the dead eye and
bound with cords; above bis head is a dog-like animal bearing burning
torches. This representation, taken in connection with what is seen
in the other divisious of the plate, appears, as heretofore stated, to
denote the burning drought of summer, which is destroying the maize
crop. As the right portion of the compound character is the cimi
symbol, probably representing death, the whole character very likely
indicates tbe dying corn. I have not found any combination where
the renderi.ng of the symbol by lean proves satisfactory. In fact, with
the exception of the kamrimix combination heretofore mentioned, lean is
yery seldom combined with other glyphs, there being only some two or
three in the Tro. Cod., and three or four in the Cortesiau Codex. It
appears, however, a number of times in combination in the Dresden
Codex, but as yet I am unable to interpret any of them satisfactorily.
1

THE FIFTH DAY
Maya, chicchan j Tzental, abagh j Quiche-Cakchiquel, can j Zapotec, ci, ziie or guii;
Nahuatl, cohuatl.

The forms in which the symbol of this day appears are various and
sometimes widely divergent. The principal ones are shown in plates
LXV, 9 to 20. The form given by Landa is seen at 9; that most common in the Codex Tro. at 10. Other forms which frequently occur
are shown at 11-13; those shown at 14-16 are from the Troano Codex. ·
Some unusual forms which vary widely from the typical glyph are given
at 17-20.
·
The change of a symbol to the face form, as seen in this instance at
LXV, 15-16, does not appear to have any significance. The.chief element
of this character is the circular spot in the right portion, usually bordered by a double line and little square blocks, with the interior
generally crosshatched. A.s the crosshatching is also found in the
symbol for the month Pa.x (plate LXV, 22), it is probable, if phonetic,
that this cbaracteristie denotes the x (sh) or ch sound. A.s a similar
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marking is frequently present on the serpent figures in the codices
(plate LXV, 23), it is possible that its signification is chan, "serpent," or
it may refer to some real or mythological characteristic.
The signification of the names of this day, except that of the ~ahuatl
calendar-cohuatl, "serpent''-appears to be uncertain. Perez says the
word chicchcm can be explained only by considering it to be incorrectly
written for chichan, "little." ·Henderson in his lexicon writes it chichan,
and gives as the meaning of the word, "new, young, as chichan u, the
new moon." Dr Seler first suggested that the first part of the name
might be derived from the root chi, chii., "mouth, to bite," and hence
that the signification might be "the biting serpent." However, he
subsequently concluded that the proper interpretation is "a sign
marked or taken," from chick, '' a sign or mark," and ch'aan, "something taken or carried away." Dr Brinton thinks there is much less
difficulty in construing it as chich, strong or great, and chan, the generic
Tzental term for serpent. The generic term for serpent in the Zoztzil
is charn.
Dr Seler does not attempt an explanation of the Tzental term, but
Dr Brinton says that it means in that dialect and in Cakchiquel, '' luck,
fate, fortune.'' This, he says, is identical with tbe Zapotec ci, zii, and
guii, and, as be finds evidence that the serpent is mentioned as an
animal whence portents were derived by the Zapotecs, thinks this furnishes the connecting link with the signification in other calendars.
This explanation is so ci:r:cuitous, and in fact strained, as to render it
unsatisfactory.
A study of the symbol with reference to its origin may perhaps furnish some aid in arl'iving at the true signification of the name. As will
be seen by reference to the various forms of t!Je symbol, the bordering
of the circular inclosed space appears to be more permanent than the
inner markings. This is apparent from the fact that the little squares or
blocks are retained in all the types except the anomalous forms shown
in plate LXV, 16-18, and even iu one of these (Lxv, 18) they appear.
On the other hand, the markings in the inclosed space are varied,
and in ome in tance , a LXV, 11, are omitted altogether. It would
seem, therefor , from tlli that the bordering was considered the es ential lem nt of the glyph. i rom what, then, is the symbol taken 1 If
we turn to Dr ~den 25c, we see in the priest' robe, in all probability,
that from which the ymbol wa derived. Here we have the inner crosshatcbin an<l the little dark block or q nares around the border. The
patt rn i '
n al o on Tro. 16*b and e, and on the female dres e ,
·od x, ..,o•c and d. On the latt r, in ome ca , is the waved
lin
ninth mm ual form . of the day. ymbol shown in plate LX , 17
1 , c ncl 1. . 0th r ample· oukl b ref rr d to, but att ntion i call d
1
viz, th ·urtain-lik article. e bibited on Tro. 29*b,
b r w .
n
nly tb ~ inn r ro hatc·bing and bord ring block ,
n 11 th .·icl borcl r. th pr i markin
f th day ymbol shown
i pl t L. · , 1,.,.
1
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As chi, chii, signifies not only mouth, but also "limit, border, margin, shore," and especially the "skirt or loose edge of a garment,"
the relation of the symbol to the name of the day is obvious. It
is used here for its phonetic value-chi. As chii signifies '' to bite,
prick, to sting as a serpent," and chan denotes "serpent," the true
explanation of the name of the day would seem to be "the biting or
stinging serpent." This will perhaps justify us iu supposing that where
the symbol is found on a serpent it must have reference to this characteristic.
J had not observed when the above was written that Brasseur bad
expressed substantially the same view in regard to the origin of this
symbol.
THE SIXTH DAY
Maya, cirni ,' Tzental, tox ,' Quicbe-Cakcbiquel, carney ,- Zapotec, Zana,' Nahuatl,
miqu,iztl-i.

Landa's symbol for this day is shown in plate LXV, 24. The usual
form in the Codex Tro. and Cortesian Codex is given in LXV, 25; it is
varied frequently by an extension of the line from the mouth, somewhat
as in symbol 28 of the same plate, which is the usual form in the Dresden Codex. A variation of this is seen at 29, which seems to have
given rise to the unusual form shown in 31. A radical variation is that
given at 27. The symbol of the Death god, 26 and ·30, is sometimes,
though rarely, substituted as the symbol of this day. The closed or
dead eye and prominent· teeth, as seen in the usual forms, show very
clearly that the symbol is simply a conventional representation of the
naked skull. The form shown at 27, however, is more difficult to
account for; reference to it will be made farther on.
The Maya, Quiche Cakchiquel, and Nahuatl terms signify ''death."
The Tzental name tox, however, presents a difficulty not readily overcome in order to bring its signification into harmony with that of the
others. Dr Seler does not attempt an explanation in his paper on
the meaning of the day names, and in his subsequent article fails to
reach any settled conclusion. Dr Brinton thinks it means something
(as a human head) separated, sundered, cut off; "hence tox-oghbil, the
ax or hatchet; q-tox, to split, divide, cut off." In this, he holds, it
agrees precisely with the Zapotec Zana, which, be says, the Zapotec
vocabulary renders "a separated thing, like a single syllable, word,
or letter." Dr Seler's interpretation of the Zapotec name is wholly
different, as he says that the most natural of the various significations given is1 in his opinion," bare;" pela-pillaana, ''liebre animal;'' tooqitixe-pillaana, or pella-pillaana, '' red para liebres." I observe, however,
that in Fuller's vocabulary git-lana is "to steal." Other significations
are "name," "flesh," "secretly," etc. The proper interpretation of the
Zapotec name therefore appears to be very doubtful. In Cordova's
vocabulary, as given by Ternaux-Compans, ''fleche" is given as the
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meaning of quii-lana. In Tzotzil gtox signifies ''to split, break off,
break open, to chop." In Maya we have tok. which, as a substantive,
Perez explains by '' pedernal, la sangria;" as a verb it signifies "to
bleed, let blood." In this dialect tox denotes "to drain, draw off liquor,
spill, shed."
· The usual form of the Mexican symbol for this day is shown in plate
LXV, 32. It is also a naked skull.
Like Dr Seler, I am compelled to admit that I can give no satisfactory suggestion as to the origin of the form shown in plate LXV, 27.
According to Colonel Mallery, 1 one sign among the Indians for knife is
to "cut past the mouth with the raised right hand," which, if figured,
would probably bear some resemblance to the :marks on this symbol. 2
THE SEVENTH DAY
Maya, manikj Tzental, rnoxicj Quiche-Cakchiquel, qiieh; Zapotec, cltinaj Nahuatl,
mazatl.

The symbol for this day, shown in plate LXVIII, 31, is without any
change worthy of notice, the only difference observable being a greater
or less degree of perfection with which it has been drawn -by the aboriginal artist. It is found, however, in various combinatious where it
is subject to variation in form, if these in truth be intended for this
symbol. As Brasseur de Bourbourg has suggested, this appears to
have been take~ from the partially closed band, where the points of the
fingers are brought round close to the tip of the thumb. Whether
iute11ded to show tlrn palm or back outward is uncertain, though appareut]y the latter .. The nearest approach I find among the Indian signs
figured by Colonel Mallery is that denotiug "little, diminutive, small."
But the position of the hand in the symbol appears to indicate the act of
grasping; either signification gives ch a the chief phonetic element of
the Maya word chan and chichan, signifying "little," and chuc, chucah,
"to grasp, to seize" ('· alcanzar, a 'ir, prender," Perez); or chtt1fc, ''to
take, gra p, catch,, eize," Hender on. 3 It would eem from this that if
the symbol is phonetic in any sense, the chief element of the word iudicated i ch. The upposition by Drs hellhas and Seler that this symbol -ometim contain the element of the sign of the four wind , or
win l cro , appear to be without any real foundation. The partial
cro - hape figure in it i m rely the conventional method of drawing
the openiug b tween the finger and would be just a correctly given
a an oval a an inverted tau.
thi interpretation of th symbol i quite di~ rent from that given
b ~ other writ r , ome evidence to ju tify it is I re ented here.
I ir t .\.no . R p. llur. J~tbn., p. 386.
~Dr Brinton {Prim r, p. 5) , y : "1" rmer stuu nts hav b n nnabl to xplain tbi d ign" and
ll!r!!f' t th tit is a. mn ~ot.
2 Hrintc II follow Bra. enr in , upposin" it r pr H ot th
"gra ping hand," and think it is a rebus
of much , •• ir, tom r con lo runno . "
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· A.ttention is called first to the symbol for '' west," shown iu plate
LXrv,53. The lower portion is the recognized symbol for kin, "day" or
"sun," and the upper portion is beyond question tlle manik character.
As chikin is the Maya name for "west," we are justified in assuming
that Jiere at least this 1nanik symbol is to be interpreted by chi, and is
in some sense phonetic. As china is the Zapotec name of the day, and
signifies "deer," and chigh is the Zotzil name for "deer," it is probable
that the· symbol preserves the old name, while in Maya this old name
has been supplanted for some reason, or through some linguistic process,
by rnanilc.
·
· Dr Seler calls attention to the character shown in plate LXVIII, 32,
from Dres. 13c, which is repeated in the form Lxvrn, .33, qn plate· 21b.
That this refers to the deer figured below must be admitted, as this is
clearly shown by the reiation of the characters in the adjoining section
to the auiinals figured. below the text. Henderson (MS. Lexicon) gives
xolke as "the male deer." If this could be considered substantially
equivalent to cholceh in sound, our mctnik symbol would retain its value.
The objection to this supposition is that the figure is probably intended
for a doe instead of the male. Brasseur gives chacyuc as the· name
applied to a small species of deer. It is true these interpretations
leave out the numeral prefix; nevertheless they serve to show that it is
probable the true name is a word ·w hich retains the })honetic value of
tlie manilc symbol as we have given it. Be the word what it may, two
conclusions may be re1ied on: First, that it alludes to the deer, and,
second, that one of its chief phonetic elements· is ch. The character
shown iu plate Lxvrn, 34, from Tro. ll*b, has probably the same element in its phonetic equivalent, for the Maya verb hax (haxnahi), "to ·
twist or turn by rolling the thing between the palms of the hand; .make
cord used for muslin or cloth," etc, gives substantially this phonetic
equivalent.
The character shown in plate Lxvnr, 35, from Dres. 101.>, is referred
to by Seler as indicating an offering to the gods. In this he is possibly
correct. As tich, in Maya, signifies an'' offering,"'' a sacrifice," and tich
(tichah) "to offer, present," etc, it is probable that in this instance also
the manilc symbol retains ch as its chief phonetic element. However, I
am inclined to believe it refers to the collecting or gathering of the
ripened fruit. In this case the prefix must be understood as a determinative indicating piling or heaping up, putting together or in a heap,
or storing away. Of the Maya words indicating this operation, we note
the following: Oftic1i ( c1iictiah ), hich, and hoch, each of which has ch or en
as its chief consonant element. This interpretation agrees very well
with the fact that here, as elsewhere, a date is to be taken into consideration. On such a date, at such a time, the cacao is to be gathered,
is to be harvested and stored away. Students of these codices, in their
attempts at interpretation, appear, as a general thing, to overlook the
fact that almost every paragraph or group of glyphs in the script is
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accompanied by a date which must be taken into consideration in the
interpretation. The ~ymbol which follows immediately to the right,
shown in plate rxvnr, 3u, may be rendered cacau, the '' cacao," as the
duplicated comb-like character is Landa's cct.
As the Quiche-Cakchiquel, Zapotec, and Nahuatl names all signify
"deer," the difficulty in bringing all into harmony lies in the Maya and
Tzental names. Dr Seler's explanation is substantially as follows:
That the word 1rw,nik is from the root 1nan or mal, which signifies " to
pass quickly;" manik may therefore mean "that which passes by,"
"that which is fleeting." Dr Brinton gives the same explanation, and
concludes that the deer is referred to metaphorically. In regard to the
Tzental name mo.ric, Dr Seler suggests that it may be founded on the
root rnax, from which is derived maxcm, '' swift." Dr Brinton objects
to this derivation, as maxan with the signification " swift" is from m,a,
"not," and xan, "slow, tardy," and suggests that the name is probably
a corruption of the Nahuatl mazatl. However, it may be stated in favor
of Seler's explanation, that Henderson gives rnoxan, "quickly, shortly,
without hindrance," which is apparently another form of rncixan. Dr
Seler, however, concludes, from a study of the relations in which the
character L found in the codices, that it is the symbol of offering, of
sacrifice, the deer being esteemed the animal most appropriate for
this purpo ' e. Henderson says rnanik signifies "calm," evidently considering it to be formed of ma, negative, and ik, "wind."
It is evident, therefore, that the authorities are at sea in regard to
the signification of th-e Maya and Tzental name's. If the symbol is
u ed, as Seler claims, to indicate offerings or sacrifices, this may be
readily explained on the supposition that it is used ikonomatically
because of the phonetic value I have assigned it; but otherwise it is
difficult, if not impos ible, to see any relation between the symbol and
the name given it. So far I have found it used in no place, in combination where the value manik will give a sati ~factory interpretation.
The following additional renderings are added here as tending to
confirm the phon tic value a igned the manik character.
The character hown in plate LXYnr, 37, is from Tro. 20*c, where it is
r p ated four tim . Th figure below the text show women in the act
f . prinkling or pouriug water n children. Whether this be con idered
a, r ligiou
·eremony or J1ot, it i probably intended to denote purifying- or •1 au ing, , n<l not bapti m in the modern acceptat10n of the
t rm.
,' choah a ·conliiw to Perez, ignifie ''to clean e, purify,
,·c nr 'alHl choich to cl an ·our or wa h the face,' we have th rein
a quit appr priat int rpr tation of the ymbol. The presence of the
, rdinal-poi11t rmboL r u l r. it probabl that th cene refers to a
r Ii i u: r m ny f : m kind. Th
trict r gard paid to the po iti rn r 1, ti t th ·arclinal point. by , a,Tag and mi ivilized people
i t
r quir , n proof h r .
,wag l in . ome work which we
o itHlivi ln, 1. ar
w a in°· bn for th fa t that ther i. no cord or
1
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thread to be seen. Over each is the character shown in plate LXVIII,
38. This is evidently an incomplete manik symbol. As the supposed
aspirate sign is present, it is probable that hooch, "to pare off, to
scrape," or hoochci, "to pare off, or scrape the hennequin," will furnish
an appropriate rendering.
THE EIGHTH DAY
Maya., Tam at j Tzental, larnbat j Quiche-Cakchiquel, canel or kanel; Zapotec, lapa or
·
laba; Nahuatl, tochtli.

The various forms of the symbol of this day are shown in plates LXV,
33 to 37, and Lxvnr, 39-40. That given by Landa is seen in LXV, 33;
it is also found very frequently in the co<lices as LXV, 34. The three
other forms found in the codices are shown in LXV, 35, 36, 37. The form
.on the Palenque Tablet is given in LXVIII, 40; that of the Tikal inscription is similar to Landa's figure, if we are correct in our determination,
o_f which there is some doubt, as the dots are effaced.
A comparison of plate LXV, 36, with the symbol of the day Aha,u, shown
in Lxvnr, 5, leads at once to t):le impression that the former was derived
from the latter, and that, if in any sense phonetic, the equivalents of the
.two are closely related. As will be shown hereafter, the Ahait symbol
has las its chief phonetic element, if it be considered in any sense phonetic. We should therefore expect to find, in the verbal equivalent of
this Lamat symbol, l as a prominent element. In the form shown at
LXV, 33, it would seem that we see au effort to intimate by the character
itself the presence of the b element. That the symbol shown in plate
LXV, 38, bas bas its chief element is shown elsewhere. It is possible,
therefore, that this Lamat symbol had no original signification purely its
own, but that it is a composite derived from the Ahau, and what I have
termed the b symbol. Without anticipating the proof that the Ahait
symbol has las its chief phonetic element, I call attention to the fact
that it is the upper character in the symbol for likin, '' east" (plate
LXVIII, 12). As the lower character is the well-known symbol for kin,
"day" or "sun," we must assume that the value of our Akau, in this
case at least, is li. As another suggestion, I would add that it may
have been derived from a figure used in some game. As the figure is
usually divided into apartments or cells, most of which inclose a dot,
the Maya word lem, lemah, "meter, encajar, poner dentro, introducir"
(Perez), would not inappropriately express the idea. Its use as a day
symbol would then be simply for its phonetic value. This is based, of
course, on the derivation I suggest below. Nevertheless it must be
admitted that these are but mere guesses.
In his article so frequently referred to Dr Seler has little to say in
regard to the signification of the names of this day. He remarks that
"the word kanel is given by Ximenes-with what authority I know
not-with the signification 'rabbit,' thus corresponding to the Mexican
name for this character (Tochtli)." He says he is unable to interpret
the words lambat and lamat. In his subsequent article he interprets
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the Zapotec word by '' to divide, to break into pie~es," and remarks
"that the concept of something diyided, broken in pieces, lies at the
foundation of the delineation of this day character is also proved by
the l\1aya hieroglyph for the same [see plate LXV, 33 and 36], in ·which
something divided or broken up is undoubtedly indicated." He adds
that "perhaps also the terms lambat and lamat, used in Tzental-Zoztzil
and in Maya for the day character, and which are hardly explainable
from the well-known l\'.Iaya, are derived from the Zapotec word lapa."
Dr Brin ton's explanation is as follows:
,· The :Olaya laniat is evidently a shortened form of the Tzental larnbat, which is composed of lam, to sink into something soft (''hundirse in cosa blanda," like light
loam), and bat, the grain, the seed, and the name refers to the planting of the crops,
The Quiche-Cakchiquel lcanel is the name of the Guardian of the Sown Seed, probably from kan, yellow, referring to the yellow graip_s or maize. 'fhe Zapotec lapa or
laba means a drop, and a crown or garland; here probably the latter, in reference
to the products of the fields. The rabbit, in Nahuatl, is the symbol of ease and
intoxication.

Thus, while Dr Brinton explains the name by" sinking in the mud or
soil," Brasseur explains it by "sinking in the water."
It is much more likP-ly that the Maya name is but a modification of
lembci, which, as a verb, according to Henderson, signifies ''to fl.ash, to
shine, etc;" aud as a noun, according to Perez, "resplenclor, brillo,
relampag-o.'' I have no Tzental vocabulary at hand, but observe that
in the closely allied Zoztzil, "relampagear" is given as the equivalent
of lemlaghet.
It is a coincidence worthy of a passing notice that in Hawaiian lama
andpu-lamci signify" a torch;" cm-lama," to give light;" malama, "light
from t:l.le suu or moon;" in Samoan, lama, ''the candle-nut tree, and
a torch made of the nuts;" in Tonga, mania, ''light, a flambeau;" ew
Zealand, rct1na., "candle, light; _" Tabaitan, rama, '' a torch.''
It i omewhat ingnlar that Dr Brinton, after his interpretation
of the Maya name of the fourth day heretofore given, should in this
instance derive lcanel-the Quiche-Cakchiquel name of this day-from
kan, "yellow," referring to the yellow grains of maize. However, it is
quit probable that the reference to the color in this explanation is
corr ct.
The traditions of the Indiaus in which the rabbit is brought into
r lati n with the un are well known. Dr Brinton ha shown in bi
work n '' m rican Hero lyth'" that the Rabbit or Great Ilare in the
lgouquian m th
mb lized "light." Ile remarks in "The Lenape
and heir egend ' that,

t

· ·

··

th of the " 'rent Hare," which I have elsewhere shown
f Lirrh , was al well known to the Delawares, and they
, the appellation of the" ;randfather of the Indians."
on id r 11 their ance tor, ancl in 1,oth in tan
the Light
ru lJol, and the word for har' beiu"' ideu ti ·al with that
1 P/1(!'1'
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It is possible that the Mexicans selecte(l the rabbit for this day as a
known symbol of light, thus bringing it into correspondence with the
signification of the day names of 1he other calendars. The method
by which Drs Seler and Brinton try to bring the Maya and Zapoteo
names into harmony with the Mexican appears to me to be in the wrong
direction.
It is therefore qujte probable, from what has been shown, that the
Maya., Tzental, and Quiche-Oakchiquel names refer to light, flame, or
the lightning- flash, and that the rabbit was selected because of some
mythological relation it was supposed to bear to the sun, or Iight. 1 As
this character is seldom found in combination, or used otherwise than
as a day symbol, it is probable that the signification is represented by
some other symbol, or is not referred to in the text.
THE NINTH DAY
Maya, 11iul1w; Tzental, rnolo or 11t11l1i; Qnicbe-Cakchiquel, toh; Zapotec, niza or
queza; Nahuatl, citl.

There are but few and slight variations in the form of the symbol of
this day. That give~ by Landa is shown in plate LXV, 39. The usual
forms in the codices are seen at 40-42 of the same plate. Symbol 43,
which is an important variation, is from the Cortesian Codex.
The addition of the little circle and loop in example LXV, 43, from the
Cortesian Codex, is important, as it possibly indicates that the simple
forms given in plate LXV, 40-42, are incomplete, and may be a slight
indication of phoneticism. If the latter supposition be correct, it is
probable that in this additional feature we find the element 'c of the
word. It is one of the characteristics of the manik symbol, which, as
heretofore shown, h~s, in some instances at least, ch as one of its
phonetic elements, whether considered truly phonetic or not.
This clue, if followed up, appears to furnish an explanation of some
other characters in which the little circle and loops are found. For
example, the character shown in plate LXV, 44 (Dres. 2 (4.5)b and c),
apparently refers to the act of sewing or stitching indicated by the pictures below the text. As the circle and loops form an important part
of the character, it is probable that c or ch is tlrn chief or prominent
element of the word. It is possible tlierefore, tl1at chuyah, "to sew, 1'
or some derivative thereof, would be a proper rendering. The glyph
shown in plate LXV, 45, from Tro. 11*c is a duplication of LXV, 44. As
the appe11dix, as shown elsewhere, probably bas ah, ha, or lwl as its
phonetic equivalent, we have, as the elements of the word represented
by the whole glyph (omitting the prefix), ch'-ch'ah. As choch (chochah),
Perez, and chooch (choochah), Henderson, signify "to loosen, untie, disunite, detach," this may be the true interpretation of the symbol. The
presence of the eye in a symbol appears, as a rule, to have no special
1 Notwitbstanrling bis definition gfren nbove, Dr Brinton suggests i.µ his late work that the symbols
oft.he day bear a close resemblance to some of the sun signs.
·
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significance, as is shown by its preseuce sometimes in the symbol for
the days chicchan and oc. It is worthy of note that Dr Seler introduc
into his manik series the character above shown as having some relation to and being possibly a variation of that symbol. Before attempting to trace the symbol of the day in its combinations with other
characters, with a view of ascertaining its orignal signification, reference will be made to the signification of the day names in the different
calendars.
The signification of the Nahuatl word atl is water; the Zapotec
names are also words for water. Tohil was the name of the principal
Quiche deity, and appears to have been the god of thunder and rain,
and, as Seler presumes, was the representative in these nations of the
Maya Chae and Mexican Tlaloc. ..According to Brasseur, toh signifies
'~a heavy or sudden shower" or ' 1 thunder shower." Drs Seler and
Brinton both derive the Maya and Tzeutal names from the radical m/ul
or nwl, "to join together, collect, heap up," and suppose it refers to
the gathering together of the waters (that is, the clouds) in the heavens.
This brings the signification of these two names into harmony with
that of the names of the other calendars, and is probably a correct
interpretation.
There a.re but few places where the symbol of this day is found in
connection with other characters that I have been able to interpret
entirely satisfactorily.
The compound character shown in plate LXV, 46, is from Dre . 16c.
Judging by the evident parallelism of the group iu this divi ion, thi
character is the symbol of tlie bird figured below the text. Iu thi picture is easily recognized the bead of the parrot. .A.s moo i the Maya
name of a species of parrot e'the macaw"), and the circular character
of the glyph is like the symbol for 1nitluc, except that the circum cribing line is of dots, we may safely accept tbi term as tlrn phonetic alue.
The fact that the small character is double, as i the o in the word, i
another indi ation that the renderin°· i orrect, and probably account
for the circle beino- vf dot . ( e above under akbal.) Thi iuterpr tation a1 pear to be further upp rt l by the form of the ymb I for
the month ifol a, found at Dr . . 47 . ( ee plate L I , 50.)
The hint furni bed by the e ·hara ter, may nabl u to gain a ·orrect id ,a of th siguifi ation f th dott d line which 'urround. on f
the chara ·t r iu a ·h r up of r . 7 , one of whi hi ' Hhown iu plat
L .r
4-7.
~ th ·u lo ing liu
f d t a1 pear in som ca
(but no
all for in lil in. tanc o r ii pp ar t form th chi f I h n ti
1 m nt) t indicat mo r mu it i p
ible th t thL lyph may
pr.01 rl · int rpr
b rnultul, a (Tift, d
r ' t pre n
ift r d
r to ff r a pr n . II
b ra t r hown
b int rpr t d
1For
plunatiou of t b i11du ·fl
:Bur u of Etbool y, 11110- 355.

omb-lik

·h a rt ·t r., L am ia' ca,
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The usual form of the Mexican symbol of this day is shown in plate
the leaf-like portion being blue in the original to indicate water.
In regard to the origin of the character, Seler remarks: "If the Maya
character agrees with the Mexican (atl), we must look upon it as a water
vessel." Yet after a number of illustrations aml references he declares:
"I by no m~ans affirm that th. e vessel is expressed by the form of this
character. ""'rhe form seems to me to express rather the water drop.''
It is more likely that it repre:;ents a little circular 'hillock, seen from
above, or something of that nature surrounded by a ring, as the significations given the Maya word mul are '' hillock, hP-ap, mound, mountain,
ants' nest, etc." However, if Henderson is correct in giving as one of
its speciq,l meanings "out of .many one/ its origin may readily be seen.
That it was taken from some object which could be designated by the
word mul or 1nol may confidently be assumed. Hence the symbol is used
for its phonetic value as a day character and not with any reference to
the object represented. The little circle and loops seen in plate LXV, 43,
from the Cortesia.n Codex 30b, are probably, as heretofore stated, introduced to giYe the c sound. Dr Brinton suggests that it represents one
thing in another of the same kind, with a reference to collecting together
or heaping up.
LXV, 48,

THE. TENTH D.A.Y
Maya, oc; Tzental, elab; Quiche-Cakchiquel, tzi; Zapotec, tella; Nahuatl, itzcuintli.

The symbol of .this day as given by Landa is shown in plate LXV, 49.
This is substantially the usual form found in the codices as given in ·
LXV, 50, 51, 55, the :first two being usual in the Troano, Cortcsian, and
Peresian codices, and 55 in the Dresden. In a few instances, as Tro.
12a and 12c, it assumes the face form 52. The face form shown at 54
occurs in the Dresden Codex, as do the variations seen at 53 and 56.
Dr Seler and Brasseur contend that the forms shown in plate LXV,
52 and 54, make it evident that the broken line, which is the chief characteristic of the glyph, is intended to represent, or rather is derived
from, the ear of the dog. This, Seler says, is frequently represented in
the Mexican codices, and also many times in the Maya manuscripts,
with the tip of the ear torn away. To illustrate this, he presents several figures of dog's heads, one of which is shown in our plate LXV, 57. 1
There would seem to be some foundation for this supposition, yet
there are difficulties in the way of its acceptance which appear unsurmountable. The first of these is that it furnishes no explanation or
clue to the relation between the symbol and the Maya or Tzental name.
Second, it does not appear to have been used in any instance as the
symbol of the dog, which seems to be a fatal objection, if it is assumed
to be merely ideographic. Third, it renders only more difficult any
explanation of the character shown in plate LXV, 58, which is of such
1

Bl'inton t hinks tha t in some of the forms it indicates '' a trail '' or ' ' footprints,'' which are meanings

of oc.
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frequent occurrence in all the codices. If a satisfactory interpretation
of this glyph could l>e found, it would assist greatly in deciphe1-ing- the
codices . . I am rather inclined to think it is a sign o.f rep~tition-as
''repeat thrice." If there were some word for ear which could be connected with oc or elctb, then we might suppose the symbol to b~ nsed
phonetically. However, as this can not be found, some other explana,
tion mu st be sought.
•
, The Nahuatl and Quiche-Cakchiquel names are the ordinary terms in
these languages for "dog," and the Mexican symbol for the day is the
head of a dog. Dr Seler does not attempt to explain the Tzental name,
~nd merely suggests that the Maya word oc, "foot, footprint, track,"
~ml as a verb, "to enter, to go into," may have been adopted by the
priests a s expressing a prominent characteristic of the dog. Dr Brinton is inclined to clerfre the name oc from the verb ocol, oclah, "to steal,
to rob," rather than from ocol, ,~ to enter," supposing it to have been
selected as indicative of another characteristic of the dog. This he
believes also to be the signification of the Tzental term elab. This it
.seems to me is again reversing the order, unless we assume that the
-Quiche ,tzi and Mexican itzcuintli are the older terms. 1
Dr Brinton says that according to Bartolome de Pi~a the Zapotec
name signifies '' dog," though he does not :find it with this meaning in
the vocabularies. · Dr Seler, however, obtains the signification "dog''
for this name by supposing that it is deriYed from tee-lcw, "mouth downward," referring to some myth of a dog representing the lightning, or
lightning demon, as falling or plunging downward from the sky in certain :figures of the codices. This, Dr Brinton says, "seems strained,"
which may also be said of the explanations of the Maya name.
The symbol of the dog as found in the Dresden Codex (13c), an<l as
admitted by Dr Seler, is shown in plate LXV, 59. The same symbol is
found in the sa me codex, 21b. Now, I think it possible to show, with a
considerable degree of certainty, what is the chief phonetic element of
this symbol, at lea t of its :first or left-band character. In plate LXV,
GO, from Tro. 22*a, is seen (omitting- the prefix ) 8ubstantially the symbol that Landa interprets le, "the lasso," and also '' to lasso." .As the
lower charact r i hi , e, we may t ak e for granted that the upper portion
indicate t h Z ound; furth r evideuce of this, however, will be preented u11d r the t we nti eth day. .As thi is followed by the symbol
een in plat LXV , Gl , which refer to the" turkey '' (kutz or cuitz),2 and
t l1 ti 0 ·tu e belo w t h t ext ho w a snared turkey, the interpretation
c pp<'ar. to be a pp ropri ate.
Turnin <r now to Dres. 44 (l)c, we notice in
t h pi ·tur b low t h t xt t he compound glyph shown in plate L XV, 02.
1
1 ,,a. 110t awnre that oc bad th siJ.!nification "clo<r " in any of th Mayan Janguage, nor clo I
tlnd thnt 1•1 r or Brinton app al to thi!; fart in their efforts to explain the day nam in t he Maya
ral1·n<l111. 1Iowp1· r, Dr Brinton r mark. that Bra i; ur and eler think that , om• forms of the symbol
" portra) the• ar (If n do/.!, a. in ·om of the )fay an dialect. the clo/! is C'allecl oc. ·•
:nr Brinton (P.-1ro1•r, p. 95) ay!! that thi . fa <·n il cl" an ar t i 1 of foo d, by Thomas.'' While thi is
rorr ·!'tin th fi n · tha I . peak of the tnrk<','V (kiitz or rni tz) af! foo d it is i ncorrect in givin~ the
hnpr ion thnt lint rpr t th• ymbol by " nrticle of food ," as I ba.vo al way in terpreted it" turkey."
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Immediately below it is the figure of a, :fish, which the two individuals
represented are trying to catch in a seine. As this contains the same
elements as Gl (plate LXV), reversed, the phonetic value should be tz'c.
Referring to Perez' Lexicon, we :find that tzac is a fish "so named;"
Brasseur says, " a little :fish resembliug a sardine which inhabits the
senotes."
Now these give tz' as the chief phonetic element of the left character
of the dog symbol (LXV~ 59), which is also the consonant element of the
name for "dog" (tzi) in the Tzental, Oakchiquel, and most of the Maya
dialects, though not of the Maya proper. This furnishes a consistent
and appropriate rendering of the left portion of the symbol. Although
the symbol for the month Rankin (Lxv, 63) presents a difficulty, it is
possible some other name was applied to this month of which tz was a
leading element; Yaxkin is sometimes written with the prefix Dze.
As ooh is the Maya name for the '' male fox," and oquil or ocquil is
the name in Tzental and Tzotzil for "wolf," it is possible the Maya
name may have been derived from one of these. Moreover, it is
worthy of notice that ''foot" in Tzotzil is written oquil as well as oc.
I was at first inclined to adopt Dr Seler's s11ggestion that the distinguishing feature of the symbol might have been taken from the dog's
ears as given in the codices. However, a more thorough examination
leads me to doubt this suggestion. The little black dots or blocks on
the bent line appear here, as in the chiacha,n symbol, to be the most
prominent and essential elements of the symbol. As they do not appear
in the ear figures, it seems impossible t,hat the · character should have
been derived from these figures. It is more likely that they represent
the knots on a string or cord; and this supposition appears to be sustained by the fact that the Maya word hole, accordiug to Brasseur, signifies· ''a knot, hook;" and holcal "to be knotted, formed of knots."
Perez sa,y s "hole, el lazo formado para anudar ;" "holcol, lazarse para
anudarse la cuerda." If this supposition be correct, the symbol is used
for the day because of its phonetic value, and without any reference to
its original signification.
THE ELEVENTH DAY
Maya, ckuen; Tzeutal, batz ; Quiche-Cakchiquel, batz; Zapotec, loo; Nahuatl, ozomatli.

The symbol of this day is. subject to few and slight variations. The
form given by Landa, which is also quite common in most of the codices.
especially Tro. and Oort., is shown in plate LXV, 64. Slight variant~
are shown in LXV, 65, 66, and 67. An exceptional amt peculiar form
from Dres. 32b is seen in L XV, 68. A form from the Perez codex in
which an eye is introduced is given at LXV, 69. The character on the
P alenque Tablet and some other inscriptions, which is supposed to be
the symbol of thi s day, is shown at LXV, 70, but the proof that it is, in
thesb cases, th e day symbol is not so conclusive as that in regard to
16 ETH--16
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other day symbols, as no method of briugii1g it into relation with the
other time symbols of tbe i11scriptious has been found.
A closely corresponding form is seeu in the symbol for the mouth Tzec
as found in the Dres. Codex (see plate LXV, 71). If the glyphs a.re in any
sense phonetic, it is probable that in the comb-like appendage to this
symbol (Landa's ca) we bave tbe 'c ('le) sound, and that the variation in
the main character from the usual chuen glyph (iu having the bounding
line ope11 a11d turned right and left at the top) is indicative of the
variation in the phonetic value. The explanation of the symbol, which
replaces the eye in the dog or pauther like figure in Tro. 32c and 33c, and
is alluded to by Dr Seler in this connection (LXVI, 1), has already been
given under the discussion of the "Third Day.'1 There, as I have
shown, it probably iudicates the Maya word ohoco, "heat, warmth,"
alluding to the hot, <lry season whicll parches and shrivels up the growing corn . This explanation retains the phonetic value of the symbol,
and it appears also to be entirely consistent with the :figures found in
connection with it.
There is another symbol closely allied in form (plate Lxvr, 2) which
is of frequent occurrence in the codices, usually, and, in fact, almost
exclusively, ill the picture spaces, and apparently bearing some relation
to the offerings. It is often in groups, and is many times repeated in
groups on the so-called ''title pages" of the Tro. and Oort. manuscripts.
It, however, frequently occurs in the form seen iu the dog's eye (Lxvr, 1),
grouped as the other (Dres., 25a, etc) and undoubtedly used as an
equivalent, as we :find numerals attached as with the other form. The
only distinction, as will be observed, is the presence or abseuce of the
little divided square at the toil. As tllat with the divided square is
more detailed, it is probably the correct form, and, if so, can not be
<liRtingnishe<l from the Ohuen symbol.
On Dres. 29b, 30b, and 31 b the symbol shown hi plate LXVI, 3, is found
in each group ofcharacter . This bears a close resemblance to thesymbol
for the month Tzec, but varies in some importaut respects, as will be seen
by comparison. Tlle appendix, a I am inclined to believe, gives the
ah, ha, or hal ouud, and bows that it is a verb or wor<l indicating
action.
we find in each group tlrn figure or symbol of a food animal, the whol , ri may be , uppo ·ed to relate to feasts, or eating, or
the •ol1ection of food. Thi u()'ge tion i stre11gtheued by the fact that
th lean r maize ym bol i placed iu connection with the animal figure~.
It i, p ibl , thc>.r fore, that tlli character may be correctly rendered
by tzi .ziJn (lzi limtah) "to di tribute, hare, divitle among many." A
Hi follo,Y d h1 ac-11 c,t by a cardinal-point symbol, and the symbol
of th d nhl' ton n <l r tooth d d ity, probably Itzamna, is found in
a ·h group it i • ]>r bablP that the text r late tor ligious fe tival .
Thi ' int rpr •tc ti II how
r i a m r
ug ·e tion or g-u , , which a
< m uuabl
t f r ify b au.· th r evid uce than the r emblance
' f h m in ·h ra<'t rt the T,.., · ymb 1.
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The Nahuatl, Tzental, and Quiche-Cakchiquel names of this day are
tlle . ordiuary terms in these languages for "monkey." Dr Brinton
thinks the Maya name, which does not appear to have any signification iu this language as a separate woru (though chuenche is "aborao,
tuble," "a certain tree."), is derived from a Tzental term, chiu, which is
applied to a particular species of monkey. He and Dr Seler refer to
the chouen in a legend of tlle Popol Vuh, which undoubtedly stands ,
in close relation to batz or '' monkey," there spoken of as hunbatz. As
these words in the Quiche myth appear unquestionably to refer to a
species of the monkey tribe, or rn.ythical persons under the symbolism
of monkeys, the conclusion· they reach is probably correct, and justifies
the belief that the Maya name should be interpreted ''monkey."
rhe origin of the symbol is uncertain, and Dr Seler makes no attempt
to explain it. The difference between the simple form with the three
teeth only (plate LXVI, 2) and the typical Chuen symbol indicates a
difference iii the word equivalents, or in the signification if ideographic.
It is possible that Brasseur is right in rendering the former by co,
which signifies '·tooth;" in which case we may be justified in assuming
that tlle additions in the Ohiten symbol give the additional phonetic
elements in the word. It may be, as supposed by some authors, that
it was intended to represent the front view of an open mouth of some
animal, as chi is tbe Maya word for mouth.
THE TWELFTH DAY
Ma.ya, eb; Tzental, euob; Quiche-Cakchiquel, e or ee; Zapotec, pija; Nahuatl, mallinalli or itlan.

There are comparatively few variations in the symbol of this day;
some, however, are of sufficient importance to render recognition
doubtful but for their presence in the day series. That given by Landa
is seen in plate LXVI, 4; foe form most usual in the Tro. and Cort.
codices is that shown in LXVI, 5; the variations seen in LXVI, 6, 7, 8, are
from the Dresden Codex, and that in LXVI, 9, is from the Peresianus.
This character occurs very seldom, if ever, except as a day symbol,
hence it is presumed to be purely ideographic or pictorial. There is,
l1owever, a deity symbol found in the Tro. Codex (plat"e LXVI, 10) in
which we see apparently the chief characteristic of the eb symbol.
Here, however, instead of a dot-bordered tooth, there is a dot-bordered
dark stripe which runs downward entirely across the face. This is
accompanied usually by the numeral prefix 11. The symbol of the same
deity as found in the Dresden Codex is shown in plate LXVI, 11. Here
the strip<' is reduced to a single brokep. line. Dr Schellhas contends that
he is a Death god and the equivalent of the Mexican Xipe. That he is
a god of the underworld in the Tro. Codex is apparent from his ornamenta and the dotted lines on his body or limbs; yet in two i11stancesplates 5 a and b-he is represented as a traveling merchant. Whether
the deity iu the Dresden Codex is the s:1me as that of the Tro. Codex
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is no .. positively certain, but the presence of the numeral 11 with the
symbol, and in some instances the <l.ottecl lines on the bo<l.y of the deity,
indicate that the two are identical. Whether this deity glyph bears
any relation to the day symbol is, however, doubtful. Tue only names
of Maya deities I :fin<l. with buliw (''eleven") as a prefix are Abbuluc Balam aud Buluc-Ahau ( ¥). The first, which signifies "He of the
Eleven Tigers," was one of the idols made at the festival of the new
year Oauac. On one of the four plates of the Dresden Codex representing the festivals of the new year (26a) we observe that the image
carried -by the chac is a tiger-like animal marke<l. with dotted lines.
Whether this is to Le connected with the deity abo-ve mentioned is
doubtful. Tlle other name, Bu1uc-Abau, mentioned by Landa, is the
name of one of the signs of the Katun given in bis figure of the cycle,
and, although he uses the word "idol," does not appear to refer to any
particular deity.
In regard to the uames of the :first three calendars, Dr Seler remarks
as follows:
E, ye signifies "the e<lge," "sharpness/' "the notch;" eb, ebil, ebal, yebal, "a row
of notches," "flight of steps," "stairs." In Quiche-Cakchiquel e signifies "the
tooth," "the edge;' ' ee is the plural form in Cakchiquel of the word, as eeb of the
Quiche; euob is also a pluml form in the Tzental, as I think, from a singular eu-ee. The
. namo must denote the same thing in all the languages, i. e., "a row of teeth," "flight
of steps "-a signification which harmonizes excellently with many Mexican forms of
the character [plate LXVI, 12] as well as with the Meztitlan name of it (itlan, "his
tooth").

Dr :Brinton says that "in Maya eb is the plural of e, which means
'points' or 'ends,' like those of pins or thorns, and plainly was jutended
to designate the broom by reference to its numerous points. From tlrn
same idea, rows of teeth recei vecl the same name. The Tzental anJ.
Quiche names e and euob-the latter a plural-were from the same radical and bad the same signification." He says the Nahuatl and Zapotec
uames both signjfy the bru h or broom of twisted twigs, or stiff grass
used for cleauing aud. du ting, and also this grass itself. Thus he
bring the name of the five calendars into harmony. This explanation
corr pond with that given by Olavigero of the Mexican term, wllich
lie say i th name of a certain plant of which brooms were made. ·
I am in ·lined to beli ve the symbol in this instance i a mere pictocrraph int nd <l. to repre ent the tjp of ome lanceolate leaf, the <lots.
d. noting th heir along th edge. The tips of the "ree<l. grass," as
·h wninth .ymbolicr pr entationofZacatZa, ("NombresGeograflco ''
by >efiafi I· plate L. · r, J ) woul 1 crive preci ely the dot-bordered tooth
in th , ymbol. It i,• to b ob, erved how ver, tbat the Mexican ymbol
for thi: <la th u ' Ualfi rm of whi<-h j, bown in L.- r, 14, i.' e sentially
· ·
cl ,vit11 tb ·r e11 1Jlc1cl ~ t11 lleleton underja,v.
·
omb
eogra:ficos"), the
lab
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replaced by the roots of the plant; observe, however, the brush-like
projections above. Are we to see in this associated death's-head a
refereuce to death, or rather to the earth, a symbolism undoubtedly
found in the Tro. Uodex, Or must we suppose that behind the name is
to be found the signification of the Meztitlan name itlan, ·from tlantli,
"tooth 1" Dr Seler remarks that "it seems to me quite possible that
the point surrounded by dots in the character eb is an abbrevia.tion of
figure 326" (the prefix to our plate LXIV, 48). 1
THE THIRTEENTH DAY
Maya, ben or been; Tzental, ben _: Quiche-Cakchiquel, ah; Zapotec, quii, ii, or laa;
Nal.J.uatl, acatl.

The symbol of this day is subject to but few and, with one or two
exceptions, but slight variations. Landa's figure is represented at
LXVI, 16, those usual in tlrn codices in LXVI, 17, 18, 19, and an irregular
form found in Dres. 10c in symbol 20 of the same plate. When used
in combination with other glyphs and otherwise than as a day symbo],
_the form, though usually typical, is subject occasioually to wide variations, though there is considerable d :mbt whether the latter are to be
considered ben symbols.
Dr Seler contends that the figure originated from tlrn plaited reed or
mat, which, if correct, enables us to trace it by gradations to a wholly
difterent figure. But before referring further to these, it is best that
tl1e signification of the names should be given as determined by linguistic evidence.
The Nahuatl name acatl signifies ''reed,"" cane," or ''stalk;" and,
according to Ximenes and Brasseur, the Quiche-Cakchiquel ah also
signifies "reed," especially the '' corustalk" or "sugar cane." The
·zapotec quii has also the same signification, "reed," and Dr Brinton
says laa has the same meaning, but Dr Seler says he can not find it
with this signification in the lexicons, nor do I find it in any to which
I have access. The Maya and TzentaJ ben, however, presents a more
serious difficulty in the atteiupt to bring it iuto harmony with the others.
Dr Seler contents himself with reference to certain .words whieh have
been or ben as their root. This root, he says, signifies "consumed," and
the words to which be refers meau "to be consumed," "to waste away,"
"to faiJ, be lacking, go away." This is also the signi:ficatio·n to which
Dr Brinton refers. "I find," he says, "ti.lat in Tzent~l the dried cornstalk (cafia de mais seco) is called cagh-ben, and from this I doubt not
this day-name in that dialect and tlie Maya was takeri and syncopated. The verb ben or been in Tzental means 'to walk, to ·g o,' but in
the above COlllpound the ben is from the Maya stem benel, 'to be used
up, to be dead.'"
·
, The opinion of Dr Seier, above stated, that the ~ymbol of tl.lis day
originated from th_e delineation of the plaited' reed or mat, iis based on
1

Dr Briuton Rays it is the fa ce of an old woman with a peculiar pointed earmark.
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the representation of the mat both in symbols and :figures in the l\Iexican and .Maya codices. Some of these are shown iu ou.r plate LXVI,
2l to 24. The first, 21, is from the Mendoza Codex, and is found al 'o
ill Tro. 20*d. These are undoubtedly intended to denote mats or sometlling of a kindred nature. The same figure is seen on the roofs of
temples and houses, one of which is shown in LXVI, 2~, from Tro . .lO*c.
In these instances they appear to indicate the thatching with wllicll
the roof is covered. The form is sometimes varied, as in LXVI, 23, from
Tro. lO*a. The symbol which, it is presumed, refers to the mat as seen
in Tro. 21*d, is given in LXVI, 24; that representing the house in Tro.
lO*c is seen in LXVI, 25; another of a slightly different form, from Tro.
7*c, in LXVI, 2(1; and another, referring also to a house or to tlrn roof, as
Dr Seler supposes, is given in LXVI, 27.
There can be no question that plate LXVI, 21, is in tended. to represent
a mat or something of that nature, nor that the character shown at 2:l:
is the symbol nsecl to represent this mat, straw, or plaited fabric; nor
can it be doubted that the :figures shown at 22 and 23 are conventional figures for houses of some kind . It must also be admitted that
the cllaracters shown at 25, 26, anJ ~7 are symbols denoting these
houses. .A.ccordi11g to Dr Seler's interpretation, :figures 24 aud 27 are,
in some cases, used "to denote a seat on a mat [24]; sometimes the
mat roof of the temple or the temple itself" (27). In his opinion these
characters, especially 27, contain "the element of the mat a11u a symbol
of carrying-the hand or elements which have been borrowed from the
:figum of the hand-and in these hieroglyphs the transition of the realistically delineated mat illto the character ben may be distinctly traced."
That the npper part of plate LXVI, 25 and 26, and of other similar :figures in the codices which might be shown, do make a close approach iu
form to the ben symbol, must be admitted. But there is one break in the
chain which needs to be closed Lefore the evidence is entirely satisfactory. Doe · the upper part of the e house symbols (25-26) indicate roof
mat or tllatcliiug f
11 examination of the house :figures shows these
suppo ed mat figure to be omethiug tancling on the top of the roofomethin · ri ing, a it were, perpendicularly aloug and above the comb
or r t.
w, preci ly uch battl m nts or elevated crests appear to
have b n common on the roof: of the temple or strnctnres wllich have
be n 1 r r v <l to mod rn tim . We e them in the figure given by
Cbarnay t ven and other xplorer ; and what is worthy of special
noti · iu thi ·onne tion i , that th y om time con ·i ' t of openwork
r r lli -lik figur . Therefore if w · onnect th upper part of the
h u
mbol • wi h th ben glyph, it i · ·till by no m an certain that it
d fr 111 orb c r ' an relatiou to, the mat character. We notice
hat in th fi rrur
f hou
thi uppo d mat figure i not
in<li at tll that ·hiuo- but i ' ·l arly di tingui heel from it.
u1 p r hara· r f L ,' r, . .:-- 2G are int nd d to ignify tbe
r f wa tin r, or r t~ autl ar irnple ideo o-ram drawu from
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the thing represented, then the lower characters in these symbols migllt
well be supposed to represent the wall or fraruework of the house. But
the widely differeut relations in which we find this lower character for_
bid this conclusion. That the wall may be indicated is true, but if so
it must be ikonomatically or by the phonetic value of the symbol. I
have therefore found it very difficult to reach a11y entirely satisfactory
conclusion in regard to these house symbols. That the lower character
is phonetic in the true or rebus sense can, I think, be shown, but, notwithstan<liIJg the objections I have presented, the most satisfactory
interpretation of the upper part is that it represente the roof, as we see
in the upper figure of LXVI, 25, the crosshatching and the double ben
lines. Hence it would seem satisfactory to consider it merely an ideogram or picture but for the prefix, which can not be readily accounted
for on the idea of a pictorial representation.
As we have found that the lower character of plate LXVI, 26, has the
phonetic value of ch usually combined with o or u (see remarks above
on LXV, 44), we may find in this glyph otoch, "house," though the full
signification of the entire compound symbol appears to embrace more
than this. Possibly the upper part is a determinative. The lower part,
however, of LXVI, 25 and 27, is found, as before remarked, where it can
have no reference to a building. As it has the two heavy lines indicative of the p souud (see explanation of LXIV, 11), and also of the guttural, it is probable that the signification, where a structure is referred
to, is pak (pakal), "a building, wall, fortification." But when it is found
in an entirely different relation, as in Tro. 17b, where it is over an individual tyi11g a. deer, it must have an entirely different signification. It
is possible that it may be consistently rendered by, pacoc (paccah), "to
cord, fasten, bind" (Henderson), or some derivative thereof. We find it
again on Tro. 19*d and 20*d, and Dres. 18c, l('c, and 20c, where females
are represented as beariug burdens on their backs. Now, cuch signifies
''to bear, to carry," a.nd also "a load, a burden," and cuch-pach, "a carrier, a porter" (literally ' 4 to carry on the back," pach denoting "back").
In this instance also the phonetic value assigned it holds good. On
Tro. 17b the same glyph stands above an in<lividual who is in the act of
striking a snake which is biting his foot. In this case it has a suffix
like that to LXVI, 3, which, as we have stated, probably represents the
sound ah, ha, or hal, and indicates that the word is a verb. There are
several words containing the phonetic value assigned the character,
wbicb are applicable, as polcchetah, which Perez interprets "pisar, poner
el pie sobre algo;" puchah, "deRpachurran, machucar;" pachah, "to
scatter, break" (H.); pech, "to crush" (IT.); pacez (paczah), ''to squeeze,
press, crush" (H. ).
It seems, therefore, quite probable that the lower part of these compound symbols is phonetic.
If Dr Seler is correct in his supposition that the symbol is derived
from the plaited mat, then · it is most likely simply ideographic or a mere
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conventional pictograph. Possibly this is the correct conclusion, as I
can :find no evidence tending to show that it is phonetic. If we could
suppose the form was intended to represent a '' road~' or '' pathway"be, beil, and bel in Maya, and beel in Zotzil-we might assume it to qe
phonetic.
The combinations shown in plate LXVI, 28, 29, 30, and 55, in which the
symbol of this day appears, have as yet received no satisfactory explanation. Those shown in LXVI, 28, and 55, are of very frequent occurrence
and probably indicate some common ceremony, order, or direction in the
religious ceremonies. I have a strong suspicion that the first indicates
exorcism or driving away the evil spirits, but I :find no appropriate
Maya word unless it be pekolcc1;lil, given by Henderson. This, however,
does riot agree with the interpretation Kinichlcalcmo, given by Seler to
LXVI, 29, above referred to. Seler gives to LXVI, 30, the apparently
strained interpretation, "he who is conquered iri war and brought
home prisoner." I have no interpretation to offer. 1
THE FOURTEENTH DA.Y
Maya, ix or hixj Tzental, hixj Quiche-Cakchiquel, balarn, yiz, or hixj Zapotec, echej
Nahuatl, oce.lotl.

The symbol of this day is found in quite a number of different forms,
some of which are wide variations from the prevailing type.
Landa's :figure is shown ill plate LXVI; 31. The usual forms found in
the Tro. Codex are LXVI, 32 to 37; 36 is somewhat rare. That shown
at 38 is found only on plate 30*c, and that showing the animal bead (39)
on plate 12c. No essential variations from these are found in either the
CO(lex Peresianus or Corte ianus. Those sllown in LXVI, 40-42, are
from the Dresden Codex.
The ahuatl name and the Quicbe-Cakchiquel, balam, denote the
"tiger," possibly the jaguar, though the Mexican name certainly refers
to the ocelot. Dr Brinton says that the Zapotec eohe, or in the full
form be-eohe-guia, has the same signification. Dr Seler, however, derives
it from the term peohe-tao, "the great animal"-the tiger, or ferocious
animal. But the other name , ix, hix, hiix or gix, as they are variously
writt n (though really one word), pre ent a more serious difficulty to
the attempt to bring them into harmony ,vith the others.
r ler ays:
Th Cakcbiquel term yiz, i.e., the Maya h-ez, "the sorcerer," may well be considered as giving an explanation of the Iaya name of thi day character (ix). My cone ption, aft r one mor link in the chain of eYidence pointino- toward it, is that the
day-character y t m ha be om known to the 1aya tbrouo-h the medium of the
cognat branche f hiapas, for w fr quently fiud th Tzental-Zotzil x corresponding to the I ,, z.
1 Briuton , ny. th
Z,m ymbol l ok. t him" lik a. wood n hriclrr , th two supports of which are
bown nnd which wa om tim
ov rd with a straw mat." If o, it mu t be sbown in profile, and
th h nttinl'.! mark nbo,· {
LXYI, 16, 17, J9) would se m to 1, without, ig11ifi ation; moreover, in
L'tYI, 1 , th support hnng from abov , which would, on tbi th ory, imply a hanging bridg .
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Dr Brinton says that the Maya, Tzental, and Oakchiq uel word hix or
ix· means "sorcerer," though he does not furnish the evidence. J.\foreover, he adds immediately after that '' it is· probable ix is a variant of
-ilc or igh 'wind, breath, life,"' and makes the connection by referring to
the fact -that blowing was practiced in medicine rites. It would have
been more satisfactory, howe,·er, had he given the evidence on which
he based his assertion that the Maya and Tzental name means "sorcerer." According to Ximenes tlle Cakchiquel name yiz denotes the
"sorcerer;" and it is probable that the signification of ix ~r hix is the
same, as the codices appear to give support to this conclusion.
On Dres. 8a the charaQter shown in plate LXVI, 43, stands in the text
over the figure of a tiger, and evidently refers to it. The close resemblance of this to the ix symbol from Tro. 12c shown in LXVI, 39, is too
manifest to be overlooked. The same symbol is found in Tro. 17c, but
here the prefix is changed to the numeral 4; below is a tiger-like animal
with a feathered tongue protruding from its mouth. I have _taken for
granted, from the indicated action and my interpretation of one of the
accompanying symbols, that this figure wa~ intended to indicate the
sorcerer or diviner. This supposition I admit is not supported by sufficient evidence to demand acceptance. However, it is probable that
Leon de Rosny is justified in rendering LXVI, 43, by elc-balam. This
supposition will be strengthened by any evidence tending to show that
the prefix is properly interpreted by elc.
The symbol for the month Oeh, as given in Dres. 49c, is shown in LXVI,
· 44, and is the same as Landa's figure minus tlie suffix or month determinative. It would seem from the fact that the lower character of this
symbol is the same as the lower portion of the syml>ols for Yax (LXIV, 12)
and Zac (LXVI, 48), that the word Oeh, if the writing is phonetic or ikonomatic, does not give the eutire phonetic equivalent unless the x or c of
the other names is here softened to h. It may be added, however, that
Henderson gives both Oeh a11d Kez as the name of the month and the
Maya name for "deer." In the Zotzil vocabulary ''ciervo" is chig and
"venado" chigh. There is, however, a difficulty in harmonizing this
with the symbol for the month Zip-in which the same character
appears-that I have not been ablP, to explain. Nevertheless, it may
be said, as the lower character appears (from evidence that will not be
introduced at this point) to have z or clz as its chief phonetic element,
that it is possible the name had sometimes elc or lee prefixed. Running
through the lower division of plates 46-50 of the Dresden Codex is a
line consisting of repetitions of the character shown in LXVI, 45. Here
we have again our le', lee, or ek glyph as a prefix. The right portion of the
symbol bears a somewhat close resemblance to some forms of the symbol of the day Laniat (but not to kin, as has been suggested), and is so
interpreted by Brasseur and Leon de Rosny. As elc signifies" star," and
_lemba "resplendent, bright, shining, sparkling," the phonetic value of the
glyph may be "the bright, shining star," alluding to Venus. Accordfog to Henderson, eekil, ekn, or yelcil was used to designate this star,
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zaztal being added to name it as a "morning star." According to the
"Report on the city of Valladolid,m the name given the "morning
star" was noch eke (or eque). It is possible, therefore, that Dr Forstemann is right in supposing that the long numeral series running through
plates 46-50 of this codex relates to the apparent revolution of the
planet Venus.
In Dres. 18c is the compound symbol shown in plate LXVI, 46, followed by 4 7. · In the former we see our ek or lee symbol as the upper
character and the supposed cimi (LXV, 28) glyph as the lower character,
and to the left a prefix. This prefix is precisely that in the symbol for
the month Zac (LXVI, 48), and bas presumably the same value in one
glyph as the other. This will give, as the proper rendering of the symbol LXVI, 46, zeelc-cimU, "the skull of the dead.:' By referring to the
figure below the text, a woman is seen bearing on her back a skull
inclosed in a wrapping of some kin<l, which in Kingsborough, where the
color is retained., appears to be cloth. This certainly agrees with the
rendering of the glyph. The symbol which follows it, shown in LXVI,
47, has one of the elements of LXVI, 27, and, as suggested under ''the
Thirteenth Day," should probably be interpreted. cuchpach, "a carrier or
porter" (or "bear upon the back"). In the corresponding glyph in Txo.
20*d (LXVI, 24) the upper portion, as above stated, refers probab1y to
the hamper or basket-like holder in· which the 1'Jad is carrie<l, and is a
simple ideogram; but here (LXVI, 4:7) the upper character is phonetic,
corresporuling ery closely to the lower part of the symbols for the
months Yax and Za,c. The character which follows-the lower lefthand of the group of four-seen at Lxvr, 49, is the well-known symbol
for woman. As the-women were the burden bearers in Yucatan, the
interpretation appears to be consistent. It is therefore probable that
the prefix to LXVI, 43, is to be interpreted by elc, as Rosny bas suggested.
Seler, alluding to the symbol, asks, "May not the skin of the tiger,
in tead of the animal itself, be here indicated¥" He furtber suggests
that it repre ents the round hairy ear aml the spotted skin of the tiger,
and that the glyph hown at LXVI, 30, represents the entire head of
tbi animal, of which there can be little doubt.
ome of the yml>ol of this day, found in the Fejervary Codex, one
of whi hi. hown in L VIII, 41, appear to favor Seler's idea. 2

THE FIF'IEE.i. 'I'll DAY
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.i.:Tahnatl, quauhlli.
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The Tzental and Quiche-Cakchiqu~l, tziqu,in, signifies'' bird" in general, and the Nahuatl, quauhtU, "eagle." The Maya and Zapotec
names are more difficult to bring into harmony with the others. Dr
Brinton thinks that tbe Zapotec name is derived from na, "to know,
to understand, to be able-through knowledge." This, he says, "exactly
corresponds to the Maya nien, which means to understand, to be able
to do . . . ; hence in this latter tongue, ah-men means the man of
knowledge, the wise one, the master of wisdom." "The bird," he adds,
"was the symbol of wisdom and knowledge."
Dr Seler says it is difficult to determine the Yucatan name. However, from the form of the symbol he concludes it is intended to represent an aged face, by which be connects it with an aged goddess,
Ixchel, the companion ·of Itzamna, and with certain Mexican deities.
In his subsequent paper he says the Zapotec name furnishes linguistic
proof of the above conclusion. '' I had concluded," he says, "that the
Maya hieroglyph repr~sented the image of the old earth mother, the
universally worshipped goddess called Tonantzin, 'our mother,' who is
connected in the Codex Vienensis with the eagle symbol." He then
adds that the Zapot c term naa or iiaa signifies "mother," and thus
finds the connection between the calendar names.
It is pr.o bable we will not be far wrong if we assume that reference to
the bird as used in this connection is not so mu h to it as au animal as
an augury, sign, or portent. The birds iutroduced in t1ie Dresden and
Troano codices, especially those on pages 16, 17, and 18 of the former
and 18* and 19• of the latter, are supposed to have reference to auguries. In the "Vocabulario Castellano Zapoteco," under "Ave," we find
mani-biici, "ave agorera." In the Dresden Codex (17b) one of the
birds introduced as playing this role· is an eagle, or some rapacious
species resembling- an eagle or vulture. .Although Seler believes the
symbol to have been derived. from the aged wrinkled female face, yet
he closes his observations on this day in his first article as follows:
I think the reference to the eagle is very distinctly indicated [referring to a number of glyphs accompanying or indicating an ea,gle-like bir<l]. We can understand
that theso hieroglyphs were annexed as attributes of the deities. But how is it
that figures 687-689 [same as our plate LXVIII, 42] serve as a seat for the Chad Now
Chae [ho refers to the long-nose god] is not really a god of water, but of rain; the
rain-producing storm cloud is his vehicle; the storm bird is his beast of burden on
which he rides.

It follows from this, notwithstanding his supppsi.tion in regard to
the origin of the symbol, that he looks upon it as signifying the eagle,
or bird. However, the explanations given by Drs Brinton aud Seler
of the Maya name fail to make a satisfactory connection between the
names in the different calendars.
Not only do we fiutl birds introduced on the pages of the Troano and
Dresden codices above referred to, apparently for the purpose of indicating augury, but on Dres. 69b we see the long-nose god (probably
Itzamna) sitting on the glyph LXVIII, 42, holding a bird in his arms.
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Also on Dres. 73b, where tho groups are composed of short columns,
each apparently relating to storms, winds, etc, we see in the right-hand
group the bird and men-like glyph associated. ·whether these arc in
fact m,en glyphs is a question not yet determined. I am as yet unable
to interpret satisfactorily any of the compound <·haracters of which
these supposed 1nen glyphs form a, part. If the form shown in LXVI, 28,
the lower portion of which is substantially the same as Landa's first z,
is to be accepted n,s equivalent to LXVI, 55, then it is probable that the
symbol of the <lay does not indicate the phonetic value of the name.
This would lead to the supposition that tbe name men is not the original
one applied to the day, or tllat the symbol bas been changed. I am
inclined to believe one or the other of these suppositions to be correct.
If the i;;ymbol could be identified in the inscriptions, I would adopt the
first supposition until sulJstantial evidence of its erroneousness could
be produced.
I am unable to offer any suggestions as to the origin of tlle symbol.
I do not tliink the suggestion that it is intended to represent an aged
face of woman or man of any force or worthy of serious consideration.
The symbol would be just as complete so far as its signification is concerned without the eye as with it.
THE SIXTEENTH DAY
Maya, cib j Tzental, chabin j Quiche-Cakcbiquel, altmak j Zapotec, guilloo or loo j
Nahuatl, cozcaqnaithtli. In addition to these tl 1e following are also given: Pipil,
tecolotl; Meztitlan, teoll itonal or temetlatl.

The form of this symbol sliown in plate LXVI, uG to 59, and LXVII, 1
to 3, are tl10 e usually found in the codices, the slight difference being
due to tlle greater or le s degree of perfection with which they have
been made. Landa's figure is similar to LXVII, 1. The variants in
LXVII, 4 and 5, are from Dres. 4G aud 49; but the symbols found in the
day columns of Dre . 4U to 50 mu t not be taken as evidence of peculiar
type , a. they are to a large extent da hed off without care, one or two
of a column b ing ufficieutly exa ·t for determination and the rest mere
blot be . I have refi rred to them here and under other days simply
b cau e Dr el r ha " no tic d them; hence had I fail d to allude to
them it miO'lit be tliouO'ht an over ight. Ilowever, I do not tllink any
of th variation. in the day cohum1 of the e five plate should be taken
into on id ration a.' typ s.
Th .....,. ahuatl nam •ozcaquauhtli i the "royal zopilote' ( arcorCl?nphus
zu,pa f ruitl10]00"i 't:). Dr ~ ler aud Brinton aO'r e in th uppo Won
h, th Zapot 11am i deriv d fr m balloo "the raven or crow." Dr
' l r a ilia th
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'l'hc ~{aya and Tze11tal names, however, present a difficulty not so
easily explained. The signification of the form~r is "wax, gum, or copal
gum," an<.l also, according to Henderson, ''root." According to Brinton the Tzental radical cha,b meaus "honey, wa:x:, bee, a late meal." Be
refers, however, to the Oakchiquel, where he finds that ch'ab means
"mud, clay, mire," and suggests that" as red an<l black clays were the
primitive pigments this may connect the Tzental day name with the
Maya." Seler, however, derives the Maya name from ( i or cii, "to taste
good,"" to smell good;" and as ci is also the name of the maguey plant,
and likewise refers to the pulque or intoxicating drink from this plant,
ho concludes that tib must have been formed by the addition of the.
instrumental suffix, and hence refers to that which is used for wine,
''either tlle honey, or, more correctly, the narcotic root."
This conclusion he thinks is strengthened by the fact that the corkscrew figure, which is the chief element of the cib symbol, is fom1d sev- ·
eral times on vases or earth.en vessels (see LXVII, 6). Attention is called
in this connection to the fact that loo in Zapotec signifies "root," which
is also one of the meanings given by Henderson to the Maya cib, which
wou1ll seem to strengthen Dr Seler's conclusion.
The glyph is seldom if ever found in combination with other characters or used otherwise than as a day symbol. This, together with the
fact that it is not found except as a day symbol in the beekeeper's calendar in the Troano Codex, would seem to indicate that there has been
a change in the name of the day since the origin of the symbol; or, on
the other hand, the symbol has been modified from some older form.
Nevertheless, there are some indications that it is phonetic and that
the corkscrew figure has bas its chief element, whether cib be the word
indicated or not.
In the symbol for the day Caban (Lxvn, 9) we see the same corksorew
figure, and observe that b is the chief consonant element of the word.
In the well-known symbol for woman (Lxvr, 49) there appears the same
character, usually double, one at the front of the face, the other on the
back part of the head. I have usually considered this a mere conventiona1 symbol, taken from the fema.Ie head, these corkscrew figures
indicating the rolls of hair. Nevertheless it is possible that it is phonetic, as we see on the cheek the c, ch, or le character heretofore referred
to. As chup, chupal, and chuplal are Ilames for "woman, female, or
girl," the p may replace the b and represent the corkscrew figure. I
am unable, however, to explain the prefix, which should have the b or
p sound, or be a determinative. Possibly it may denote pal, signifying
a young person, though this appears to refer generally to the male sex.
Henderson, however, prefixes x to give it the signification '' daughter,
or girl."
That the symbol on vessels as shown in LXVII, 6, indicates liquid, or
drink of some kind, is more than probable. It may refer to balche
(or baleze), the ceremonial drink, the symbol indicating the phonetic
element b.
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Tlte upper portion of the figure sl10TI""n in LXVII, 7, from Tro. 3*b aud
4*1> (in the space) I wa at first inclined to regard. as a reptile of some
kin<l, but the fact of its presence in the section relating to bees and
bolley, and the corkscrew markings, render it probable that it is beeswax. To this evidence may be added the fact that the symbol o,·er
which it is placed. contains some of the elements of the cib glyph.
'l'Jiere are a 1mmber of places where quite similar markings appear ou
seats and. otller things, but these are distinguished by the added line
of dots, showing it, as will Le seen hereafter, to be in these cases the
cab or caban symbol.
The fact:-; which ltave been meutioned, together with the form of the
symbol, may possibly lead to a, correct understaudiug of its origin.
It seems probable that the corkscrew figure, which is the chief, and
apparently only, essential element, iR taken from the root of a plant
and was the conveutional method of representing that object. As it
appears from Hen<l.erson's Lexicon that "root" was one signification of
cib (probably from cibah, "to follow, succee<l," which also signifies
'' bom, manifested, root," alluding to origin), au<l. also that in Zotzil yib
or yibel is "root" (raiz de arbo], yibel-te), we find the reason why this
was selected as the syrnl>ol to express the ::.ouud C'ib. The fact that in
the Zapotec loo signifies ''root" strengthens this conclusion and indicates that the symbol is not used simply for the sou.n d indicate<l.-tlrnt
is, phonetically or ikonomatically-lmt also with reference to the
ignification.
THE SEVE TEENTH D ... Y
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may, in a strict clas::;;ification, be called ikonofila.tie. However, before
referring to these, it is best to give the interpretations of the names
which have been suggested, as the bearing of our interpretations of
the symbols will then be better understood.
The Mexica1i 11ame ollin or olin is generally interpreted "motion or
movement," with special reference to the earthquake. Dr Seler, howe ,·er, adds '· caoutclrnuc ball." In his first paper, heretofore referred
to, be remarks in regard to the Maya, Tzental, and Quicbe-Oakrhiquel
11ames:· "There is 11ot mud1 to l.>C drawn froin these words." In his
subsequent paper he apparently relies upon tl1e nsual signification of
the Mexican term, and from this and the signification of the Zapotec
xoo, "powerful, strong, violent,'' concludes that the Tzental 11ame may
be consistently rendereLl by "large, powerful," aud the Maya name by
'•tbat which is brought down, which is above," reference being 1u.ade
to ascendiug and descendiug. Dr Brinton derives tLe Maya term from
ccib, "might or strengtb," on the authority of the _Jfotul Diec., and says
that in this sense it corresponds precisely with the Tzental chia (equal
Maya chich, "cosa fuerta y <lura"), the Quiche-Cakchiquel noh, "strong,
great," and the Zapotec xoo, "force, power, or might." Dr Seler, bowe-\·er, condudes that tbe Za1)0tec 11ame is here to be interpreted" earth,"
or to be understood as referring to tbe cartb. He thiuks that the day
symbol is an abbreviated form of, or derived from, LXVI, 4D, which he
takes to be a symbol of tbe goddess Chiribias or Ixchebe1yax, whom
lie. identifies with Zaczuy, "the white maideu." A.swill be observed,
we bave expressed the opinion that this glyph is a, symbol for woman
·in tlie general sense, which conclusion appears to be confirmed by its
conuection with different female figures. There are, however, certain.
pre.fixes and suffixes which may serve to give it a specific application;
for exampl_e, in LXVII, 14, from Dres. 16c, tl1e prefix, according to my
interpretation, contains tbe z sound as its chief phonetic element.' It
is possible that in tliis case a particular persou may be referred to
by tlie prefix, tbe woman symbol being here simply a determinative.
Dr Brinto11, in his explanation of the month name Zip, remarks: "Tllis
was Zuhuy Zip, the virgin Zip, her name being properly Dzip, 'to skin,
to dress slain auimals."' I prefer, however, to interpret the symbol by
"maideu," or "yom1g- woman," the prefix signifyiug zuhuy. Nevertheless, the suffix in some instances, as Lxvn, 15, from Dres. 18b, may
indicate that a sacred or mythological personage is referred to, as it is
added as a suffix in some cases to deity symbols; however, as it is often
fouud i11 other relations, wbere it can have no such significatiou, I am
11ot inclined to give it this interpretation, as the evident female deities
are delloted by quite different glyphs.
The evidence that the Caban symbol is in some sense 11houetic
appears to me to be too stroug to be rejected. In the first place, one
of its chief elements is the cofkscrew figure, which, as shown under the
precediug day, appears to have b as its consonant element, this sound
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being a prominent element of both cib and cabnn. It also has been
sbowu that it is not out of place in the woman glyph, under the supposition that this is also phonetic, as chup or chupal is the Maya name for
woman, and the change from b top is not uncommon. It is found in several places as that out of which plants are growing, as t,xvn, 16, from
Tro. 32b: which appears to represent some leguminous plant supported
by a stake driven into the ground. It is that on which persons are
sitting Indiau fashion, an<l. on which others are lying; again, it is that
out of which a serpent is arising. As "earth," "ground," will furnish
an entirely satisfactory explanation in a11 these cases, there is no apparent reason why it should not be accepted. As cab has "earth" as one
of its leading significations, we not only find therein a connection with
the day name, but also an indication of phonetieism.
In Cort. 30a is the figure shown at LXVII, 17. The animal represented,
notwithstanding the quadruped head, is conceded to be inteuded for
the serpent. The shading around the vessel, a blotch of which is on
the serpent's nose, I take for the clay or paste out of which the vessel
is being formed, or to be formed. In the division immediately below is
a representation of what appears to be some step in the manufacture of
vessels. May this not be correctly interpreted by lcancab, " la terra roja
o amarilla," or "red clay1" Henderson gives ·cancan a-s an equivalent
term of lcanlcan. As I have not seen a copy of the colored edition of
this codex, I can not say whether this interpretation is borne out by
the color of the shading. If this interpretation be correct, the serpent
:figure must be used symbolically or as a true rebus.
In Tro. 9*c an individual is represented lifting what is supposed to
be honey or honeycomb out of a box-shape object on whieh is the
caban symbol. This symbol is presumed to indicate the contents" honey." If this supposition be correct, then, as cab is the Maya name
for ''honey," we have in this coincidence in sound and glyph another
indication of pboneticism. Support is given to this interpretation by
the fact that this is found in what is known as the "bee section," and
that on the upper division of the ame plate the ame figure, with the
caban ymbol upon it, i seen in the bands of an individual who bold
it to a bee.
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the seat or oratorio in which it is 'placed. It. is probably from some-·
thing of comparatively small size, burnt in one piece. The mark of
the earth symbol, to distinguish the substance of which it is made, is
certainly appropriate. In Tro. 6b we see another on which is quite a
different symbol, indicating, as will hereafter be shown, that the material is woo<l.
The compound character inLxvn,21,is found in Tro.9*b and l0*c. It
occurs in the latter twice, the parts, however, reversed in the parallel
groups, while in that of 9*l, one is above the other. These variants do
not necessarily indicate a difference in the signification, as can readily
be ascertained by comparing characters in the numerous parallel
groups. Omitting the prefix, this may be rendered mak-cab, "to eat
honey without chewing (that is, by sucking); to break into a hive- aud
steal the honey." By refernnce to the plates on which the symbols are
fonnd the appropriateness of . this rendering will be apparent., if I
rightly interpret the :figures below the text. There we see the twisted
red symbols denoting the :fire kindled beneath the hives, or beehouses,
by which to drive out or destroy the busy little workers. In one of the
:fires we observe bone symbols, probably denoting a method of giving
to the smoke an unpleasant odor, as rags were formerly used in some
sections of our country for the same purpose.
The characters shown in LXVII, 22 and 23, are from the upper part of
Cort. 22, which is supposed to be the right half of the .so-called "title
page" of the Tro. Codex. These are interpreted by Seier, and probably
correctly, as indicating "above" and "below" (LXVII, 22, the former,
and Lxvrr,23, the latter). By following the line in which these characters
are found, through the two pages, beginning at the left of the plate of
the Tro. Codex, the result appears to be as follows, giving the signification of the characters so far as known: First, the four cardinal pomts
in one direction, then two characters apparently corresponding with
the two we have :figured, one of which is partly obliterated; next the
cardinal points in an opposite direction, after which follow the two
characters shown in LXVII, 22 and 23. As the right half of the first (22)
is the cab or caban symbol, it is presumable that it has here substantially the same phonetic value. It is probable, therefore, that the
whole compound character may be rendered yokcabil (or okcabil), "aboYe
the earth," or as Henderson~ wl10 gives two words of this form, interprets the first, "over, al>ove the earth, above." The second (LXVII, 23)
has also as its chief part the cab symbol, and the upper right-hand portion appears to have .x'rn as its chief phonetic elements. It is possible
tl1at cabni:c "a stair,'' ''downward," given by Henderson, furnishes the
phonetic equiya]eut of the compound character. ·These six directions,
according to Dr J. vV. Fewkes, 1 were noted by the Tusayan Indians in
some of their religious ceremonies. Mr Cushing says the same thing
is true in regard to some of the Zuiii ceremonies.
1G
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Plate LXVII, 24, is a compound character from Dres. 39b, below which
the long-nose deity holds in his hand a peculiar article (Lxvn, 25), '' as
if,'' says Seier," pouring out of a bottle.'' That the prefix has the interior
cross-hatched when complete appears from a number of other places, as,
for example, in the upper division of the same plate. This, as heretofore stated, gives the x or ch sound. It is possible, therefore, that the
symbol, omitting the right portion, should be interpreted xachcab, "abrir
de par eu par," or hechcab, "to open little by little, to develop, discover
it" (Henderson). As the right portion has a character resembling the
JJfulitc symbol as its chief element, and below it the 1-1, glyph, we may
translate it muyal, "cloud." This would give as the meaning of the
entire symbol "open the cloud~'-tbat is, "to pour out the rain.'' As
this is connected with a rain. series, and we see a similat glyph
(though with different prefix) on plate 38b, where the same deity is in
the rpidst of a rain storm and holding in his band a similar object, the
rendering appears to be, at least, appropriate. It is to be further
observed that this combined Caban and Jlf.uluc symbol is found frequently in connection ·with rain storms and cloud symbols.
According to the interpretation given LXVII, 22 and 24, the compound
symbol shown at 26, from Dres. 35b and 34b, should be rendered
Yokcabil muyal, "the cloud above." As we see in both places, in. the
picture under the text, the looped serpent inclosing water, which Dr
Seler considers the "w~ter sack" or cloud, this iuterpretation is appropriate. As further confirmation of the interpretation given LXVII, 22,
attention i~ called to the picture in Tro. 3~*c over which the same symbol is found. Here t,he allusion is doubtless to the basket-like covering
over, or "above," the black deity lyiug on a mat.
THE EIGIITEENTH DAY
Maya, e<lz nab or ezanab; Tzental, chinax ; Qniche-Cakchiquel, tiliax; Zapotec, gopaa;
Nahuatl, tecpatl.

Tb form of the ymbol of tbi day varies but little in the codices,
hown by plat L VII, 2 -31. It i seldom found in this form in combination. If its equivalent i given in these, it i of the form hown
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that the name "is an old or sacred form of the usual zni-nax, 'knife."'
The literal meaning of the Oakchiquel tihax is, according to Ximen_es,
"it bites, scraping" (muerde rasgando). Dr Seler, however, affirms
that Ximenes (with what -authority he knows not) gives ''obsidian" as
the meaning. He thin.ks the word is related to the root teuh, "c?ld"tih-ih, "to be cold"-with which may be compared the words tic, "to
stick in, prick;" tiz, '' to stitch," and tiztic, "pointed.''
·
In regard to the Zapotec name, gopa, gopaa, or opa, the authors named
differ quite widely, Dr Selerderiving it from rogopa, '' cold," and Dr Brinton Suggesting that it is more likely" a variant of guipa, a sharp point
or edge, whence the word for stone knife, giteza-guipa, from guia, stone.~'
The Maya name, however, does not appear to be readily brought in.to
harmony with the others. Dr Seler simply remarks that it may be
related to the root e, '' firm, rigid, hard." Pio Perez offers no explanation. Dr Brinton suggests that it is a figurative expression. for the
sacrificial knife, from nab, something anointed, or blood, and edz, t~
adjust, to poiut, to sharpen ..
There can be no question that the articles in the codices on which the
trembling cross is found consists, in most instances, if not all, of stone.
Hence it is a reasonable conclusion that the primary signification of the
symbol is stone. The Zotzil name for "flint" (pedernal) is zui ton.
I am inclined to believe that the symbol is derived from _a conventional form used for indicating stone or fl.int, probably from the cracks
or :fissures in it.
•
I am not prepared yet to discuss the somewhat similar figures which
assume the form of the St Anthony cross. Various interpretations, as
symbol for "union," ''night sun," etc, have been given. However, as
this form is never used as a day symbol, it has no direct relation to the
present discussion.
THE NINETEENTH DAY
Maya, cauac; Tzental, cahogh; Quiche-Cakchiq uel, caolc, cook; Zapotec, ape, appe,
aape; Nahuatl, quiahuitl.

The various forms of the symbol of this day are shown in plate Lxvn,
37-48-that by Landa at 37; those of the Troan.o and Oortesian codices
at 38-43, and those from the Dresde~ Codex at 45-47. The irregular
form given at 44 is from Tro. 28d, and that at 48 from the Peresianus.
Thi symbol is found quite frequently iu combination with other characters, in some of which its phonetic value can be ascertained with
reasonable certainty. For example, it forms the lower half of the symbol for the month Yax , as seen at Lxrv, 12; also in the symbol for the
month Zac (LXVI, 48). In both these instances its chief phonetic element
appears to be the guttural sound le, or ks. The essential elements are
also found frequently on objects which are undoubtedly of wood and
where no reasonable explanation can be given except that it signifies
''wood" in these places. For example, it is found on what appear to
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be boards carried in the hands of rndividuals, on Tro. 32*b (Lxvn, 49);
and it also is seen on what appear to be wooden boxes or gums from
which the honeycomb is being removed, as Tro. 5*c and 9*a. Dr Seier,
who gives quite a different interpretation of the character from that
presented here, admits that these are boards. It is also fo und on trees,
as Tro.15*a (shown in LXVIII, 1) and 17*a, and Dres. 26c, 27c, and 28c.
It is marked on the walls of houses or canopied seats, as Tro. 6b, 29*c,
and 18*b. Under the last mentioned we obsen·e the ca-b symbol, showing that it is a building placed on the ground and not on a stone foundation. It also appears on the ends of beams, as at Tro. 9a and 22*a.
True, Dr Seler contends that these are stones instead of weight poles,
but I think all trappers will decide against him. Again, it appears on
seats (Tro. 13a and 14*a) and also marked on beads, one of which is
shown in LXVIII, 2. That the symbol is not intended to indicatethedifforent articles on which it is found is evident; hence it must be given to
denote the substance of which these things are formed, which I maintain can only be wood. That the trees and boards must be wood is
admitted; that the walls of many of the houses and of some of the
other buildings of Yucatan were of wood must be admitted; that seats
were often of wood is wen known. The heads with this mark are in all
probability representations of wooden masks. Masks are represented
in the hands of individuals at several places in the codices, as Dres.
42(1)a and in Peresianus. I therefore conclude that in all these ca es
the ymbol i to be interpreted by che, cheil, "wood, tree, timber, stick."
In order to show• the difference between the explanation given here
and that by Dr eler, I copy the latter:
We find, for instance, on the one hand the undoubted application which is connecte<l with the idea of cloud or rain. Thus, in the hinoglyph, figure 80, the accompanying hieroglyph of figure 46, i. <'., the bir<l Moan. So also the one in figure 28
(p. 107) th ac·companying hieroglyph of the nam e Kinchalrnu, which, besides cauac,
contain further the element of fire and that of the hatchet, wh ich may remind us of
the ray [or flash] clartincr from the clou<l. The hieroo-lyph cauac is, however, nse<l
far more commonly in the seuse of "stone" or ''henviness." Thi is most clearly
shown in th a e of tho animal figure pic-tnred iu Cocl. 'fro. !)a and 22.,a, wh ere the
stone laid upon and weighing clown the horizontal heam is represented by the element
canac·. Bnt this e.·planation m11st ll accepte<l al. o, because we find the pyramiclal
foundation of th temple covered with th element cana<'. All(l where, in Cod. Tro.
1f> " a, to th 'hac who i felling a tre1· i oppo eel the d ath god, also felling a tree,
covered h., th· elenwnt :qrne, it is clear that h •re there is sulistitutecl with the <lea th
go<l a rigicl, tone in place of what with tlw C'hac i a sprouting tree. The nnmerons
ca
in whic·h th hi<•roglyph canac sc•rve a a seat or footstool of the gods are, 0J11etimc• c·a ·ily int ·rprc·ted a irrnifying clon<li-;, hnt in the majority of eas<'S it nndonbtdly rppr nts ''. tone•," homologon to thc- hieroglyph caban and the element tun
" tone," it. If ( ficrnre .i) , l,oth of which are found eqn, lly often cknotiJJ<r the -;eat
and oot. tool of th god·. It i ecp1ally vi<lent that in the hiero<rlyph tlrrure i, in
whid1 th n• i i111li1·at cl the he:iri11"' of a lrnr,len 011 the hack, the Iement c·auac i
to h undc•1 tno,l imply: the e.·pre. iou of th w i rbt, the lmrcl 11. In the peculiar
ca
, h ri• w
· th go<l. bolcling, bo, nl pro\'iclecl with th, <·lem nt of the cbarac-tn ca nae, orwh r a boarcl i pla eel lJ for th god , fnrni ·heel with a plait dh:mclle
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(•ndent, ?nth 0~1' h 1111 fr m th appli atiou of t he precious stone in the headdress
tn11, ''IH tlr:i p1 dm pr ·i • ') and on t he other baud, from its use as the base of
t lit' po.;~ ~n wl~d l,1 _l ~m, t he eay
ab demo~, is se~ np during the xma kaba kin (Cod.
1>11• . -·>< ). ..i: O\\, 1 1 rn tha • <' onection of ideas can be established with con:-.i ilera blo
rtaint~ b tw u 1 nd , raiu, and tone, for in that region every rain was
: 1 t llurnl~r t rm.
But• t h , m ti m it will be found comprehensible that a barrier
1,f 11onht wa n•mov1•1l wb n I di c v red in the course of my Zapotec studies that
in Zapot th am
rd w
n d for ' rain " and' stone," namely, quia, quie.

1t
'1l nation have given above, the chief phonetic
h r < ·t r i t h o-uttnral ound k, ks (or x), aud ch. As
il n
t nding to onfirm this conclusion, the following
·fr Il :
.·-v fr m Tro. !.L,*a, and 62, from Dres. 1 (42), have
already b en . pl in l t h fir t a ' ig-nifying lcu,tz or cutz, "the
turkey a n 1 t h
c nd t ac be name of a certain fish found in the
senot .
fir ( 1) th :first or left-hand character is our Oauac
~y mbol au d h th k uud • nd the ~ame symbol forms the right portion in t h econ l (6 ) nd 1 o ha the k ound. In LXVI, 47, from Dres.
18c, th
auac 'mb l form he :fir t or upper portion. The whole
cnmpou n d y mb 1 , above ·hown, may be consisteutly interpreted
cuchpach , J) rt r r , rri r·' literally, "one who bears on the back."
Again w
e th k miud o·iven the character is consistent. The symb ol for t h m nth h a fi und in the Dresden Codex, is shown at Lxvr,
44. In t hi th la t or lower portion is also the Oaitac character, and,
according to the valu a io·ned it, hould have a harder sound than
t he simple a pira . That uch is the case is rendered probable by the
fact t h a t H nder -on o-ive eh and kez both as names of the month and
as Maya word for d r. In tbe Zotzil chigh is the name for "deer."
It is therefore apparent that tlie ymbol has here the guttural sound.
T he glyph in L - n 50and51 (Cort. 21),probablysignify"night" and
"evening' · the fir t (50), akab "night," and the second (51), kankin,
one signification of which according to Henderson, is "evening." The
wing-like appendage is probably a time determinative. These last
interpretation are of course given with some doubt. However, this
may be said in their favor, that wing-like appendages are usually
a ttached to time • ymbols, and that the figures below the text repre~ent
persons, each of whom carries wliat appears to be a wheel, possibly
like those used in keeping time, and the main character of the_ prec~ding symbol in both cases is the 1llanik glyph, having ch as its chief
phonetic element and chackinil signifying ''hours, wheel." Precisely
the same symbol as LXVII, 51,' preceded by the Ma~ik gly~h, and a
wheel in the hand of the person figured below the text, 1s seen m Troano

35d.

.
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The cbniract r shown in LXVII, 52, from Tro. 35c, may possibly be
corre ·tly rend reel by bakah (bctakal), ''to roll round about, to go round
about, alluding to the flight of the vulture figured below the text.
Thi uppo ition appears to be strengtheued by the probable interpretation of the ymbol immediately below _it (LXVII, 53), malaalahah, .
"without repeated buffetings." The character given in LXVIII, 3, from
Tro. 31a, may be interpreted pak, '' to sow seed, to pl~nt," and that
shown in LXVIII, 4, from the second division of the same plate, indicates
the ame word, as the transposition of the parts of a symbol does not
alway indi ate a change of signification. Possibly, however, its equivalent may be capak, "to reseed or sow seed the second time," or kapak,
"to place in a trench or hole." As the persons figured below the text
appear to be planting seed by dibbling them in with a stick, this would
seem to be an appropriate rendering. Dr Seler appears to have entirely
misunderstood these figures, as he thinks they represent the deities
pouring out water. I have in a previous part of this paper given
ome rea ons for believing that these plates refer to the planting and .
cultivation of corn.
The e examples will suffice at this point.
It i difficult to decide as to the origin of the glyph. However, I am
inclined to believe it has grown out of a conventional symbol for wood,
po sibly drawn from the little knots and marks seen on the inside surface of plit wood. This may be wide of the true explanation, but all
the indicatiou I can find point in this direction. As "wood" (lefia) in
Zotzil ( do not kuow what it is in Tzental) is ci-equal to ki or qiwe obtain the guttural sound which appears to be the chief element of
the ymbol. In its use it appears to shade off from the hard to the soft
sound.
Th Zapotec name ape, which, according to Dr Brinton, may properly b translated by ''lightning," or "the lightning flash," is much
like the name for "fire" which prevail throughout Oceanica. · Oommencin with the falay api, we trace it through the Oceanic islands
in u h form ' a api, lap, yap, nap, yaf; to New Zealand kapura; Ton era
and amoan aft and Hawaiian (t,hi.
In th Zap t c word laari-api-n·iza and ri-api-laha, tran lated" relampag , r lampaguear 'we find preci ely the original form of the Oceanic
word for 'fir . '
THE TWE.i: TIETH DAY
Maya, ahaii; Tzental, aghual;

uiche- 'akchiqucl, hunahpn; Zapotec, lao or loo;
ahuatl, xochitl.

The ymbol for this day, except where evidently imperfectly ·d rawn,
i "ubject to but few and light changes, that given by Landa correponding to the form found in the codice .
The usual and correct form is shown in LXVIII, 5-7; slight variations
are een in LXVIII, and 9. Dr Seler figure several other varieties, but

SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT

BUR E AU OF AMERICAN ET HN OLOGY

SHELL BEARING

PL. LXIX

MAYA GLYPHS

T his shel l, on which are engraved seven Maya hieroglyphs, was found 1n B elize and courteously se nt to the Bu reau of Am erican Ethnology
by Sir A lfred Moloney, Governor of Brmsh Honduras. The shell is here figured for the purpose of placing 1t before students of Central
Am eri can paleography
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as these are from plates of the Dresden Codex, where the symbol is in
columns, where they ate evidently hastily made, without any attempt
to have more than one or two in a column complete, they are not given
here. The character represented in LXVIII, 1 O, is from the Tikal inscription, and that in LXVIII, 11, from the Palenque Tablet.
The Maya and Tzen tal names signify "king, lord, sovereign." The
derivation of the word has been explained in various ways. Brasseur
explains it by "the lord of the collar," ah-au, as does Dr Brinton; Stoll
gives "lord of the cultivated lands," from the Ixil, civ1J,an, "to ow.''
Dr Seler, however, is disposed to derive the name from the ma culine
pr~fix a.li and uinic or vinak, "man." His method of reaching thi conclusion is as follows:
For the Tzental word aghual, standing parallel with the ~Iaya ahaii, which doubtless corresponds to the abstract form ahaual of the word ahau, is to be referred
rather to a primitive form avu, a'ku, alm, than to aha1i. In the Tzental Pater o ter
which Pimental gives, we .find the phrase" to us come Thy kingdom (Thy dominion)"
expressed by the words aca taluc te aguajuale. The primitive meaning of aha1i is
certainly "man," "lord," and the two roots of similar significance, ah and 1.·n (see
uinic, vinak, "man") seem to concur in this word.

· He explains the Quiche-Cakchiquel hunahpu, by hun, '' one, and cillptt
"lord of the blowpipe," or "blowpipe shooter." Dr Brinton tran late
it the "One Master of Power." He brings the :Mexican name into
harmony by rendering it" the flower of the day "-that L, the un; and
the Zapotec by rendering it "eye," meaning "the eye of the day -i. e.,
the sun.
When we attempt to bring the symbol of the day into harmony with
the Maya name, we encounter a difficulty which can be overcome only by
following a different line from that suggested by Dr Brinton or Dr eler.
That the character shown. in Lxvnr, 12, is the symbol for the cardinal
point "east," which in Maya is likin, is now generally admitted, and that
the lower portion is the symbol for kin, '' day" or "sun," is also admitted.
We are therefore justified in concluding that the upper portion, which
is the Ahau symbol, stands for Zi, and that Zis its consonant element. If
Landa's second l(shown in Lxvrn,43)is turned part way round it will be
seen that it is a rough attempt to draw the .Ahau symbol. If a careful
study is made of his l's as given in his list, and his example of spelling
le, and of the similar characters in the codices, it will be seen that both
his l characters are derived from the same original. For example, the
character shown in LXV, 60, from Tro. 22*a is precisely the combination
which this author translates le, '' a snare," or "to snare." By referring
to the plate it will be seen that it is followed by the character (LXV, 61)
which we have interpreted kutz, "turkey," and that fa the picture below
the text there is a lassoed turkey. It is apparent, therefore, that both
these forms are used sometimes for words of which l is the chief phonetic
element, and that the parallelogram and two interior dots are the essential elements. The day symbol is of less frequency in combination than
the other form, but it sometimes occurs. It must, however be distin. guished from the closely allied p symbol heretofore alluded to.
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From what bas been shown in regard to the symbol it would seem,
if con ~ider t1 phonetic, that the origi11al day name it was intended to
represent contained las its chief cons011ant element. If ikonomatic,
the name of the thing indicated bad las its chief element.
I think there can be little doubt that the symbol, as bas been sug.
gested by other._ , was taken from the fnll face, the central double liue
representing the nose, the two open dots the eyes, an<l tlie circle below
ow, according to Fuller's Zapotec Vocabulary, the name
tl1e mouth.
for face i , lu, which is the Zapotcc name of tlrn day. As bas been
tated, Dr Brinton thinks the Nahuatl and Zapotec 11ames refer to the
. nu, and he is inclined also to believe that the "ruler'' or ''sovereJgn"
referred to by the names of the Maya dialects is tlie sun.
I tliink we may rest assured that the symbol of this day was derived
from the full face, aml that the word (for face) it was inten<le<l to indicate bad l a its chief phonetic cleml'nt-possibly from lee, "brow,
front, forehead." If derived from the face, its use as a day symbol,
and in numer~us combinations, proves beyon<l question that it is phonetic in the true or in the rebus sense.

.APPENDIX
A LIS1' OF THE DEITIES OF THE D.A. YS

OF THE MONTH IN THE

MAORI CALENDAR (AFTER TAYLO~).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Tane was the parent of the tui, of birds in general, and trees.
Ru, the father of lakes and rivers.
Rupe, of tho pigeon.
1angaroa, of fish.
5. Irawa1·u, of dogs.
6. Nga rangi-hore, of stones.
7. Mauika, of fire.
8. Maui, of the land.
9. Mwnuhanga, of the Totara; also called Tukau moana.
10. Paru1·i, of the Tni [bird].
11. Papa, of tho l{iwi [Apterix Australis].
12. Owa, of the dog; he was also the father of Irawaru.
13. Paltiko, of the Kaka.
14. P.unga Matua, of the shark (tuatini), lizard, and tamuri [the snapper-fish].
15. Tute maona, of the Kahikatoa [a Jllant so named].
16. Hina-moki, of the rat.
17. Tuwairore, of the Kahikatea [a certain tree] and Rimu [a species of pine].
18. Ham·e-awa-awa, of the Weka [a large bird].
19. Rongo, of the Kumara [sweet potato]; also called Rongomatane.
20. Tiki, of man .
. 21. Tute-nga-nahu, of evil.
22. Tahu, of all good.
23. Tawfri-111atea, of the winds.
24. Mokoikuwaru, of lizards.
25. Otunai-mngi, of tho palm tree (nikau) and flax (harakeke).
26. Haumia, of the fern root. ·
27. Toniairangi, of dew.
28. Haupapa, of ice.
29. Hauhunga, of cold.
30. Te-apn hau, father of storm and tempests.

It must be understood that these are not the names of the days, but
of the deities which preside over them, and of the things which they
created or of which they had special care.
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T·us.A y AN SNAKE CEREMONIES
BY JESSE WALTER FEWKES

INTRODUCTORY

OTE

When I began my studies of the Snake dance at Wa1pi, in 1891, it
was said by all the white meu whom I consulted that tlJis weird ceremony was confined to the pueblos of Walpi and Micofiinovi, and there
was no mention in the literature dealing with the subject of it existence in otber villages of Tusayan. During the course of my researches, 1
however, it was discovered that the same or a closely related ceremony
takes place in even years at Oraibi and Cufiopavi, and considerable
material was collected regarding the exhibition in the latter village in
1892. Shortly after the publication of my memoir 2 on the Snake ceremonials of Walpi, attention was called to the existence of a similar l'ite
in Cipaulovi, so that we are now cognizant of its celebration in five
Tusayan villages-Walpi, Micoiiinovi, Cuiiopavi, Cipaulovi, and Oraibi.
As the remaining two pueblos, Sitcomovi and Hano, are now known
not to Lave a Snake dance, we have exact information concerning the
Tnsayau villages where this ceremony is observed.
· The ever-increasing interest in the Snake dance of the Hopi dates
from the deseriptiou by the late Captain J. G. Bourke in 1884. Si11ce ·
the publication of Bourke's valuable book, many articles of more or
less scientific value have appeared, so that this rite bas now come to be
one of the best known of all aboriginal American ceremonials. Most
of these accounts, however, deal with the Walpi presentation, and there
is a wide field of research still uncultivated in the other pueblos.
The Snake dance at Micoiiinovi was first described by Mr Cosmos
Mindeleff'.:1 and although it has been witnessed by many persons since
his article appeared, the ceremony still remains one of the most obscure
of all these presentations.
The first notice of the Snake dance at Oraibi we owe to Mr J. H.
Politzer, of Phamix, Arizona, who published numerous newspaper
1 These studies w ere made in 1896, while the a uthor was connected wHh the Bureau of .American
Ethnology.
2 Journal of A..merican Ethnoloi:ry and .Archreology, Vol. IV.
3 Science, Vol. vu, June 4, 1886.
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accounts of the 1894 presentation, which may be consulted in files of
that date. In 1892 Mr R. H. Baxter observed parts of the Cipaulovi or
Cuiiopavi dances and published a short notice of them in the American
Antiquarian. It can hardly be said, however, that the accounts by
Politzer and Baxter advanced our knowledge of the Snake dance to any
considerable degTee, as the secret ceremonials were wholly neglected
and the public events su-perficially, often inaccurately, described. They
have a value, however. in verifying the statements which bad already
been made after personal observation of the dances in these three
pueblos. Mr Politzer's photographs showed an unexpected fact, that
the numbers of participants in the Oraibi dance were small, a feature
on which I have elsewhere commented.
From reasons which need not be enumerated, the majority of the
descriptions of the Tusayan Snake dance have been limjted to the
exhibition at Walpi, and our knowledge of this variant far exceeds
that of the other pueblos. It is, therefore, but natural that the Walpi
dance should be regarded as the most complicated, and while extended
research tends to support such a conclusion, it does not· necessarily
demonstrate that the ceremony at Walpi is the most primitive, but
rather tends to show the reverse. To obtain what light we can on this
point, as a preliminary to generalizations in regard to the nature and
meaning of the Tusayan Snake dance, it is desirable to investigate the
details of the presentation in the villages where our knowledge is more
fragmentary. The present art{c]e is, therefore, offered as a contribution to a study of the Snake dances of Oraibi, Cipaulovi, and o·uiiopavi,
with generalizations which, it is believed, are warranted by new data
obtained from these observations.
The duration of the Snake dance ceremonial at Walpi, where it is
celebrated in the most elaborated form, may be stated as twenty days,
of which only nine days are marked by acti've ceremonials, secret
· or open. Sixteen days before the Snake dance occurs it is formally
announced, and on the preceding night the chiefs gather, engage in
ceremonial smoking, and commission the town crier to call out the date
on the following sunrise. 1 The next seven days are not days of ceremony, although the Antelope chief fa engaged in preparations. The
eighth day (on which he and others enter the kiva, or "pakit," as it is
ca11ed) is the yiifiya, or assembly, and for nine days the secret ceremonials continue, closing at sunset of the ninth day by a dance in the ·
plaza, when snakes are carried in the mouths of the participants. The
following four days are included in my enumeration, as they are days
of purification, but are conspicuous to public eyes only as the frolics,
called niiitiwa, which I have described elsewhere. If these different
components are rightly embraced by me in the Snake ceremony, we
have, in the twenty days' proceedings, five grou:ps of four days each;
1

The .'·Oraibi Flute Altar," Journ. Amer. Folk-lore, Vol.

VIII,

No. xxxi.
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or, beginning with the last, four days of frolic, four days from the erection of the Snake altar to the Snake dance, four days from the erection
of the Antelope altar to the making of the Snake altar, and eight inactive days, which I am unable to separate by any distinct events.
The nine days of ceremony, beginning with yUnya and ending with
the dance, have a nomenclature suggestive of a division into two grou p8
of four each. The <lay after the assembly is called the "first day"
(ciictala). Then follow the "second day" (liictala), the ''third day''
(paictala), and tlie ''fourth day" (naluctala). The second series then
begins with a second ciictala, or ":first day," closing with the public
dance. 1 On this basis it will be seen that the number four, so constant
in pueblo ritual, is prominent in the number of <lays in the Snake ceremonial. I will call attention also to the fact that the nine days of
ceremonies plus the four days of frolic make the mystic number
thirteen. It may likewise be borne in mind that the period of twenty
days, the theoretical length of the most elaborate Tusayan ceremony,
was also characteristic of other more cultured peoples in Mexico, and
that thirteen ceremonials, each twenty days long, make a year of 260
days, a ceremonial epoch of the Maya and related peoples.
The comparative studies which are here considered deal with portions only of the rites of the nine days. This has been necessary on
account of the poverty of data at my control. There seems abundant
evidence that in the three pueblos considered there is no such complexity of secret rites as at Walpi, and cousequently there are abbreviations. Thus the Antelope altar at Oraibi is not erected on yiinya, as
at Walpi, whHe at Cipaulovi it is made on the second ciictala, or only
four days before the dance. When we know all the details of the
Snake ceremonials in each of the :five Tusayan pueblos, we shall be able
to draw our comparisons much more closely than at present. This
article, therefore, is preliminary, a temporary summary, or a step, it is
hoped, toward a more exact knowledge of the Snake dances in all the
pueblos of Tusayan.
The dates of the nine days on which ceremonials belonging to the
Snake q.ances were observed in 1896, at the three villages, are as follows
(the presence of the author is indicated by an asterisk):
Oraibi
.Y iifiya ...•.•. _...... _ ... _.......... _... ___ . _.
Ci.ictala . ___ .... ___ ... ___ .. ____ .. ____ .. __ ... .
Liictala ______ ·----- .............. ·----· .... .
Paictala ... ___ ... ___ ......... _... . _.... _.. __ .
Nalnctala .......... ·----· .... __________ .... .
Ctictala ....•• . _____ .. _. ___ .. _____________ . _.

August
August
August
August
August
August
August
Auo-ust
Tihiine .. __ ...... ___ .. ___ . ___________ .. _____ . August

~i:~;!~~~~:~. :::::::::::::::::::·~::::::::::
1

Cipaulovi

11
12
13
14
15

August
August
August
August
August
16 Augmt
17* August
18* Augm1t
19* August

Journ . .A.mer. Eth. and .Archreol., Vol. iv, pp. 13, 14, note.

15*
16
17
18
19
20
21 *
22*
23"

Cunopavi
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August
August

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24 *
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The ecret rite at Cipaulovi took place in the two kivas, the oue at
the right a oue enters the pueblo from Micoiiinovi being occupied by
tl1e Antelope priest , tl.tat on the ,restern 8ide being used Ly the Snake
prie t . . The Alltelope kiva was the same as tpat occupied by the
Katcina, chief in the Ni'l1iankatcina, as I have elsewl.tere described. 1
The two kivas u ed at Cunopavi are at the entrance of the pueblo, that
to the left being occupied by the Antelope vriests, the one to the right
by the nake priests. The two Orail>i kivas occupied in the Snake
dance ,vere on the western side, the one to the right as one emerges
from the village being used by the Antelopes, that on the left by the
Snake prie t .
1 Journ .

.A.mer. Eth. and .A.rch:.eol., Vol.

II,

No.

1,

pp. 99-103.

THE CIP.AULOVI S AKE CEREMO Y
GENERA.L REMARKS

It has elsewhere been shown that tbe Snake dance is announced sixteen days before its celebration, after a formal smoke by the chief:- on
the preceding night. The nine <lays of active ceremonials are com po ed
of sernn days of secret observances and two of public exhibitions in
which dances in the plaza occur. One of these takes place on the
eighth day, ai1d has been called the .Antelope; 1 the other, on the ninth,
is known as the Snake dance proper. The nomenclature of these nine
days at Walpi has likewise been given, and the same bolds iu regard
to the days of Snake ceremonials at Oipaulovi, Cnilopavi, and Oraibi.
On August 16, the ciictala,, or first day at Cipaulovi, I vi ited both
.Antelope and Snake kivas of this pueblo, but found no altar there.
This was exceptional, as compared with Walpi, at the very outset, for
in this puel>lo the altar is made on the assembly day (yiiiiya). rrbe
.Antelope chief was prese11t in the kiva., and a bundle of sticks was
noticed at the rear end of the room, leaning against the wall. These
sticks were the crooks which were later set about the altar in a way
which will be described. The chief said the altar would not be made
for four days-a statement which I afterward verified-and he added
that the Snake dance woul<l occur in eight days. While I was talking
with the .Antelope chief, the Snake chief came in, and smoked in a
formal way; and at the close of the smoke the .Antelope chief gave
him three strings with red stained feathers tied at their end8 (known
as naku·akicocis), and a - small white feather. When the Snake chief
received them, l.Je sprinkled a little sacred meal on the bundle of sticks
and returned to his own kiva.
So far as I could judge, this ceremony corresponded to the delivery
of the prayer-sticks (pahos) to Kopeli, the Snake chief, when he went
on the snake bunt which I have elsewhere described at length,2 for the
Snake priests immediately set forth on a snake hunt northward from
the pueblo. For the next four days this simple ceremony of delivery
of the feathered strings to the Snake chief was repeated, and the Snake
priests hunted reptiles in the remaining world-quarters, west, south,
and east, in the prescribed circuit.
1 The "Oraibi Flute .Altar" (see the Bibliography a,t the close of the article).
Strictly speaking,
this dance should be called the C11rn dance; but as the corn-growing element of the Snake ceremonial
is limited to the .Antelope priesthood, I retain the name .Antelope dance for the public exhibition on
the eighth day.
2 Journ . .Amer. Eth. and .Archreol., Vol. rv, pp. 40, 41.
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There wa a small ·natci, made of two sticks tied together, set in the
traw matting of each kiva, as at Walpi, and the snake whips of tile
nake kiva were arranged upright in a row leaning against the rear
wall. Thi row of snake whips was the only feature comparable with an
altar that was constructed in the Snake chamber of Cipaulovi.
A, I wa obliged to spend the following days at Micofiinovi, studying the Flute observance, no further visitR were made to the Oipaulovi
kiva until ugust 21, or the day called komoktotokya, when I saw the
ntelope altar for the first time, it having been made apparently either
tllat morning or the day before. 1 The Antelope chief, Lomatowa, was
ab ent at the time of my visit, and did not return for several hours,
during which I made several visits to the Snake kiva, returning now
and then to see the chief when he came back.
THE ANTELOPE ALTAR

The altar of the Antelope priesthood at Oipaulovi (plate LXXI) was
the simplest yet reported in any Antelope kiva, but in form a11d design
wa clo ely allied to that at Walpi. The sand picture was large, measuring 4 by 3-z feet, that at Wal pi being only about 32 inches square. The
kiva wa relatively so small. or the sand picture so near the middle of
the floor, that one c.ould see it from outside the room by looking through
the hatchway. The border, like that of the vv·alpi altar, was composed
of four band of sand, colored yellow, green, red, and white, respectively,
parated by l>lack lines, as in the Antelope sand picture at Walpi.
Thi border inclosed a rectangular field on which were depicted, in different olored ands, the semicircular rainclouds; four yellow, adjacent
to the bord r; three whole and two halt semicircles of green; four red,
and thr whole and two half semicircles in white. All of these were outJin d with black line . On the remaining part of the inclosed rectangle,
which wa
vered with white sand, there were four zigzag :figures with
tri, n ular h ads, on yellow, one green, one red, and one white, begillnin · at th 1 ft of the and picture a, one approached it from the ladder.
Ea h of h
:figur had a single black mark on the neck repre entiug
a n cl lac and a curv d horn on the left side of the h ad, and wa outlin d in bla k. In th xi t nee of horns on the e zigzag figures they
differ from th
an l pictur at alpi, wber t 1.vo have horns and the
oth r wo quar , th former re pre ·en ting males and the latter females.
The bla k dot. for eye were een in all the e symbol of lightning, but
th mall nahcdkwoci were 11ot put on their necks, and the annnlet and
cylind r were not ob, rvecl on the ide of the bead, a at Walpi. The
row of parallel black line from the Remicircles, repre. entiug falling
rain w r borter and more numerous than on the Walpi altar.
t ea h angle of the and picture there were conical bodies a few
inche high, probably of clay, painted yellow, green, red, and white,
1 ilctala, or "fir t day " of the econcl series. It will thus be seen that with the exception of the
four snak hunts serious rites were abbreviated in the Antelope kiva.
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corresponding with the colors of the cardinal poiuts. 1 At the apices
were small feathers.
There were no stone implements on the outer border of the sand
picture, as at W alpi, but their places on each side were occupied by a
row of clay pedestals, twelve in number on each side, those in each
series being placed close together. 'Each clay pedestal had a straight
stick with cornhusk, feather, and string tied to the end. There were
none of these sticks at the front of the sand picture, and most of them
were not curved at the ends. There we~e no stone fetishes along the
rear of the sand picture, nor stone implements or sticks in pedestals
on that side. The t-iponi was placed back of the extreme right-hand
corner, and was separated by a considerable space from the sand
picture. Back of the rear edge of the picture, at the right of the
median line, there was a small vase and two snake whips standing
upright. The :floor in front of the picture had about fifteen basket
trays, each containing the pahos made by individual Antelope priests,
and in their midst was the-medicine-bowl.
It will be seen that the main points of difference between this altar
and that at W alpi are the absence of stone implements, fetishes, and
sticks on the front and rear of the picture. The situation of the tiponi
is different, and there are minor variations in the heads of the lightning symbols and in the arrangement of the sticks and other accessories. The Antelope chief bewailed that his altar was so poor in witni
(fetishes), and showed me, in addition to what have been mentioned, a
trochid shell and a few rounded stones. I could add to his paraphernalia only a small quartz crystal, which, however, he greatly prized.
The Snake chief at Cipaulovi has no tiponi, and consequently. no
altar. The only objects at the end of the kiva, where the altar would
have been had he possessed a tiponi, was a row of twenty snake whips
leaning against the ledge of the rear wall, behind the sipap·u. There
were two large bags banging from a peg in the rear wall of the kiva,
and on the :floor, at one side, four canteens like those which the women
use to carry water from the spring to the pueblo. These were full of
snakes, and their apertures were stopped with corncobs. The head of
an arrowsnake protruded from one of the bags hanging on the wall.
THE CEREMONIES ON THE D.A.Y CALLED TOTOKY.A. 2

On August 22, which was the day before the Snake dance at Cipaulovi, I visited both the Antelope and the Snake kiva at about 9 oclock
a. m. Both kivas displayed-a bow tied across the ladder, about 6 feet
above the batch. These bows had red-stained horsehair banging to
the strings, and a few large feathers suspended at intervals. On the
roof, about the hatchway, radiating , from the entrance, were six lines
1
The Walpi Lalakon ti altar has four m eal cones in the same posit ion s. .American .Ant hrop ologist,
.April, li!92, p . 116, pl. I , fig. 3.
2
The eighth day of all great ceremonials is called totokya. ;rourn . .Amer . Eth. and .Arch reol. Vol. IV.
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of meal on a layer of valley sand, which had been evenly sprinkled on
the roof of the ,Jriva. When I entered the Antelope kiva, I found
eleven priests as embled there, all engaged in making palws and all
with red feathers in their hair. Traces of meal, which bad been
sprinkled by the priests, were seen on the colored sands of tlie altar;
tbis was probably an evidence that songs had been sung about it the
night before, as I was told had been the case, but was not present.
All the pa hos, with certain exceptions to be noted, were of the length
of the middle finger, and wei;e painted green, with ~·ed points. Each
paho was composed of two RtickR, one' of which, called the female, had
a facet at one end. The~e pahos were tied midway of their lengtb, and
to them were attached two herbs, called lcurnJ;ii and maabe. When I
called the. attention of tbe priests to the fact that at W alpi pamnabi
was used instead of rnaabe, they replied that both were equally efficacious, and had the same intent. In addition to the green pahos, others,
painted black, were .similarly employed. The pipe-lighter, who, while
not the chief, was most communicative, explained the signification of
tbe offerings he made. They were as follows:
1. A black paho.
· 2. A double-stick green paho or ca,kwapaho, with six attached nalcwalcwoci.

3. A green paho with green points.
4 . ..A. green paJw with black points.
5. Five white-feathered nalcwalcwocis.
It will be noted that the green pahos were of the length of the middle
finger, which js very different from the plumed sticks made by the
Antelopes at Walpi on the day before the Snake dance, for on that
day the Walpians make a paho the length of the last two joints of the
same finger. Ou interrogating the priests, I discovered that the Wa.Jpi
ruie was not carried out in Oipaulovi, and that there was no variation
in the length of the paho.
We have seen bow tardy the chief was in making the Antelope altar,
aud consequently it is apparent why the seven pahos of different
leugths could not be made, for the sixteen-song celebration was curtailed hi the number of presentations, and it equivalent performed
only once or twice.
A bout noon there were brought into the kiva stalks of corn and
vines of the bean, cantaloupe, watermelon, and of certain unknown
plants. These were done up with yucca thread in two wads or bundles
and placed on tbe altar, after which the man who tied them together
smoked on them for some time aud then placed the bundles back of
the altar. Tbese bundles were carried in the mouth of the participant
in the Antelope dance, which, in Cipaulovi a at the other pueblos,
occurred at sunset of tpis day (totokya.).
t the clo e of the paho making, at about 1.30 p. m., a young man
wa given a paho, the netted gourd, and an ear of corn. He donned a
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ceremonial blanket, and was commissioned to deposit the paho in a
spring. As no soO:gs were sung, and as he bore an ear of corn and
a single paho, one would naturally have regarded this youth as a novice, but such was not the interpretation given me by the assembly.
When the youth returned, he carried spring water in the netted gourd,
and still held the ear of corn. The chief took these from him and laid
the netted gourd on a little pile of sacred meal near the altar. On the
corn, which he deposited near by, he sprinkled sacred meal. The chief
then took the pipe, lighted by the pipe-lighter, and smoked several
puffs into the water, kneeling on the floor before it. He then handed
the pipe to the young courier, who squatted at his side and smoked
in turn.
While this was going on, another youug man, who had brought into
the kiva a number of willow sticks as thick as a lead pencil and perhaps two feet long, began cutting them into small sections, a1Iowing
them to fall into a basket tray. .After having made these sections, he
moistened them and carried the basket out of the room, placing it on
the roof of the kjva, so that the moisteued twigs might dry in the sun.
Later, several balls of clay, about tlle size of b.t,seballs, were made
and placed iu the same basket. These are the objects called the
''frog's young," which I have described in my accounts of the Snake
a1l(l Flute ceremonials at Walpi. The Antelope chief then took a flag
leaf, moistened it, and made an annulet, rolling the leaf back and
forth, in and out, and when finished he tied to it two small feathers.
In all respects this annulet was like that carried by the Flute girls in
the Flute ceremony or placed ou the heads of the female lightning figures on the sand picture of the .Antelope altar at W alpi. It was painted
black, and one of the netted gourds was placed upon it by the side of
the altar.
By this time, or about 2 oclock, all the .Antelope priests had
finished making their pahos, and laid them down, each depositing his
prayer-sticks in his own basket tray, in front of the altar, as shown in
plate LXXI.
The chief carefully swept the floor of the kiva, gathering up all
shavings, whittlings, an<l. fragments of herbs. This refuse was placed
in a blanket, sprinkled with meal, arnl carried out. Shortly afterward
a priest brought in all the .Antelope rnttles and deposited them in the
corner of the kiva; all these objects are in his keeping, but each priest
brought to the room all his other paraphernalia. ,,.
THE .ANTELOPE DANCE

The Antelope dance at Oipaulovi took place in the larger plaza at 6.20
p. m. on .August 22. .A kisi was ereeted on the southern part of this
open space, about halfway between the central pahoki, or shrine, and
the arcades through which the priests came from their kivas. A plank,
with a hole in it symbolizing the sipapu, was let into the grouud
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immecliate1y b fore the kisi, the entrance to wllich was closed with a
blanket ( ?) or cloth.
Eleven ntelop and thirteen nake priests took part in the Antelope dance, aud at 'ipaulovi, a at Walpi, the whole afternoon was
con urned by them. in their kivas, costuming for the public exhibition.
llortly before the prie ts emerged from their rooms, the Antelope chief
went over to tlte nake kiva, and, without ceremony, asked the Snake
chief if he were ready. Thi was in marked contrast to the formal ·
invitation presented at Walpi, where the Antelope priests sprinkle
pinche of acred meal in the hatchway of the Snake kiva and form a
line before jt,
Shortly after the return of the Antelope chief to bis kiva, the eleven
Antelope priests filed out of their secret room, led by their chief. They
wore practically the Rame costume as the Antelopes of Walpi, which
seems to be prescribed in all the villages.
The chief carried his t·i poni across his left arm, and bore in one hand
the bow with red horsehair attached to the string. Next to him was
a man with the netted gourd, an ear of corn, and a paho. There was a
third, who later took a position midway in the line and carried a weli:filled medicine bowl. Each Antelope wore a ceremonial kilt of white
cotton with embroidered ends, ornamented with raincloud symbols in
red and dark green. Their faces had a line of white from the corners
of the mouth to the ears, and the chin was painted black. They had
zigzag lines of white on the breast, arms, and legs; fox-skins depended
from their waists behind, turtle-shells were fastened back of the knee,
and each was richly ornamented with shell and turquois necklaces.
Every Antelope except the c])ief and the bearer of the medicine bowl
carried two rattles. A few of the participants wore cottonwood leaves
in their armlets.
The proce, sion, headed by their chief, filed four times around the
plaza, the circuit being sinistral, or with the center on the left hand,
but not including the paholci. As the Antelopes passed the shrine they
threw. a pinch of meal toward it, and as they approached the kisi each
man dropped a pinch of sacred meal on the plank, and stamped violently upon it. At the end of the fourth circuit they formed a platoon,
eparated into two sections by the kisi, the chief standing at the
extreme right. They continued shaking their rattles, but not singing,
wbile the Snake priests made their entrance. No kalektaka, with a
whizzer, followed the Antelope priests.
The Snake priest~, headed by their chief, came shortly afterward.
Their chief carried his bow with red horsehair, but had no tiponi or
other officfal insignia. The Snake priests followed him, and the line
made four circuits of the plaza, embracing the whole rectangle in their
course.
they pa sed the shrine they dropped a pinch of meal upon
it and when in front of the cottonwood bower they did the same, stamping violen~ly on the plank in the ground.
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.As 'a rule the Snake priests were appareled similarly to those of
Walpi, but the whole face was painted black, with white under the chin
and 011 the neck. Their cheeks were not smeared with the micaceous
hematite which gives such a hideous appearance to the Walfli performers.
After the thirteen Snake· moo had lined up beforB the eleven Antelopes, who all the time were shaking'their rattles, a low song began, the
.Antelopes being the singers. As the song pr.o_gressed the Snake men
locked arms and stepped backward and forward, -while two meu, an
.Antelope and a Snake, ambled backward and·forward between the lines
of swaying priests. They went to the kisi or cottonwood bower and
returned to the head of the lines several times. The .Antelope priest
then took from the kisi the wad of cornstalks and vines and put it in
his mouth, as the Walpi priests do the snake. The Snake priest accompanied him, placing his left hand on the shoulder of his companion and
acting as the "hugger." In this way the two men pranced , lowly
between the lines of swayi11g priests, who stepped forward and backward one step, the Antelopes singing and shaking thei;r rattles. The
~arrier held the wad in his mouth like a pipe, and after a few cour es
he was relieved by another priest. After this was continued several
times, the wad was returned to the kisi, the asperger sprinkled water,
and the Snake and Antelope priests fi]ed away in turn, each making
circuits of the plaza. No warrior with a whizzer accompanied the procession, and although one of the .Antelopes wore a garland of cottonwood leaves, he did not call out at the kisi the foreign words, '' Tcamahia,
awahia," etc.
THE SNAKE RACE

On the morning of August 23, before daybreak, the Antelope priests
sang their songs and consecrated the trays of pahos before the altar.
I regret to record that I w·as too late to see this ceremony, altl.10ngh · I
reached t}:te kiva before sunrise. There is every probability that the
songs rendered at that time correspond with the sixteen songs, with
dramatic accompaniment, which I have observed at Walpi, but aspahos
were not made in numbers on previous days, it is not probable that a
similar ceremony occurred on the other mornings.
When I arrived at the pueblo from my camp near the spring, the
'' Snake race" was already taking place in the valley between Cipaulovi
and Oufiopavi, and all the Antelope_ priests were seated on the rocky
ledge west of the kiva watching for the return of the racers. The race
was well attended, many young men from Micoi'iinovi and Cipaulovi
contending, and its termination was clearly visible from the inesa top.
It presented no important differences from the Snake race at the other
villages; the winner ran up the trail past the A11telope kiva, and the
prize seemed to be simply the reputation which it gave him as a runner.
Directly after the return of the racers, a number of boys and girls
who had been stauding on the edge of the lower terrace where lies th;
trail along which the racers approached the pueblo, starfed all together
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to run up the bill to the town. They earrie<l cornstalks, melons, and
other objects, and many of them wore small ceremonial kilts and had
their bodies decorated with various pigments. .A.s they approached
the houses men aud women from the spectators ran down to meet them,
and, when possible, seized the objects which the children bore. This
afforded much pleasure and amusement, and closely resembled what
has elsewhere been described in connection with similar races.
Directly after them came a man personating a warrior. He wore a
white kilt and an antelope skin, and at intervals twirled a bullroarer or
whizzer. He, unlike the winner in the race, returned to the kiva accompanied by all the other Antelope priests. They sat in a circle about the
fireplace, smoking and exchanging terms of relationship. .After all bad
smoked, beginuing with the chief and ending with the pipe-lighter, each
man took a pinch of ashes in his hand and remained silent, squatting
on the floor. One of their number sang in a low tone, and as it continued each man turned his hand about his bead several times in a
circular pass, spat on the ashes, which he then cast out of the hatch.
Immediately afterward a bundle of dried roots was passed about, each
priest nibbling a little thereof, after which he spat on his hands and
rubbed them over his chest. This ceremony was purificatory in nature.
Many pahos were still in the basket trays, and when the winning
racer approached, the Antelope chief came out of the kiva and preente<l. one of these to him. At the termination of the race, the warrior1
bearing the crook deposited. the feather, which he wore in bis hair, on
the Antelope altar.
0

THE SNAKE DANCE

The Snake dance at 0ipaulovi, a:,; in all the other Tusayan pueblos,
took place just before sunset; it was well attended by people from
the other village , and included the four Americans in my party. The
dance it elf was almo t identical with that at Walpi, although much
mall r in the number of participants.
Tl.ier were fifteen ntelope and thirteen Snake priests. When the
time arrived for the dance, the chief of the Antelopes, who had been
dre . ing in their kiva, went to ti.le batch of the Snake kiva and asked
the nake chief if he were ready. Immediately after his return, the
ntelope prie~t, filed out of their chamber into the plaza where the
ki i had been erected. Their chief carried his badge of office, or tiponi, .
and he wa followed by a priest holding in both bands a medicine bowl
and a perO"ill, Thi man, however, di<l. not, a, in other Snake dances,
wear a garlan<.l of cottonwood leaves nor did he cry out the mystic
word , 'Tcarna,hia,' etc. which formed such a conspicuous feature in
the Walpi ceremony. There wa likewise no personification of a
warrior (kalektaka) bearing the whizzer or bullroarer.
1

Thi wa the man who stood at one of the goals iu the race.
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The Antelope priests made four circuits of the plaza, in the space to
the southward and eastward of the shrine and lcisi, shaking tbei~
rattles as they marched, and dropping a pinch of sacred meal in the
shrine as they passed it. Each man stamped on the plank before the
kisi, dropping meal as he .did so, and then the whole line formed a platoon facing eastward, where they stood Hhaking their rattles.
Immediately the Snake men followed, making four circuits of the
plaza, their course being much longer than that of the Antelope priests .
.As each priest passed before the lcisi iu these circuits, he stamped on
the plank, after having dropped upon it a pinch of sacred meal. They
then lined up in front of the .Antelope priests, and sang songs similar to
thoi,e. at Walpi. There was no call, however, to the warrior gods by an
asperger. Among other episodes at Cipaulovi, I missed t.hat quivering
movement of the snake whips, elsewhere described.
The line of Snake men next divided into groups of three-each trio
composed of a "carrier," a "hugger," and a '' gatherer." The carrier
knelt down before the kisi, received a snake from a man within, put it
in his mouth, and began the circuit of the plaza. He did not close his
eyes, as do the performers at Walpi, and the hugger simply placed one
band on bis shoulder. The carrier did not touch the snake, as at
Oraibi, after he had placed it in his mouth; and, iustead of throwing
the reptile from him wbeu he bad completed the circuit, be took it out
of his mouth and laid it on the ground at a certain place. The gatherer
picked up the snakP-, not confining bis attention to the carrier whom he
followed, and not first throwing meal to the sun or sprinkling it on the
reptile, as at Oraibi. As the carrier started on his circuit, be tucked
his paho in his belt. The pahos m,ed at Walpi were made by the Snake
priests; those employed at Cipaulovi were made by the Antelope chief
and given to the Snake men.
~'\.s tlle snake carrier left the lcisi, in his circuit, the asperger sprinkled
him with medicine, but no maidens stood near to throw prayer-meal
upon them, as at Walpi. .After all the snakes had been carried in
the mouths of participants in the dance, the Snake chief made a circle.
of sacred meal about 20 feet in diameter in front of the pahoki, and drew
in it six meal radii, corresponding to the six cardinal points. The reptiles were then thrown into this ring, and the asperger sprinkled them
with medicine, after which the maidens and women threw sacred meal
from their basket plaques upon the writhing mass. At a signal the
Snake priests rushed to the reptiles, seized as many as they could, and,
as at Walpi, departed hastily down the mesa trails and distributed
them to the cardinal points. As they left the plaza, a perfect rain of
spittle from the spectators on the surrounding housetops followed t,hem.
The subsequent vomiting and feast differed in no essential particulars
from the same episodes at W alpi.
There were among the spectators numerous prominent Snake men from
vValpi, including Kopeli the Snake chief, Supela his father, aud Saliko
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his mother. The former did not enter the kivas; and the last mentioned,
who came to Cipaulovi tlie uiglit before the <lance, told me she prepared
the'' antidote" for the priests at Cipaulovi, as at Walpi. .in essentials
the public Snake dance in the pueblos last mentioned is similar, and
the dress of the Snake and Antelope men practically identical. It
would seem a if the ceremony were derived from Walpi rather than
from Ouiiopavi.
The Snake dance at Cipaulovi, as will be seen from the foregoi11g
account, is abbreviated in character, small in number of participants,
and curtailed in secret rites. On August 21 (kornoktotokya)., the day
before tbeAutelope dance, the chief went off in search of wood, leaving
hi altar for a loug t_ime, with no one in the kiva for several hours. Such
a proceeding may be more primitive, but i.t never happens at Walpi.
While at Walpi the sand picture and altar of the Antelopes are prepare<l on the first day (yiia1ya J, they are not made until the sixth or
seventh <lay at Oipaulovi, or, more accurately speaking, the third day
before the Snake dance. This jn itself introduces a modification in
ecret ceremonials. The awata natcis, or bows with red horsehair, were
uot hung upon tLe ladders before the eighth day, and were first seen on
the ninth; at Walpi, they were placed there on the fifth day. All
ceremonials with a snake tiponi were obviously omitted, and there are
everal complicated rites at Walpi which probably are absent in the
nake village of other Tu ayau pueblos.

THE OUNOPAVI SNAKE CEREMONY
GENERAL REMARKS

'rhe ritual of this Tusayan village is less known than that of any
other, 1;10t a single Oufiopavi · ceremony ever having been described.
There is, however, evidence that the complete Tusayan ritual is performed at this pueblo, and its age and isolation leads me to suspect
that the modifications are of value from a comparative point of. view.
It is, therefore, with great pleasure that I am able, in this article, to
present the results of the first study of Oui'iopavi ceremonials. Unfortunately, however, I can speak only of the public Snake dance and
describe the Antelope altar, since I have not witnessed any of the ecret
rites pertaining to the ceremony.
The attendance at the Snake dance of Ouiiopavi, in 1896, consisted
of ten white persons and numerous Indians from the other mesas,
in addition to the inhabitants; there were also two Navahos, who had
come from a long distance.
THE ANTELOPE AL'I'AR

The sand mosaic of the Ouflopavi Antelope altar (plate LXXII ) was
bordered by a margin of sand of four colors-yellow, green, red, all(l
white, separated by black lines-and was of rectangular shape, about
the size of the Walpi altar. There were but two rows of semicircular raincloud figures in the inclosure of the margin. The first row, adjacent the
margin, had four members-yellow, green, red, and white, in sequence,
beginning at the right of the row. The second series had five semicircles-yellow, black, yellow, green, and yellow, following the same
sequence as the former. There were four zigzag lightning symbols, colored yellow, green, red, a11d white, each of which had a horn on the right
side of the head. At the angles of each lightning symbol there were
drawn, with black sand, figures of feathers. The zigzag lightning strokes
and the semicircular rain clouds were outlined with black lines, and
parallel lines representing falling rain were short and numerous. As at
Oipaulovi, there were no stone implements around the margin of the sand
picture, but at its four corners there were small cones of clay, each
bearing the color of a cardinal point-yellow, green, red, and white,
respectively. The front and rear margins of the sand picture, like those
of the Oipaulovi altar, were destitute of objects. On each side of the
sand picture there were four clay pedestals, two of which bore straight
287
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sticks and two supported sticks crooked at the extremities. Tl.le tiponi
was placed on a small billock of sand somewhat back of the rear right1.iall(l corner of tbc sand picture. In the rear of the left-lrn,Il(.l corner,
leani11g ag-aiust th~ wall of the kiva, were two rectangular slabs, the
symbolism on whicll was not distinct, re_c alling the so-called Butterfly
virgin slab of the Walpi Antelope altar. Around them were tied
strings with appended nakwakwoci.
At the time I studied the Cuuopavi altar of the Antelopes there
were finger marks on each raiLi cloud of the sand picture, where tbe
cbief bad taken a pinch of each colored sancl to carry to his field, ·t hese
being symbolic of the different colored corn wllich he hoped would
grow there.
THE SNAKE DANCE

The Snake dance at the pueblo of Cufiopavi was performed on August
24, and was the only event of this complicated observance which I witnessed. While, therefore, my observations were limited, they constitute the first ever made by an ethnologist in this interesting aud lit.tle
known pueblo. Seventeen Antelope and eighteen Snake priests participated in the ceremony; each Antelope carried two 1 rattles, one in each
h·and, and there were three small boys among the Antelope priests,
one of wbom could not have been more thau five years of age. The
youngest of the lads was uaked, but painted like his elders, and wlien
he Iiued up with the other Antelopes before tlie lcisi he held his place
without sbrinkiug, even when the venomous rattlesnakes cra"'led near
him, an exhibition of infantile pluck which I lJave never seen excelled.
This is not simply want of fear through ignorance, for again and again
in their songs and talks the priests pray that t!Jey may not be bitten.
Be must have known the power of the s11akes, but the same belief
which controlled his elders gave him courage. The Cufiopavi priests
handled the ra ctlesuakes more foaelessly, if that were possible, than
the participants at any of tl.Je ot!Jer pueblos.
The differences 1Joted between tbe events mid J>arapherna.Jja of tJ1e
Antelope and Snake men at Cufiopavi and the other villages were the
following·: In addition to cottonwood boughs the kisi had cornstalks
in its construction and a circle of sacred meal was made about it.
The costume a11d body painting of the Antelopes were the same as at
Wal pi; there was no warrior with a wl.lizzer or bullroarer, and the
a perger did not call out the invocation to the cardinal points. The
kilt of the Snake prie ts were a a rule without rattles, and the parallel line with which the zigzag figure of the plumed snake were
marked ext n<led aero s the figure. The bandolier wa cylindrical, the
mediciue pellet few or wanting.
I Thi
i an inter sting innovation at Cuiiopavi. At Walpi and Oraibi each priest carries but one
rattl . The. e rattl s are made of buckskin stretched ov-er a pair of circular disks and fastened to a
wood n handle ; they contain small objects for rattles, and are painted white.
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After the entrance of the Snake and Antelope men and their preliminary songs, which resembled· those of Walpi, the -Snake chief went
inside the kisi and passed out the snakes. Before carrying these
reptiles, the Snake priests made the circuit of the plaza in trios, the
carrier, hugger, and gatherer posing in the same way as when they
bear the snakes. This, of course, was subsequent to the four circuits
made in line by the Snake priests when they entered the plaza and
stamped on the plank before the kisi. Tile snake carrier handled the
reptile, as at Walpi, putting it. in his mouth, and did not touch it afterward with his hands, as at Oraibi; his ~yes were open as at Cipaulovi
and Oraibi. The hugger simply placed his hand on the right or left
shoulder of the carrier and stood behind him, not putting his arm
about the carrier's neck, as at W alpi. After all the snakes had been
carried, and while they were in the gatherer's hands, the Snake priests
crowded about the entrance to the kisi, and something occurred which
was not observable to the spectators. The circle of meal was next
made some distance away; the rnptiles were then thrown within it,
and the women sprinkled or threw their plaques full of meal upon the
snakes. The priests then rushed in, seized the reptiles, and darted
away, as elsewhere described. As they left the plaza all of the spectators spat after them, as at Cipaulovi. Then occurred something which
had never before been witnessed in any of the six presentations of the
Snake dance which I have observed. Several of the Snake priests
did not obtain reptiles from the writhing mass in the ring of meal, and
consequently did not rush down the steep mesa trails with those who
did, but they made the circuit of the plaza four times before the kisi,
sprinkled meal on the sipapu and stamped on the plank, after which
they filed off to their kiva. It was not clear to me whether this was
accidental or an unusual modification; but I am inclined to think that
the number of reptiles was so few that these priests could not obtain
any with which to rush down the mesa, and this way of retiring to
their kiva is prescribed.in such a case.
16 ETH--19
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On account of the isolation of the·•pueblo and the per i~t nt way in
which its people have resisted innovations, the presentation of the
snake ritual at Oraibi has long been regarded a the mo t primitive of
all the Hopi ceremouials.
Ju an article 1 on the "Ancient Province of Tusayau," Major Powell
partially described an Oraibi ceremony, but too briefly to be identified.
So far as I know tliis was the first account of Tu ayan kiva rite . A
large oil painting of a Tusayan .ceremony and altar bas long liuno- iu the
pottery court of the ational Museum. This painting, I am informed
by Major Powell, was made under his direction and represents a scene
in a Tusayan kiva. Several priests, apparently engaged in rites about
a medicine bowl, are :figured, and from the arrangement of the maize of
different colors about it I suppose the picture represents the making
of charm liquid. The attitude of the priest in the act of blowing smoke
into the bowl confirms me in this interpretation.
The representation of the reredos is unlike anything which has been
reported from Tusayan. The room has a hatchway, but is unlike any
Oraibi kiva which I have seen.
In 1895 I :figured and described 2 the altar of one of the }?lute societies
at Oraibi.
Mr H. R. Voth, a resident missionary, has recently given
much time to the study of the Oraibi ritual, and has shown me several
sketches of highly characteristic altars, accounts of which he intends
later to publish. We are, therefore, on the way to a more exact knowledge of the ceremonials, religious paraphernalia, and altars of this interesting pueblo which has so long resisted the efforts of ethnologists.
THE AN'l'ELOPE ALTAR

The ntelope priests at Oraibi were not overgenial to strangers
wishing to pry into their secret rites, and the Snake priests positively
refu ·ed to allow me or any white man, except the missionary, Mr Voth,
to enter their kiva. 3 I entered the Antelope kiva uninvited, but my
1 cribner's Magazine, Vol. x1,
o. 2, :rew York, December, 1875.
2The Oraibi Flute Altar ; Journal of American Folk-lore, Vol. YIII, Oct.-Dec., 1895.
3Qne or two white men told me that they ventured into the Snake kiva when the priests were away
and saw nothing there but stone images, probably twins, or the Little War Gods. .As tho Snake
chief at Oraibi bas no ti1,oni, he makes 110 altar, and the stone image was the tutelary god of warriors,
known a~ the Little Gods of \Var, Piiiikoii.hoya and Palunhoya.
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in other respect the two tiponis resembled those of the Walpi altar.
Pahos were placed upright near each t-iponi, and from one of these a
long string, with feathers tied to the extremity, was st~etched across
the sand picture.
·
. .
The medicine bowl back of th~ altar had three T-shape figures pamted
upon it, and behind this vessel there were four pahos placed . upright
""°ith trings drawn over the top of the medicine bowl. .At the extreme
left of the rear of the altar there was an ancient vase with terraced
elevations. Back of all the objects at the rear of the altar there was
a ridge of sand in which was inserted a row of eagle wing feathers.
Between the rows of crooks and the lateral margin of the sand picture
long pahos were laid lengthwise on the floor. .A basket of sacred meal
was placed on the floor near the right-hand effigy of an antelope head.
It win be seen from an examination of the details of the .Antelope
altar of Oraibi and comparison with those of Oipaulovi, Oufiopavi, and
Walpi, that it is the most complicated and has several objects not elsewhere duplicated. Moreover; the arrangement of the objects back of
the altar is such that it would be quite strange, indeed almost impossible, for the Antelope chief to introduce several of the events which
occur in the sixteen-song celebration at Walpi.
THE . ANTELOPE DANCE

The Antelope or Corn dance at Oraibi took place at sunset, as in the
other villages, but it was not so brilliant a spectacle nor was it performed by so many priests as at Walpi. The .Antelope priests, headed
by their chief, marched directly from their kiva to the kisi, and made
four circuits of the plaza, each priest stamping on the depressed plank
a he passed before it.
After they had formed a platoon, the .Antelope chief drew a line of
meal in front of them, and at the extreme end of this line he set his
tiponi upright on tbe ground. .At one side of this badge, also on the
line of meal, the asperger deposited bis medicine bowl. Each Antelope then placed tlie netted gourd and stick which he carried on the·
ground before him, so that all these objects were arranged in a row
before the platoon of Antelope priests.
The nake men came out of tlieir kiva and made four circuits of
the plaza in front of tbe line of .Antelope priests, who shook .their
rattles as the Snakes passed before them. Each Snake priest dropped
a pinch of meal and stamped vigorously on the plank as be passed tbe
kisi, and then took his place in line before the platoon of .Antelope'
prie ts. They were led by their chief, an old man, who, however, had
no badge of office on his arm. The Antelope priests wore feathers in
their hair and a small white feath!3r on the crown of the bead. The
asperg r wa distinguished by a fillet of cottonwood leaves. Their
bodie were painted with zigzag lines in white, but all wore heavy
bell an l turquoi necklace . Each priest, except the asperger, carried a rattle in the right band and a stick and water gourd in the left.
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The chief bore his tiponi over his left arm. All wore white dance kilts
with rain-cloud decorations, and a characteristic sash. Several 1H1,d
bandoliers of yarn over the right shoulder and a hank of wool on the
left knee, but none of the Antelope priests wore moccasins and but few
bad fox-skins dangling from their belts. The position of the chief was
at the extreme right of the line. An old Antelope priest carried an
ear of corn.
1
Each of the Snake priests wore a small red feather in his hair, but
their faces were not painted; all, however, had daubs of white. pigment
on their arms and legs. Several had hastily tied white kilts, similar to
those of the Antelopes, about their loins, and only two had tbe characteristic snake kilts. Each carried bis snake whip in his right hand, a
bag of meal in his left, and most of the performers wore moccasins.
None ha<l necklaces, fox-skins, or bandoliers. The platoon of Snake
men stood some distance from the Antelopes, with a lad on the extreme
right. As the Antelopes sang anfl shook their rattles, the Snake men
bent slightly forward, pointing_their whips toward the ground, then moviug them backward and forward with a waving motion. As the music
continued, the asperger, not leaving bis position by the side of the
Antelope cbief, called out in a low voice the words '' Tcamahia," etc,
several times.
After be had ceased, he went to the opening of the kisi, and took out
one of the bundles of cornstalks, melons, and other vines, put the butt
in his mouth, holdiug tlle other end in both hands before him. A
second priest, putting his left hand on the left shoulder of the a perger, walked beliind the carrier, stroking his back with a snake whip.
In this way the two made several promenades between the platoons of
Snake and Antelope priests; the former singing and shaking their
rattles, all with nrtted gourds and sticks in their left hands. As this
proceeding continued the Snake priests stepped backward and forward
in line, poising themselves first on one leg and then on the other.
At tbe conclusion of this dance the Snake priests filed about the
plaza, making the circuits before the kisi, and returned to their kiva.
The Antelope priests did the same, but went to their own ceremonial
chamber. This closed totokya (August 18), so far as public ceremonies
were concerned.
THE SNAKE RACE

A snake race of Oraibi took place at sunrise of the same day on which
the Snake dance was celebrated, as at Wa.Jpi, Cipaulovi, and Cunopavi.
fHE SN.A.KE DANCE

At a short time before sunset, on August 19, the Antelope priests
filed out of their kiva and made four circuits in front of the kisi, each
stamping on the plank and dropping a pinch of meal as be passed.
They were headed by the chief, who carried his tiponi on his left forearm. The chief in turn :was followed by the asperger, who wore a
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chaplet of cottonwood leaves and carried a medicine· bowl and aspergill
. with both hand . Each Antelope wore a white" breath-feather" iu his
hair, wl1ich buug dowu his ba,ck, but none had a bunch of feathers on
bi h ad. The chin was painted black and there was a white line along
the upper border of the black from ear to ear across the upper lip. All
wore necklaces of shell or turquois and each was adorned with zigzag
lines of white pigment along the body, on each breast, from shoulder
to belt, continued on the back on each side to the waist. There were
al o zigzag.white lines on the arm, and the forearm was painted white.
Each wore a bandolier of woolen yarn over the right shoulder, and
everyone, save the asperger, carried a rattle in the right hand. All
the dancers wore kilts and embroidered sashes, with pendent fox-skins
).)ebind, and all had moccasins. Thus appareled they lined up in a
platoon, the chief at the left, the lcisi midway in the line, shaking
their rattles while awaiting the ·snake priests.
The Snake priests then came from their kiva headed by their chief,
who had no tiponi. Each Snake priest wore a bunch of feathers in his
hair, and curious feathered objects on the back of the head. Their
face were blackened, but there was no white paint on the chin. All
wore shell and turquois necklaces, armlets, and wristlets, and daubs of
white on their foreheads, breasts and backs.
Their kilts were colored red, with zigzag figures of the plumed snake,
bearing tripod-shape and alternate parallel bars as ornaments. Less
than half their number had a fringe of antelope hoofs on the lower edge
of the kilt; all wore fox-skins pendent from their loins, turtle-shell
r8.ttles on the leg, moccasins stained red with sesquioxide of iron; and
red wristlets. Each carriecl a snake whip. After the preliminary
forward aud backward steps, and after shaking their whips in unison
with the ongs of the Antelopes, they divided into groups of three,
called c!Lrrier, hugger, and gatherer.
The nakes are carried at Oraibi in a way peculiar to this pueblo and
differ ntlyfrom tbat adopted in anyotherTusayan viIJage. The posture
of th hugger i likewi e exceptional. When the carrier approaches the
kisi in which tlt nak s are confined, he places his whip in his belt, seizes
the r ptil , put' it ueck in his mouth, with head pointing to his left,
aml gra p. the body of the snake with his two hands, the right above
the left. The carrier does not clo ·e his eyes, and he takes but-one reptile
at a time. In tbi way he ambles about the plaza in a circle, the center
toward hi left. When h ha · completed the circuit, he takes the reptile from. his mouth an l la,y it on the ground, with the head pointing
away from the kisi. Th hugger follows the carrier, placing his left
haud on the left houlcler of the carrier, whose back Le strokes with
the nake whip. He tand: b hind th carrier, an(l not at his side, as
at "\Yalpi. Tbe gatherer llicks up tbe reptiles after they have been
placed on the gronnd. If th_e reptile coils for defensr, be strives to
mak him uucoil by movement· of the whip; otherwise he takes a little
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DIFFBRE CES I~

,CESSORIES

GENERAL REMARKS

The mo t striking differences in such events as were witnessed in the
Snake dance presentations thus far recorded have been noted in the
preceding pages.
one of them are of sufficient importance to indicate
more than local modifications. The strong likenesses which one ceremony bears to the other indicate the same cult and a common origin.
It would, I believe, be a little short of puerile to ascribe the Snake
ceremonials in the different Tusayan pueblos to independent evolutions,
"o close are their similarities in details and so definite are the legends of
their common origin. There is, however, an aspect of the study of Snake
dances among other pueblos which merits more serious attention, to the
intelligent discussion of which exact data on the Tusayan variants may
be of value. From a study of the amount of variation in the same rite
in the e five pueblos, we may obtain a knowledge of the limits of variants
which will be of service in comparative studies.
The following are some of the features in the Snake ceremonies which,
I am told, did not occur at Oraibi 1 and Cipaulovi:
I. The inging of a series of sixteen songs on the first four days.
II. The personification of the bear and puma, and accompanying
rite .
III. Ceremonial mixing of Snake medicine.
th re was no Snake altar at Oraibi, Cipaulovi, or Ounopavi, the
reptile were not thrown across the room, but simply dried on the sand,
as at Sia.
Both at Oraibi and Cipaulovi, pahos of different lengths corresponding to ditl'erent day and distance of shrines were not made, and as this
i a prominent feature in the Walpi variapt, its absence has profoundly
modified the attendant rites at the othe:r; villages, imparting to them
many modifications.
PAHOS

Most of the pahos or prayer-sticks made at Cipaulovi ·on the day
before the Snake dance were of the length of the middle finger, whih
at alpi they are of the length of tbe ultimate joint. One of the compon nt tick ha a flat facet, whereas at Wal pi neither has a face. The
ti k with a facet upon lt i the female; the other, the male.
1~Ir JI. R. 'Voth ha made elaborat studies of the seer t rites of the Oraibi Snake danc , from
beginning to nd. His ob ervations, wh n published, will no doubt throw a :flood of light on the
unknown portions of the ceremonial.
2 6
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Of all the suggestions that have been offered to explain the paho
on comparative grounds, none seem to me more worthy of acceptance
than that it is a sacrifice by symbolic substitute. The folktales of the
Pueblos are not without reference to human sacrifice, and offerings of
corn or meal would be natural among an agricultural people like the Hopi.
Substitutes for human sacrifices to the gods were sometimes made by
tlie-Aztecs in the form of dough images, so that the method by substitution, common in EuropA, was not unknown in Ame~·ica. When occasion
demanded, the Hopi legend says, they sacrificed a child and their chief,
but in these days sacrifice has come to be a symbolic substitute of
products of the :field-corn, flour, or pahos-still retaining, however,
the names "male" and "female," and with a human face painted on one
end of the prayer-stick.
THE KrsI
Each of the four pueblos of 'rusayan where the Snake dance is celebrated has a lcisi or bower made of cottonwood bough , near whi ·h the
Snake dance is celebrated, and in which the reptiles are confined before
they are carried about the plaza. The e kis-is are all very imilar in
their construction, the only difference which I have detected being the
use of cornstalks 1 and reeds with the cottonwood boughs ill the Oraibi
celebration . . AU were closed in front by a wagon- heet or cloth.
The kisi at Oraibi is placed in the open space we t of the town, that
of Cipaulovi in the main plaza, and that of Oufiopavi in the plaza
between the westernmost and inner row of houses. The vicinity of the
kisi to a shrine is peculiar to Cipaulovi.
SNAKE WHIPS

The snake whips of the lVIi<ldle Mesa pueblos are made of two sticks
instead of one, as at Walpi, and in some instances have attached packets of cornhusk, presumably containing prayer-meal, which are absent
on the Wa1pi snake whips. These may thus be regarded as true pahos
or prayer-sticks. The neat little fringed bags of buckskin, in which
the Snake priests of Waipi carry their sacred meal, I did not see at
Oipaulovi or Oraibi, where the meal bags were large and coarse.
SNAKE KILTS

The snake kilts vary in no important detail in the different villages,
except that they are sometimes made of deer or antelope skin, sometimes of cloth, but are always stained red. The zigzag figure in the
middle of the kilt is decorated with crossbars alternating with tripod
figures, or simple parallel lines. The kilts of the Middle Mesa and
Oraibi generally have these bars extending across the figure of the
1 In the Sia variant cornstalks are said to be used in the construction of the "grotto," which Mrs
Stevenson describes as "a conical structure of cornstalks bearing ripe fruit." This "grotto" I
regard as the Sia equivalent of the Tusayan kui.
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· snake. The lower fringe may be of tin cones or antelope hoofs, or they
may be destitute of all appendages, according to the pueblo. Tin cones
are miiversal at Walpi.
The feathers on the heads of the Snake priests vary in the different
pueblos, especially those hanging downward on the hair behind. Tlie
antelope kilts are similar, and the sashes, fox-skins, and belts identical.
The other striking differences have been mentioned in the account of
the dance in each pueblo.
The absence at Cipaulovi, Cuiiopavi, and Oraibi of the personification of the lcalelctaka,, or warrior, who carries the bow and arrow, and
who twirls the wbizzer, is noteworthy. At Walpi this personage
appears in the rear of the line of Antelopes as they enter the plaza,
then stands at the extreme left of the platoon, and is the laBt to leave
the lcisi at the close of the dance. He uses the whizzer at critical times
in the ceremony, and bas appeared in the three Walpi Snake dances
which I have witnessed. He was not, however, seen in any of the villages where this ceremony was celebrated in 1896.
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THEORETIC DEDUCTIONS
When we attempt to analyze the Tusayan 'ritual, we are letl to suspect
that tlie similarities -in the great ceremonials are in part results of com position. Tb~ Tusayan people Lave been made up of increments,
which have gradually assimilated, as history and legends describe.
Each of these additiom; brought its own ceremonials, some of which
were still practiced, and have been t,r ansmitted to descendants, surviving to the present day. The ritual has thus come to be one of composition, not of replacement.
Christianity had a like reception when it came among the pueblos.
It was engrafted on the Pagan system,. and so lo~g as it was not
thought to be aggressive it was welcomed; but so soou as the new cult
sought to replace existing rites, it encountered resistance. EacL
priesthood held that its rites were efficacious, and those of associate
societies were likewise good; but when any one of these priesthoods
declared those of another bad, a position which to their minds was
illogical, since the priests of one fraternity do not know the secret rites
of another, an unusual condition arose. .A.s history shows, there was
no objection to Christianity at its advent, and it took its place with
numerous Tusayan cults, in their system; but the attempt to overthrow the latter led to the hostilities which culminated in 1700.
The several components which formed tbe Tusayan people practiced
ceremonials similar in general character, but different in details. .A.s
they became united, each retained certain o_f its ceremonials, which
have been transmitted to our time. The similarities we detect show
how close these components were.
The comparative studies of the Snake presentation which I have
made in the three pueblos that celebrate this drama in the even years
have led me to the conclusion that in my previous publications sufficjent emphasis has not been placed on the corn worship which runs
through it. The recognition of this element I owe more especially to
studies of the Flute ceremonials, which, as I have insisted, are in many
respects akin to the Snake dances .
. A.s will be seen by a stndy of the altars of the Antelope priests,
they are destitute of any idol, so that no clew can be obtained from
that source in regard to the deity addressed. There are in each, however, figures of rain clouds, which prove, so far as they go, the correctness of the belief that rain worship is at least one of the most prominent
features. The fetish of the . VVar god in the Snake kiva of Oraibi is
299
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evi,lently a , p cial featur a a gnardian of warriors, a~a of small signifi ·an e in a, broad <lis ns~ion of the meaning of the Snake dance.
Lookincr over the participant in the secret ceremonials of the Antelope kiva f alpi, there are but two celebrants whom w~ can identify
a, per 'Onator . The Antelope priests, save possibly their chief, are
imply celebrants, but the boy aud girl who stand in the corners of the
kiva mu t be om thing more; they represent some personage, and
con eqnently I have reflected on their identity. The names given me ,
for thei-;c two children are the Snake-youth and the Snake-maid. These
name are, I believe, imply cultus-hero names applied to them because
of the o ·ietie ' which celebrate the rites. Who the Snake-boy really
i I a m not yet prepared to say, but I.think the Snake-maid is simply a
per onation of the Corn-maid, and these are my reasons for that belief:
A supernatural bei11g or mythological conception may be represented
by llopi priests in several ways. There are three methods which occur
to me-(1) a symbolic picture, (2) an image, and (3) a personification by
a man, woman, or child. Designs on the reredos of altars, saod mosaics,
altar slabs, and tlle like, are examples of the first. The rain clouds on
the Antelope and picture, the painted sun disks in the Paliiliikonti
creen drama, are ·ymbolic of the supernaturals which they represent.
Images likewise repre ent certain gods; but they are 11ot the gods, only
symbols iu graven forms, as figures are symbolic pictures. The third
and highe t form are personifications by men, women, or children.
When nece sity compels, or for practical rea ons, these personifications
are imply represented by symbols, effigies, or idols. Instead of a man_
repre enting the sun, we have a. painted disk. This is carried out in
different presentation of the same ceremony accordingly as it is elaborated or abbreviated. Thus, in one presentation of the Jlfanizr{tuti a
woman was dressed like a certaiu goddess, but in another this personification wa, replaced by a picture of thi supernatural 011 a l.>0ard;
both bad tbe ame name, both the same intent. Practical rea.sons led
to a per onification in one and a ymbolic picture in the other presentation of the ceremolly.
earin°· tbi thou 0 ·ht in mind, let us return to a study of tbe Snakemaiden. When we ·ompare her with other per oni:ficat10ns in the
Tu ayan ritual we find be i clothed in preci "ely the same manner,
wears the same ymbols, and in every way i identical with the girl in
the Flute ceremony; be i , in fact, the amc per onage. Our tudies,
therefore, naturally 1 ad u to a k who th girl of the Flute ceremony
r present.
e ha e more to guide u in tbi earch.
The girl in the Flut are all d the Lenya-mana , or Flute-maids, a
nam appli d al o to rtain :figurines on the Flute altar . Thi ' name
i Iikewi ea acerdotal totem name of ·ul u lleroe or tutelary deities
of a Flute soci ty.
Tb imag , of the Flut -maid on the altar repre ent the Corn or
Germ maid . Of that tllere i proof be au 'e tliey are sometimes
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called by that name and they have figures of corn painted on their
bodies. Images of the same, highly elaborated into dolls, ai·e known by
tbe secular name, Calako (Corn) maids. These dolls have characteristic symbols on the cheeks, the same rain-cloud ornaments on the head,
a figure of au ear of corn on the forehead, eyes of different color,
and painted chins. A Calako-manci is the same as the effigy of the Flutemaid on the Flute altars, only with another name. In the Lalcikonti
sbe is called the Lakone-maid, and in the 111amzrduti the lllmnzrdumaid, indicative of the society on whose altars they stand, just as the
Lenyci-maid in the Lenyci or Flute society. All are special names of
the same personage, the Corn-maid, JJfiiiyinwu, the Mother of Germs.
In the secret ceremonials of the Flute it is not practicable to have
a personification of the Corn-maid standing for nine days and nights
near the altar, and she is therefore represented by an effigy, which is
the image spoken of. But it is not desirable that the uninitiated
sbouhl see this image, consequeutly it is not brought out 011 the plaza
iu public eeremoniah;. For this reason, at that time the girls personify
tlrn Corn-m~ids . . Hence the two maids-in the Flute ceremonials _represent the same supernaturals as the images. They are the Coru-maids
of legeuds, the Germ-girls, the Mothers of Germs, 1lfiiiyinwu. If the
Lenya-manas are the Corn-maids, then Tciia-mana, the Snake virgin,
Lakone-niana, tht~ Lakone virgin, and Mamzrau-nianci are tlle same. The
girl in the Antelope <1ramatization is therefore a Corn-goddess.
Let us see if the theory that the Tciia-mana and the Lenya-manci are
Corn-goddesses is supported on other grounds.
The Snake-maid in the dramatization 1 bolds a bowl, stalk~ of corn,'
and bean vines; the Flute girls carry flat wooden slats, called corn
pahos, on which com is depicted. The chins of both are blackened,
like the image of the Lalcone-mana, Corn-mai<l. The entrance of the
Flute girls intu the town on the ninth day of the Flute ceremony corre. sponds, according to legends, with the entrance of the Corn-maids.
The Snake-maids whom Tiyo is reported tu have brought from the
underworld, personified by the Tciia-mana iu the Antelope rites, wore
clouds on her head, as do the images of the Flute maids and the girls
who personate the Lolcone-m,ana in tbe public dance. She brought all
kiuds of corn; so likewise the various others with whom she is identical.
The so-called Snake-maid is, therefore, simply one of the Corn-maids,
and the dramatization 2 in the Autelope kiva at vValpi is connected
with her worship.
Iu aucieut ceremonies we may coujecture that the gods'were personified in the kivas by men or women dressed in an appropriate way and
bearing prescribed symbols. In couri:;e of time, however, for practical
or other reasons, images or symbolic pictures were substituted for
1 J ourn, .A.mer. Eth. and .A.rchreol., Vol. IV, pp. 69, 76. Th e corns talks and bean -vines are carried in the
bowl cai.led the patne, q. v.
2 Journ . .A.mer. Eth. and .A.rchreol. , Vol. IV, pp. 76-81.
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persouifrcations. The secret ceremouials of the Autelopes are still in
that archaic condition, and the Com-maid is still represented at Wal pi l>y
a girl of" the pueblo. In the Flute rites~ however, the Germ-mai<l.s or
Coru-maids are represented in the secret ceremonials by effigies on the
altar, and in the public part of the dance by persoqs-maidens of certain prescribed claus.
In the Lalakonti we have the same images of Corn-maids as on the
Flute altars, and personifications of the same by girls in the public dance.
In the llfamzrauti the conditions are the same as in the Lalalcont-i.
Were it desirable to extend our comparisons beyond the boundaries
of Tusayan to Cibola, we should there find the personifications taken
by maids repre1Senting the Corn-maids in the Klahewey 3:nd Hamponey,
as I have elsewhere 1 described.
By a similar course of reasoning by which we have determined the
identity of Tcua-mana, (Snake virgin),Lenya-mana (Flutevirgin),Lalconemanci (Lalwne-virgin ), and JJ1arnzrail-manci ( Manizrau-virgin ), the associate male or boy, called Tciia-tiyo, Lenya,-tiyo, Lalcone-t-iyo, and ]11amzrai'itiyo would also appear to be society names of the same personage. In
the Walpi Bnake-Antelope ceremony he carries a reptile; in the l\Iicoilinovi Flute altar bis effigy bears a flute; in tLe Walpi Lalalconti he is
Ootolcinunwu, a Sky god. The only intimation of his identity would
seem to ·be suggested by the last mentioned. He is the renowned
cultus hero appearing in different guises in these four ceremonials.
In one of the variants of the Snake legend, however, lie is called
White-corn, an attributal name, no doubt, which varies in the different
ceremonials or religious fraternities.
Two variants of the legend of the Snake society have been published
which apparently differ very greatly, but which in essentials are similar,
although neither of these pretends to be accurate in details. In the
variant :first referred to,2 one of seven brothers, named from different
colored corn, sought and found a maiden in a cave inhabited by Snake
people, un<ler guidance of a snake. These maidens were da~cing, and
the great snake chief "took hold of a cloudy substance," and began
pulling, when a girl, "Bright-eyes," emerged, an<l. was given to him as .
a wife. Under her direction, "White-corn," the youth, sought his
home, and his bride was kuown as Tciiawiiqti. When they joined his
kindred, it was ''noticed" (recognized) that in times of drought ber
prayers for rain were efficacious. The people desired her to erect the
rain-cloud altar of her native home, to which she replied, "Not until a
child is born." She later conceived (in a tempest), and the people were
glad, becau e they hoped for a rain chief. White-corn and his wife
r etired to a di.-tant me a, and after seven days returned with her
off pring, , even reptile . The people sought in their disappointment to
1

.Jonrn. Amrr. Eth. an,l rcha•ol., Y ol. r. p p. 46-55.
Le1l'('111l of the Snake orcln of th e Ilopi a~ to i(l by out~i,l er s . .Journ. Am E>rican F olk-lore, Vol. r,
18 . Snaki· cer monials at '\\' <1lpi; J ou n1. .Amc•r. Et h. a nd .A r cb a>ol. , Vol. rv, 1 94.
2
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kill the brood, but an old man took them with the mother and father to
his house. Something of unknown character happened in that house,
and the Snake-woman, her offspring, and the old man vanished. The
old man came back alone; the Snake-woman never returned. There are
many details which I have omitted, but the essentials to which I would
call attention are that a young man, after many adventures, found in a
cave inhabited by Snake people a maid, whom he brought to the home
of his own kin. She gave birth to reptiles and disappeared: The
name of the young man was White-corn; the Snake-maid was associated
with rain clouds.
The incidents of the second variant are more detailed. I need not
mention them, but will restrict my account to the main outline.
A youth, under·guidance of Spider-woman, visited the underworld and
bad many adventures with several mythic beings. He entered a room
where people were clothed in snake skins, and was initiated into mysterfous ceremonials, in which he learned prayers which bring corn and
rain. He received two maids, associated with clouds, who knew the
songs and prayers efficacious to bring rains. He carried them to the
upper world to his own people. One, the Snake-woman, he married;
the other became the bride of the Flµte-youth. His wife gave birth to
.reptiles. He left them and their mother, and migrated to another
country. 1
When we examine the legend of this youth, Tiyo, and his ad ventures in
search of the two maids, we see still other evidences of the germ-worship
or corn-worship referred to above. In the Snake kiva of the other world
tlie chief told him, "Here we have abundance of rain and corn; in your
land there is but little; so thus shall you use the nahu [charm liquid to
bring them]; fasten these prayers in your breast; and these are the
songs you shall sing, and these the pahos you shall make (for that purpose); and when you display the white fzigzag lines of kaolin] and the
black on your bodies, the clouds will come." When the chief gave
Tiyo portions of the different colored sands from the altar, he said,
"These are the colors of the corn Tiyo's prayers will bring"-that is,
symbols of corn. Re gave the two corn-rain maids 2 into Tiyo's keeping-one for himself and one for his younger brother (presumably the
Flute chief).
I believe, however, we should not seek to identity too minutely the
details of myths or legends in ceremonial proceedings, for undoubtedly
the Hopi variants are more or less distorted, changed, and otherwise
modified in recital, translation, and transmittal.
The main points are, however, comparable; a cultus hero sought a
mythic land blessed with abundance, and brought from that favored
place the com-rain maids, whose worship was powerful in bringing
food and rain.
1

.Journ. Amer. Eth. and Arch reol., Vol. rv, pp.106- 119.
These maids were euvelopecl by white fleecy clouds ; the effigies of the Corn-maids ha Ye s Ymbols
of clouds on their heads.
·
2
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Stripped of poetic embellishment, the legend has a practical inter- ·
pretation. The two necessities, corn and rain, failed the ancient Hopi
at some early epoch iu their history, so that . they were in danger of
starvation, when one of their number, furnished with prayer offerings
as sacrifices, sought other people who knew prayers, songs, and rites to
bring the desired gifts. In order to learn these charms, he was initiated
into their priesthood by this foreign people, and to make that adoption
complete, married one of their maids, and, to save his brethren, he
brought his bride and offspring to live with bis own people. Her
children were like those of her family (the Snake clan) and unlike
his; and hence trouble arose between them. The mother returned to
her own land and the father also sought a new home. Their children
inherited the prayers and songs ·which bring corn arid rain, and they
wer~ ancestors of the present Snake people. 1
So it is, I believe, that every year, when the proper time comes, the
men of the Snake family who have been initiated into the Snake
fraternity, and the descendants to whom these prayers, songs, and.
fetishes were· tran_smitted, assemble, and in order that their work may
resemble the ancestral, aud thus be more efficacious, they gather the
reptiles from the fields, dance with them as of old, persona.ting their'
"mother? the Corn and Mist maids, in the kiva dramatization, and at
the close of the dance say their prayers in hearing of the reptiles that
they may repeat them to higher deities. In other words, they strive to
imitate the conditions, so far as possible, which tradition ascribes to
that favored place of the Snake people, where corn is. plen.tiful and
rain abundant. The worship of a Great Snake plays no part, but the
dance is simply the -revival of the worship of the . Snake people as
legends declare it to have · been practiced when Tiyo was initiated
into its mysteries ih the world which he visited.
In the same way we may explain the Flute observance as a ceremouy
for the fructification of corn and production of rain. The Flute-youth
also obtained as his bride a Corn-mist maid. Her children were not
serpents, but ancestral members of the Flute clans, and when the
descendants celebrate their dance, representatives of her people take
part.
The nucleus of the Hopi confederacy is said to have been formed by
a consolidation uf these two phratries, the Snakes and the Flutes, who
are reputed to be of the same blood, since their mothers were of the
same people. But the mother of the Snake people, Tciiawuqti, in olden
time gave birth to reptiles, the elder brothers of Snake men. Striving
to reproduce t he ancestral ceremonials, representatives of the legendary
p articipants are introduced, and these · are the reptiles ·which are
1 :Xot'li ithstancling stron g claims ar e made t o the con trary for other societies, I t hink t h er e is e vidence of an intimat relationsh ip between t h e Snake pr:iesthood a ucl th e SnakA ph ratry, as I l1 ave already
1 ewbere sliown. This concl usion is likew ise supp orted by H odge's study of t h e K eresan and
Tanoan clans. Tb re are, of course, many p riests in the Snak e fraternit y at Walp i from ot h er
phratrie , but the majori ty, including the chief, are from the nake p eople.
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gathered into the kivas. They are washed, 1 because everyone who
takes part in a ceremouy must first bathe as a purification.
While this theory of the Snake dance is plausible, it offers no explanation of why the reptiles are carried in the mouths of the priests. It
can readily be seen that it presupposes that they dance in the plaza
with the priests, but why are they not simply carried in the hands!
For this I confess I ham no adequate explanation, but the fact that
they are carried in the hands as well as in the mouths at Oraibi is suggestive, especially if the Oraibi celebration is the most primitive. If
we suppose that the Oraibi method is intermediate in development
between that of Walpi and the ancestral, we may suppose that formerly
the participants danced with the snakes in their hands. Some daring
. priest, for a sensation, still holding the reptile in this way, put its neck
in bis mouth, possibly to prevent its coiling and hiding its size. .That
method was startling and was adopted by all, a condition which persists at Oraibi. A further evolution of the custom would be the
removal of the hands, when the reptile would be carried wholly in the
mouth, as at Walpi, Cipaulovi, and Cufiopavi. 2
We have kn.o wledge of pueblo peoples where the custom of carrying
reptiles in the hands still persists, or survived to within a few yeal's,
but that does not prove that Tusayan derived its dance from that
source. The participants in the Keresau Snake dances probably did
not carry the reptiles in their mouths. In Espejo's reference to the
Acoma variant, in 1583, no mention is made of this startling method
of handling reptiles, and it would hardly have escaped mention had it
been noticed, as it must have been had it existed. Mrs Stevenson; in
her valuable account of the Snake dance of Sia, does not mention the
custom of putting the snake in the mouth, but speaks of the Sia
priests as carrying them in their hands. The Hopi claim that ·the
Keresan priests never put the reptiles in their mouths. ~bus the
evidence, such as it is, seems to point to the conclusion that the habit
was locally developed in Tusayan.
The public exhibition, called the Antelope dance, on the afternoon of
the eighth day, is evidently connected with corn celebrations, for at
that time a wad of cornstalks and melon vines, instead of the reptiles,
is carried in the mouths of the priests, as on the following day.
The episode in the Snake kiva at Walpi, when the bear and puma
personators carried cornstalks in their mouths and moved them before
the faces of men, women, and children spectators, has probably the
same significance. 3 The pinches of different colored sand which were
taken from the sand picture of the Antelopes before it was di~mantled
were carried to the cornfields, as symbolic of the different colored corn
they hoped their prayers would bring conformably to the legend of its
efficacy in that direction.
1

J ourn. Amer. Eth. and Arcbreol., Vol. IV, pp. 81-86.
same method appears to have existed elsewhere. American Anthropologist, Vol. VI, No. 3, 1893.
Amer. Eth. and Archoool., Vol. xv, pp. 62, 63.
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· root of tciibio, antelope. 1 A study of the Oraibi altar effectually
silences aII doubt on that score, for the effigies of antelopes' heads
form part of its paraphernalia. I have no satisfactory explanation of
tlie connection of the two priesthoods, but offer this suggestion: The
· Ala or Horn people, now identified with the Flute, originally lived
with the Snake people, possibly as two phr~tries. When they separated, in an ancestral home, a majority wandered off with the Flute
people, but a few remained with the Snakes. The predomiuating clans
gave their names to the two groups, but although a number of the
Ala people remained with the Snakes, it was not large. These Ala
or Horn people were Antelopes, and their sacerdotal descendants are
the Antelope priests; but the clans were small and became extinct, and
the chiefs came from the predominating Snake family. The old name
of Antelope remained, and their symbol in effigy persists on the Oraibi
altar, but the clan was lost for a time.
Among the Flute branch the Ala people were vigorous, and retained
both blood and name, so that when Snake and Flute people came
together again, in Tusayan, they recognized each other -as kin. At
that time, indeed, the Horn family existed in W alpi in .Alos~ka, and
he was naturally sent to spy out the character of the Flute men when
they came. This personage is still represented in the Flute dance at
that pueblo, as I -have elsewhere described. 2
Summing up the foregoing speculations, I am led to state the following probabilities which may be used as suggestions in future attempts
to divine the meaning of the Snake dance. That the ceremony is a
rain-making observance can not be doubted, and the nature of many
·acts shows that it is likewise tinged with sun worship. To these must
now be added corn or seed germination, growth and maturity, implied
in the somewhat misleading name" Corn-dance," a dominating influence
in every great rite of Tusayan. I am inclined to believe that the Snake
dance has two main purposes, the making of rain and the growth of
corn, and renewed research confirms my belief, elsewhere expressed,
that ophiolatry has little or nothing to do with it. If there is any
worship of the snake, it is of such a nature that it may be more correctly designated ancestor worship. Nor does it appear to me that the
sn~ke, as here used, is wholly a symbol of .water, as the frog, tadpole,
or dragonfly. The reptile is introduced as a totemic personation by the
society of the Snake phratry to reproduce ancestral conditions in which
the - ceremony was. _performed as the legend indicates. The same
thought is e~pressed in a similar way in widely different Tusayan ceremonies. Take any one of the katcinas, for instance; they do not introduce the totemic ·animal, to be sure, in the Katcina dance, but they
personate it by wearing masks. They thus attempt to resurrect the
1 Note likewise the element tcu in Tcuawympkiya, Snake priest,- and Tciibwympt-iya, Antelope
priest.
·
2 Journal of American Folk-lore, Vol. vu, No. xxvii, p. 287.
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ancient perforrner8 or dramatize archaic celebrations. Where the drama
induces them to introduce certain mythic animals, practical reasons
lead them to personate what they can not obtain. They personate the
duck (Pawilc), and it is believed when they don the mask of Pa,wik,
they become Pawilc lcatcinas, and thus they perform the ceremony as
did their totemic ancestors. Reptiles, however, are easy to obtain;
their personation by men is therefore not necessary, and most tenacious
of all in its influence, the presence of the snake is a startling component which fascinates and survives.
This theory implies but does not necessitate _former belief in totemic
descent.. Certainly the evidence which we have leads us to believe
that the Snake people, with a snake totem, believe they are descended
from the Snake-woman, or if they stoutly deny descent from reptiles at
present, may have once held it. Their denial, however, is only so much
evidence, and is not necessarily decisive proof. White men as well as
Indians deny many things which the comparative scientific method
demonstrates to be true.

RESEMBLANCES TO THE KERESAN SNAKE _DANCE
The valuable article by Mrs Stevenson gives us about all that is known
of' the character of the Snake dance among the Keres. Although
Hodge 1 has found evidence that this ceremony was of late introduction
in Sia, we may right.ly suppose that the celebration described by Mrs
Stevenson gives an idea of its general character among Keresan communities. I have already shown the points of similarity of the Snake
dance of W alpi and that of ·Sia, as described by Mrs Stevenson, and
have called attention to the probable meaning of those similarities,
viz, derivation either from each other or differentiation of both from
the same culture. The studies of the thr_e e Tusayan variants of the
Snake dance, which are described in the preceding pages, add further
evidence of relationship between the Tusayan and Keresan Snake
dances. As would 11aturally be suspected, the Sia ceremonial differs
more from any ope Tusayan variant than the Tusayan dances differ
among themselves, but· the resemblances of the Oraibi 1 or most primitive, are closer to that of Sia than the highly differentiated ~r alpi performance.
The only other theory besides the derivation to account for these
similarities of Tusayan and Keresan Snake dances would be that of
independent origins, now being vigorously advocated in many quarters.
While I am heartily in sympathy with this movement as a protest
against wild comparisons and deductions from isolated likenesses of
objects or myths, it may be carried too far. Members of the Keresan
and Tusayan stocks, if we may so call them, have repeatedly been
brought together in historic times. People from the Rio Grande have
migrated in a body to Tusayan and built towns there or become assimilated with the sedentary inhabitants of that r>rovince. So, likewise,
other peoples who once lived in Tusayan have moved back to the Rio
Grande, and their descendants now form a component of pueblos like
Laguna, Sandia, and others. This fact in itself is indic~tive of resemblances in ceremonials among these separated peoples, and when in
studying the Snake dance of Sia and Tusayan we find many likenessesnot one or two resemblances in symbols and paraphernalia, but many
resemblances in minute details-we rationally conclude that they are
derivative and not of independent origins, due to a similar mind acted
upon by a like environment.
1 American Anthropologist, .April, 1896, p. 134. Intr~duced by the "Cochiti somewhat more than
thirty years ago."
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The resemblances between Tusayan and Keresan Snake dances,
which become more detailed as we study variants of the former at
Oraibi and the Middle Mesa, render it less probable that two ceremonials coinciding in so many particulars originated independently.
I hold, however, that we can not yet satisfactorily answer the question
whether the Tusayan Snake dances were dePived from the Keresan, or
vice versa, or whether both differentiated from a common source.
Hodge 1 favors the idea that" the former Laguna Snake rites were
introduced from the Hopi rather than from Acoma, where its influence
was so slight as to leave not even a traditional trace," and he regards
it quite likely that the Snake ceremony performed at Laguna only
twenty years ago had its origin among the Hopi, and that it came, not
·' probably from Oraibi," as the Laguna people say, but more likely
, from the now ruined pueblo of Kawaika, whose name adhered to the
:.iewly founded pueblo near the lagoon. The people of the old
"Kawaika ;' pueblo in Antelo.pe valley came to Tusayan originally
from the '' far east," probably the Rio Grande. The theory that the
Laguna Snake ceremony was derived from those Kawaikas who settled
in Tusayan implies, of course, that some of them returned when
Laguna was settled, which is possible; but the question whether the
Acoma people did not have the Snake dance before western Kawaika
was built, or before colonists left the east to settle in Antelope valley,
is pertinent. If it had, as I suspect it did, the introduction of the
Snake c·ult in Laguna from Tusayan pertains only to one Keresan
locality, and we have yet to show that Acoma deriveq. it from Tusayan.
The Keresan songs and invocation in the Tusayan rites admit of but
one interpretation. They at least were derived from Keresan sources.
The presentation of the Snake dance and accompanying Snake rites
at Oraibi is closer to that of Sia than any of the Tusayan variants,
and everything goes to show that it is the most primitive. The Walpi
dance, on the other hand, has become more specialized, and is the most
unlike the Sia as described by Mrs Stevenson; 2 but the question
whether the Tusayan Snake cultus was derived from the Keresan, or
vice versa, remains unanswered.
The meaning of the Snake dance can not, I believe, be made out completely without comparative studies, and can not be obtained from living prie ts. .As pointed out by Tylor, in speaking· of the religions of
the great nations, so in that of TusayanIn the long and varied course in which religion has adapted itself to new intellectual and moral conditions, one of the most marked processes has affected timehonored religious cu toms: whose form has been faithfully and even servilely kept
up while their nature has often undergone transformation. . . . The natural
difficulty of following these changes bas been added to by the sacerdotal tendency
to i nore and obliterat trace of tbe inevitable change of religion from age to age,
and to convert into mysteries ancient rites whose real barbaric meaning is too far
out f harmony with the spirit of a later time. 3
1

Op. cit. , p. 135.
Ele'l'enth Annual Report of the Bureau ot' Ethnology.
3 Primitive Culture, Vol. n , p. 363.,
2
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I have no doubt that at some future time enough material will be collected to enable the ethnologist to_ give a rational exp1anation•of the
meaning of the Snake dance from compa~ative studies, but I doubt
very much whether the Tusayan p~iests now know its original meaning.
The trail. for the ethnographer is, however, plain; it is highly essential
that renewed efforts be made to record more accurately than has yet
been done the unknown details of the Tusayan Snake dance before it
is tfoally abandoned or transformed by modifications. Whatever current explanations are now regarded as orthodox by the priests should
be given weight as evidence, but not regarded as decisive.
Of more than usual interest in a study of the distribution of the
Snake ceremonials is the following reference, which I quote without
comment :
It was discovered [that] the Cocopahs, like the l\foquis of Arizona, practice the
Snake Dance ceremony. Not far from their village is an old adobo house especially
constructed for this purpose. Here they annually resort, to avoid publicity, to have
their Snake dance. Rattlesnakes are taken to this house, where the people of the
Snake clan congregate and perform their hazardous ceremony. (From letter in
Chicago Tribiin e, dated Pomona, Cal., October 31, 1895 ! )
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